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More than 200 years since the earliest scientific investigations by Young, Laplace and Plateau,
liquid surface tension is still the object of thriving fundamental and applied research. Partly inspired
by nature’s evolutionary designs exploiting physical properties inherent to liquids, this research is
enabling a rich and ever expanding set of technological applications. Micromachines’ Special Issue on
“Microscale Surface Tension and its Applications” was therefore conceived to present fundamental
knowledge, showcase relevant ongoing works and highlight prospective research directions regarding
capillarity, wetting, and collateral topics.
Building on significant advances in miniaturization and soft matter, as well as in metrology and
interfacial engineering, surface tension effects are indeed a major key to current developments in soft
and fluidic microrobotics, precision micromanipulation and fluid/solid interactions. Benefiting from
scaling laws, surface tension and capillary effects are expected to enable and support sensing, actuation,
adhesion, confinement, compliance, and other structural and functional properties necessary in micro-
and nanosystems.
This Special Issue successfully gathered novel and multidisciplinary contributions on capillary
micromechatronics (capillary grippers, vibration-induced transport of droplets, capillary actuators,
self-alignment), superhydrophobic and self-lubricating surfaces, soluto-capillary Marangoni-based
micromixing, and droplets micromanipulation. Worth highlighting are also two reviews on interfacial
tension measurement and self-cleaning surfaces.
This varied and stimulating ensemble of contributions echoes many of the interests and
directions identified during the 1st International Conference on Multiscale Applications of Surface Tension
(microMAST 2016), organized in September 2016 by the Belgian thematic network on Microfluidics
and Micromanipulation (www.micromast2016.be). The goal of that conference and network was, and
remains, to bring together various, interrelated or complementary research communities to collectively
address up-to-date and unsolved questions concerning the broad field of surface tension effects.
In recapitulating the spirit of that ongoing enterprise, we hope that the interplay between
fundamental questions and relevant applications driven by the downscaling of capillary effects captured
in this Special Issue will provide an inspiring point of view for the readership of Micromachines.
© 2019 by the authors. Licensee MDPI, Basel, Switzerland. This article is an open access
article distributed under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution
(CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Abstract: This review focuses on self-cleaning surfaces, from passive bio-inspired surface
modification including superhydrophobic, superomniphobic, and superhydrophilic surfaces, to active
micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) and digital microfluidic systems. We describe models and
designs for nature-inspired self-cleaning schemes as well as novel engineering approaches, and we
discuss examples of how MEMS/microfluidic systems integrate with functional surfaces to dislodge
dust or undesired liquid residues. Meanwhile, we also examine “waterless” surface cleaning systems
including electrodynamic screens and gecko seta-inspired tapes. The paper summarizes the state
of the art in self-cleaning surfaces, introduces available cleaning mechanisms, describes established
fabrication processes and provides practical application examples.
Keywords: self-cleaning surface; superhydrophobic; superhydrophilic; superomniphobic; microfluidics;
electrodynamic screen; gecko setae
1. Introduction
A self-cleaning surface is defined as a surface that prevents or reduces surface contamination such
as dust, water condensation, stains, or organic matter [1,2]. Self-cleaning surfaces have been under
development at least since the late twentieth century. Related research involves multi-disciplinary
backgrounds and aims at a broad range of applications including skyscraper windows, car windshields,
solar panel cover glass, surveillance camera lenses, and water drag reduction on ship hulls [3].
Scientists have been inspired by nature to modify the microscopic structural and chemical properties
of surfaces based on discoveries from plants, insects, and reptiles [4–7]. The approach is termed
“biomimetics” as it mimics the micro/nano structures on plant leaves, insect wings, and animal skins.
Self-cleaning surfaces in nature rely often on water droplets (rain or condensation) and gravity to
wash away surface contaminants. Such surfaces require to be positioned at a tilted angle, and the path
that the droplet follows during cleaning is not precisely defined. Considering these drawbacks, more
systematic designs have been proposed employing micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) and
microfluidics approaches, in combination with surface modifications for better cleaning effects. Many
innovative designs have been implemented aiming at reducing labor and the overall maintenance cost
for clean surfaces.
In this review paper, we discuss the working principles of different self-cleaning surfaces and
systems, including both passive surface structure design and active microsystems. The design strategies
and fabrication processes are introduced, as well as application examples. The paper provides
guidelines for self-cleaning surface design and implementation.
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2. Passive Self-Cleaning Surfaces
Passive self-cleaning surfaces rely on surface modifications, combining both physical and chemical
changes of their surface properties. The surface energy will be altered accordingly to reduce the
adhesion of a water droplet to the surface. The droplet can slide off or roll off the surface under
gravity when tilted to clean the contaminants along its path. No other external physical fields are
involved in dislodging the contaminants [8]. In this section, we will discuss the fundamental surface
wettability theory and different surface modification approaches, including superhydrophobic surfaces,
superomniphobic surfaces, superhydrophilic surfaces, and liquid infused porous surfaces.
2.1. Surface Wettability Theory Review
To describe the wettability properties of a surface, the static and dynamic contact angles of a
sessile droplet are commonly characterized. As depicted in Figure 1a, the static contact angle (CA),
θ, is determined by the tangent angle between the smooth solid surface and the liquid meniscus






where γSG, γSL, and γLG are, respectively, the interfacial surface tension at the solid/gas, solid/liquid,
and liquid/gas interfaces. The model is based on the thermodynamic equilibrium approach between
the three phases. Surface wettability is described as hydrophobic (CA > 90◦) when the solid surface
free energy in air is lower than in liquid, and hydrophilic (CA < 90◦) when the solid surface free
energy in air is higher than with liquid on top [9,11,12]. The suffix of “-philic” or “-phobic” describes
whether the liquid has affinity or lacks affinity to the solid. A variety of contact angle measurement
methods have been proposed, including direct measurement by goniometer [13], captive bubble
method [14], Wilhelmy method [15], capillary tube [16], and capillary bridge [17–19], among others.
These approaches rely on Young’s Equation and the interfacial surface tension remains unchanged
during the measurement. The goniometer is the most widely used tool to measure a static contact
angle. The profile of a sessile droplet silhouette is captured, and the droplet contact angle is determined
by aligning the tangent of the droplet profile at the liquid/solid contact point. To analyze the droplet
contact angle, we cannot cover all the methods but briefly introduce axisymmetric drop shape analysis
(ADSA) [20–24], theoretical image fitting analysis (TIFA) [25], and high-precision droplet shape analysis
(HPDSA) [26,27]. ADSA was first developed by Y. Rotenberg, et al. to minimize the squares of normal
distances between the droplet sideview profile and theoretical capillary curve based on the Laplacian
Equation [20]. The surface tension is an adjustable parameter and droplet profile coordinates are
determined by edge detection techniques. Instead of knowing the coordinates along the droplet profile,
F. K. Skinner, et al. modified the ADSA by measuring the droplet diameter from the top view [24].
The modified approach can measure low contact angles (CA < 30◦). ADSA uses a one-dimensional
profile curve and requires edge detection. The TIFA method determines the droplet surface tension by
two-dimensional fitting between the pendant droplet image and the theoretically calculated profile
without the need of edge detection. M. Schmitt and F. Heib developed the HPDSA methods to analyze
droplets on inclined surfaces [26,27], using localized ellipse fitting to determine the contact angles
separately for non-axisymmetric drop shapes. Sequential images of dynamic droplet contact angle
change can be extracted by this method.
As the droplet dynamically wets or dewets the surface, the liquid-air-solid three phase contact
line (TPL) starts to advance or recede. More than one state can exist. The interfacial energies at the
TPL will have multiple energy equilibrium states [28] caused by surface imperfections such as local
defects or roughness. Macroscopically, we can monitor a minimum CA value, called receding angle,
θrec, as the TPL recedes and a maximum CA value, called advancing angle, θadv, as the TPL advances.
The difference between the advancing and receding angle is called contact angle hysteresis (CAH,
θCAH = θadv − θrec), shown in Figure 1b,c. Due to contact angle hysteresis, a droplet can be pinned on
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inclined surfaces, as shown in Figure 1d. Sliding angle (SA), α, is defined as the angle between the
tilted substrate and the horizontal plane when a sessile droplet starts to move down the surface due
to gravity [29]. The relationship describing the sliding angle on a smooth surface with contact angle
hysteresis can be described as [30]:
mg sin α/w = γLG (cos θrec − cos θadv) (2)
where m is the droplet mass, g is the gravity constant, and w is the droplet width in contact with
the surface.
Large contact angle hysteresis implies strong pinning or stiction of the liquid to the surface [31].
Consequently, K.Y. Law proposed a definition of surface hydrophobicity based on the receding CA
θrec instead of the static CA θ [11]. A more distinct difference between the measured wetting force and
θrec could be observed when θrec > 90◦ or θrec < 90◦. On the basis of the surface affinity measurements,
the author proposed that the surface was hydrophilic when θrec < 90◦ and the surface was hydrophobic
when θrec > 90◦.
Figure 1. Schematics of contact angle types. The grey region represents the solid surface and the blue
color represents the liquid on top. (a) Static contact angle θ and interfacial surface tension γ according
to Young’s Equation. (b,c) represent a method to measure the advancing and receding contact angle.
The arrow represents the direction of external pressure to dispense water onto or retreat water from the
solid surface through a dispensing needle. (d) Inclination angle α, advancing angle θadv, and receding
angle θrec.
Young’s Equation does not take the influence of surface roughness into consideration. Wenzel
(1936) [32] and Cassie-Baxter (1944) [33] proposed models to study the water droplet apparent CA on a
rough surface. For homogeneous wetting conditions, the CA can be estimated using the Wenzel model
as in (Figure 2a):
cos θ* = r cos θ (3)
where θ* is the apparent CA on a rough surface, r is the surface roughness defined as the ratio of total
rough surface area over the projected flat region (always ≥ 1), and θ is the Young (intrinsic) CA as
defined on a flat surface. The Wenzel Equation shows that surface roughness amplifies the wetting
on originally flat surfaces [34]. On hydrophilic rough surfaces, the apparent CA θ* becomes smaller
than the intrinsic CA θ, while on hydrophobic rough surfaces, the apparent CA θ* becomes larger as
compared to the intrinsic CA on flat surfaces.
However, on rough hydrophobic surfaces, the surface energy of a dry solid surface is lower
compared to a wet liquid/solid interface. Instead wetting all solid surface asperities, the water droplet
often forms composite interfaces with air pockets and solid surfaces underneath [35,36]. A model that
captures this more complex heterogeneous scenario was proposed by Cassie and Baxter to predict
water droplet contact angle on composite surfaces (in particular, solid and air, see Figure 2b):
cos θ* = φair cos θair + φsolid cos θsolid (4)
where φair and φsolid are area fractions of the air and solid surface and φair + φsolid = 1. θair and θsolid
are water CAs when in contact with air or a solid surface. From Young’s Equation, it follows that the
4
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contact angle of water with air is 180◦, thus cos θair = −1, and we can derive the relationship between
the apparent CA θ* and the Young CA θ = θsolid on the composite surface as:
cos θ* = −1 + φsolid (1 + cos θ). (5)
In this case, the solid surface region fraction φsolid represents the portion of the heterogeneous
surface in contact with liquid, as opposed to the surface roughness r, which is the key parameter to
determine the contact angle on homogeneously wetted rough surfaces.
Figure 2. Schematics of different wetting states. (a) Wenzel state. (b) Cassie-Baxter state. (c) Transitional
state between the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter state, including the “petal effect” with simultaneously high
contact angles (CA) and high Sliding angle (SA). (d) Top view of a typical artificial superhydrophobic
surface design by creating surface roughness with pillars. The pillar height is h, the pillar breadth and
width are a and the distance between adjacent pillars edges is b. The dotted square shows a periodic
structure for calculation with a quarter of pillar surface counted at each corner.
By studying CAs or CAHs on chemically heterogeneous surfaces, the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter
model is accurate only along the contact TPL instead of the whole contact region between droplet and
surface. Experiments on chemically heterogeneous surfaces were performed by C.W. Extrand [37]
and L. Gao and T. McCarthy [38]. In Gao and McCarthy’s experiments, a circular spot with different
surface finish was patterned on the substrate, e.g., a hydrophilic spot on a hydrophobic field, or a flat
hydrophobic spot on a rough field. By continuously expanding or retrieving the droplet, the advancing
CA, receding CA and the CAH were all determined by the surface condition on the homogeneous
periphery at the TPL instead of the average surface conditions beneath the droplet away from the TPL.
On a flat surface with the known lowest surface energy coatings based on the hexagonal close
alignment of –CF3 groups, the highest contact angle of a sessile water droplet can only be approximately
120◦ [12]. With surface roughness, according to the Cassie-Baxter model, when φsolid is close to zero,
the apparent contact angle θ* approaches 180◦. However, as shown in Figure 2c, the water can
impregnate into the surface roughness structures. Studied by Miwa, et al. [39], the Cassie-Baxter
Equation may be modified as:
cos θ* = −1 + φsolid (1 + r cos θ) (6)
where r is the analogous surface roughness term as in Wenzel’s Equation and r φsolid represents the
ratio of the substrate-water contact area to the projected surface area. Interaction energy between the
liquid and solid is r φsolid times higher when compared to a flat surface. A low SA (~ 1◦) is achieved
only with a high trapped air ratio and reduced r, meaning the droplet needs to rest at the tip of the
roughness structures with small impregnation regions into the roughness, close to perfect Cassie-Baxter
state. The water impregnation level was further studied with atomic force microscopy (AFM) on
hierarchical structures together with Miwa’s model by N. Okulova, et al. [40]. Because of the water
impregnation, a strong liquid–solid surface adhesion can coexist with high contact angle of the droplet
on the surface, named “rose petal effect” [41]. The surface roughness in this case will increase the CA
hysteresis [28]. The water droplet keeps a high CA (153◦) but meanwhile exhibits a high CA hysteresis
by pinning to the substrate even when the substrate is placed vertically or upside down.
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Water droplets on top of surfaces with a high CA (>150◦), low SA (<10◦) and low CAH
(<10◦) are most favorable for self-cleaning. This property is termed superhydrophobicity [42,43].
On superhydrophobic surfaces, a water droplet can roll off the surface by gravity easily when the
surface is slightly titled and pick up dust particles along its path. The adhesion force of dust to
the superhydrophobic substrate is several times lower than on hydrophilic or even hydrophobic
surfaces [44]. We term such a cleaning strategy as passive [45] and the cleaning process will happen
only when the water droplet is dispensed on the tilted surfaces.
2.2. Superhydrophobic Surfaces
Two botanists, Barthlott and Neihuis [46], studied the microrelief of plant surfaces and discovered
the papillose epidermal surface roughness and epicuticle wax coatings were the two key factors for
self-cleaning mechanisms. Water droplets on top of lotus leaves kept high contact angles (~160◦)
and low sliding angles (< 5◦), promoting the motion of the water droplets under gravity when the
surface was tilted. Due to the surface roughness, dust particles on top of the leaves had reduced
contact regions to the surface, which decreased the adhesion forces and were much easier to be cleaned
away. A number of review articles have been published related with superhydrophobic surface
fabrication processes and applications [3,47–49]. In this section, we have a concise discussion on the
superhydrophobic surface design parameters and artificial superhydrophobic surface examples.
Inspired by the lotus leaf in nature, scientists have explored ways to mimic the lotus effect by
designing micro-sized surface roughness and low surface energy coatings. Figure 2d shows the top
view of a typical artificial superhydrophobic surface with square pillars. The Wenzel Equation (3) and
the Cassie-Baxter Equation (4) now become [50,51]:
cos θw* = (1 +
4φsolid
(a/h)
) cos θ (7)





From the Equations, the Wenzel state is dependent on the pillar height while the Cassie-Baxter
state is not. In both states, the droplet is in a stable thermodynamic equilibrium. An energy barrier
exists to prevent the transition between these two states. To be in Wenzel or Cassie-Baxter state is
determined by how the droplet is formed. By calculating the energy of a drop of given volume in
equilibrium on a substrate, a small a/h value (slender pillars) is suggested to obtain a robust state.
A periodical (b/a) is recommended to make the droplet insensitive to energy state change. A two-tier
surface roughness design with both microscale and nanoscale roughness is recommended, which
provides more stable superhydrophobic state and lower contact angle hysteresis [52].
Figure 3 presents some examples. R. Furstner, et al. came up with strategies to create multiple
types of superhydrophobic surfaces [53]. Shown in Figure 3a–c, silicon micro-sized pillars fabricated
with X-ray lithography and followed by reactive ion etching processes, microstructured copper foil
surfaces and a replica of lotus leaves using silicone molding were fabricated and characterized. All the
surface designs had superhydrophobic properties. For instance, on a replica of plant surfaces, water
droplets kept high contact angle (>150◦) and low sliding angle (~7◦). Cleaning efficiency was defined
by checking the number of SEM images without contamination particles after surface cleaning with
water droplets divided by the total number of SEM images taken. A cleaning efficiency of 90–95%
could be achieved.
K. Koch, et al. created two-tier hierarchical structures of roughness by depositing lotus wax
tubules on top of Si or lotus leaf replicas (Figure 3d) [54], achieving larger water droplet contact
angle (~170◦) and smaller sliding angle (1◦–2◦) compared with one-tier roughness structures like
Si micropillars.
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Figure 3e shows a nano-cone structure on a flexible Teflon substrate by oxygen plasma etching
of a colloidal monolayer of polystyrene beads [55]. The wettability of the surface was controlled
geometrically based on plasma treatment time as well as chemically by further gold nanoparticle
deposition and silanization.
Figure 3f shows a low-cost porous structure of isostatic polypropylene (i-PP) [56]. i-PP
was dissolved in the solvent mixture consisting of methyl ethyl ketone (MEK), cyclohexanone,
and isopropyl alcohol, and dropped on a glass substrate. The solvent was further dried in a vacuum
oven. The remaining i-PP formed a porous “bird’s nest” morphology. From atomic force measurements,
the roughness of pure thin i-PP film was 10 nm RMS with a water contact angle of 104◦, while the
porous coating had 300 nm RMS and improved water droplet contact angle from 104◦ to 149◦.
K. Lau, et al. [57] developed superhydrophobic surfaces by growing vertical carbon nanotube
forests with a plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process, shown in Figure 3g.
To provide the stable high water droplet contact angle, the carbon nanotubes were coated with thin
conformal hydrophobic poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) by a hot filament chemical vapor deposition
(HFCVD) process. Most of the superhydrophobic surfaces were made of fragile microstructures
or polymeric materials, where durability could be an issue for field applications because of the
harsh environment.
Y. Lu, et al. created a mechanically strong coating using an ethanolic suspension of
perfluorosilane-coated titanium dioxide nanoparticles (shown in Figure 3h) [58]. Two dimensions of
TiO2 nanoparticles (200 nm diameter and 20 nm diameter) were mixed and suspended in the ethanolic
solution. The coating was able to be applied to various types of substrates like clothes, paper, or steel
by spray, dip or extrusion coating processes and kept superior high water repellency after 40 cycles
of sandpaper abrasion. The robustness of coating processes, substrate choice, and high mechanical
strength allowed the paint to have potential applications in harsh environments.
 
Figure 3. Artificial superhydrophobic surface examples imaged by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
(a) Micro-spikes on Si substrates. Reproduced with permission from [53], published by ACS Publictions,
2005. (b) Heavily structured copper film surface [53]. (c) Silicone rubber replicates of Alocasia structure
through molding [53]. (d) Hierarchical structures using Si micropillars covered with lotus wax tubules.
Reproduced with permission from [54], published by Royal Society of Chemistry, 2009. (e) Teflon nano
cone arrays. Reproduced with permission from [55], published by ACS Publications, 2014. (f) Porous
isostatic polypropylene (i-PP) structures from solution drying. Reproduced with permission from [56],
published by Science, 2003. (g) Carbon nanotube forest grown by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD). Reproduced with permission from [57], published by ACS Publications, 2003.
(h) TiO2 particles paint. Reproduced with permission from [58], published by Science, 2015.
Because of the droplet repellency and low adhesion, a condensed droplet on a chilled
superhydrophobic substrate can be spontaneously removed. When the tiny droplets coalesce,
7
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the released energy can power the out-of-plane jumping of the droplet [59,60]. Such a jumping
condensate process was applied for surface cleaning mechanism [61]. Inspired by cicada wings,
K. Wisdom, et al. studied their wing structures and found the self-cleaning mechanism by jumping
condensate process [61]. The cicada wing cuticle surface consisted of conical hydrophobic arrays,
resulting in super-hydrophobicity with a water contact angle in the range of 148◦–168◦ depending
on the location. When the wing surfaces were exposed to vapor flow, the adhering particles or
contaminants could be cleaned because of the water condensation process. Shown in Figure 4,
the particles were detached from the surface by the water droplet’s out-of-plane jumping upon
coalescence. The capillary-inertial oscillation of the merged droplet provided the required kinematic
energy. The force between the jumping droplet and the particles in contact scaled with the capillary
force: f ~ γ Rp, where γ is the surface tension and Rp is the droplet radius of curvature. Due to the
scaling law, for small particles, it was less favorable to remove the droplet by inertial forces like gravity,
vibration, and centrifugal forces (scaled with Rp2) or by hydrodynamic forces like wind blowing
(scaled with Rp3). The jumping condensate processes (scaled with Rp) provided an advantageous
mechanism to dislodge particles from the surface by overcoming adhesion forces (van der Waals force
and capillary bridging force) to the substrate.
 
Figure 4. Water vapor condenses and spontaneously jumps off a cicada wing surface, encapsulating
50 μm glass beads. Reproduced with permission from [61], published by PNAS, 2013.
2.3. Omniphobic Surfaces
Water possesses a high surface tension compared with most other liquids (except for mercury).
Low surface tension liquids rarely exist in nature so the naturally evolved surfaces can barely repel
artificial low surface tension liquids in our daily lives [62]. According to the simple theoretical
derivation, by combining the Wenzel model and Cassie-Baxter model Equations (3) and (5), we obtain
the transitioning critical angle between the two states expressed as:
cos θc = (φsolid − 1)/(r − φsolid) (10)
where θc is the critical transition contact angle for a droplet from Wenzel state to Cassie-Baxter state [63].
By definition, we have r ≥ 1 ≥ φsolid, and θc is required to be at least 90◦ to make the transition happen
because the right-hand side of Equation (10) cannot be positive [62]. For low surface tension liquids
like hexane and decane, no existing natural or artificial surface coatings can achieve such a high contact
angle of the liquids [64,65].
Researchers have successfully created artificial superomniphobic surfaces with the assistance of
re-entrant structures [62] or doubly re-entrant structures [66,67], in which curvature is another key
factor other than surface chemical composition and roughness. The key to realizing superomniphobic
surfaces is that the liquid hanging between surface asperities cannot have higher contact angles
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than given by the intrinsic material wettability [68,69]. More specially, as shown in Figure 5a, if the
advancing TPL forms a smaller contact angle, then an equilibrium state can be reached that prevents
the droplet from further impalement [70]. The liquid-air interface inside the re-entrant or doubly
re-entrant structure remains convex and the net capillary force generated is upward. According to
Equation (4), when φsolid is small (<6%), the surface can repel extremely wetting liquids (θc* > 150◦
with θ ~ 0◦). However, the liquid is difficult to maintain in suspension with small φsolid because the
liquid will impregnate into the rough structures without enough solid support. A doubly re-entrant
structure is thus necessary with vertical, thin, and short overhangs to minimize the projected solid
areas while increasing the solid fraction by vertical surfaces (side wall angle ~90◦). As demonstrated
in Figure 5b, on a conventional pillar-like superhydrophobic surface, a water droplet is suspended
on the micropillar structure when the pillars are hydrophobic. However, for low surface tension
liquid, the liquid-solid contact line overcomes this barrier and reaches the lower edge of the re-entrant
structure, as shown in Figure 5c. For a completely wetting liquid, the contact line further wets down the
overhang and reaches the tip of the curvature (Figure 5d). Because of the doubly re-entrant structure,
the liquid-solid contact line stops wetting at the interior edge of the vertical overhangs while keeping
ultra-low contact angle.
To fabricate the superomniphobic surfaces, efforts have been made to explore re-entrant and
doubly re-entrant microstructure arrays. Figure 6a–c show different types of re-entrant designs.
The micro hoodoo structure in Figure 6a was made by reactive ion etching of the SiO2 layer on top of a Si
substrate followed by isotropic etching of the Si substrate using XeF2. The process resulted in Si pillars
with SiO2 caps [71]. Figure 6b started with lithographic patterning on a copper substrate, followed
by through-mold and over-mold electroplating to form hemispherical mound copper structures atop
a photoresist layer [72]. After photoresist strip, the mushroom-like copper structure was created.
Figure 6c demonstrates a nano-nail structure by using a deep reactive ion etching process to fabricate
tall silicon pillars with SiO2 nail caps atop [73]. All the three designs required a fluoro-polymer coating
as a finishing step to maintain the low surface tension required for stable fluid suspension. A vapor
phase immersing deposition process was usually applied on SiO2 surfaces and a solution soaking
process could be applied on metal surfaces. The self-assembled monolayer, terminated with the
tricholorosilane group or thiol head group, formed stable covalent bond and modified the surface
energy with a fluorinated tail group [74]. The silanization process was widely used for many surfaces
to adjust the surface wetting behaviors [75–78].
As an alternative to lithography processes, A. Tuteja, et al. synthesized a class of fluoropolymers
(polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS) shown in Figure 6d), with which the substrate was coated
by electrospinning. The surface tension of the electrospun fiber mat could be altered by changing the
mass fraction ratio of fluoro-POSS and a mildly hydrophilic polymer, thus systematically tuning the
water contact angle [62,71].
Deng, et al. created a transparent superomiphobic surface using candle soot as a template, shown
in Figure 6e [79,80]. The soot consisted of piles of nano carbon spheres with a diameter range of
30–40 nm. After depositing the soot on the glass substrate, a layer of silica shell was formed utilizing
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of tetraethoxysilane (TES) catalyzed by ammonia. The sample was
sintered in the oven for 2 h at 600 ◦C to burn away the carbon cores and link the silica nano shells.
The surface kept good transparency and superomiphobicity up to 400 ◦C.
Besides the re-entrant structures, doubly re-entrant structures have been fabricated, presenting
superior surface properties as compared to re-entrant structures. Learning from smart springtail
skins [66], T. Liu, et al. microfabricated structures with doubly re-entrant overhangs, shown in
Figure 6f [67]. Due to its particular geometry, the surface could repel any of the existing fluids even
without fluoro-polymer treatment of the final surface. Because of a pure combination of SiO2 and Si,
the surface would also withstand high-temperature environments over 1000 ◦C. Derived from this
process flow, metal or polymeric doubly re-entrant omniphobic surfaces were successfully fabricated
as well.
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Figure 5. Liquid-solid contact angle required for stable liquid suspension on (a) Surfaces with
both semicircular bumps and grooves. Reproduced with permission from [70], published by ACS
Publications, 2007. (b) micro-pillar structures, (c) re-entrant structures, (d) doubly re-entrant structures.
Reproduced with permission from [67], published by Science, 2014.
 
Figure 6. Examples of superomniphobic surface designs. (a) Micro hoodoo structures with a rectangular
SiO2 cap on Si micro-pillars. Reproduced with permission from [71], published by PNAS, 2008.
(b) Mushroom structure of copper surfaces. Reproduced with permission from [72], published by
Nature, 2015. (c) Nano-nail structures. Reproduced with permission from [73], published by ACS
Publications, 2008. (d) Fluorinated electrospun fibers [71]. (e) Candle soot structure after being coated
with silica nanoshell and after carbon core removal by high-temperature sintering. Reproduced with
permission from [79], published by Science, 2012. (f) Microposts with doubly re-entrant overhangs.
Reproduced with permission from [67], published by Science, 2014.
2.4. Superhydrophilic Surfaces
Superhydrophobicity is not the exclusive strategy to realize self-cleaning functionality, which
can also be realized while the water droplet contact angle atop a surface is extremely low (close
to zero). The simplest way to increase the surface hydrophilicity is by oxygen plasma treatment,
as demonstrated by B. Gupta, et al. [81]. Their process only modified the surface properties without
altering the bulk substrate material. Experiments proved that the treated surface had anti-fogging and
anti-fouling properties, but the hydrophilicity would decrease over time [82].
Another approach was to take advantage of both the light-induced superhydrophilicity [83–85]
and the photocatalytic properties of TiO2 thin films, namely the “Photo-Kolbe” reaction [82,86].
The as-prepared TiO2 surface water contact angle is ~72◦. The UV exposure creates oxygen vacancies
at bridging sites favorable for dissociative water adsorption (Ti3+ sites instead of Ti4+ sites), making the
water contact angle close to 0◦. Microscopically, after UV radiation, the TiO2 surface wettability is not
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heterogeneous anymore, and the hydrophilic regions are distributed across the surface with area sizes
in the sub-micrometer range, based on measurements by friction force microscopy. Macroscopically,
the water will spread on the surface instead of forming droplets, to wash away surface contaminants
easily [83].
The photo induced oxidation/decarboxylation/fragmentation of organic acids is well-known for
photo-semiconductors like TiO2 or ZnO [87–92]. The TiO2 preparation can use wet chemical processes
like sol-gel, dip-coating, or spin-coating processes [93,94]. A post calcination process is usually required
to improve the adhesion between the TiO2 film and the substrate [95]. Upon UV radiation (< 385 nm)
of the TiO2, the proton with an energy exceeding the bandgap would excite an electron (e−) from the
valence band to the conduction band, leaving a hole (h+) on the valence band. Valence band holes
react with the water through a strong oxidization process on the surface to produce reactive hydroxyl
radicals (·OH) and convert surface contaminants, especially organic residues, into byproducts like
water or CO2 [94]. Because of the weakening of the bonding, the surface contaminants are easily
washed away by rain.
2.5. Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous Surface (SLIPS) Surfaces
Solid substrates have been modified to create superhydrophobic or superhydrophilic surfaces by
etching of physically rough texture or by chemical modification. However, Wong, et al. developed
a system to create a liquid repellant surface, naming it “slippery liquid-infused porous surface”
(SLIPS) [96]. Inspired by the Nepenthes pitcher plant [97], Figure 7a shows the fabrication process
of the SLIPS surface. A porous solid surface was infused with low surface tension and chemically
inert lubricating liquid, which wicked into the porous substrate while being immiscible and repelling
to the test liquids applied to the surface. The contact angle hysteresis for sessile water drops was
as low as 2.5◦ and the sliding angle was smaller than 5◦. Figure 7b,c demonstrate the outstanding
anti-fouling performance of the SLIPS surface by applying crude oil and human blood. In comparison
with superhydrophobic surfaces and hydrophilic surfaces, no stains were left on the surface. Both oil
and blood would quickly slip away from the SLIPS surface. Besides the superb repellency, the SLIPS
surfaces also have self-healing properties [96]. Because of the surface ultra-smoothness and lack
of nucleation sites [98–101], no frost formation or a reduced ice adhesion were observed on cold
SLIPS surfaces.
Figure 7. (a) Slippery liquid-infused porous surface (SLIPS) fabrication process flow. Low surface
energy, chemically inert fluid was infused into the porous solid substrate. The surface remained
smooth with lubricating film between the substrate and the applied liquid. (b) Crude oil and (c) blood
movement on SLIPS, superhydrophobic and superhydrophilic surfaces. Reproduced with permission
from [96], published by Nature, 2011.
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With regards to bio-fouling applications, extensive studies have been performed on
superhydrophobic surfaces [102–107]. However, the anti-biofouling property of superhydrophobic
surfaces could be short-lived as the air-bubble layer trapped between the liquid and the rough surface
is not stable and may disappear within several hours [108]. More bacterial adhesion could end up
on the superhydrophobic surfaces due to the high surface roughness when compared with intact
smooth surfaces. Extensive work has been explored by adopting SLIPS surfaces to prevent bio-fouling
issues by various fabrication methods, which were more promising and with better performance than
superhydrophobic surfaces. A. Epstein, et al. adopted SLIPS surfaces to prevent surface bio-film
attachment [109]. Shown in Figure 8a, the SLIPS surfaces were fabricated with porous fluoropolymer
substrates (with pore size of 0.2 μm). By staining the surface with bacterial culture solution, the SLIPS
surface can reduce the cell attachment compared with superhydrophobic surfaces. The coffee ring effect
of the biofilm was suppressed on SLIPS by leaving only a pellet of bio-stains after evaporation. Similar
liquid infused porous substrate structures were obtained by phosphoric acid etching of enamels [110].
D. Leslie, et al. created a SLIPS surface with self-assembled monolayers (SAM), shown in Figure 8.
The structure was applied on a wide range of smooth medical device surfaces, which repelled flowing
blood and prevented thrombosis [111]. A molecular tethered perfluorocarbon (TP) layer was first
coated on the smooth surfaces by soaking the plasma treated surface in liquid solution. Then a mobile
layer of perfluorodecalin (LP) was applied, forming a tethered-liquid perfluorocarbon (TLP) surface.
By exposing the uncoated and TLP coated acrylic surfaces to fresh human blood, the TLP surface had
27-fold less platelet adhesion and platelets were considered as one of the major components causing
thrombosis. Both in vitro and in vivo experiments showed promising results, demonstrating that the
TLP surfaces were resistant to the physiological shear stress brought by the blood flow while reducing
the protein adhesion and thrombosis for at least 8 h.
Beyond the silane liquid soaking process to create the TP layer, M. Badv, et al. improved the
hydrophobic salinization process with a more robust, reproducible and less disruptive chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) process in vacuum [112,113] (Figure 8c). Coronary catheters were treated by both
two silanization processes, followed by adding perfluorodecalin or perfluoroperhydrophenanthrene to
make TLP surfaces. The CVD treated surfaces provided better anti-thrombotic performance compared
with silane liquid solution soaking processes. As shown in Figure 8c, CVD treated catheters surfaces
found no blood clot or protein adhesion after blood immersion. By mixing different self-assembled
monolayer silanes (aminosilane and fluorosilane) during the surface treatment, tunable cell repellency
and selective binding of antibodies can be realized. The target anti-bodies would be anchored by the
aminosilanes while the fluorosilane will repel the non-desired cells, proteins or plasma clotting assays,
creating the bio-functional lubricant-infused surfaces (BLPS) [114].
SLIPS can be fabricated on porous micropillar arrays with sharp overhang structures [115].
As shown in Figure 8d, the liquid on top of such surfaces meets a new liquid-air interface, compared
with solid-air interfaces of the normal superhydrophobic or superomniphobic designs without liquid
infusion as discussed above. The micropillar arrays with sharp overhang structures and nano-porous
micropillar top surface finish were created by direct laser writing, which can process any arbitrary
3D components with sub-micrometer resolution. A layer of Al2O3 by atomic layer deposition was
coated on the outer layer of polymeric micropillars and fluorinated by SAMs. Low surface tension
fluid was dropped directly on the micro-pillar porous surfaces and confined by the micropillar surface
roughness as well as the overhangs. The composite surface designs can repel low surface tension
fluids while reducing more than twice of the adhesion force, as measured with scanning droplet
adhesion microscopy.
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Figure 8. (a) Fabrication process of SLIPS surface using porous substrate and bio-fouling experiment
with and without liquid infusion. Reproduced with permission from [109], published by PNAS,
2012. (b) SLIPS surface fabricated with liquid soaking deposited self-assembled monolayers (SAM).
Reproduced with permission from [111], published by Nature, 2014. The experimental results showed
TLP modified tubing and control tubing after 8h of blood flow. The blood flow through arterial (Art) or
venous (Ven) cannula was indicated by the black arrow. (c) SLIPS surface fabricated with both liquid
soaking and vapor deposited SAM. Reproduced with permission from [112], published by Nature, 2017.
(d) SEM images of SLIPS and doubly re-entrant superomniphobic composite structures. The left image
shows the surface with lubrication and the right image shows the surface after lubricant evaporation.
Reproduced with permission from [115], published by Wiley Online Library, 2018.
3. Active Self-Cleaning Microsystems
Besides employing passive surface modification techniques, microsystems can be designed to
actively remove unwanted surface contaminants or fluids [8]. Many strategies have been tested using
surface tension gradients, electrostatic fields, and vibrations. Moreover, geckos can clean their feet
dynamically while naturally walking with hyperextension. In such systems, water droplet movement
or dust removal can be accomplished in a systematic way while applying more controlled forces. Thus,
the active self-cleaning approach can be utilized in combination with passive surface modification
to improve cleaning efficiency. In this part, we will first introduce the surface cleaning strategies by
combining the superhydrophobic and SLIPS surface design with droplet manipulation. Then we will
discussion surface dust removal techniques by electro-dynamic screen, repelling surface contaminants
by high alternating voltage. At last, self-cleaning synthetic adhesives inspired by gecko setae structures
are discussed.
3.1. Self-Cleaning Surfaces by Water Droplet Transport
Microfluidic systems have been developed using MEMS technology and widely applied for
biomedical and chemical applications. The recent development of microfluidic systems using micro-
or nano-liter water droplet transport, commonly known as digital microfluidics (DMF), offers the
potential for a wide range of applications [116]. To control the water droplet transport, researchers
have focused on creating surface tension anisotropy at the interface of gas, liquid and solid, defined
as the three-phase contact line (TPL). DMF systems can be used to direct water droplet transport
along the surface using chemical gradients [117], thermal gradients [118], electrowetting-on-dielectric
(EWOD) [119–121], surface acoustic waves [122], and micro textures [123,124]. Dust particles or
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undesired fluids along the path of the water droplet movement can be carried away to other locations,
leaving the desired surface regions clean and functional.
A typical EWOD setup is shown in Figure 9a. A water droplet is initially placed on a hydrophobic
insulator surface. When a voltage is applied between the droplet and the electrode underneath,
the electrostatic field will significantly modify the solid-liquid interfacial tension, leading to a reduction
of contact angle and an improved wetting of the droplet on the solid surface. This effect of the voltage
can be quantified by the following Equation:
γSL,V = γSL − 12CV
2 (11)
where the original solid-liquid surface energy γSL is modulated by the electrostatic field (given by the
normalized capacitance C, measured in C/m2, and the applied voltage V) to produce the effective
surface energy γSL,V. This leads to a generalized form of Young’s Equation (1):
γSG = γSL − 12CV
2 + γLG cosθV (12)
and the Young–Lippmann Equation:
γLG cosθV − γLG cosθ = 12CV
2 (13)
where θV is the effective contact angle under an applied voltage V.
Asymmetric interfacial surface tension change at the droplet-substrate interface can be introduced
by energizing different electrodes, and the surface on top of the energized electrodes tend to be more
hydrophilic. The droplet can be transported precisely controlled by sequentially enabling different
electrodes. Depending on the application, two popular EWOD configurations are often used, shown in
Figure 9b, the parallel-plate system, and Figure 9c, the co-planar system. For the parallel-plate system,
the water droplet was sandwiched in between the top and bottom electrodes, insulated by dielectric
layer (SU8, SiO2 [120] or parylene [125]) and hydrophobic (TeflonTM AF [126,127] or Cytop® [128,129]
coatings. The electrode on one plate was patterned and the electrode on the other was fully grounded.
Once the electrode was energized, the droplet was first deformed by the electrostatic field and driven
by pressure gradient inside the droplet [130]. The parallel-plate system can prevent droplet evaporation
and is less sensitive to gravity influence, compared with the co-planar system, where the cover plate
is removed. However, the co-planar system has broad applications and can be integrated into many
other systems which do not permit a top cover plate [131]. Meanwhile, the dielectrics and top coatings
of the EWOD system can be easily integrated with superhydrophobic surface or SLIPS surface designs
to enable the active cleaning capabilities by systematically controlling the droplet.
Figure 9. Electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) setup: (a) Typical EWOD setup to measure contact
angle change by external voltage. (b) Parallel-plate EWOD design to transport droplet. (c) Open
coplanar EWOD design. The energized electrodes are marked as red color in (b,c).
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Latip, et al. explored the anti-fouling properties by applying EWOD top coatings with hydrophobic
(Cytop) or superhydrophobic (NeverWet®) materials [132]. Different concentrations of protein solutions
were prepared. A similar test bench setup as shown in Figure 9a was performed to test the contact angle
hysteresis by gradually increasing and then reducing the voltage within a period of time. Compared
with superhydrophobic surfaces, the contact angle hysteresis greatly increased on Cytop surfaces
with increased protein concentration, maximum applied voltage and the period of time with voltage
applied. Higher roll-off angle and afterwards higher fluorescence intensity with labelled protein were
observed on the Cytop surface, showing a stronger protein adhesion to the Cytop. As for the droplet
transport, both closed parallel plate configuration (Figure 9b) and open coplanar configuration were
tested with superhydrophobic coatings. On the coplanar system, a droplet of 35 μL was applied,
and the actuation was difficult to control since the droplet continued to roll on the surface due to
low friction. However, in the parallel plate system, a droplet with only 5 μL was needed and was
successfully transported, merged or mixed.
M. Jönsson-Niedziółka et al. showed droplet transport with a parallel plate system configuration
to remove bio-particles [133]. The top and counter electrodes were separated by 300 μm spacers.
A square wave voltage was applied to the selected base electrodes at the frequency of 1 kHz and the
switching time between adjacent electrodes was adjusted based on droplet movement speed. The water
droplet displacement was driven by the surface wettability change induced by the voltage. The cleaning
efficiency was defined as: %efficiency = (1 − Nin/Nout) × 100, where Nin is the average number of
particles inside the water droplet pathway and Nout is the average number of particles outside the
water droplet pathway. Examples of water droplet transport along the electrodes and cleaning of
the surface are presented in Figure 10. Synthetic particles like polystyrene latex microspheres and
bio-particles, including proteins, bacterial spores, and viral simulant were tested with the system.
When the substrate surface was designed to be superhydrophobic, more than 90% of cleaning efficiency
could be reached with water droplets even for protein particles, which usually have high adhesion to
the substrate and are hard to clean.
Figure 10. Both top and side views of water droplet transport on the superhydrophobic surface at
different times. Reproduced with permission from [133], published by Royal Society of Chemistry, 2011.
Y. Zhao, et al. developed a similar EWOD system for sampling of micro particles (Figure 11) [134].
The actuation electrodes were insulated with a dielectric layer (SiO2) and coated with hydrophobic
(Teflon) coatings. Driven by sequentially actuated electrodes, the water droplet swept along the surface
and picked up particles. The path covered by the water droplet became clear to visual inspection,
meaning that most of the particles were collected by the moving water droplet.
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Figure 11. (a–e) Glass beads are collected sequentially using water droplets. The glass beads are
suspended inside the sweeping water droplets. The dashed line in (a) indicates the path of the droplet
for particle sampling and cleaning. Reproduced with permission from [134], published by Royal
Society of Chemistry, 2006. (f) shows a close-up view of the droplet with suspended sampled particles.
An EWOD system can also be designed to remove unwanted small amounts of water residue
adhering to surfaces. K. Y. Lee et al. developed an open coplanar EWOD system without a top
cover plate targeting miniature camera surfaces for automobiles [135]. The electrodes were fabricated
with indium tin oxide (ITO), which is transparent and can be integrated with the camera lens as a
lens cover. 1–70 μL water droplet sizes were tested with different threshold voltages under surface
inclination angles from 0◦ to 180◦. Figure 12 shows a demonstration of water droplet removal as well
as micro-particle removal on the camera lens cover.
 
Figure 12. Sequential images of cleaning of (a) water droplets and (b) particles with different volumes
on the lens cover of a smartphone camera. Reproduced with permission from [135], published by
Elsevier, 2017.
Besides superhydrophobic surfaces, H. Geng and S.K. Cho combined the SLIPS with an open
coplanar EWOD system [136]. The dielectric layer was SU8 and the top coating was replaced with
porous fluoropolymer film infused with lubricating fluid in this configuration. Droplets can be
transported along the SLIPS under voltage actuation. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) protein solution
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left tiny stains after evaporation on SLIPS while a large “coffee ring” bio-stain pattern was left on
hydrophobic coatings. The bio-stain could be cleaned by droplet actuation as shown in Figure 13.
Figure 13. (a) Different liquids transported on EWOD-SLIPS surfaces: (a1) Deionized (DI) water, (a2)
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution, (a3) propylene carbonate, (a4) isopropyl alcohol. (b) A droplet
cleaning bio-stains left by evaporation: (b1) droplet fails to move on hydrophobic coatings due to
bio-fouling, (b2) droplet moves and cleans the bio-stain. The green in the fluorescent images indicate
the BSA residues on the surfaces. Reproduced with permission from [136], published by IEEE, 2018.
Figure 14. (a) A water droplet resting on the anisotropic ratchet conveyors (ARC) surface with etched
pillars. (b) SEM image of the ARC surface. (c) Schematic of droplet interaction with droplet under
vibration. The leading edge conforms to the semi-circular rung, which acts as a wetting barrier, while
the trailing edge has only intermittent contacts with the rung pattern. Reproduced with permission
from [124], published by ACS Publications, 2012. Reproduced with permission from [137], published
by Wiley Online Library, 2012. (d) Surface cleaning performance for powdered sweetener (dextrose,
maltodextrin, and sucralose) contamination on a chemically flat ARC surface consisting of two loop
tracks. Reproduced with permission from [138], published by IEEE, 2017.
As an alternative to the EWOD approach, self-cleaning surface systems using water
droplet transport have been realized by anisotropic ratchet conveyors (ARC) under orthogonal
vibration [123,137]. Micro-scale hydrophilic semi-circular rungs are patterned on a hydrophobic
background, as shown in Figure 14 above [124]. The portion of the water droplet edge that aligns
with the rung curvature, which has a mostly continuous TPL, is denoted as the leading edge of the
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droplet, while the other portion, which has only intermittent TPLs across different rungs, is called the
trailing edge of the droplet. During each vibration cycle, the leading edge provides higher pinning
force than the trailing edge as the footprint of the water droplet expands and recesses. This asymmetry
in pinning forces causes water droplets to move toward the direction of the rung curvature. For a
surface cleaning demonstration based on the ARC approach [138], two ARC tracks were laid out in a
zig-zag pattern. The white contaminant on the surface consists of powdered sweetener. 10 μL water
droplets are applied to the surface and remove all the powder along their paths. Most water-soluble
materials (like salt and sweetener) plus low surface adhesion insoluble particles (like sand) can be
effectively cleaned from the self-cleaning ARC surface with water droplets.
3.2. Self-Cleaning Surfaces by Electro-Static Charge
Electrodynamic screen devices have been developed to remove dust particles for scenarios where
the water resource is scarce or not available, as in desert regions. The concept of transporting particles
using an electrostatic traveling wave was first developed by Masuda [139], where a series of electrodes
were connected to the AC source to serve as contactless conveyors. Mazumder, et al. developed an
electrodynamic screen (EDS) with traveling-wave AC field to create a self-cleaning system for the
problem of dust accumulation both on Mars missions [140–142] and on terrestrial solar panels [143].
Figure 15 demonstrates a typical EDS design with dust accumulation and cleaning effect before and
after the AC voltage was supplied [144,145]. Interdigitated electrodes were fabricated on printed circuit
board or glass substrates. The electrodes were insulated with a layer of transparent polymer. As AC
voltage was applied (700~1000 V peak-to-peak), the electrodynamic force applied to the particles
overcame gravity and the viscous force of air to lift the particles from the surface and transported them
to different locations. Over 90% of cleaning efficiency could be achieved by optimizing the frequency,
voltage, and signal shape. The power consumption and the cleaning time were only in the order of
milliwatts and tens of seconds. Other EDS systems were designed employing a standing-wave AC field,
with simplified electrical circuit designs and high voltage resources. Bing Guo, et al. systematically
studied the EDS efficiency in terms of EDS dimension size, dielectric cover thickness, dust loading
level, dust deposition methods, and particle size distribution for solar energy applications [146,147].
A dust removal efficiency of 90% could be achieved within 10 s of energizing at dust loading level
of 100 g·m−2 with a voltage level of 6 kVpp. Dust removal efficiency improved with increased dust
loading levels, reduced dielectric cover thickness and large dust agglomerations.
Figure 15. (a) Schematic view of a typical electrodynamic screen (EDS) design. Reproduced with
permission from [144], published by Elsevier, 2013. (b) Sequential images of the dust removal processes
on top of the EDS panel by electrodynamic force. Reproduced with permission from [143], published
by IEEE, 2013.
3.3. Self-Cleaning Surfaces by Gecko Tape
Geckos have attracted the attention of researchers for many years due to their ability to climb up
smooth vertical surfaces. The gecko’s foot has millions of hairs, named keratinous setae, providing
large van der Waals adhesive forces [148,149] that prevent the gecko from falling off from smooth
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vertical surfaces. Geckos have intimate contact on various surfaces with their sticky toes but their setae
virtually always keep clean and dry [150]. W. R. Hansen and K. Autumn [151] studied the gecko’s
keratinous setae and found the self-cleaning mechanism: Each of the millions of setae on the gecko’s
toe pads has hundreds of spatulae, sub-micron triangular structures aligned in parallel with each other
but not normal to the toes. An imbalance exists between the adhesive force of one or more spatulae
to the dirt particles and the dirt particles to the substrate surface. When touching the clean substrate
surface, the dirt has higher contact areas to the surface and tends to stick to the surface rather than the
gecko’s spatulae. The adhesive and shear force of a contaminated gecko’s foot is recovered gradually
by successive steps on a clean surface. By comparing the SEM images of spatula arrays after dirtying
with microspheres and after several simulated cleaning steps, most of the spatula surfaces were free of
micro sphere contamination. The shear force measurement also showed the gradual restoration as the
simulated step numbers increased.
Self-cleaning adhesive tapes have been developed using carbon nanotubes [152] and polymer
microfibrillars [153] mimicking gecko setae. Figure 16a shows contaminated polypropylene fibrillars
fabricated by a thermal casting process. An estimated 42 million fibrillars were created per square
centimeter with an average length of 18 μm and average radius of 18 nm. After 30 contacts on a clean
glass substrate with standard simulated gecko steps (Figure 17), 60% of the Au microspheres were
removed from the tip of the micropillars (Figure 16b). The sheer force could be restored by 33% after
20–25 cleaning steps. As a comparison, a conventional pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) went through
the simulated steps. The PSA surface was almost completely covered by the Au microspheres, shown
in Figure 16d.
 
Figure 16. (a) Micro fiber adhesive contaminated with gold microspheres. (b) Micro fiber adhesive
after 30 contacts (simulated steps) on a clean glass substrate. Some of the microspheres were trapped
inside the micro fibers. (c) Conventional pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) surface contaminated with
microspheres. (d) PSA surface fully covered by the Au microparticles after the same simulated steps.
Reproduced with permission from [153], published by ACS Publications, 2008.
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Figure 17. Standard protocol of mimicked gecko step cycle: (a) Normal compressive force was applied
on the back side of the fiber substrate. (b) Applying shear load added to the compressive force.
(c) Removing the compressive force to make the load a pure shear force. (d) Detaching the sample from
the clean surface. Reproduced with permission from [153], published by ACS Publications, 2008.
4. Conclusions
Self-cleaning surfaces can have a broad range of applications from bio-fouling in medical
instrumentation to building and vehicle windows to solar panel cover glass in the outdoor environment.
The examples mentioned in this review article provide suggestions and protocols for designing and
characterizing self-cleaning surfaces and systems. Compared with passive superhydrophobic or
superhydrophilic surface designs, active cleaning systems can perform the cleaning with more delicate
control of water movement, and more efficient use of water resources. Both dust and unwanted
water residue can be removed at the same time. However, more complex mechanical components or
control circuitry are often required for active self-cleaning systems, leading to higher initial hardware
investment, larger maintenance costs, and longer payback time.
Many commercial products have emerged in the market including superhydrophobic coating
sprays, photocatalyst coated window glass, and solar electrodynamic shields using EDS designs,
among others. The obstacles and challenges for self-cleaning surfaces currently involve poor durability
and high cost in terms of scaling and mass production. The fine micro or nano structures often cannot
withstand the harsh outdoor environment for an extended period of time while the polymeric coating
or surface infusion fluid will age and decay over time under solar radiation. The practical lifetime for
a self-cleaning surface or system might only last from months to 1 or 2 years but the requirement is
usually in the 10–20 year range, especially for applications in outdoor environments, for example in
dry desert regions to reduce dust accumulation, or under water to prevent bio-fouling on a ship hull.
We need to strive for the creation of self-cleaning coatings for surfaces or systems with multiple merits
including low cost, good scalability, durability, transparency, and antireflection.
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Abstract: This review presents a series of measurements of the surface and interfacial tensions we
have been able to make using the micropipette technique. These include: equilibrium tensions at
the air-water surface and oil-water interface, as well as equilibrium and dynamic adsorption of
water-soluble surfactants and water-insoluble and lipids. At its essence, the micropipette technique is
one of capillary-action, glass-wetting, and applied pressure. A micropipette, as a parallel or tapered
shaft, is mounted horizontally in a microchamber and viewed in an inverted microscope. When filled
with air or oil, and inserted into an aqueous-filled chamber, the position of the surface or interface
meniscus is controlled by applied micropipette pressure. The position and hence radius of curvature
of the meniscus can be moved in a controlled fashion from dimensions associated with the capillary
tip (~5–10 μm), to back down the micropipette that can taper out to 450 μm. All measurements are
therefore actually made at the microscale. Following the Young–Laplace equation and geometry
of the capillary, the surface or interfacial tension value is simply obtained from the radius of the
meniscus in the tapered pipette and the applied pressure to keep it there. Motivated by Franklin’s
early experiments that demonstrated molecularity and monolayer formation, we also give a brief
potted-historical perspective that includes fundamental surfactancy driven by margarine, the first use
of a micropipette to circuitously measure bilayer membrane tensions and free energies of formation,
and its basis for revolutionising the study and applications of membrane ion-channels in Droplet
Interface Bilayers. Finally, we give five examples of where our measurements have had an impact on
applications in micro-surfaces and microfluidics, including gas microbubbles for ultrasound contrast;
interfacial tensions for micro-oil droplets in oil recovery; surface tensions and tensions-in-the surface
for natural and synthetic lung surfactants; interfacial tension in nanoprecipitation; and micro-surface
tensions in microfluidics.
Keywords: micropipette-technique; air-water surface; oil-water interface; soluble surfactant;
insoluble lipids; “black lipid films”; “droplet-interface-bilayers”; equilibrium; dynamic; adsorption;
gas-microbubbles; oil-microdroplets; lung-surfactants; nanoprecipitation; microfluidics
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Graphical Abstract
1. Introduction
In this contribution to the Special Issue "Microscale Surface Tension and Its Applications," we give
an up-to-date review from 1983 [1] to the present day, of our wide range of micropipette-techniques
utilised for measurements of surface and interfacial tensions, droplet dissolution, and molecular
adsorption in air-water, oil-water, water-oil systems. While there are many other techniques and
methodologies associated with microsurfaces including microfluidic tensiometry, capillarity of gas
bubbles, and other micro techniques involving “Laplace sensors” [2–5] we take the liberty to limit
the scope of this review to our own studies. Micropipettes are glass capillaries that are custom cut
to have tip diameters ~5 μm and can taper out to 450 μm, and so all measurements are actually
made on surface and interfacial menisci, gas microbubbles or liquid microdroplets at the microscale.
As motivated in the special issue, surface tension and capillary effects enable many of the applications
in micro- and nano-systems. So here, by utilising a micropipette technique, we provide direct measures
of surface and interfacial tensions at the same scales as microfluidic, lab-on-chip, and other devices.
The goal is to provide the readership with a comprehensive review of many of the surface and
interfacial tension measurements we have been able to make using the micropipette technique,
including equilibrium measurements of the clean air-water surface and oil-water interface [6], as well as
equilibrium and dynamic adsorption of water-soluble surfactants [7,8] and water-insoluble lipids [9,10]
that required the development of a new technique, the Micropipette Interfacial Area-Expansion Method
(MIAM) [7]. We also give examples of where our measurements and those of others [11] have had
a direct impact on at least five applications. These selected applications include: gas microbubbles
for ultrasound contrast [12–14]; interfacial tensions of micro-oil droplets for oil recovery [11]; surface
tensions and tensions-in-the surface of natural and synthetic lung surfactants [10]; interfacial tension
in nanoprecipitation [15–17]; and micro-surface tensions in microfluidics [18].
We start though by presenting a few short stories behind some aspects of surfactancy we find
interesting and/or have made contributions to. This historical-perspective briefly describes certain
collaborations, personal contacts, and friendships that often underlie, or have even enabled, surfactancy
R&D. It takes us on a potted personalised journey that includes: Franklin and his “cruet of oil”;
the importance and role of Unilever scientists in generating much of the fundamental studies at the
time; an academic-industrial friendship that came out of those studies; an early micropipette technique
for studying fundamentals of “Black Lipid Films” (BLMs) and their interfacial tension, and how this
system helped to generate a new, and currently very active, field of “Droplet Interface Bilayers” (DIBs).
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1.1. Franklin and Friends at the Royal Society
As is well known, when an oil droplet is introduced at the air-water surface, an oil film can
spontaneously spread producing eventually a monomolecular film. Franklin communicated his
famous experiment to his friend William Brownrigg, and it was read and published in the Royal
Society in 1774 [19]. While Clapham Common may have been one site for “smoothing the waves,”
their friendship extended to Franklin and John Pringle visiting Brownrigg at his home in Ormathwaite
in the English Lake District. As recounted by Mertons [20], “The three of them went to nearby Derwent
Water where Franklin demonstrated the wave-stilling effect of a little oil he kept in the hollow upper
joint of his bamboo cane.”
Having observed that the wakes of two ships were remarkably smooth, while all the others were
ruffled by the wind, Franklin asked the captain, who told him that the cooks on those two ships
had probably just emptied their greasy water. As recounted by Franklin in his letter to the Royal
Society [19,20].
“At length being at Clapham where there is, on the common, a large pond, which I observed to be one
day very rough with the wind, I fetched out a cruet of oil, and dropt a little of it on the water. I law it
spread itself with surprizing swiftness upon the surface; but the effect of smoothing the waves was not
produced; for I had applied it first on the leeward side of the pond, where the waves were largest and
the wind drove my oil back upon the shore. I then went to the windward side, where they began to
form; and there the oil, though not more than a tea spoonful, produced an instant calm over a space
several yards square, which spread amazingly, and extended itself gradually till it reached the lee side,
making all that quarter of the pond, perhaps half an acre, as smooth as a looking-glass.”
This spreading of an oil film is one of the characteristics of amphiphilic molecules having
hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts. As Tanford mentioned in his book in 1980 [21], if the oil molecule
has only pure hydrocarbon chains, the film-spreading phenomena will not happen, i.e., the oil stays
at the surface as a droplet; but, if it is an amphiphile, a monolayer of just one molecule thick can be
obtained, and this monolayer reduces the clean surface or interfacial tension. Hardy, a British biologist
and food scientist [22], in his 1912 paper to the Royal Society, entitled “The tension of composite
fluid surfaces and the mechanical stability of films of fluid” [23] found that without a polar group
(hydrophilic part) in the molecule, there indeed was no driving force for surface adsorption and so no
surface tension reduction. Since then, more than one century has passed. Currently, liquid-liquid and
liquid-gas interfacial phenomena with various monolayer-forming amphiphilic compounds have been
extensively investigated in order to understand the mechanism of spreading, wetting, and dynamic
and equilibrium adsorption that change surface and interfacial tension. These fundamental studies
have been applied mainly for product development in drug and food industries, which brings us to
our next story.
1.2. Surfactant-Colleagues at Unilever and Cambridge
It could be argued that one of the biggest driving influences on the basics of surfactancy was in
the development of margarine. In relating this story, we have an opportunity to point out that, as is
often forgotten when we now so easily collect papers and references from search engines, talented and
hardworking people are behind those studies, and it is their legacy from which we now benefit.
The story starts with the establishment of one of the largest industrial mergers of its time; in 1929,
Margarine Unie teamed up with Lever Brothers to create Unilever [24]. Unilever scientists were at the
forefront of fundamental surface and interfacial chemistry research that underlies the performance of
their, now over-400 products in food and beverages (about 40% of its revenue), cleaning agents, and
personal care products. One particular group of researchers requires special mention. Brian Pethica and
James Mingins, working at Unilever Research, Port Sunlight Laboratory, Port Sunlight, Wirral, Cheshire
L62 4XN, England, were particularly prolific from the late 1950s through the 1980s [25–35] (and actually
beyond [36]). They published papers on such topics as “The Properties of Ionized Monolayers“ [25];
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“Phase-changes and mosaic formation in single and mixed phospholipid monolayers at the oil-water
interface” [28]; “Entropies of Compression of Charged Monolayers at Aqueous Interfaces” [29];
“Phospholipid interactions in monolayers” [31]; and “Intermolecular forces in monolayers at air/water
interfaces” [35]. These articles appeared in journals like, Trans Faraday Soc, Journal of Colloid and
Interface Science and the edited book, “Monolayers“ [29]. These are just a few of their publications on
the most fundamental topics in surface science, carried out in a commercial company initially founded
on making margarine. We would encourage interested readers to examine these “industrial” papers.
Interestingly, the “human factor” of research and development is perhaps no better exemplified
than in the friendship between the “academic,” Dennis Haydon FRS in the Physiological Laboratories
in Cambridge, studying surfactancy of black-lipid films and anaesthesia in biological membranes, and
the “industrialist” Jim Mingins at Unilever. They were good friends and colleagues, often referencing
each other’s work, and enjoyed especially hiking, and snow- and ice-climbing together. One can
only imagine the discussions of monolayers and bilayers, surfactants and margarine, that might have
ensued in the crags of Snowdonia in North Wales or Ben Nevis in Scotland [37]. It is therefore an
important point to make and recognise that, not only were fundamentals applied in a range of new
products since the early part of the 20th century, the development of these applications necessitated
advancement in fundamentals of surface and interfacial chemistry. Fundamentals and applications,
“academics and industry” went hand-in-hand in those days.
1.3. From BLMs in Cambridge (1983) to DIBs in Oxford (2005) and Beyond
One of us, (Needham) was lucky enough to do a post doc with Dennis Haydon FRS from 1980 to
1983. In one project, we evaluated the interfacial tension of a bilayer membrane against water (made
from Glyceryl Mono-Oleate (GMO)) and a series of alkanes and squalene [1]. These bilayer membranes
were called “Black Lipid Membranes” (BLM), because their thickness is below the wavelength of light
and they are only “visible” microscopically at reflected glancing angles. The goal of the experiment
was to evaluate the interfacial tension of a bilayer membrane (σ) by measuring the interfacial tension
of the stabilising monolayer (γ) and the contact angle (θ) between a lens trapped in the bilayer,
and with it, determine the free energy of formation of the newly discovered solvent-free films in
equilibrium with Squalene, as first introduced by Stephen White [38]. In the methods previously
developed by Haydon et al., the black lipid membranes were formed in a tiny 1 mm-diameter hole
drilled in a Teflon support [39] and GMO-decane solution was introduced into the hole via painting
across the hole with a small paint-brush. Normally, for BLMs formed by solutions like GMO-decane,
hydrocarbon-lenses were readily trapped in the bilayer during the electrical compression that triggers
bilayer formation and the angle was found to be ~2◦ [39]. The contact angle was simply measured
from the ringed-interference pattern of the lens, (or torus) when viewed in incident light [39]. However,
for systems where the difference in bilayer to monolayer tension was greater, we expected a much
greater contact angle. It was nevertheless thought that the interference fringes could be observed
and measured using a high resolution interferometer, in the labs at Port Sunlight. However, with the
GMO-Squalene systems, we found that it was not possible to even trap lenses during this process
associated with bilayer formation. Attempts failed to form a lens. Repeated failed attempts, one after
the other, were followed by a cleaning of the hole in which the GMO solution was introduced in the
Teflon support, (i.e., quick “suck-blow” with a pasteur pipette), ready for the next attempt. One night,
a surprising (and as it turned out fortuitous) observation was made; when the next bilayer was formed,
(without a trapped lens), over the next few minutes, tiny spots of light appeared in the membrane
when view in incident light. Remarkably, what had happened was that, the “suck-blow-cleaning” with
the pasteur pipette had formed small emulsion droplets, that were driven downwards.
Then, when a new bilayer was formed, and as the emulsion droplets rose due to their
buoyancy-effect, they touched and fused with the new bilayer! Tiny lenses had formed! A new
apparatus had to be designed, built, and tested.
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A more controlled technique was therefore developed in which a single, new lens could be formed
in the bilayer by introducing it to the bilayer interface with a micropipette using an in-house built
contraption [1], as shown in Figure 1A. When the lens was viewed with incident interference optics, the
interference fringe-rings were not resolvable, implying that the contact angle was indeed quite large.
However, as shown in Figure 1C, the hydrocarbon-filled-torus that supports the bilayer can be viewed
in transmitted light, as could the lens. And so, the new method that was developed as a consequence
of this “happy accident,” allowed a lens of known volume to be ever-so-gently, introduced from
underneath these, notoriously fragile (“2-molecule-thin”) bilayers by the micropipette (Figure 1B).
Then, by viewing in transmitted light (Figure 1C), we could visualise (and photograph) the new lens,
and use its geometry to calculate its curvature and hence contact angle with the bilayer [1].
Thus, this apparatus and technique [1] allowed us to measure the actual membrane tension, σ,
given by
σ = 2γcosθ. (1)
Then, from the area of the film A, we determine the Helmholtz free energy of formation of a black
lipid film, ΔA, from the relationship,
ΔA = 2γA(cos θ − 1). (2)
For the solvent-free films in equilibrium with squalene, [38] (or with Triolein [1]), the contact
angles were much higher than for the solvent containing decane films (of only 2◦). The squalene
monolayer tension was measured by the drop-volume method to be 2.4 mN/m, its contact angle
was 26.5◦, giving a bilayer tension of 2.2 mN/m and a Helmholtz free energy of formation per unit
area ΔA* of −511 + 134 μJ/m2 which was ~100 times that of the decane film (only −4.5 μJ/m2).
For GMO bilayers in equilibrium with Triolein, the difference between the tensions of the monolayer
(1.8 mN/m) and bilayer (1.0 mN/m) were even larger, showing an even larger contact angle (57◦)
and concomitantly larger free energy of formation, of −1673 μJ/m2. Thus, for these solventless
bilayers of only 2.3 nm thickness (essentially twice the length of the GMO hydrocarbon oleate
chains), the free energies of formation and hence stability turned out to be very high. Previous
explanations for the free energy of formation of membranes made from GMO-decane to -hexadecane
measured previously by Requena et al. [40], had focused on simply the thinning energy associated
with the Lifshitz theory of van der Waals attraction of water across the membrane. However,
the newly-measured values supported the molecular-exclusion, mean field theory predictions of
David Gruen, (who was also a post doc of Haydon’s) 3 years earlier working on theory [41,42]. These
solventless bilayers then provided artificial, solvent-free model membranes [38] that more closely
modelled natural membranes. Thus, in 1981, Needham was already working with, and exploring the
use of, a micro-manipulated-micropipette to deliver oil droplets for interfacial tension measurements
long-before working with the current more advanced micropipette manipulation set up (see later,
Figure 4). In fact, it was this ability to innovate, develop and perform these very delicate experiments
that prompted Haydon to suggest and recommend Needham (for his next post doc) to Evan Evans,
who had been pioneering the micropipette manipulation techniques for evaluation of red blood cell
membranes since the early 1970s. And, as they say, the rest is history.
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Figure 1. Measurement of high contact angles in black lipid membranes. (A) Diagram of the apparatus
showing the micropipette (mp) with microdroplet (md) of Glyceryl Mono-Oleate (GMO)-alkane placed
just beneath the black lipid membrane (blm) circled in red. (B) Schematic of the BLM formed in a
Teflon support using a feeder tube, showing the GMO bilayer in the hole, in equilibrium with the GMO
monolayer on the alkane torus, and the positioning of the micropipette with microdroplet ready to be
inserted into the bilayer. (C) Photographic images of: (a) a droplet of monoolein 8.4 mM in squalene
under 0.1 M NaCl on the end of a micropipette of tip external diameter 13.6 μm; (b) the lens that was
formed by touching the droplet to the black lipid film formed from the same solution. Bar equals
100 μm. Adapted from [1].
Finally, it was recognising this new-found bilayer stability that led Needham, in the summer
of 2005, to suggest to Hagan Bayley, Professor of Chemical Biology at Oxford University, to flip the
BLM-system and use two opposing water droplets under oil and so form a similar bilayer between
them [43]. Bayley had been studying single-channel conductance of hemolysin channels in BLMs, but
was having trouble stabilising the films. As illustrated in Figure 2, Needham had shown in, as then,
unpublished work, that when two water droplets were formed on the ends of two micropipettes in
solutions of GMO-alkane and then brought gently into contact, they spread on each other but did
not fuse into one droplet. It was clear that a “BLM” had been formed between the two microdroplets
(Figure 2A) and was stabilised in this droplet-droplet system as shown in the microscope image and
schematic bilayer overlay in Figure 2B.
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Figure 2. Two opposing water droplets under oil. (A) Two water droplets formed (top) in GMO-Alkane
solution have a monolayer of GMO at their interfaces. When presented to each other (bottom) using
micropipette manipulation they form a GMO-bilayer between them; (B) the same image as in (A)
(bottom) but now with an overlaid-schematic of the Droplet Bilayer Interface (DIB) showing that a
bilayer is formed between them as in the black lipid film.
Upon learning this, Bayley’s post doc, Mathew Holden, rapidly and successfully implemented
the idea [44] and this two-droplet system joined by a black lipid film became known as the Droplet
Interface Bilayer (DIB). Since then the DIB has been the basis for and invention [45], and multiple new
applications involving membrane-stabilised protein channels [43], and the development of a new class
of active material based on the ion-transport properties of functional biomolecules [46]. Adding more
and more droplets together, Gabriel Villar then created new droplet networks as “Multisomes” [47], that
were shown to make tissue-like printed-droplet-networks [48,49] of 35,000 droplets and their stabilising
interface bilayers [48]. As Villar concluded, (these networks) “might be interfaced with tissues, used as
tissue engineering substrates, or developed as mimics of living tissue” [48]. These systems have also
been extended by others into droplet microfluidics for the construction of compartmentalised model
membranes [50], and organogels [51]. Here then, this simple BLM, when flipped to be a bilayer between
water droplets in oil (Figure 2B), has now spawned over 1000 entries listed on Google Scholar. Once
again, this kind of innovation, research, and development exemplifies the power of developing new
techniques to allow new measurements—in this case of bilayer tensions, understanding fundamentals
of free energies of formation, that are picked up by other talented and driven scientists (perhaps our
friends, or friends to be) for subsequent development and new applications. We hope you enjoyed this
little potted-history of just some aspects of surfactancy and appreciated the “human factor” at the root
of all published research that we perhaps too often take for granted.
2. Basic Micropipette Manipulation Techniques for Surface and Interfacial Tension Measurement
The micropipette manipulation technique is based on the principles of capillary action. As is
well-known, capillary action is the tendency of a fluid to be raised in a narrow tube, as the result of
the positive adhesion and wetting of the tube by the liquid. (Note: Non-wetting can produce the
opposite effect and suppress capillarity, e.g., mercury-air-glass). The classic observation is that, when a
narrow glass tube, with a radius of a few hundred microns, is dipped into water, the water rises up the
tube to such an extent that its wetting-adhesion around the circumference of the glass opposes the
gravitational force on its raised mass. In the micropipette technique, we use similar glass capillary
tubes mounted horizontally (hence, no gravity effects) where the capillary action is now precisely
controlled by the application of often delicate, applied micropipette pressures (10 s of micro-metres of
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water) to sometimes quite forceful (10 s of centimetres of water), all viewed under an inverted optical
microscope. While initially developed in its current form in the early 1970s and used for studying the
micromechanics of red blood cells [52–60] white blood cells, [61–71], and lipid vesicles [72–84], here,
we review its adaptation for measurements of surface and interfacial tension at air-water surfaces,
oil-water interfaces, and the equilibrium and dynamic adsorption of surfactants and lipids.
2.1. Principles of Capillary Action and the Micropipette
At its essence then, the micropipette technique is one of capillary-action, glass-wetting and applied
pressure. Classical capillary rise is a well-known physical phenomenon associated with the surface
tension forming inside a capillary [85–87]. It relies on gravity as the opposing force on the water
that wets the glass capillary at its air-water surface meniscus. In general, when one end of a vertical
capillary is immersed in a liquid to from the air-liquid surface, the liquid comes into the capillary.
Figure 3a shows a schematic image of this capillary action.
Figure 3. Capillary actions of the air-water surface. (a) Capillary-rise of water inside a vertical capillary.
Upon dipping the capillary tube into the liquid, meniscus rises against gravity a distance h above the
outside bulk surface. At equilibrium, this height reaches a force balance that follows the Young–Laplace
equation between gravity and wetting (mg versus 2πRγcosθ). (b) In the horizontal capillary immersed
in an aqueous-filled microscope chamber, the water comes inside the horizontal capillary until opposed
by a counter force such as applying a pressure to the back-end of the pipette to hold it in position or
push it back. Again, the force balance follows the Young–Laplace equation of pressure opposed by the
surface tension scaled by the reciprocal of the single radius. (c) Similarly, for a tapered micropipette
where the meniscus position is now opposed requiring a series of increasing applied pressure to move
the surface down the taper. It is this tapered pipette that has been the most useful and is the basis for
our tension measurements.
In the vertical set up (Figure 3a), the liquid-rise is due to wetting of the glass (at some wetting
contact angle), providing a concave surface. This means that the pressure just below the surface is
less than the ambient pressure above it. The height of the meniscus (h), from the bulk surface is
thus the equilibrium between this reduced pressure scaled by the interfacial tension-acting at the
capillary circumference effectively “pulling” the meniscus upwards and gravitational force of the
mass of liquid “pulling” downwards. Thus, the interfacial tension force (Fi) is expressed by the
equation, Fi = 2πRγcosθc, where R is the inner radius of the capillary, and θc is the contact angle
between the liquid and the capillary surface material. The gravitational force, as a counter balance
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force, is expressed by, Fg = πR2ρhg, where ρ is the density of the liquid, and g is the gravitational





From the proportional relations of R and h in this equation, the capillary rise becomes higher,
when the capillary radius becomes smaller. The relation shows that for a given liquid, material of the
capillary (e.g., glass), and air-water surface tension, the capillary radius is a key factor in controlling
the capillary rise of the meniscus surface.
Using these principles, micropipette capillary techniques were developed to observe the gas-liquid
surface or liquid-liquid interface in an inverted microscope. Micropipettes are mounted horizontally
as a parallel shaft (Figure 3b) or tapered shaft (Figure 3c). Now, the position of the surface or interface
meniscus is controlled by the applied micropipette pressure, and can be moved in a controlled fashion
all the way to dimensions associated with the capillary tip (~5–10 μm) (and even blow out a bubble,
see later, Figure 21). Figure 3b shows the capillary in a horizontal position and thus there is no
gravitational force acting on the meniscus or liquid in this position. In this case, the liquid comes
inside the capillary by capillary action unopposed and would move throughout the whole length of
the capillary tube since there is no counter balance against Fi. To resist the liquid flowing into the
capillary, a counter balancing force can be initiated inside the micropipette by applying a positive
(blowing) pressure, which, when scaled by the surface tension and reciprocal of the radius, is again the





The Laplace pressure required to stop the liquid flow is proportional to the reciprocal of the
capillary radius, and so, again, smaller diameter capillaries require higher opposing pressures to create
smaller radii of curvature. The other important factor is the contact angle θc between the liquid and
the glass-surface material of the capillary. The contact angle of the air-water surface at a clean glass
surface is about 5◦. To apply this technique for all liquids including mixed solutions against glass
surfaces and other surfaces, the θc values have to be measured independently. However, because of the
constant diameter of the parallel capillary there is only a single pipette pressure for any given tension,
and so statistical averaging is somewhat limited. To allow multiple pressure-radius measurements and
so provide self-consistent (same system) values for the surface or interfacial tension, in 2001 a new
capillary-action-based technique, the tapered micropipette, was developed and applied to a series of
clean surfaces and interfaces as well as soluble- and insoluble-surface active materials [6,9].
Figure 3c shows the schematic image of the tapered micropipette for a surface tension
measurement. The tapered capillary is again set in a horizontal position. Following the Young–Laplace
equation and geometry of the capillary, the Laplace pressure controlling the liquid flow shows the





where, again, Rc is the radius of curvature of the interface inside the capillary. Using the tapered shape
for the capillary, the factor of θc is cancelled out in the equation, as discussed below in association with
Equation (6).
Therefore, the surface or interfacial tension value is obtained by knowing the applied pipette
pressure ΔP, required to keep the meniscus at a geometry of Rc, and does not require knowledge of the
contact angle of the meniscus at the capillary surface.
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2.2. Micropipette Manipulation Apparatus
The interfacial tension measurement with the tapered micropipette is achieved by using a
bright field microscope system with one or more micropipette micro-manipulators mounted on
the microscope stage [7,9]. Other accessary equipment, such as a pressure transducer and camera are
also required. Figure 4a shows a photographic image of the micropipette manipulation system with a
tapered micropipette mounted in a microscope chamber filled with the test liquid (Figure 4b).
Figure 4. Our Signature Micropipette Manipulation Platform provides an ability to establish a
well-defined interface (air-water, oil-water, with or without adsorbed material). (a) The system is
comprised of: micropipette pressure control from micro-atm to milli-atm; a microchamber for the
test solution; temperature control: 5 to 50 ◦C; manipulators with fine positional control of pipette.
Microscope images are recorded digitally for analysis. (b) Micropipette (i) is mounted via a chuck
(ii) in a custom-built holder (iii), mounted on a stage micrometre (iv) bolted firmly to the microscope
platform (v). The image of the micropipette in the microchamber (vi) is viewed via a 40× and 20×
objective lens for equilibrium and dynamic surface tension measurement, respectively (vii). With
permission from Elsevier [18].
Figure 4a shows the overall microscopy system. The bright-field microscope with Köhler
illumination (Zeiss) is used to observe the geometrical shape of the surface or interface inside a
micropipette, as for example, the water-air surface displayed on the monitor in Figure 4a. Figure 4b
shows an enlarged view around the glass cuvette sample-chamber (2 mm × 3 mm × 10 mm) with
a micropipette inserted. Tapered micropipettes (taper angle θp ~ 3–4◦) are custom-made de novo by
using a pipette puller (Shutter instrument, Novato, CA, USA), and cut to the desired tip diameter
(~5–10 μm) with a micro-forge (Narishige) [18]. To manipulate the tapered micropipette inside the
chamber, the pipette is attached to a Newport 3D mechanical micromanipulator, which is firmly bolted
to the microscopy stage. To monitor and record the geometrical shapes at the tip and the interface
inside the tapered micropipette, a CCD-camera with 30 frames per second (DAGE-MIT, Michigan, IN,
USA) is attached to the system. In-line pressure transducers (Validyne Engineering Corp., Northridge,
CA, USA) measure the applied pipette pressure, in the plastic tubing that connects to the micropipette
via an “L”-junction chuck. Precise pressure control by a syringe or manometer allows the system to be
set to zero flow and hence zero applied pressure. Surfaces, interfaces and formed gas microbubbles or
liquid microdroplets are monitored in real time and recorded as digitalised information on a computer
by using a home-built LabVIEW program. The digitised image is analysed with ImageJ software
provided by National Institute of Health [88].
2.3. Gas-Liquid Interfaces
The simplest measurement that can be made using the micropipette technique is to validate the
well-established clean air-water surface tension using the tapered micropipette [9]. (This is actually
an experiment we use to train new researchers on the micropipette manipulation system). Figure 5
shows a series of typical air-water surface images inside a micropipette corresponding to four different
applied positive Laplace pressures [9].
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Figure 5. Microscope images of an air-water surface inside a tapered micropipette. (a) The air-filled
micropipette was inserted into the surfactant solution under relatively high positive applied pipette
pressure 18.8 kPa. The meniscus came to equilibrium such that the interface meniscus (diameter
~15 μm) was close to pipette tip. (b–d) The applied positive pressure was then decreased to, (b) 12 kPa,
(c) 8.8 kPa, and (d) 7.1 kPa respectively allowing the meniscus to recede down the tapered pipette to
new equilibrium curvatures. In the experiment this is followed by a series of increasing pressures that
move the meniscus back down the pipette and so is advancing. There was no hysteresis in the positions
or contact angle for these receding or advancing contact angles. With permission from American
Chemical Society [9].
As described previously (Section 2.1., Principles of Capillary Action and the Micropipette), water
enters and flows continually into a horizontal micropipette by capillary action if we do not apply any
positive, opposing pressure inside the pipette. In the experiment the micropipette was inserted into
the surfactant solution under an initially relatively high pre-set positive applied pipette pressure of
18.8 kPa. As seen in Figure 5a, the meniscus came to equilibrium with a diameter of ~15 μm such that
it was close to pipette tip. A subsequent decrease of the applied pressure from 18.8 kPa (Figure 5a) to
7.1 kPa (Figure 5d), resulted in the movement of the air-water meniscus to larger and larger radii in the
tapered pipette. This control of the meniscus position (and hence radius of curvature of the interface)
inside the tapered micropipette, provides the surface tension measurement by simple application of
the Laplace equation, Equation (5). Figure 6 shows how to calculate the radius of curvature Rc, from
the air-water surface geometry, defined by the vertical distance (Y) and the horizontal distance (X) that
correspond, respectively, to the chord between the ends of an arc spanning the cap and the height of
the cap.
Figure 6. Calculation of radius of curvature Rc from the geometry of the surface image. With permission
from American Chemical Society [9].
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As mentioned above, the tapered micropipette manipulation technique solved the θc problem by
using Rc in the equation rather than using R, thus not requiring any factor of θc at the point where
the three phases (air-water-glass) meet. In order to check this, we measured the air-water surface
tension for two different contact angles. A glass pipette surface coating of 3-Cyanopropyltrichloro
silane (CTPCS) produced a much higher contact angle of 54◦ compared to that for a clean glass surface
of 5◦ [7]. Figure 7a (CTPCS-coated) and Figure 7b (non-silane coated) show the images of the air-water
surface with different contact angles at ~1.4 kPa applied pressure.
Figure 7. Contact angle change with and without silane coating at the glass surface of the micropipette
at 20 ◦C and corresponding surface tension plot. (a) 3-Cyanopropyltrichloro silane (CTPCS) coated
micropipette, having a contact angle of 54◦ and applied pressure of ~1.4 kPa inside the pipette. Using
the fitting of curvature (dashed circle) at the diffraction pattern at the air surface area, the contact
angle is calculated by considering the point “p” and “p0” giving 54 ± 7◦. Note this circle is not at
the interface but at the point at which the meniscus leaves the glass surface. Point “p” shows the
grey and black pattern boundary spot on the circle, and p0 shows a crossing point of the circle and a
vertical line crossing the circle centre. (b) Non-silane coated (just glass) micropipette having ~1.4 kPa
applied pressure inside the pipette with the much smaller contact angle of 5◦. (c) Equilibrium air-water
surface tension measured by the micropipette manipulation method with increasing pressure (hollow
symbols: interfacial area decreasing) and decreasing pressure (solid symbols: interfacial area increasing)
comparing with and without CTPCS coating. The surface tension was calculated from the slope of a
plot of applied pressure ΔP vs. the reciprocal radius of curvature 2/Rc at each applied pressure. With
permission from Elsevier [7].
From the fitting circle at the edge of the diffraction pattern (Figure 7a, white dashed circle),
the contact angle θc of the air-water surface against the hydrophobic CTPCS-coated micropipette
glass surface was estimated to be θc = 54 ± 7◦. This showed good agreement with other literature
data of 56.3 ± 2.2◦ [89]. We therefore confirmed that the estimation of θc from the diffraction pattern
was a reliable method for the air-water surface tension measurement. By comparison, the contact
angle against the clean glass surface of 5◦, shown in Figure 7b is, as expected, much smaller than the
CTPCS-coated micropipette. Satisfyingly, in Figure 7c, both measurements of ΔP vs. 2/Rc plotted
for a series of different applied ΔP showed the same linear fitting slope. Then, using Young–Laplace,
Equation (5), the slope expressed the γ values, and these were, γ = 72.5 ± 0.1 (CTPCS coating) and
72.6 ± 0.2 mN/m (non-coating), at 20 ◦C. Thus, even though the two glass surfaces were of completely
different hydrophobic or hydrophilic character, the measurement of the clean air-water surface tension
was self-consistent in excellent and accurate agreement with reference data from the literature [90].
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What these simple experiments show is that the radius of curvature Rc is accurately determined
from a segment of the interface and the contact angle is not required in order to measure the surface
tension with the tapered micropipette system.
2.4. Liquid-Liquid Interfaces
We have also established the technique for making equilibrium interfacial tension measurements
at oil-water interfaces [9]. By partially filling the pipette with oil and placing water in the microchamber,
a curved interface can be formed in the micropipette, much like the one between air and water. Since
oil is hydrophobic the curvature of the meniscus in contact with the glass pipette surface is again
dependent on water-wetting of the hydrophilic glass. As with the simple air-water system, as shown
in Figure 8, the application of positive pipette pressure moves the interface position down the pipette
(Figure 8a,b) changing its radius. The application of negative pressures then allows it to recede back
up the pipette for reversible measurement of advancing and receding positions.
Figure 8. Equilibrium interfacial tension for the simple oil-water system. Shown are video-micrographs
from an experiment where n-decane filled the micropipette and water was placed in the microchamber.
(a) (right-hand micrograph) As in Figure 5, the (partially) oil-filled micropipette was inserted into the
water under positive applied pipette pressure ΔP of 2 kPa to give an interface meniscus in the pipette
taper with a diameter ~100 μm. The applied positive pressure was increased to (b) 2.2 kPa, and the
oil-water interface was moved to a new position with a smaller diameter of 93 μm. This was repeated
to obtain the advancing and receding meniscus positions and corresponding radii used to plot the data
in Figure 9.
As before (Figures 5–7 and associated text), this allows the interfacial tension to be measured using
the Laplace equation, Equation (5). From the best fitting slope to a plot in Figure 9 of applied pressure
ΔP vs. 2/Rc at each applied pressure, gives the interfacial tension for the decane-water interface as
51.2 ± 0.4 mN/m [9]. Additionally shown on the plot is plot and surface tension for the decane-air
interface as 23.6 ± 0.5 mN/m [9]. These values were in good reasonable agreement with literature
values [91]. In general, the oil-air interfacial tension has a lower value compared with the oil-water
interfacial tension. For completion, and to summarise this section on gas-liquid and liquid-liquid
systems, Table 1 shows the list of different alkane or alkanol interfacial and surface tensions against
water γOW or air γOA. The results from the tapered micropipette manipulation technique (bold letters)
are combined with those from the literature [91,92]. Interestingly, for the completely non-polar alkanes
the alkane-water surface tension (~51 mN/m) is always larger than the alkane-air tension (~21 mN/m).
The alkanol-air tensions (~27 mN/m) are similar to those of the alkane-air due to the presentation of
their own alkane chains to air. Conversely, at the alkanol-water interface, the polar head group of the
alkanol can orient towards the water (see later, Figure 11a) and provides a lower interfacial tension
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(~8 mN/m) than to air. This result clearly suggests that alkanols have a monolayer-forming capacity
and can act as surface active compounds, an effect that we examined for 1-Octanol [7] and present
and discuss later as equilibrium and dynamic adsorption (see Section 4. Equilibrium and Dynamic
Surface Tension: Adsorption of Soluble Surfactants). As mentioned at the beginning of this review,
a pure hydrocarbon chain molecule, like decane cannot spread at the air-water surface because of a
lack of molecule polarity [21].
Figure 9. Plot of Equilibrium surface and interfacial tensions measured by the tapered micropipette
manipulation technique. Data for applied micropipette pressure ΔP (kPa) is plotted in this
particular paper [9] against the reciprocal of the radius of curvature 1/Rc (×103 m−1) for Water/Air,
Water/Decane and Decane/Air. Meniscus position was measured for both increasing pressure (hollow
symbols) and decreasing pressure (solid symbols). As before (Figure 7), the surface tension was
calculated from the slope of the plot. With permission from Elsevier [9]. The circled data correspond to
the menisci shown in Figure 8, i.e., at the lowest pressures and largest radii of curvature.
Table 1. Alkane and alkanol interfacial and surface tensions against water or air. Micropipette
aspiration technique results are shown in bold letters. Data are at 20 ◦C, except, micropipette aspiration
technique results (23 ◦C), γOW of Decane (24.5 ◦C), and both 1-Hexanol interfacial tensions (25 ◦C).






Hexane (C6) 51.1 18.4
Octane (C8) 50.8 21.6






1-Hexanol (C6) 6.8 25.8
1-Octanol (C8) 8.52 27.5
1-decanol (C10) 8.97 28.9
In order to finish this section on the development of the micropipette techniques, we present now
our most recent Micropipette Interfacial Area-expansion Method (MIAM) that has allowed us to make
Dynamic Surface Tension (DST) measurements.
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2.5. More Advanced Techniques: Micropipette Interfacial Area-Expansion Method (MIAM)
The initial tapered micropipette technique was developed and introduced by Lee et al. in 2001 [6,9].
It was used to measure equilibrium tensions of clean and surfactant-adsorbed surfaces and also to make
dynamic surface tension measurements for the adsorption of phospholipids (as described later, see
Section 5. Equilibrium and Dynamic Surface Tension: Adsorption of Insoluble Surfactants). The system
was able to track dynamic surface tension changes for times on the order of ~15 s. It was successful in
that it demonstrated the formation of lipid monolayers from adsorbing lipid vesicles in the aqueous
phase, that came to equilibrium in times on the order of 2 min. While successful for lipid adsorption,
it clearly had limits for faster-transport-surfactants. In the dynamic process of lipid or surfactant
adsorption to a clean surface or interface, there is a decrease in tension and so a meniscus-interface in
the tapered micropipette would move to smaller radii for a constant applied pipette pressure. While
we did manage to blow surfactant solution at a clean interface using a smaller delivery pipette inserted
into the larger tapered pipette (see Figures 6 and 7 in Lee et al. [9]) and observe the rapid movement of
the meniscus to correspondingly smaller radii, the limits of this early technique were simply due to not
being able to move the micropipette inside the chamber fast enough to observe the meniscus position
(and measure its radius). Therefore, for more advanced applications (see later in Section 6 Applications)
and indeed for more accurate and sensitive fundamental studies in dynamic tension measurement for
surfactants, we developed the Micropipette Interfacial Area-expansion Method (MIAM) [7].
In order to improve the time-lag, any need for micropipette movement was eliminated by fixing
the micropipette a priori at a position that represented the expected meniscus diameter for a clean
air-water surface (i.e., ~72 mN/m tension). This surface was then ready for the initial adsorption and
therefore setting a diameter for time zero [7,8]. Figure 10 shows schematic images of the Micropipette
Interfacial Area-expansion Method as used in this technique and a description of the sequence of events.
Figure 10. Schematic image of the Dynamic Surface Tension (DST) measurement using the Micropipette
Interfacial Area-expansion Method. (a) The micropipette is inserted into the surfactant solution under
high positive applied pipette pressure such that the new interface meniscus (diameter ~22 μm) is
close to the pipette tip. This is observed by initially positioning the micropipette tip in the field of
view. To avoid convective flow inside the chamber, the microchamber is gently sealed with a plug of
hexadecane after the pipette is inserted and the pipette moved to a new viewing position where a clean
surface is expected to locate when a pre-set lower pipette pressure is applied. (b) Following a 15-fold
decrease of the applied pipette pressure, ΔP, (from the high value of ~9 kPa, that held the interface
close to the pipette tip, to 0.6 kPa), the surface area quickly expands to a new diameter of ~300 μm in
0.1 to 0.3 s. The pipette pressure is rapidly fixed to a constant reset pressure of 1.2 kPa, and the surface
meniscus moves to the observed region (dotted box). The movement of the surface meniscus is tracked
as surfactant adsorbs to the water-air surface and reduces the tension to the new equilibrium. With
permission from Elsevier [7].
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The method follows a protocol of these three steps:
Step 1: Set the position of the micropipette inside the microchamber and apply a high positive
pressure (~9 kPa) by using a syringe pump. This pressure minimises the air-liquid meniscus area
and makes it almost coincident with the micropipette tip (radius ~11 μm) (Figure 10a). The end of
the microchamber is sealed with a small volume of hexadecane to avoid water evaporation and limit
convective flow during the experiment.
Step 2: Quickly release the applied pressure from 9 to 0 kPa in 0.1 to 0.3 s. This achieves a 200-fold
interfacial area expansion, i.e., from 700 to 140,000 μm2, as shown in Figure 10b, and moves the
meniscus to the position indicated by the grey-dashed meniscus in the pipette. This rapid surface area
expansion creates an essentially clean air-water surface in the micropipette (i.e., with only ~0.5% of the
initial concentration of the surfactant that would have been adsorbed at the initial small interface).
Step 3: After the rapid expansion of the surface area, quickly apply a reset pressure ~1.0 kPa,
observe the position of the surface meniscus (dotted box) and proceed with the Rc measurement of
its gradual movement down the micropipette taper to smaller radii at this constant applied pipette
pressure. That is, the maximum surface area becomes smaller when surface active agents adsorb at
the relatively clean air-water surface (Figure 10b, monitored area). Thus, the dynamic change of the
position of the meniscus in the tapered micropipette and hence its corresponding surface curvature is
monitored and recorded in real time for later analysis.
This technique then was developed to capture the fastest times possible for surface and interfacial
movements in response to surfactant adsorption. Of course, this process includes the diffusion
of surfactants to (and from) the surface and so embedded in it, and obtainable from the results,
is the diffusion coefficient of the adsorbing species. All this will be presented and shown later for
both non-ionic and ionic test surfactants (Sections 4 and 5) and for an application studying lung
surfactants (Section 6.3.). First, though, we consider the entities involved in the equilibrium and
dynamic surfactancy that we have studied.
3. Entities: Soluble and Insoluble Surfactants as Monolayers, Micelles, Vesicles and Emulsions
By way of a more technical introduction to the systems we have studied, we now briefly describe
the surfactant- and lipid-systems in which our micropipette manipulation experimentation has made
some important contributions. Amphiphilic compounds are well-known surface-active agents at
the air-water surface and also form association colloids. The schematic images in Figure 11 show
typical behaviours for some common examples of these compounds at the air-water surface as soluble
monolayers and in bulk solution as micelles, as well as insoluble monolayers and membrane vesicles
of the relatively more-insoluble lipids. In our earlier micropipette work in 2001, we established the
rudimentary methods for measuring equilibrium tensions of clean and surfactant-adsorbed surfaces [9]
as well as the equilibrium and dynamic tensions due to adsorption of phospholipids [6]. In 2017
we have now improved on, and extended, these techniques for both equilibrium and shorter-time
dynamic behaviour of the surface-active agents Octanol [7] and sodium dodecyl sulphate [8], and as
described later in Section 6.3., for lung surfactant formulations [10].
Simple amphiphilic compounds can create monolayers at the air-water surface by orienting
their monomers, i.e., hydrophilic polar head groups towards the water and hydrophobic chain(s)
towards the air. Upon formation of a monolayer of these compounds, the air-water surface tension is
decreased from 72 mN/m (at 20 ◦C) to much lower values depending on the surface concentration
(Γ), and characteristics of these compounds, but can be on the order of 30 mN/m. As depicted
in Figure 11, amphiphilic compound-monolayers can be separated into two groups, i.e., soluble
and insoluble monolayers [93]. When monomers of the monolayer have significant solubility in
the aqueous phase and can exchange with excess monomers in the equilibrium bulk solution, it is
called a soluble monolayer. These monomers rapidly come to equilibrium and maintain a relatively
constant surface pressure due to rapid desorption or adsorption when compressed or expanded,
respectively. If the monomers are relatively insoluble in water and remain at the surface rather than
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exchanging during any monolayer expansion or compression, it is called an insoluble monolayer.
These different characteristics of monomers can also result in different aggregation behaviour in bulk
aqueous media. For example, soluble surfactants tend to form micelles (Figure 11b) that can exchange
with soluble monolayers, while lipids form bilayer-membrane vesicles (Figure 11c) that can form
insoluble monolayers but are less likely to exhibit rapid exchange. In all cases, above the solubility limit
of the monomers, they coexist with these self-assembled-aggregates in the bulk water. Interestingly,
the surfactants themselves, e.g., octanol, even in the absence of a second oil phase, can form their
own “oil droplets” as microscopic emulsions and as nanoparticles in aqueous suspension (as shown in
Figure 11c). Next, we consider the physicochemical characteristics of each amphiphilic compound and
how it influences the micropipette manipulation-measurements we have made.
Figure 11. Surface active compounds at the air-water surface and in bulk aqueous phase. (a) Soluble
Monolayer: Long-chain alcohols, such as Octanol, can spread at the air-water (blue background) surface
to make a soluble monolayer (monomer can transfer between monolayer and bulk). The monolayer has
a certain orientation, i.e., hydrophilic OH-headgroup (white circle) towards the water and hydrophobic
C8 alkyl chain (black curvy line) towards the air. Above its solubility limit in bulk aqueous solution,
octanol can behave like pure hydrophobic oil, i.e., forming its own oil emulsion with octanol also
adsorbed at this interface. (b) Soluble Monolayer: Detergents, such as the anionic sodium dodecyl
sulphate (SDS), can spread at the air-water surface to form a soluble monolayer. The orientation is
the same as the long-chain alcohol with the negatively charged hydrophilic polar group facing the
aqueous phase, (yellow circle) and the hydrophobic C12 alkyl chain towards the air (black curvy line).
Above its solubility limit in bulk, monomers form micelles. (c) Insoluble Monolayer: Lipids, such
as phospholipids, can spread at the air-water surface to form an insoluble monolayer, again with
headgroups in the water phase (green circles) and double acyl chains in air (double black curvy lines),
with relatively little molecular lipid (bracketed) in solution (water solubility, Sw ~10 nM or less). In the
bulk aqueous phase monomer lipids self-assemble into vesicles. (d) Surface-Stabilised-Droplets. Micro-
or nano-emulsion droplets can be stabilised with, for example, the anionic detergent SDS.
3.1. Long-Chain Alcohols form Soluble Monolayers and Emulsions
In general, water-miscible, short-chain alcohols decrease the surface tension by forming a
monolayer at the air-water surface. For example, by increasing the concentration of the water-miscible
solvents methanol, ethanol, and propanol in an aqueous solution, there is a concomitant decrease
in the air-water surface tension from 71 to ~ 23 mN/m at 20 ◦C [94]. In the case of the longer-chain,
water-immiscible alcohols, such as 1-Octanol (see below, Section 4.1.) they can also decrease the
air-water surface tension to ~25–30 mN/m [7], by forming a soluble monolayer at the surface, and so
not quite as much as for short-chain alcohols. A special case for longer-chain alcohols is their ability to
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form emulsion droplets (Figure 11a) and hence an immiscible interface. Interestingly, the long-chain
alcohol molecules start aggregating into emulsion droplets before reaching the lowest surface tension.
This behaviour correlates with the solubility of the carbon chain, i.e., the longer the carbon chain
length, the lower its solubility in water [21] and the greater its tendency to form the emulsion
droplet. As mentioned in the Introduction 1.1, non-polar, pure hydrocarbon chains, such as the
n-alkane homologous series, cannot spread as monomolecular films at the air-water surface. Therefore,
just the addition of one terminal-OH group converts the relatively insoluble and surface inactive
octane to a more soluble and surface-active octanol. As described in more detail below, (Figures 12
and 13) our micropipette experiments have measured the rapid and dynamic adsorption of Octanol to
otherwise clean air water interfaces and shown their rapid approach to equilibrium tensions [7]. These
measurements provided a value for the diffusion coefficient of 1-Octanol, of 7.2 ± 0.8 × 10−6 cm2/s.
While highly related, but beyond the main scope of this review, once we obtained a microdroplet of
octanol in water, the micropipette technique was further developed (along the lines as for gas bubble
dissolution, see Section 6.1.1.) to measure the dissolution of octanol [7,16] into water, as well as a
series of organics and their mixtures [95]. Briefly, the dissolution of a 50 μm diameter microdroplet of
octanol into water takes a relatively long time, ~3000 s. This is because, as we can see according to the
Epstein Plesset equation (see later Equation (8) [96]), the rate of loss of material, dm/dt, is a function of
the product of the diffusion coefficient D (of octanol in water) and its water-saturation concentration
Cs. In contrast to a dissolving gas bubble (Section 6.1.1.) that has a finite surface tension and hence
a Laplace pressure, for a liquid microdroplet the interfacial tension and the Laplace pressure play
virtually no role because of the incompressibility of the octanol. Thus, the very low solubility of octanol
(and other organics) in water increases their microdroplet dissolution time. This experiment has thus
allowed us to actually measure the diffusion coefficients for octanol to be 7.3 ± 0.1 × 10−6 cm2/s,
in excellent agreement with the result from the dynamic adsorption technique [7]. Dissolution is
also proportional to 1/R and so large droplets on the order of millimetres might appear to “never”
dissolve. This is another key aspect of being able to directly observe and measure microdroplet
behaviour with the micropipette technique and our single microparticle micropipette experiments, i.e.,
for micron-scale dimensions (e.g., x = 100 μm) and diffusion coefficients on the order of 5 × 10−6 cm2/s,
Einstein’s mean-square displacement diffusion equation [97], x2 = 2Dt, puts the time t = 10 s, whereas
for 10 millimetre-sized particles, t is on the order of 100,000 s (~28 h). Thus, because of the scale
of our experimentation, the results of micropipette manipulation experiments are observable in our
laboratory time frame.
3.2. Soluble Monolayer: Detergents form Micelles
More common than alcohols are the well-known ionic surfactants such as sodium dodecyl
sulphate (SDS). This anionic detergent can decrease the air-water surface tension from 71 mN/m to
around 40 mN/m by forming a soluble monolayer at the air-water surface (see Section 4.1.) [8]. One of
characteristics of this compound is that it readily forms micelles at its limit of monomer-solubility
(8.1 mM) in bulk water (Figure 11b)—its critical micelle concentration, CMC. (Note, this micelle is
also in solution and has its own dynamic, solubilised interface). Compared with the self-assembly
of long-chain alcohols into actual emulsion droplets, SDS forms micelles in water where 30 to
70 monomers are oriented per micelle depending on concentrations in excess of the CMC [98,99].
Interestingly, in NaCl solution, the aggregation number is increased to ~130 (in 0.4 M NaCl) because of
electrostatic shielding of the sulphate negative charge so allowing a more close-packed arrangement
of the sulphate headgroups. As described in more detail below (Figures 12 and 13), using similar
techniques as developed for octanol, our micropipette experiments have also measured the rapid
and dynamic adsorption of SDS to otherwise clean air-water interfaces and have shown their rapid
approach to equilibrium tensions [8].
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3.3. Insoluble Monolayer: Lipids form Vesicles
The most well-known insoluble monolayer is the phospholipid monolayer. Actually, the study of
insoluble monolayers was first established by studying fatty acids [100]. Unlike the rapidly-exchanging,
soluble monolayers, insoluble monolayers are characterised by complex 2-dimensional phase
behaviour as surface pressure-molecular area (Π-A) diagram, nicely reviewed by [101]. Such pressure
vs. area curves characteristically include two-dimensional analogues of solid, liquid, and gaseous states
along with intermediate phases such as the liquid-expanded and liquid-condensed regions appearing
on occasion between the main states [102]. The addition of a small amount of a phospholipid to a clean
air water interface results in a rapidly spread monolayer of the material and, again, a reduction in
surface tension to values that can be ~20–25 mN/m at the air-water surface (again measured by our
micropipette technique [10], see later Section 6.3. Lung Surfactants) and as low as 1–2 mN/m at the
oil-water interface (see Section 6.4. Nanoprecipitation) [17].
The unique measure of lipid self-association is characterised by the Critical Bilayer Concentration
(CBC). In general, the “CBC” of such insoluble monolayer compounds is extremely low compared with
soluble monolayer compounds such as SDS (CMC 8.1 mM). For example, the CBC for dipalmitoyl-PC
(DPPC, two carbon chains of C16:0) is 0.46 nM [103]—seven orders of magnitude smaller than
the CMC of SDS! This is because of the greater hydrophobicity of DPPC’s two long hydrocarbon
chains compared to SDS’s one. These lipids form vesicles as shown in Figure 11c, where simple
rehydration of dried lipid can form multi-lamellar vesicles (MLV) having bilayer membranes in a
sphere shell shape [104–106]. Vesicles can also be made as small (100 nm) unilamellar vesicles (SUVs)
with special extrusion processing [107] or can be large enough as so called Giant Unilamellar Vesicles
(GUVs) to make microscale measurements on them with the micropipette by gentle rehydration.
The mechanochemistry, thermal and interactive properties of these GUVs also have been studied
extensively by the micropipette technique as reviewed many times [73,80,108], and also recently by
Parra and Needham [109].
Interestingly, since air is relatively hydrophobic, a similar phenomenon occurs at the oil-water
interface and a spread monolayer is formed. As established by Mingins [110], such materials can
also be described by isotherms of surface pressure (π) against area per molecule (A) reported for a
homologous series of pure synthetic saturated 1,2-di-acyl glycerophosphocholines (lecithins) (C14
to C2,) spread at n-heptane/aqueous electrolyte interfaces. Haydon also measured lipid spreading
on monolayers and the surface-potential changes in lipid monolayers and the ‘cut-off’ in anaesthetic
effects of N-alkanols [111]. Therefore, here we have a situation where a phospholipid monolayer is
now a solvent for n-alkanols, and is actually an interesting test system for anaesthetic absorption into
bilayer membranes and the proteins they contain in nerve cells. In another anomaly, as presented in
the introduction, a single chain surfactant like Glycerol MonoOleate (GMO) can actually form bilayers
if its molecular volume is enhanced with adsorbed alkanes, and so forms the so called “black lipid
films” [39,112]. As described above (Section 1.3) these bilayer films [47] have been characterised in terms
of free-energies of formation from solvent-containing to solvent free, [1,38] and used extensively as
model biological membranes, for anaesthetic adsorption and channel formation and activity [113,114].
Thus, lipid monolayers have been studied extensively in their own right, and interestingly, when
literally pushed to their limit, i.e., when the monolayer is compressed above a certain surface pressure
limit, they collapse into vesicles rather than reverting to monomers [115,116]. They can even exist
in equilibrium with vesicles that are placed in the aqueous sub-phase, as shown by MacDonald
and Simon [117]. Here, the collapse pressure was similar to the internal pressure of lipid bilayers
(~50 mN/m), which corresponds to a true equilibrium for unstressed liposomes. Such monolayers
of DMPC also underwent the same phase transitions as would a vesicle. Their data agreed well
with Needham and Evan’s data [76] on the same DMPC lipid as a GUV. Thus, the mechanical and
thermodynamic properties of bilayers, particularly phase-transition parameters, have corresponded
closely to those of monolayers with which they are in equilibrium. In the context of lipid bilayer vesicles,
while we are mainly focused here on surface and interfacial tensions at interfaces, for completion, the
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micropipette technique has been also used extensively to apply well defined tensions and measure
the mechanical [73,78,80,83,108,109,118], thermal [72,76,77], molecular exchange and inter-bilayer
interaction properties [73,119] of giant (20–30 μm-diameter) phospholipid vesicles [120].
Returning to lipid monolayers, some of our first measurements were made while developing
and using the micropipette technique for measuring the dynamic and equilibrium surface tensions of
adsorbed phospholipid monolayers from aqueous suspensions of uni-lamellar lipid vesicles to clean
air water interfaces [6,9] (see later Section 5, Adsorption of Insoluble Surfactants). These were followed
18 years later by using the improved micropipette methods to observe and measure the adsorption
and complex multi-bilayer forming mechanism of lung surfactants, seen earlier by others [10,121–125].
Thus, it is generally accepted that phospholipids form bilayers and soluble surfactants form
micelles. However, when the carbon chains of the phospholipids are made extremely short,
these compounds can also make micelles rather than bilayer vesicles [100]. Such short chain
phosphatidyl-cholines (PC) are structurally phospholipids, but their short fatty acyl chains of
6–8 C-atoms endow the molecule with detergent-like properties [126]. Since surfactants are usually
single chain and the lipids are usually double chain, there is a relationship between the molecular
volume, its headgroup area at the interface and the length of the hydrocarbon chain [93], and so
micelle- or vesicle-formation can be described by a packing parameter model [127].
3.4. Surfactants Can Adsorb at Oil-Water Interfaces and the Oil Can Swell Micelles
Finally, just as they can adsorb at air-water surfaces, surfactants can adsorb at oil-water interfaces.
Air is hydrophobic, and so just like at the air water interface, the hydrocarbon chains of a surfactant
partition in the same way at oil-water interfaces. As shown by example, in Figure 11d, micro- or
nano-emulsion droplets of Triolein can be stabilised with the anionic detergent SDS. For this situation,
several equilibria are set up: SDS molecules in solution are in equilibrium with the monolayer at the
air-water surface, with micelles if above the CMC, and with the oil-water interface of the emulsion.
Interestingly, the micelle is also in equilibrium with the bulk phase of the emulsion, and can contain
a number of oil molecules that are in equilibrium with the oil in the bulk phase. In unpublished
studies (Needham, undergraduate projects) we hypothesized in 2000, that this represents just enough
molecules to create bulk matter [128]. We found that, indeed, small alkanes (pentane to decane)
would swell micelles of Tween 20 (hydrogen-saturated C12 monolaurate chain) showing a statistically
significant increase in hydrodynamic radius within the first 48 h from the initial micelle radius of
4.42 ± 0.08 nm to 6.5 ± 0.09 nm for the pentane system, to 7.84 ± 0.33 nm for the decane system.
If the radius of the micelle is equivalent to the size of the Tween20 molecule, and we assume that
this represents the thickness dimension of the Tween80 monolayer on the swollen micelle, then the
alkane-core-radius for decane is simply 7.84 nm − 4.42 nm = 3.42 nm, which gives a core-volume of
decane of ~168 nm3. Since decane has a molar volume of 195 cm3/mol, and so volume per molecule of
0.32 nm3/molecule, the micelle core would contain 525 molecules. Here the molecules in the swollen
micelle are expected to be in equilibrium with, and so at the same chemical potential as, the bulk
emulsion. Is this how many molecules of decane it takes to create bulk matter? On-going experiments
in our lab are now exploring this further.
As is often said by our friend and collaborator Evan Evans, there are only two things we need to
know in characterising any system scientifically, “where it is going” (equilibrium thermodynamics)
and “how long it takes to get there” (kinetics or dynamics). Therefore, following this maxim,
next, we give examples of using these techniques for equilibrium and dynamic surface tension
measurements on soluble surface active materials (Octanol and SDS) and insoluble phospholipids
(the Phosphatidylcholines).
4. Equilibrium and Dynamic Surface Tension: Adsorption of Soluble Surfactants
In 2017, we presented new measurements of the equilibrium and dynamic surface tensions of
soluble monolayers of 1-Octanol and SDS at the air-water surface using the tapered micropipette
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manipulation technique [7,8]. Since SDS is anionic, we would expect shielding of the electrostatic
interactions between molecules at the surface for SDS in NaCl, reflected in a lower CMC. Experimental
conditions therefore included milli-pure water and high ionic strength NaCl solutions in order to
evaluate the effect of charge of the SDS molecule on adsorption rates and monolayer formation. It was
these measurements that necessitated the development of the more advanced Micropipette Interfacial
Area-expansion Method (MIAM) (see previous Section 2.5.) [7,8].
4.1. Equilibrium Surface Tension for Adsorption of Soluble Surfactants: Octanol and Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate
As mentioned above (Figure 11a) [129], the long-chain alcohol, 1-Octanol has a limiting solubility
of Cs = 3.53 mM in aqueous media. Above this solubility limit concentration, its molecules can
self-assemble as oil emulsions. Therefore surface tension measurements were done at much lower
solution concentrations than the Cs of 1-Octanol i.e., 0, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mM [7]. Figure 12a shows
plots of the applied micropipette pressure ΔP vs. the reciprocal radius of curvature as 2/Rc for the
air-water meniscus in the pipette at each applied pressure for each 1-Octanol solution concentration.
Figure 12. Equilibrium surface tension measurements for soluble surfactants. Pipette pressure vs. 2/Rc
plots for test surfactants Octanol and SDS to give equilibrium surface tension of soluble monolayers at
each of the test concentrations in aqueous solution for (a) 1-Octanol, (b) SDS and (c) SDS with 100 mM
NaCl. Measurements were made for both increasing and decreasing applied pressure at 20 ◦C. Hollow
and solid symbols show the direction of applied pressure—hollow symbols: pressure increasing,
interfacial area decreasing; and solid symbols: pressure decreasing, interfacial area increasing. Each
surface tension was calculated from fitting slope as mentioned in the text corresponding to the plots in
Figure 7c. Reproduced from Kinoshita et al. [7,8], with permission from Elsevier.
The equilibrium surface tension was calculated from the best fitting linear slope of the plots at
each concentration. As we saw for the clean air-water surface tension in Figure 7c, the linear slope
at each concentration did not show any significant difference between advancing, and so shrinking
the area of the meniscus (hollow symbols) and receding, and so expanding the area of the meniscus
(solid symbols) with applied pressure control. This clearly demonstrates that the transfer of octanol
monomers between the monolayer and in solution (Figure 11a) is rapidly reversible showing slow
smoothly-performed area change at the air-water surface under applied pressure control. As shown in
Figure 11b, SDS can make micelles above its CMC of 8 mM in water or 1.4 mM in 100 mM NaCl. Thus,
SDS measurements were made in Milli-Q-purified water and in 100 mM NaCl (Figure 12b,c) and the
obtained radius of curvature values at each pressure were again plotted in the 2/Rc vs. ΔP plot at each
SDS concentration and found to be linear.
As expected and shown in Figure 13a the octanol data showed a linear relationship between
surface tension and aqueous concentration of Octanol (on a logarithmic scale), consistent with
previously published data measured by Du Noüy ring and Pulsating Bubble Method (PBS)
methods [130,131]. As also expected for SDS, below its CMC the plots showed a similar linear behaviour
between surface tension and log concentration and then levelled out as the CMC was approached and
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exceeded. For SDS, in Figure 13b, the effect of charge shielding in the presence of NaCl shifted the
curve to a lower concentration range consistent with its lower CMC. In fact, the change in slope for
surface tension vs. concentration, is actually used to define the CMC and gives CMC values of 8.1 mM
for SDS in pure water and 1.4 mM for SDS in 100 mM NaCl (Figure 13b, dashed lines).
Figure 13. Equilibrium surface tension vs. soluble surface active compound concentrations measured
by the tapered micropipette manipulation technique at 20 ◦C. (a) 1-Octanol equilibrium surface tension
made by the micropipette technique (solid squares). The obtained data was compared to literature
values, which were measured by Du Noüy’s ring (open triangles) and Pulsating Bubble Method (PBS)
methods (open circles) [130,131]. (b) SDS equilibrium surface tension in the absence (solid circles) and
presence (solid squares) of 100 mM NaCl again made by the micropipette technique [7,8]. Literature
results from the Wilhelmy plate method (open circles), drop volume (open diamonds) and maximum
bubble method (inverted triangles) are also added for comparison [25,132,133]. The dashed lines
show the critical micelle concentration (CMC) values, 8.1 mM (pure water) and 1.4 mM (100 mM
NaCl), which agree with literature [9,25,98]. Reproduced from Kinoshita et al. [7,8], with permission
from Elsevier.
Thus, Octanol shows a monotonic decrease in surface tension with increasing log of octanol
concentration up to its solubility limit. For SDS, when micelles form they compete with the monolayer
and the surface adsorption is limited and actually produces a change in slope for surface tension vs.
concentration. Above the CMC, SDS monomers still continue to adsorb at the air-water surface
as shown by the slightly decreasing surface tension. As a prelude to making dynamic tension
measurements, these systems allowed us to validate that the tapered micropipette manipulation
technique was capable of making accurate and reproducible measurements of soluble monolayer
equilibrium surface tensions [7,8].
4.2. Dynamic Surface Tension for Adsorption of Soluble Surfactants
One of the biggest challenges of interfacial tension measurements is how to measure a precise
dynamic surface tension change in such short times that are associated with molecular diffusion to
the surface [134]. Until now, only a few techniques have been successful and achieved reliable data
that could be analysed in terms of theoretical models. For technical reasons, the majority of interfacial
tension measurement techniques were not fast and/or sensitive enough to detect dynamic surface
tension changes during, for example, initial surfactant adsorption to a clean interface and de novo
monolayer formation. In order to bring a new technique to the field and see how far we could take
this micropipette technique, in 2017 we developed and the tapered pipette methodology Micropipette
Interfacial Area-expansion Method (MIAM) [7,8]. Table 2 shows the short time adsorption limits for a
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given interfacial area (technique specific) and the time range that is possible for each dynamic surface
tension measurement as reviewed by Eastoe [135] and now including our new MIAM technique.
Currently, the Maximum Bubble Pressure Method (MBPM) provides the fastest time scale for the
measurement of dynamic surface tension—less than milliseconds [136–138].
Table 2. Dynamic surface tension measurement techniques and their possible time-ranges for surfactant
adsorption and area characteristics (adapted from Eastoe [135] and now including our new Micropipette










No requirement of contact angle
information
Leakage for high viscous and
sticky materials for glass surface
[6–9]
PBT 10−1 107
Reliable data in the middle time
range (0.1 s to mins)






Wide range (milliseconds to
more than hours) dynamic
surface tension measurement
Need to keep constant flow,
material loss from tip climbing
[141,142]
Oscillating Jet 10−3–10−2 105
Short time adsorption
measurement
Not suitable for the long-time









treatment inner wall and
hydrophilic tip
[133,136,145]




Not suitable for fast area





Leakage proof, mimic alveolar
environment
Limited interfacial area









MIAM: Micropipette Interfacial Area-expansion Method; PBT: Pendant Bubble Tensiometer; MBPM: Maximum
Bubble Pressure Method; CBS: Captive Bubble Surfactometer; PBS: Pulsating Bubble Surfactometer.
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The other methods, Oscillating jet [143,144], Growing-drop [141,142], Pendant bubble tensiometry
(PBT) [139] achieve times down to 10−3–10−1 s. The Pulsating Bubble Surfactometer is limited to times
~1 s, and the Langmuir Trough/Wilhelmy plate is best used for equilibrium tensions, and only has
dynamic times on the order of >20 s because of its large interfacial area ≥102 cm2. In comparison, our
new Micropipette Interfacial Area-expansion Method technique can make sub-second measurements,
but still, there is a three-orders-of-magnitude range difference between the best MBPM and the
MIAM [7,8]. However, the slightly slower measurement time for dynamic surface tension for MIAM
does not result in a lack of sensitivity. In fact, sensitivity is the other important factor for dynamic
adsorption measurements. Since dynamic surface tension measurements monitor the adsorption
of the surface active molecular species at the interfacial area, our smaller (microscale) surface and
interfacial areas do show higher sensitivity of the dynamic surface tension change at these short times.
Compared with the other methods, MIAM, has a meniscus-area in the micropipette of 103−105 μm2,
(10−9–10−7 m2), which is two to four orders of magnitude smaller area than the other measurement
methods (Table 2). Therefore, we can see that MIAM has the highest sensitivity on the list for dynamic
surface tension measurements and, consistent with the scope of this special issue, we are making
tension measurements at microscales.
4.3. Practical Limits of Theoretical Analysis
For theoretical analysis of the first events in the adsorption of surfactants to a clean surface or
interface, in 1946 Ward and Tordai introduced a fairly complex model [151]. It was subsequently
developed as asymptotic solutions by Fainerman et al. [152]. A numerical solution by Li et al. [153]
describes how the adsorption kinetics of a non-ionic soluble surfactant is governed by a two-step
process: (1) the diffusion of molecules from the bulk solution to the subsurface (i.e., the layer
immediately below the surface layer, at a thickness of only a few molecular diameters); (2) the
molecular diffusion and adsorption from the subsurface layer to the interface [135,154]. It was this
model that we used for linearly fitting our experimental dynamic surface tension data for adsorption [7].
The main result was that we could calculate the diffusion coefficient for octanol in this process. Then,
using a second micropipette technique, we carried out a droplet dissolution experiment and provide
a corroborative measure of octanol diffusion [7]. Therefore, here two micropipette techniques were
combined to measure and validate fundamental properties that govern the dynamics of adsorption to
surfaces, change of surface tension, and also droplet dissolution.
For practical purposes, it is now recognised that the Ward Tordai short-time approximation
method is valid only over a very specific ranges of time intervals or surface tensions. There is however a
“long time” analysis (from ~sub-second to minutes (or hours)) that can give dynamic data. Addressing
these issues, MIAM was developed to take advantage of the highest sensitivity for long-time adsorption
measurements [7,8]. As described above (Section 2.5. and Figure 10), MIAM is a new tool for the
“long-time” adsorption measurements, (that are nevertheless still relatively short at 0.5–1 s) and was
used for measuring both equilibrium and dynamic surface tensions for water-soluble surfactants and
(later) water-insoluble lipids.
4.4. Dynamic Surface Tension: 1-Octanol and SDS Adsorption
4.4.1. 1-Octanol
MIAM was used to measure the dynamic surface tension associated with the formation of a
1-Octanol monolayer at the air-water surface [7]. Taking the area changes first, Figure 14a shows the
measured area of the small initial air-water surface positioned close to the micropipette tip at a few
seconds before time zero (under high 9 kPa applied pipette pressure). This is followed by the rapid
area expansion due to the rapid drop in pipette pressure (to 0 kPa), immediately followed by the re-set
pressure of 1 kPa (see Figure 10 and Section 2.5 for the protocol).
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Figure 14. Dynamic surface area and corresponding surface tension of 1-Octanol aqueous solutions at
various concentrations measured by the MIAM at 20 ◦C. (a) Meniscus surface-area change vs. time; also
shown are the step changes in pipette pressure in sequence, 9, 0 and 1 kPa, and (b) derived dynamic
surface tension plots also as a function of time. (c) Expanded view of the first 10 s for the area vs. time
plot, showing more clearly how the meniscus area jumps to smaller and smaller distances, and falls
much more precipitously with increasing octanol concentration. With permission from Elsevier [7].
For zero octanol concentration, (i.e., pure water), there is a rapid increase in meniscus area from
the 1000 μm2 at the micropipette tip as it shoots back down the micropipette when the holding high
pressure (9 kPa) is taken off to 200,000 μm2 further down the taper. As mentioned previously in
the protocol, this is a 200-fold area expansion that creates an essentially clean air-water surface in
the micropipette. This technique then effectively dilutes any initial concentration of the surfactant
adsorbed material at the small surface to ~0.5% and provides essentially a clean surface for subsequent
adsorption. Upon application of the new reset pressure of 1 kPa, the meniscus moves to a new position
down the pipette, and so there is small decrease in the meniscus area that stabilises within ~5 s.
The same measurement was then made for four different 1-Octanol concentrations, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0 and
2.0 mM. Now, in Figure 14a, and expanded in Figure 14c, we see how, with increasing 1-Octanol
concentration, the initial jump in area expansion became smaller. As the red arrows indicate, for 0.3 mM
it reaches 160,000 μm2; for 0.5 mM, 140,000 μm2; for 1.0 mM, 110,000 μm2 and for 2.0 mM 90,000 μm2.
This was because of a faster and greater adsorption of 1-Octanol to the surface at higher 1-Octanol
concentrations in the short-time of the pressure change. Then, the meniscus area falls much more
precipitously with increasing octanol concentration.
Since this area reduction following the initial rapid expansion was carried out at a constant
applied pipette pressure, these meniscus radii were readily converted to surface tensions by applying
the Laplace equation to the measured meniscus radii. Analysis of this dynamic area change in terms of
a surface tension change is thus shown in Figure 14b for each concentration over the same time period.
The pure water control (0 mM, diamonds) showed a slight apparent decrease in surface tension, which
would not be expected to occur for a clean air water surface. In the paper we interpreted this as due
to a transient heating of the air in the tube connecting the micropipette to the syringe pump, causing
slight friction from a rapid plunging of the piston that was nevertheless self-correcting. Then, for the
octanol solutions, Figure 14b shows that once the maximum area was attained for this relatively clean
surface, the surface tension quickly dropped in a few seconds from ~72 mN/m (pure water surface
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tension against air, Figure 7c) to succeedingly lower values depending on the degree of 1-Octanol
adsorption. It then slowly decreased toward the minimum surface tension, i.e., the equilibrium surface
tension, for each concentration. These data then show that octanol rapidly adsorbs to a clean interface
and can produce equilibrium tensions within 2–3 s. The data were then analysed by the Ward–Tordai
model (as described later in Section 4.5) to obtain the diffusion coefficient for octanol in water.
4.4.2. Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate
Similarly, dynamic adsorption of SDS at the air-water surface was also investigated by using the
same MIAM technique [8]. As mentioned earlier (Section 3, Figure 11b), SDS is in the form of micelles
at and above its CMC (= 8.1 mM in water, and 1.4 mM in 100 mM NaCl). Therefore, a series of dynamic
surface tension with different SDS concentrations, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 50 and 100 mM, in water bracketed the
CMC. As above described for octanol, based on the area changes for the meniscus, in Figure 15a, where
solutions were made up in milli-pure water, we obtained the dynamic surface tension change versus
time for each SDS concentration. Figure 15b shows the dynamic surface tension for SDS concentrations
of 0.2 to 50 mM made up in 100 mM NaCl.
Figure 15. Dynamic surface tension of SDS in aqueous solution and in 100 mM NaCl solution measured
by the MIAM at 20 ◦C. (a) SDS adsorption in aqueous solutions for SDS concentrations from 2.5 to
100 mM made up in milli-pure water. (b) SDS adsorption in the presence of 100 mM NaCl for SDS
concentrations from 0.2 to 50 mM. The solid star symbol () shows the initial clean water or 100 mM
NaCl surface tensions γ0, at time 0 s, obtained from independent measurements. With permission from
Elsevier [8].
Just like for 1-Octanol, and as shown in Figure 15a, upon rapid expansion of the initial surface,
the dynamic surface tension quickly dropped in a few seconds and slowly approached the equilibrium
surface tension for each SDS concentration. Again, this was because of increasing SDS adsorption
at the air-water surface toward the equilibrium surface concentration. Initial area jumps were again
corelated and the surface tension became measurably less with each increase in SDS concentration.
When carried out in NaCl solution, MIAM could also detect the effect of ionic strength. Figure 15b
shows the dynamic surface tension change of each SDS concentration mad up in 100 mM NaCl versus
time, again decreased in the first few seconds toward the equilibrium. The equilibrium values agreed
with the known lowering of the CMC from 8.1 to 1.4 mM by adding NaCl in agreement with Figure 13.
The Ward–Tordai analysis then allowed us to estimate the diffusion coefficients of these amphiphilic
molecules [7,8].
4.5. Ward–Tordai Long-Time Adsorption Analyses for 1-Octanol and SDS Adsorption
As mentioned above (Section 2.5.), the MIAM is designed to measure the surface tension in
the relatively “long-time” adsorption regime, albeit with high sensitivity. Therefore, the obtained
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dynamic surface tension data (Figures 14 and 15) was analysed by using the long-time adsorption
approximation of the Ward–Tordai model [7], combined with an adsorption equation to give the
surface excess concentration Γeq. Thus, the dynamic surface tension change γ(t) is given by this
Ward–Tordai long-time adsorption approximation as,







where, n is a constant, the value of which depends on the amphiphilic compound and salt concentration
(if the compound has a charge). In the case of 1-Octanol (non-ionic compound) or univalent ionic
surfactant with excess electrolyte with common counterion, n = 1; for a univalent ionic compound
in the absence of supporting electrolyte, (e.g., in water) it takes on the maximum value, i.e., n = 2.
R is the gas constant, T is temperature, C0 is the bulk concentration. Here, the surface tension is
proportional to t−1/2 by taking a limit of subsurface concentration to bulk concentration in this
long-time approximation. Following Equation (7), the surface tension data were replotted as in
Figure 16 for 1-Octanol as γ(t) vs. t−1/2.
Figure 16. 1-Octanol dynamic surface tension at 20 ◦C plotted according to the Ward–Tordai long-time
approximation model Equation (7). 1-Octanol surface tensions from Figure 14b are plotted as a function
of t−1/2. The dashed lines show the best fitting line at each concentration. With permission from
Elsevier [7].
The data show fairly linear regimes of surface tension versus t−1/2 for each concentration.
Following Equation (7), the linear slope depends on two parameters, i.e., the surface excess
concentration at equilibrium, Γeq, and the diffusion coefficient, D, of the compound in aqueous
solution. Therefore, to estimate the D value from the slope of dynamic surface tension change, we
needed to determine the Γeq value at each concentration of the surface active compound. Unfortunately,
the Γeq value is not obtainable for our measurements. Although the Γeq value is measurable directly
by using other techniques, e.g., neutron reflection, the technique needs further development for direct
dynamic Γ(t) measurements [155–157]. Alternatively, we can estimate the maximum surface excess
concentration, Γm, value from fitting models, such as Langmuir isotherm and Frumkin isotherm
models, to equilibrium surface tension plotted against the logarithm of concentration. The maximum
surface excess concentration, Γm, values were in turn obtained from fitting adsorption isotherm
models to equilibrium surface tension plotted against the logarithm of concentration. We found that
the best isotherm was the extended Frumkin isotherm adsorption model with a deal ionic activity
correction factor. The estimated Γm (= 7.75 × 10−6 mol/m2) from MIAM [7] was in the same range
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as other methods, ~6–9 × 10−6 mol/m2 [139,143,150,158], giving diffusion coefficient values from
the slopes in Figure 16 of 7.2 ± 0.8 × 10−6 cm2/s for the Frumkin model. Interestingly, using a
different micropipette technique we could also check this value by carrying out a droplet dissolution
experiment for single 1-Octanol microdroplets that we reported in the same paper [7]. The diffusion
coefficient D value of 1-Octanol was also directly measured by droplet dissolution and analysed by the
Epstein-Plesset model giving D = 7.3 ± 0.1 × 10−6 cm2/s, which showed excellent agreement between
these dynamic surface tension data. Thus, for non-ionic surface active compounds, the adsorption
barrier and activation energy derived from the adsorption dynamic models (especially the Frumkin
model) worked well to explain the obtained dynamic surface tension data and also the diffusion
coefficient [7,139]. Both obtained D values showed excellent agreement compared with other dynamic
surface tension measurement methods, such as pendant bubble method [139].
We also applied the long-time adsorption approximation model to the dynamic surface tension
for SDS [8]. Again, the dynamic tension data was replotted with the time axis of t−1/2. Figure 17 shows
the replotted results of SDS in the absence and presence of salt.
Figure 17. SDS dynamic surface tension at 20 ◦C plotted according to the Ward–Tordai long-time
approximation model Equation (7). SDS surface tensions are plotted as a function of t−1/2. (a) SDS
surface tensions for different SDS aqueous solution concentrations made up in milli pure water from
2.5 to 100 mM. (b) SDS surface tensions for different SDS solution concentrations from 0.2 to 50 mM,
made up in 100 mM NaCl. The intercept of each fitting line showed agreement with the equilibrium
surface tension at each concentration. With permission from Elsevier [8].
In both cases, whether in the absence (Figure 17a) or presence (Figure 17b) of salt, the obtained
dynamic surface tension data followed a linear slope for each concentration. Analysis for this case of
an ionic surfactant was much more complicated than the non-ionic octanol and required corrections
to several parameters used in the analyses. First, as described in more detail in the paper [8], the
maximum surface excess concentration, Γm, according to the Frumkin isotherm did not account for
the adsorption activation energy ΔE of ionic surfactant. This inconsistency was solved by applying a
mean ionic activity correction to the fitting [159]. Then, an ideal ionic activity correction factor A±i
(= 0.29) for SDS was required and was obtained from the plot of mean ionic activity coefficient vs.
Γm measured at different salt concentrations. This treatment of A±i provided a means to normalise
to a condition representative of a non-ionic interaction for an ideal electrolyte solution of SDS, i.e.,
the SDS molecules would be able to diffuse and adsorb at the air-water surface just like a non-ionic
surfactant in this condition [8]. After applying the A±i correcting factor, the mean ionic activity became
the “ideal” ionic activity, A±iC*, and gave a more consistent D value, D = 5.3 ± 0.3 × 10−6 cm2/s for
the diffusion coefficient of single SDS molecules in aqueous media.
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5. Equilibrium and Dynamic Surface Tension: Adsorption of Insoluble Surfactants
In this final fundamental section, we review the measurement of equilibrium and dynamic
surface tensions that we have made using the micropipette technique for insoluble lipid monolayers.
Here, again using the tapered micropipette manipulation techniques [6,9], we chose to study a
homologous series of phospholipids as our test materials. Later, in Section 6 Applications, we also
include an interesting application that was initiated based on these earlier experiments—measuring
the equilibrium and dynamic surface tensions and observing the kinds of multi-layered structures that
occur at the air-water surface for natural and synthetic lung surfactants composed of mixed lipid and
protein/peptide surfactant [10].
5.1. Equilibrium Surface Tension for Adsorption of Phospholipids vs. Temperature
In the early work by Lee et al. [6], we used that original tapered micropipette manipulation
technique to study the homologous series of phosphatidylcholines, increasing chain length (e.g.,
diC12–diC18) produces an increase in their main acyl chain melting transition temperatures
(Tm) [160]. Figure 18 shows the equilibrium surface tension of four different saturated phospholipids,
dilauroyl-phosphatidylcholine (DLPC, C12:0), dimyristoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC, C14:0),
dipalmitoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DPPC, C16:0), and distearoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DSPC, C18:0) in
phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), PBS, with increasing temperature [6].
Figure 18. Equilibrium surface tension of four different phospholipids, i.e., dilauroyl- phosphatidylcholine
(DLPC), dimyristoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC), dipalmitoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) and
distearoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DSPC) monolayers. (a) Equilibrium surface tension of each
phospholipid monolayer at each temperature. Arrows mark the gel-to-liquid crystalline phase transition
temperature for each phospholipid. (b) The equilibrium surface tension values are plotted as a function
of their relative phase transition temperature (T/Tm), and the behaviour is collapsed to a single curve.
Reproduced from Lee et al. [6], with permission from American Chemical Society.
As a control, it is important to recognise that the clean PBS-interface has a slight temperature
dependence, decreasing from 74 mN/m at 13 ◦C to 66 mN/m at 62 ◦C, but this in no way can account
for the decreases seen in the presence of the phospholipids. Starting at low temperatures relative to
their respective gel-to-liquid crystalline phase transition temperature Tm, the measured equilibrium
surface tension (Figure 18a) of each phospholipid progressively decreased with increasing temperature.
The surface tensions for all phospholipids reached a lower minimum constant value of ~24 mN/m,
coinciding with each Tm (23.5, 41.4 and 55.1 ◦C for DMPC, DPPC, and DSPC, respectively). Above this
temperature, the surface tensions were relatively constant for these now liquid phase monolayers.
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This constant value above Tm suggests there is no influence of carbon chain length between
C12 and C18 on the γm value for the liquid crystalline phase. Moreover, when the same plots were
replotted scaling the temperature as a function of their relative phase transition temperature (T/Tm),
Figure 18b showed that all the data from all four different lipids collapsed onto a single curve. Thus,
the temperature-dependent change in surface tension (decreasing with increasing temperature, until a
minimum value is reached) only depends on the relative phase transition temperature, and not on the
total carbon chain length. What this data then shows is that the limiting surface tension is governed by
the hydrocarbon-air interface of the outer parts of the chain and terminal methyls. In fact, the common
value of γm ~ 24 mN/m is essentially the same as that measured for liquid hydrocarbons like n-decane
which has a decane-air surface tension of 23.7 mN/m at T = 22 ◦C [161].
5.2. Dynamic Surface Tension for Adsorption of Phospholipids
We also made dynamic surface tension measurements for these same insoluble lipid monolayers.
Here, only the simple area-expansion method was used and so we only observed the interface after
about 15 s of initial monolayer formation [6]. However, this did not pose too much of a problem in
time resolution because, unlike the molecular species of octanol and SDS, the adsorbing species were
liposomes, and so the rate of monolayer formation reflected the diffusion (Brownian motion) of these
much larger, 100 nm entities. Diffusion coefficients for liposomes (250 nm) have been measured in
water to be ~8.8 × 10−8 cm2/s [162], and so liposome diffusion is over 100 times slower than simple
single molecules (7.3 and 2–6 × 10−6 cm2/s for octanol and SDS respectively). Such entities could
be subject to Ward–Tordai analyses (but have not been done so far). In any event, the process of
adsorption and monolayer formation from liposomes is not just governed solely by their diffusion to
the interface; it also includes their collapse and spreading, and so there are potentially multiple rate
determining steps. In this experiment then, we could still observe the monolayer formation rate as
liposomes spread and lowered the interfacial tension. Figure 19a shows the dynamic surface tension
change for just one of the lipids, DPPC, with increasing temperature.
Figure 19. Dynamic surface tension change and initial monolayer formation rates. (a) Effect of
temperature on adsorption kinetics at the water-air interface of DPPC monolayers, as monitored
by change in surface tension with elapsed time of exposure of the interface to DPPC lipid aqueous
suspensions (1.0 mM) at various temperatures from 14 to 59.6 ◦C. Note: the surface tensions at (43 ◦C
( ), 45 ◦C (•), 47 ◦C (), 51.1 ◦C (), and 59.6 ◦C (♦) all rapidly reached an equilibrium value of
25 mN/m within 1 to 2 min, and so the data effectively lies on top of each other. (b) Plot of the initial
monolayer formation rates of four different lipids, i.e., DLPC, DMPC, DPPC, and DSPC, at the air-water
surface as a function of their relative phase transition temperature (T/Tm). The four different types
of lipid data were collapsed to a single curve. Reproduced from Lee et al. [6], with permission from
American Chemical Society.
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DPPC has a main acyl meting temperature Tm of 41.3 ◦C when it enters the liquid Lα phase.
Below this temperature, the liposomes are in their so called “gel” phase, where, for DPPC, there are
also several sub-phase transitions with distinct temperature ranges [160]:
• Pβ’ or ripple phase from 34.45–41.3 ◦C
• Lβ planar gel phase from 18–34.4 ◦C
Therefore, the temperature ranges in Figure 19 were designed to capture these phases up to and
including the melted liquid Lα phase.
As is shown by the Figure 19a, at 14 ◦C, which is below its Lc phase, DPPC liposomes do not
hardly, if at all, even spread on the clean 72 mN/m air-water surface. With successively increasing
temperatures, the equilibrium surface tension is lowered at faster and faster rates through each
bilayer sub-gel-phase until the liquid state is reached and the minimum surface tension is obtained.
As concluded by Lee et al., in order for rapid spreading on the clean interface to occur the lipid vesicles
are required to be in the liquid state. Additionally, the equilibrium surface tension and the monolayer
formation rate depend on the relative phase transition temperature of the lipid. Thus, we see that,
in agreement with MacDonald and Simon’s study on a similar lipid DMPC [117], the monolayers
follow the bilayer systems (liposomes) with which they are in equilibrium.
As with the surface tension data vs. reduced temperature (T/Tm), the monolayer formation
rate (in units of mN/m·min), shown in Figure 19b, also collapsed onto a single curve for all lipid
systems. Interestingly, at a reduced temperature of 0.9 to 0.93 for all lipid systems, none of the lipids
would spread on a clean interface. Then, from 0.93 to 1.0 there was an increase in the spreading
rate until Tm, at which point the initial monolayer formation rate reached a common maximum of
~50 mN/m·min. Comparisons with previously reported data using the Langmuir trough can be
made with this micropipette-lipid-adsorption data. The Langmuir trough produces surface pressure
isotherms, and so we can convert the surface tension values of the lipid-adsorbed interface (γ) and the
clean interface (γo) into surface pressure values (π) via the relation π = γo − γ. Converting the data in
Figure 18b, to surface pressure (surface pressure is negative) a nearly linear increase in equilibrium
spreading pressure for the monolayer material was observed as the temperature was raised to the
transition temperature.
Thus, using the tapered micropipette manipulation techniques, Lee et al. (2001) found that both
equilibrium and dynamic surface tensions depend on the relative phase transition temperature T/Tm
of the lipid [6]. One interesting observation here is that for all lipid systems, for a reduced temperature
of 0.9 to 0.93, lipids actually have zero spreading pressure on a clean interface. One could imagine a
practical application of this result where such highly solidified lipid vesicles could be used in aqueous
suspension to actually keep interfaces clean by perhaps acting as sinks for other impurity materials.
6. Applications in Medical Imaging (Ultrasound), Oil Recovery, Nanoprecipitation, the Biology
of the Lung Interface, and Microfluidics
Finally, we give examples of where our measurements of micro-surface tensions, and those of
others (notable Tony Yeung [11]), for clean and adsorbed surfaces, and gas- and droplet-dissolution
have had an impact on five applications. These selected applications include: (1) gas microbubbles
for ultrasound contrast; (2) interfacial tensions for micro-oil droplets in oil recovery; (3) surface
tensions and tensions-in-the surface for natural and synthetic lung surfactants; (4) interfacial tension
in nanoprecipitation; and (5) micro-surface tensions and droplet dissolution in microfluidics.
6.1. Gas Micro-Bubbles for Ultrasound Contrast: Surface Tension and their Dissolution into Water at the Scale
of the Microbubble
Measuring the surface tension of an air-water surface [6,9] and then being motivated by industrial
interest to working with micro bubbles [12] was actually the first time we developed the micropipette
technique from its original applications in studying cells and vesicles to studying colloids and surfaces
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of gas, liquid and solid microsystems. As we saw in Figures 5 and 7, just by placing an air-filled pipette
in a water filled chamber it is simply a matter of increasing the positive pipette pressure to drive the
gas interface to the tip of the pipette. Applying a bit more pressure then blows out a gas microbubble
bubble. The additional pressure required to do this is relatively small compared to the large pressure
required to get the meniscus to such a small radius of curvature. As described by Tony Yeung [11]
(see Section 6.2. where we give the equation for aspirating a droplet, but now consider the process is in
reverse), when an air-water surface inside the pipette is driven by positive pressure to emerge from the
pipette tip into the unconstrained environment of the chamber, the formation of a bubble of diameter
greater than the pipette tip diameter results in the rapid growth of the gas bubble. As can now be
appreciated, this pressure is determined by the level of surface tension of the surface itself, and, if it is a
clean air-water surface of 72 mN/m, the pressure needed to blow out the bubble through the relatively
small micropipette tip, becomes a large driving force for microbubble expansion. The force balance
associated with the buoyancy of air will pull the forming bubble off the pipette at some point, but
microbubbles can grow to hundreds of micrometres before they detach. One technique we developed
to control the formed microbubble size was to simply angle the pipette at the top of the chamber
so that its tip was 10–20 μm below the glass surface such that as the microbubble rapidly emerged,
it was forced off the pipette. We could therefore “manufacture” a series of gas microbubbles by this
angled-pipette technique and then pick single microbubbles for study.
In this application the goal was to stabilise gas microbubbles against dissolution for an important
medical application—ultrasound contrast. While gassed-up salt solution had been an industry
standard, at the time new contrast agents were being formed using proteins [163]. One was called
Albunex (Molecular Biosystems, Inc, San Diego). It was a commercially prepared contrast agent made
from sonicated 5% human serum albumin. The mean microsphere size used in these experiments was
4.0 μm with a concentration of 437 million/mL. The (competing) company who contracted us, was
interested in, if, and to what extent, lipids could be used as the stabilising monolayer. As with Albunex,
the idea was that following intravenous injection, they could survive long enough in the blood stream
to provide blood-pool contrast using ultrasound for myocardial contrast echocardiography (MCE) and
the like. As was obvious from Laplace surfaces, surface tension is a key parameter that determines the
dissolution rate of air into water because the surface tension creates an above-ambient pressure on the
gas inside the microbubble, as given by the Laplace equation, Equation (5). The influence of surface
tension and the role of microbubble size, and the diffusion coefficient of air in water were the key
parameters that Epstein and Plesset [96] brought together in their 1950 paper that described gas bubble
dissolution (or growth). Therefore, we started our product development by testing and validating this
equation using gas microbubbles made and observed using the micropipette technique. As we will see,
this is again where, working at the microscale meant we could observe and measure all dissolution
processes for single individual microbubbles in a convenient lab time frame of just a few seconds.
The basic Epstein–Plesset (EP) equation for the dissolution rate of a free gas microparticle














where R is the diameter of the microbubble, Cs is the saturation concentration, Co is the concentration
of gas in the bulk solution, ρ is the density of the gas, and t is time. The model assumes that there is a
large volume of surrounding solution relative to the volume of the bubble, the gas concentration at the
bubble’s surface is in equilibrium with the gas in the bubble and is considered saturated, Cs, and the
concentration at infinity is the initial gas concentration in solution Co.
The inclusion of surface tension enters the analysis through of the curvature of the bubble’s
surface and the fact that a surface tension at the interface creates an over pressure inside the bubble
according to the Laplace equation, (given earlier, Equation (5)). The total pressure in the bubble
therefore increases as R decreases. Thus, the influence of surface tension is introduced into the dynamic
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equation, assuming ideal gas, via a recalculation of the gas density with increasing over-pressure as
given by Epstein and Plesset [96] and detailed in Duncan and Needham [12].
Until we did the experiment over 50 years later using the micropipette technique [12], this
equation, and the dissolution rate as influenced by the surface tension, had never really been tested at
the scale of gas microbubbles. As already mentioned, it was the ability to work at this scale of 10 s of
microns using the micropipette technique, that allowed the gas bubble size and dissolution rate to be
measured, whereas all previous attempts using millimetre sized bubbles took days to dissolve, making
it difficult to readily test this important model for gas-dissolution. We have also now extended these
studies and this model fully characterises the dissolution of immiscible liquid microdroplets of oil into
water and water into oil, [95,164,165].
6.1.1. Test of the Epstein–Plesset Model for Gas Microparticle Dissolution in Aqueous Media
The experiment then was to simply form a 10–20 μm diameter air microbubble using the
micropipette, and, as shown in Figure 20A, hold it on the tip of the pipette, in a static position,
in infinite dilution, in an isotropic diffusion field, in the middle of the aqueous filled chamber.
Figure 20. Schematics of pipette and gas microbubble in microchamber. (A) Microbubble held in
infinite dilution and isotropic diffusion field; (B) microbubble allowed to rise to the top of the chamber,
also in infinite dilution but now air-diffusion is limited by the impermeable boundary of the wall of the
glass microchamber.
As shown in Figure 20A, we could then observe its gradual dissolution into saturated or
undersaturated water, and fit this data to the EP model knowing the surface tension of the air-water
surface. Air bubbles were better stabilised (against adhesion to the glass pipette) by the adsorption of
an SDS monolayer and so were formed in a 10 mM SDS solution giving an air-water SDS monolayer
surface tension of 40 mN/m. In Figure 20B, the microbubble is released from the micropipette and
allowed to rise to the top surface of the chamber. There is now an impermeable boundary that limits
the air diffusion away from the microbubble into the aqueous phase, and so the microbubble is no
longer in an isotropic diffusion field, but this can be accounted for by an empirical model [12,166].
Figure 21 shows the data along with the EP model with no free parameters, thereby validating
this model for an air-water surface stabilised by the soluble surfactant SDS. Thus, a 30 μm diameter air
microbubble dissolves in water in 50 s, in almost complete agreement with the EP model. Imagine
now how compromised the original contrast agent systems were of gassed up salt solution! How long
would a 5 μm diameter gas bubble would last in the blood stream? Just a few seconds! Of course, if it
adsorbed any protein, that would reduce its surface tension (see next Section 6.1.2.), then it might last
a little longer. However, initially-uncoated gas microparticles were extremely difficult to work with
and not very effective contrast agents. Now we know why, quantitatively.
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A released microbubble though (Figure 20B) rises to the top of the chamber and comes to rest
against the glass surface. The result is that air saturation of the solution can build up around
the microbubble and so its dissolution is ~44% longer. The data is fit to an empirical model by
Wise et al., [166] in Figure 21B. We mention this boundary condition here because it may be of
interest and important to the current “Micromachine” audience since microbubbles near surfaces
or in bulk-isotropy occur in one or more of the in micro- and nano-systems (that might include,
microfluidic and lab-on-chip devices, soft gripping and manipulation of particles, colloidal and
interfacial assemblies, fluidic/droplet mechatronics).
Figure 21. Dissolution of a 30 μm diameter air bubble into water. (A) A series of video images of
the dissolution of an air microbubble in 10 mM SDS solution held in the center of the chamber by a
pipet with a very low suction pressure of 500 Pa and 21.5 ◦C. The air bubble is shown at times 0 s
(top left), 10 s (top right), 30 s (bottom left), and 48 s (bottom right) respectively, completely dissolving
in ~50 s. (B) Plot of microparticle radius versus time for dissolution in isotropic and boundary-limited
conditions where the data are fitted by the Epstein–Plesset (EP) model and an empirical model by
Wise et al. [166].
Gas microbubble-lifetimes depend on both the dissolution-driving over pressure due to their
surface tension and the diffusion field that surrounds the microbubble. This boundary condition will
also apply to dissolving micro and nano-scale liquid-in-liquid emulsions, but here the over pressure
is negligible because of the incompressibility of liquids as we have also shown for an aniline-water
micro-system [164]. Additionally, as is clear from the EP model, an increase in surface tension results
in a faster dissolution and so shorter dissolution time. For example, the same 30 μm diameter air
bubble for a clean air-water surface tension of 72 mN/m would take ~30 s to dissolve compared to 50 s
for the lower surface tension (40 mN/m) of the SDS-coated bubble.
6.1.2. When the Tension-in-the-Surface is Zero: Effect of Gas Saturation in Solution on Microbubble
Dissolution
Since the surface tension creates the over pressure, gas bubbles will always dissolve even in
saturated solution. However, what would happen without this driving force? That is, what if there
was no surface tension at the gas bubble surface? Clearly, for an air-water surface or any interface to
exist we cannot have a “zero surface tension.” However, we can have “zero-tension-in-the-surface” if
that surface is now a monolayer of an insoluble material, like, for example, a phospholipid. Basically
we “coated-air” and, in the same paper [12], we measured the rates of dissolution, in the absence of
the Laplace overpressure, for increasing gas saturation in the aqueous medium. In order to create a
“zero-tension-in-the-surface” we utilised the same gel-phase DSPC lipid as a monolayer shell adsorbed
on the air microparticle, as was used and shown to adsorb by Lee et al. [6] (and described earlier in
Figures 18 and 19). This adsorbed, solid-phase, lipid monolayer permits the assumption to be satisfied
of zero tension in the gas microparticle surface, and with it, a condition of zero Laplace pressure.
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Gas dissolution is then only driven by the level of gas under-saturation in the surrounding aqueous
phase placed in the microchamber. (Note this is now not a gas-bubble per se with an exchangeable
interface composed of a soluble surfactant or just water; it is gas encapsulated in a monomolecular
insoluble shell).
Starting with a maximally undersaturated solution, and carrying out dissolution-experiments
much faster than the undersaturated solution re-saturates with air, we could see that as the air escaped
from the gas microparticle (Figure 22), the solid-shelled monolayer was observed to be misshapen
(crinkle) and, at excess crumpling, reshaped (“popped”) back to spherical caused by a shedding of the
lipid monolayer while still remaining contiguous with the surface material. Under this microscopic
resolution the shell is not visible, but was seen with interference optics. This return to a spherical
shape allowed us to quantify the gas-loss as a change in radius, measured at each spherical-reshaping,
versus time as a function of the initial degree of air-water saturation, f. We confirmed that the particle
dissolved at slower and slower rates the closer the degree of under-saturation, f, got to unity. At f = 1,
conditions essentially represented an infinite dissolution time, demonstrating that the solid shell
indeed provided zero tension in the surface and zero Laplace pressure.
Figure 22. Lipid-coated gas microparticle losing air in undersaturated solution. The degree of
air-water saturation, f, is the ratio of the initial air concentration in surrounding water to the saturated
concentration of air in water. (Left) Videomicrograph of the initial lipid-coated gas microparticle in
f = 0.84. (Middle) Series of lipid-coated gas-microparticles losing air, the shell crumples, and then pops
back to spherical as lipid is shed until there is no gas left; (Right) plot of microparticle radius vs. time
for gas microparticles losing air at increasing air saturation. The microparticle in the saturated solution
(f = 1) is stable.
While beyond the scope of this paper to go into too much detail, it is worth mentioning briefly that,
having formed these “zero-tension” shells, the micropipette technique was also used to characterise
the mechanical (viscoelastic) nature of lipid shells on gas microbubble surfaces. Interested readers
can learn of these experiments and results in a series of experiments on lipid-coated single gas
microparticles [13,14], including the process of making the lipid-coated microparticles in which air
micro-bubbles were formed by sonication in the presence of lipid as liposomes above their phase
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transition temperature. Following the data in Figures 18 and 19, upon formation of the clean gas
microbubble air-water surface, lipid rapidly adsorbed (to equilibrium in 2 min) to form monolayer
above Tm, and the final coated microbubble suspension was obtained when it was cooled to solidify the
monolayers. Aspiration of the shells demonstrated that they deformed in shear at room temperature
and that the values of their yield shear and shear viscosity were dependent on the composition, grain
microstructure, and thermal processing of the material [13,14]. For example, the 2D viscosity for the
series of diC18–diC24 phosphatidylcholines was dependent on their relative transition temperature,
characterising such surface monolayers with values of yield shear (1–6 mN·m−1) and shear viscosity
(5–25 mN·s·m−1) obtained by the micromanipulation technique for these phospholipid shells. These
values of yield shear and shear viscosity can be converted to comparative bulk values by dividing
by the monolayer thickness of 3 nm, giving values of 1.7–8.3 × 106 Ns/m2, (1.7–8.3 MPa) and
0.3–2 × 106 N/m2, (0.3–2 MPa·s) which interestingly are comparable to the properties of common
plastics like high density polyethylene [167]—tensile yield (10 Mpa) and melt-viscosity (0.3 MPa·s).
This again demonstrates that the intermolecular interactions (largely van der Waals-bonding) between
lipid acyl chains dominate micromechanical and surface-properties of such monomolecular materials.
6.2. Surface Tension Measurements of Microdroplets for Oil Recovery
Instead of making an interface inside the tapered micropipette, we have shown that an isolated
single oil droplet can be formed in water [16–18,95], or water microdroplet can be formed in oil [165,168]
and held at the tip of the micropipette thereby creating a micro-interface. Then, by applying a controlled
suction pressure to the oil droplet, it is possible to expand the interface and measure the critical
tensile yield (interfacial tension) of the immiscible interface. This unique droplet interfacial tension
measurement was used by Yeung’s group in 2000 [11]. Figure 23 shows a single water droplet in heptol
(1:1 mixture, by volume, of n-heptane and toluene).
Figure 23. Single water microdroplet held by the micropipette in heptol solution (1:1 mixture,
by volume, of n-heptane and toluene). The water-oil interfacial tension of 40.3 ± 0.6 mN/m was
directly measured from the geometrical shape of the microdroplet and the minimum pressure required
to draw in the droplet to give a projection length inside the pipette of one pipette radius. With
permission from Elsevier [11].
For this water-microdroplet-aspiration technique, the interfacial tension (symbolised now in
Yeung’s equations by σ), of 40.3 ± 0.6 mN/m was calculated from the geometrical shape of the
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where Rp is the inner radius of the pipette tip, and Ro is the radius of the exterior drop segment.
The equation was originally developed by Evans to measure the lipid bilayer membrane tension in
mechanical characterisations of the red blood cell membrane [56,58,63,170] and was also extensively
applied to characterise the mechanochemistry of synthetic of phospholipid membranes as giant
unilamellar vesicles [73,75–80,83,108,118,169,171]. It is thus a main-stay of the micropipette technique.
In order to calibrate and validate the droplet-tension technique, interfacial tensions were measured by
Yeung et al. for water vs. ethyl acetate, dichloromethane, toluene, carbon tetrachloride and showed
fairly good agreements with the literature values. In Yeung’s experience, some oils such as crude oil
showed high viscosity and were sticking against the glass pipette walls. To avoid measurement errors,
the micropipette surface was salinized [11]. We have also used such salinization when dealing with
lung surfactants [10] and these experiments on lung surfactant properties are given next.
6.3. Surface Tension or “Tension-in-the Surface”: The Biology of the Lung-Air Surface
Taking the basic and fundamental measurements of lipid monolayer surface tensions we made in
2001 [6] into an application, we recently carried out a series of interesting and illuminating new
studies on natural and synthetic lung surfactants [10]. Surfactant formulations are used for the
medical treatment of a range of lung conditions including, neonatal respiratory distress syndrome
(NRDS), Acute Lung Injury (ALI) and Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) patients [172–174].
The new micropipette studies show not only the level of surface tension achieved by these components
of lipid and protein at the air-water surface, but have also allowed us to visually observe and
measure the assembly of new multi-lamellar structures—all by viewing the material adsorption in the
tapered-micropipette. Again, with an average diameter of 100–200 μm, our micropipette techniques
provide surface tension and structural data at the same scale as the phenomenon under study. In this
case adsorption and spreading on alveolar surfaces, that have, themselves, an average diameter of
200 μm, with an increase in diameter and hence expansion in surface area during inhalation—all the
parameters (radius of curvature, surface area and applied pressure across and tension in the surface)
we can control and apply in the micropipette manipulation techniques.
6.3.1. Lung Surfactant Components
The major components of natural lung surfactant are lipids (~90% by mass: phosphatidylcholines,
phosphatidylglycerol, and cholesterol) and three proteins (~10%: hydrophilic SP-A and SP-D proteins,
and hydrophobic SP-B and SP-C proteins) [147,175]. Of these proteins, SP-B (79 amino acids; monomer
MW of 8.7 kDa), is strictly required for the assembly of pulmonary surfactant and the formation of
stable surface-active films at the air-liquid alveolar interface, making SPB essential for lung expansion
function [176]. Nowhere is this more critical than in NRDS in premature babies, [177] who are born
without lung surfactant; an absence of lung surfactant is incompatible with life itself.
Currently, there are several commercialised lung surfactant-products available on the market.
These include: the animal lung-derived surfactant products, Curosurf, Survanta, Infasurf, Alveofact,
and BLES; and synthetically developed products like Lucinactant (Surfaxin), (consisting of
phospholipids, a fatty acid, and sinapultide (—a 21-amino acid hydrophobic synthetic peptide called
KL4 peptide), and Colfosceril (exosurf) (consisting of just the synthetic lipid Colfosceril Palmitate
(DPPC), plus—Cetyl Alcohol, and Tyloxapol—a non-ionic liquid polymer of the alkyl aryl polyether
alcohol. In addition to these more traditional animal and synthetic surfactant formulations, Molecular
Express and their academic collaborators (Walther and Waring) in California have developed a new,
completely synthetic, formulation that mimics the Surfactant Protein (SP)-B, called Mini-B [178], that
was recently modified further into a Super Mini-B construct [179]. The Super Mini-B (SMB) analogue,
together with a second peptide construct SM-C [180] showed that this combination was actually
superior to single-peptide formulations in rabbits with chemical acute lung injury.
Thus, as introduced by Walther et al. [179], Mini-B, (34 amino acid sequence) is a disulphide-linked
construct based on the N- and C-terminal regions of SP-B (i.e., residues 8–25 and 63–78). Mini-B
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retains critical in vitro and in vivo surfactant functions of the native protein, and the Super Mini-B
construct has native SP-B residues (1–7) attached to the N-terminus of Mini-B. These peptides are
known to rearrange lipid molecules in the fluid lining the lung so that alveoli can more easily
inflate. The new synthetic lung surfactant formulation then comprises a host phospholipid mixture
(PL = DPPC:POPC:POPG 50:30:20 molar ratio) and the 4 wt% SMB lung surfactant protein peptide.
In keeping with the personalised-introduction, the lung surfactant projects started when we were asked
by our friend, collaborator and CEO/President of Molecular Express Inc, CA, Gary Fujji, “Can you
measure surface tensions?” . . . “Of course we can, see our papers from 2001” . . . and this launched another
industrial project. While other techniques, such as the pulsating bubble surfactometer had been used in
the past to measure lung surfactant tensions [122], we applied the tapered micropipette manipulation
techniques to investigate lung surfactant air-water surface tensions and the multi-layered and complex
structures they produced [10]. The hypothesis was that the inclusion of the SMB peptide would induce
lipid fusion and massive reassembly of multilamellar structures, and that we could observed this at
the microscopic interface in the micropipette. This was indeed the case.
6.3.2. Equilibrium and Dynamic Surface Tensions for the Lung Surfactant Formulations
Firstly then, Figure 24 shows both equilibrium and dynamic surface tension data of the
various different types of lung surfactants at the air water interface in the tapered micropipette [10].
The equilibrium surface tension values obtained from the slope of a linear fit to the ΔP vs. 2/Rc plots
are shown numerically in the legend (Figure 20a).
Figure 24. Equilibrium air-water surface tensions for lung surfactants in Tris buffer (pH 7) at 37 ◦C.
The data include 1 mg/mL suspensions of three different commercialised lung surfactants and
extracted native surfactant (NS) from porcine lungs and the measurement of a synthetic lung surfactant
formulation: 4% Super Mini-B (SMB) lung surfactant protein peptide in a phospholipid mixture
(PL = DPPC:POPC:POPG 50:30:20 molar ratio), and the pure SMB peptide itself. (a) Equilibrium surface
tension plot from the applied pressure vs. 2/Rc plot. The surface tension for each sample are shown in
the legend derived as usual form linear fitting of the slopes. (b) Dynamic surface tension change of each
sample by using the first-generation area expansion method developed by Lee et al. [9]. The symbols
correspond between these two graphs. With permission from American Chemical Society [10].
Interestingly, the animal-derived lung surfactants (protein-free Curosurf, Survanta, and
protein-containing Infasurf [147]) and extracted native porcine lung surfactant (NS) all gave surface
tension values in the range 21–25 mN/m. Importantly, theses surfactants showed the same equilibrium
surface tension values as the pure phospholipid mixture (PL = DPPC:POPC:POPG 50:30:20 molar
ratio), ~24 mN/m (see earlier Figures 18 and 19). Consistent with this data, mixing the synthetic
peptide SMB [10,179] in with the artificial lipid mixture (PL) did not change the equilibrium surface
tension, which was 23.5 mN/m. In the absence of lipids, Figure 20a also shows that the peptide itself
had a slightly higher surface tension of 39.4 mN/m. Thus, even though they each contain either some
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of the native proteins or the synthetic peptide for all compositions, the equilibrium surface tensions
were all dominated by the lipid fraction.
The question then was, is there an effect of the inclusion of protein or peptide on the dynamic
surface tension? As shown in Figure 20b, the dynamic surface tension measurements (indicated by the
time-rates of change of surface tension and so in units of mN/m/min) for each of the surfactants gave
initial adsorption rates in the range of 60–240 mN/m/min, over the first 30 s. These values were again
in the same range as that of the pure phospholipid mixture (PL), and in agreement with the single pure
phospholipid solutions, maximum ~50 mN/m/min (Figure 19). Interestingly, as shown in Figure 20b,
the SMB peptide itself also showed a similar dynamic adsorption speed, ~60 mN/m/min.
6.3.3. Morphological Changes of Membranes Formed at the Interface
The most interesting and biologically-relevant aspect of the study was when we then explored
the morphological changes that were observed during some of these equilibrium and dynamic
measurements. We had seen not only adsorption but actual growth of structures from the lung
surfactant-adsorbed surface. These studies, carried out for pure phospholipid and the various protein
and peptide containing formulations, demonstrated quite categorically that, especially the SMB peptide
was causing massive rearrangement of adsorbed lipid layers at the air-water surface.
As the interface was trapped inside the tapered pipette and could be viewed under high
magnification, we observed dramatic and complex morphological changes of the monolayers and
subsequent membranes formed at the interface for the SMB + PL mixture. Figure 25 shows the kind
of microtubule-formation and growth at the interface of this totally synthetic SMB formulation that
was triggered by compression of the interface. Under increasing compression (0.7, 1 and 2 kPa),
microtubule-growth was only observed from SMB-containing lipid samples. The pure lipid (0 wt%
SMB) maintained a clean monolayer surface. However then, with increasing SMB concentration above
0.1 wt% SMB in the mixture suspension (1, 2, and 4 wt%), the lung surfactant showed a stronger
and stronger tendency for tube-formation-activity and dynamics. Although not as dramatic, similar
microtubule-forming behaviour was observed for the protein-containing Infasurf and NS, but not for
the protein-free liposomes Survanta and Curosurf [147,181].
Thus, the inclusion of protein in the commercial formulations, and especially the SMB peptide in
Super Mini-B, was shown to be a key factor for the microtubule formation. While previous analysis
had yielded some understanding [182], these new micropipette data gave a more detailed knowledge
of how certain peptides (and proteins) interact (adsorb, intercalate, bond, and fuse) with lipids within
lung surfactant multilayers. They provided a deeper physico-chemical understanding of mechanisms
that drive their biological function.
Length and volumetric growth rates were calculated from the averaged slopes of plots of tube
diameters, lengths, and volumes versus time of the microtubes growing from the surface lipid layers
containing increasing SMB concentrations, from 0.1 to 4 wt%. Data from this experiment are presented
in Table 3. Measurements were made of several tubular structures whose growth from the surface
membrane layers was visualised in real time inside the micropipette and are listed as a function of
SMB content in the aqueous phase suspension of DPPC:POPC:POPG (50:30:20) liposomes. As seen in
Table 3, the length- and volume-growth rates were all positive and relatively consistent for each SMB
concentration, at 2–3 μm/s in length and 20–30 μm3/s in volume. However, there were relatively large
standard deviations on the same order as their average sizes. Tube-growth measurements were made
over time-periods of 60–120 s, and then, interestingly, the tubes tended to retract back and aggregate as
more spherical structures. Tube-volumes were estimated by multiplying the instantaneous length by
the apparent cross-sectional area of the tube, calculated from the measured diameters at the equatorial
plane of each structure.
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Figure 25. Microtubules formation and growth at 37 ◦C. Air-water surfaces are shown in the tapered
micropipette for a series of increasing SMB concentrations from 0 to 4 wt% in the Phospholipid (PL)
mixture solution. Each meniscus is moved down the micropipette taper by increasing the micropipette
pressure from 0.7, 1 and 2 kPa, to give the sequential surface compressions C1, C2 and C3, respectively.
In each case, compressions were made, and images were obtained after a 10 min waiting period.
The scale bar is 50 μm. With permission from American Chemical Society [10].
Table 3. Diameters and linear and volumetric growth rates of the tubes in SMB + PL Samples. All
the results are shown as the mean ± SD, calculated from all the tubes analysed for each composition.
From [10].





0.1 5 4.46 ± 1.85 1.76 ± 1.24 28.37 ± 28.37
1 15 3.41 ± 1.07 2.68 ± 3.84 22.38 ± 25.11
2 20 4.73 ± 2.19 2.23 ± 2.34 26.65 ± 14.10
4 21 3.48 ± 1.24 2.73 ± 1.70 22.14 ± 12.95
One of the most astonishing observations in the micropipette experiments was how the adsorption
of the SMB peptide-lipid system became a “living” multilamellar structure [10]. As shown in Figure 25,
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and in additional images in Figure 26, we saw inside the pipette that new tubular and then helical
structures could grow out of the multilamellar stacks driven, we assume, by the peptide-lipid causing
massive membrane membrane-adhesion, fusion and aggregation
Figure 26. Video Micrographs showing presentative membrane structures observed in lipid-Minisurf
samples. (A) Stacked and collapsed membrane multilayer layers beneath the interface; (B) protrusions
and tubules growing from the surface layers, (C) independent helical structures resulting from the
coiling of membrane microtubes. Higher levels of material accumulation next to the interface led to an
increased number of tubes and helixes developing towards the water side (see Supporting Information
and videos [183]).
Interestingly, the peptide is overall positively charged and the inclusion of the negatively charged
lipid POPG brings the possibility of close electrostatic interaction, charge-neutralisation between
membranes and the distinct potential of bilayer-bilayer fusion. Thus, these peptide-lipid mixtures
when presented to an air-water surface were indeed able to illicit membrane-membrane fusion and the
complete rearrangement of the multi-bilayers into such relatively dehydrated and complex membrane
structures. The reader is encouraged to go to the online version of the paper [10] and view the available
videos [184,185] in Supporting Information [183].
The presence and dynamic-growth of these new lipid-peptide multilamellar and tubular structures
could well be foundational to their action in vivo at the lung-air surface. Our observations show that
the tubules and multilayers grow into the aqueous space from the air-side of the surface and, so in vivo,
they could perhaps integrate and embed themselves into the lung epithelium. Their active growth
could actually be the basis for new innovation for drug delivery that could penetrate into the lung
epithelium and so deliver any encapsulated drug deeper into this interfacial tissue.
6.4. Interfacial Tension is a Key Parameter in Nanoprecipitation
This next application of interfacial tension measurement inside the tapered pipette was motivated
by the need to measure the interfacial tensions of Triolein (TO) against ethanol-water mixtures,
including in the presence of phospholipid, palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC, C16:0–18:1).
In a series of separate projects, we have been studying and characterising the nanoprecipitation of
Triolein from organic solvent into the anti-solvent water. This rapid solvent-shifting technique forms
the basis for our new thrust in anti-cancer drug delivery to metastatic tumours [186]. Cancers have
an altered lipid-metabolic-reprogramming [187], over-express Low Density Lipoprotein Receptors
(LDLR) [188] and take in more LDLs and albumin than normal cells, to the extent that a cancer patient’s
LDL- and albumin-counts can even go down [189]; LDL-uptake promotes aggressive phenotypes [190]
resulting in proliferation and invasion in breast cancer [191], and an abundance of LDL-Receptors is a
prognostic indicator of metastatic potential [192]. Inspired by the LDL and its biology-of-uptake by
cancer cells, Needham’s lab has developed a strategy we call, “Make the drug look like the cancer’s
food” [186] and are currently developing and testing new prodrug nanoparticles in cell and preclinical
animal studies.
We have used Triolein and the POPC lipid as test materials with which to understand the
fundamentals of such nanoprecipitation techniques. The key to understanding the process is to start
with Classical Nucleation Theory (see excellent review by Karthika et al. [193] and applications to
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hydrophobic materials by Horn and Reiger [194]) and to measure the two main free parameters for a
particular system. These are: the degree of supersaturation (S) of TO in the EtOH/Water mixture in
which it becomes supersaturated and therefore precipitates out; and the interfacial tension (γ) of the
TO at the same concentration. These two parameters, along with the molecular volume of TO (Vm)





In our drug delivery design, we coat the nanoparticle with a monolayer of lipid that stabilises the
new nucleate and kinetically traps it at the minimum size. Interestingly, just like TO, the phospholipid
is soluble in pure ethanol and in high % ethanol in the ethanol-water mixture. At some point in the
solvent exchange (i.e., exchange of the solvent ethanol for anti-solvent water), it also comes out of
solution to form the monolayer around the precipitated TO (or drug) nucleate. This micropipette
experiment then was designed to measure the interfacial tension of a series of EtOH/Water mixtures
without and with the presence of the phospholipid POPC; the challenge was to measure the interfacial
tension in the tapered micropipette for this liquid-liquid system where one of the components (ethanol)
is volatile.
6.4.1. Tapered Micropipette Manipulation Technique for Volatile Oil-Water System
(Water-Ethanol Mixtures)
In this experiment, we managed to maintain the starting ethanol concentrations in the ethanol
water mixtures by producing liquid “plugs” that sealed the phase interfaces being measured inside
the tapered pipette [16,17]. Figure 27 shows a schematic of the liquid-liquid equilibrium interfacial
tension measurement system for Triolein measured against water-ethanol mixtures that also contains
phospholipid. Thus, following the procedure in the figure legend, the aqueous solution is “trapped”
between two oil solutions, Oil1 in the chamber and Oil2, by using a plug that is preloaded into the
pipette to prevent evaporation of the ethanol component during the measurement. As illustrated,
such a set-up contains at least three different interfaces, i.e., Oil1-water, water-Oil2, and Oil2-air that
each can influence the way the applied pressure is dropped across the system, depending on their
interfacial tensions and their respective radii. Therefore, dealing with this kind of system is not trivial
(experimentally as well as theoretically).
Figure 27. Schematic illustration of the equilibrium interfacial tension measurement of an oil-water
interface in which one component is volatile [16,17]. In the set-up, the chamber is filled with the oil
solution (Oil1) Triolein. Then, the tapered micropipette, is prefilled with the same oil (Oil2) and the
water solution under investigation is also aspirated into the tip. The pipette is then inserted into the
Oil1 under positive applied pipette-pressure in order to maintain the water and Oil2 plug inside the
tapered micropipette. The Oil2 solution is used to avoid evaporation of water solution. Once again,
control of applied pipette pressure drives the interface meniscus to measurable radii in the tapered
pipette, and the application of the Laplace equation, Equation (5), gives the interfacial tensions.
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As reported in Utoft’s thesis [16], and described in detail in [17], to obtain the interfacial tension
of this particular Oil1-water interface, we needed to know the pressure difference for each of the three
interfaces: Oil1-Water, (O1,W); Water-Oil2; (W,O2); and at the back of the micropipette, Oil2-Air (O2,A),
and where, the corresponding pressure differences are ΔPO1,W , ΔPW,O2, ΔPO2,A
It is instructive to go through this analysis for any application where multiple interfaces and
components are included, such as may occur in a microfluidic system.
The pressure differences at each interface then are:
Oil1 − Water : ΔPO1,W = PW − PO1,
Water − Oil2 : ΔPW,O2 = PO2 − PW ,
Oil2 − Air : ΔPO2,A = PA − PO2.
(11)
Therefore, starting at the back of the pipette, the applied pressure going from the air inside of
micropipette all the way to Oil1 in the chamber is the sum of these pressure differences as follows,
ΔP = ΔPO2,A + ΔPW,O2 + ΔPO1,W = PA − PO1 = ΔPO1,A. (12)
Following the Laplace equation for the tapered micropipette, Equation (5), the surface tension
between water and Oil1, γO1,W , is thus expressed as,
ΔPO1,W = ΔP − (ΔPW,O2 + ΔPO2,A) = 2γO1,WRO1,W . (13)
Therefore, to obtain the γO1,W value for a single surface tension measurement, requires measuring
the interfacial pressure of ΔPW,O2 and ΔPO2,A. However, if the sum value, ΔPW,O2 + ΔPO2,A, of each
pressure is constant, the surface tension of γO1,W can be calculated from the slope of ΔP vs. 2/RO1,W
plot (see Figures 7c and 9). The intercept at the Y-axis (at 2/RO1,W = 0) is equal to the constant value
of ΔPW,O2 + ΔPO2,A. Thus, if the intercept is zero, it means that ΔPW,O2 + ΔPO2,A become zero, as in
the liquid-gas interfacial tension result in Figure 7c. Therefore, to keep the value of ΔPW,O2 + ΔPO2,A
constant during the measurement, the two interfaces of water-Oil2, and Oil2-air must be kept in the
non-tapered (large-diameter-bore, 450 μm) micropipette section during the measurement. Hence,
the non-tapered part is quite large compared to the tapered pipette where the measurements are made,
making the pressure drop at this diameter comparatively low to maintain an interface in this region of
the pipette. Therefore, both interfaces are kept in the constant inner diameter section by adjusting the
volume of water solution in the pipette and applying the appropriate pressure. As is quite obvious
then, in order to obtain the γO1,W value, the interface under measurement, of Oil1-water, has to always
be in the tapered section of the micropipette tip.
6.4.2. Lipid Adsorption at the Triolein-Ethanol/Water Interface
This new advanced tapered micropipette manipulation technique was then used to measure
the Triolein-water interfacial tension and to investigate palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC,
C16:0–18:1) monolayer formation at the same Triolein-water interface. Triolein is an unsaturated
triglyceride, having three oleic acid (C18:1) acyl chains and so forms an immiscible interface with
water with perhaps an oriented monolayer of Triolein at this interface, but itself it is not that surface
active and so can easily be replaced by adsorbing phospholipid. Figure 28 shows the interfacial tension
between Triolein and ethanol-water mixtures in the absence and presence of 1 mM POPC.
For pure Triolein against increasing ethanol concentration in the ethanol-water mixture,
the interfacial tension of the oil-water interface showed a smooth decrease from γ = 31.1 ± 0.1 mN/m
for the pure water to 1.3 ± 0.1 mN/m for pure ethanol. Hence, Triolein forms an immiscible phase
boundary with a finite surface tension against water, and against ethanol. As mentioned in Section 3,
short-chain alcohols can themselves decrease the interfacial tension by forming a monolayer that then
reduces the Triolein interfacial tension.
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Figure 28. Interfacial tension of Triolein vs. ethanol-water mixtures across the entire binary regime
in absence and presence of 1 mM palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC). Open circles show
the interfacial tension of Triolein against water-ethanol with increasing ethanol mol%. Open triangles
show the measured interfacial tension of Triolein against water-ethanol in the presence of 1 mM
POPC, present as liposomes in the aqueous solution. The sharp bend for the interfacial tension in
the presence of POPC at around 40 mol% ethanol represents the limit of solubility of POPC in the
ethanol-water mixture.
When POPC was mixed in the water, the interfacial tension was dramatically reduced from
31 mN/m for the pure Triolein-water interface to 1.7 mN/m for the formed POPC monolayer. Thus,
as we have seen before for lipids at air-water and now oil-water interfaces, POPC is a very effective
way to reduce the oil-water interfacial tension by forming a POPC monolayer. This value is similar to
that measured by Needham and Haydon for GMO at the water-Triolein interface of 1.82 mN/m [1].
With increasing ethanol concentration in the water-ethanol mixture the interfacial tension was even
further decreased to just 0.6 mN/m, showing that there was some influence of adsorbed ethanol along
with the phospholipid. Then, at a critical ethanol concentration of between 32–42 mol%, the interfacial
tension actually rose to a value of 5.0 ± 0.1 mN/m, coincident with the lipid-free interface. Above
55 mol% ethanol, the interfacial tension followed the exact same trend as in the system without
POPC present.
What this interfacial tension behaviour therefore seems to indicate is a limiting solubility of
POPC in ethanol water, i.e., at ethanol concentrations below 42 mol% the POPC is still insoluble
in this mainly aqueous mixture, but above 42 to 45 mol% ethanol, the liposomes are solubilised in
the monomer state [195]. Once dissolved, the POPC does not account for any further adsorption to
the interface. Rather, ethanol, having a much higher surface activity than the dissolved lipids [196],
replaces POPC molecules at the Triolein surface and take over the role of the main surface-active
compound by this exchange. Thus, in any microfluidic or other interfacial systems, it is necessary
to quantify these tensions as a function of solvent mixtures and determine which of the potentially
surface active components is actually adsorbed and determining the surface or interfacial tension.
Once again, this is where the micropipette technique can isolate individual components and make
these crucial measurements.
6.5. Microsurface Tensions and Droplet Dissolution for Microfluidics
Finally, not only can we use the pipettes as a tapered tube for surface and interfacial tension
measurements, the micropipette manipulation technique is capable of forming and making fundamental
measurements and analyses for single (individual) particles. Such an example was given previously
for the water-in-oil experiments of Yeung, but we have many studies and papers on this aspect of
the pipette technique including droplet dissolution of one immiscible phase into another, as well as
precipitation and crystallisation from such concentrating solutions [12,95,164,165,168,197–199]. These
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kinds of experiments are critical for establishing processing parameters in systems such as microfluidics
and homogenisation. In order to demonstrate what can be achieved at the single particle level in the
case of microfluidic processing, we present here a brief description of some experiments we carried
out and reported in a paper directed at this same audience, entitled, “From Single Microparticles
to Microfluidic Emulsification: Fundamental Properties (Solubility, Density, Phase Separation) from
Micropipette Manipulation of Solvent, Drug and Polymer Microspheres” [7], as well as in other studies
and reports that form a series of industrial collaborations (not published). It is here that interfacial
tensions can change as a result of adsorption of surfactants and polymers, or drugs, and these materials
can themselves dissolve into the second (usually) aqueous phase. These experiments also give a
measure of the diffusion coefficients of each component, and provide a correlative measure of diffusion
that has agreed with dynamic surface tension measurements we have also made with the micropipette
technique, as described earlier in Section 4.4.1. for octanol.
One good example where interfacial tensions, droplet dissolution, and drug and polymer
precipitation are combined is microfluidic processing of polymer microspheres for drug encapsulation.
In these systems one of the most used and studied materials is that of a biodegradable PLGA polymer
particle, where, in processing, drug is co dissolved in the PLGA-solvent (usually Dichloromethane)
solution. What we have provided with the micropipette technique [18], is:
• An ability to measure all relevant interfacial tensions for each component that tend to be unique
to the industrial process and so are not readily obtained from the literature,
• Make individual particles as a function of composition,
• Observe any emerging microstructures inside or on the particles,
• Make measurements of fundamental properties like mechanical deformation of these materials at
the single microparticle level and,
• Measure any dissolution (e.g., diffusion coefficients) into the suspending medium.
As discussed by de Bruijn et al. [200], an accurate measurement of interfacial tension is important
for setting the right parameters for microfluidic droplet formation. The process of microfluidic
emulsification involves the injection of two solutions: the dispersed solvent phase (the liquid to form
the droplet containing the polymer and any API, flow rate Qd); and the aqueous continuous phase (the
carrier liquid surrounding the droplet, also called the dissolution medium, flow rate Qc). As shown in
Figure 29, the dispersed phase is injected through the central inlet, indicated as (ii), which is continuous
with a cross-junction geometry that connects it to the outer cross-inlet, labelled as (i), through which
the continuous phase flows.
The dispersed phase is pumped into a micro-channel and enters the cross junction, ‘hydrodynamic
flow focusing’ of the continuous phase breaks the polymer solution into microdroplets. Thus,
parameters such as viscosity, μ, flow rate, Q, and interfacial tension, γ, become important in how
and at what rate droplets form. The key is a precise control over the flow rate Qc and Qd from the
inlet channels (Figure 29a), and control of the process lies in the force-balances at the intersection:
the balance between interfacial and viscous forces (characterised by the capillary number of dispersion
phase, Cad); and the balance between the dispersed phase and the continuous phase that is forced
into the same outlet (characterised by the ratio of flow rates Qd/Qc). The dimensionless parameter of
Qd/Qc is often cited to show the profile of characterised microdroplet distribution such as the flow map
(Figure 29b). In region A, the produced microparticles become nicely spherical. However, in region B
the microdroplets become non-uniform and in C can be larger than the exit channel.
It is here where a knowledge of the interfacial tension γ is required for the two solutions used
in the device. For the process of creating an emulsion it is preferred that the ratio of the dispersed
phase flow rate Qd to the continuous phase flow rate Qc is ≤0.00272 Oh*, where Oh* is the Ohnesorge
number of the system, and is inversely proportional to the interfacial tension γ.
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Figure 29. The microfluidic system and flow parameters that determine effective droplet formation.
(a) Schematic 3D picture of droplet formation showing the arrangement of the two inlet tubes:
(i) continuous phase inlet that then splits into two tubes; (ii) dispersed phase inlet; (iii) mixing head.
(bottom) High-speed microscope image of the single-channel production window. (b) Flow map,
depicting all combinations of liquid properties, microchannel size and flow rates. Combinations in the
white area (region A) yield the desired process, i.e., spherical particles; combinations in the black area
(region B) lead to instabilities and non-uniform droplets; and, in the grey area (region C), to droplets
larger than the exit channel. From Kinoshita et al. [7].
The interfacial tension is clearly expected to depend on the nature and the concentrations
of each component and so needs to be measured at their microscale interfaces for each
solvent-polymer-drug-aqueous solution systems including with and without the stabilising surfactant
polyvinyl pyrrolidine (PVA). For example, for control systems of pure solvents against the aqueous
phase, such as DCM vs. water, the interfacial tension was measured to be 31.4 mN/m. The inclusion
of 1 mM SDS in the aqueous phase to help with droplet colloid-stability, as expected, lowered this
interfacial tension to 16.9 mN/m. For example, the inclusion of a particular drug (proprietary Pharma
compound) at 25 mg/mL in the DCM vs. 1 mM SDS showed an average surface tension, of 13.4 mN/m.
The interfacial tension of a 20 mg/mL PLGA and 2 mg/mL of an AI compound mixed in the final
solvent mixture of DCM:DMSO (8:2) against water was 7.0 ± 0.2 mM/m but 10.5 ± 0.2 mN/m with
0.1% PVA added. These are the interfacial measurements then that allow parameters to be set to
achieve effective microdroplet formation in the microfluidic device.
As mentioned, a knowledge of the dissolution time of microdroplets is also important in the
latter stages of microsphere formation. Our micropipette techniques have also therefore been used to
determine this time, as well as measures of the diffusion coefficients of solvents and also drugs.
For example, the diffusion coefficient of DCM in the aqueous phase was measured by droplet
dissolution and applying the EP Equation (8), to be D = 1.77 ± 0.01 × 10−5 cm−2/s, while the
diffusion coefficient of the drug Ibp in PBS (pH 7.4) at room temperature, was three times smaller
at D = 5.5 ± 0.2 × 10−6 cm2/s. That is, for a DCM-Ibp solution microdroplet, once the DCM had all
dissolved, the pure drug continued to dissolve but at a much slower rate. Additionally, the time, tD,
for a given diameter of a spherical microparticle of Ibp to dissolve in an infinite medium is given by







where, Ro is the initial radius of the particle, ρ is the density of the Ibp (1030 mg/mL), D is the diffusion
coefficient of the molecule in aqueous media (5.5 ± 0.2 × 10−6 cm2/s), and Cs is its solubility limit
in PBS (pH7.4) buffer, 0.825 mg/mL (4 mM). This equation successfully predicted the measured
dissolution time of a pure Ibp microparticle of diameter of 16.4 μm, as ~75 s and dissolution rate of
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30 femtogram/s or 1.9 picograms/min [18]. This calculation shows how important it is in applications
of pure drug dissolution to not only know the size of the drug microparticles but to actually control it.
Using the micropipette technique, the dissolution rates for pure drug microparticles can be measured
in water, buffer, surfactant solution or biological fluids (e.g., synovial fluid or blood plasma).
Thus, by simply using the dissolution time equation derived from the EP model, we can provide
our microfluidic collaborators with a measure of the time needed in the microfluidic processes for
solvent, drug, or polymer dissolution and how this changes as a function of any processing parameter.
These may include any composition change in the organic-polymer-drug solution or the addition of
stabilising surfactants in the aqueous phase. It can be done for a range of microparticle diameters from
5 to over 100 μm. In one application, we showed that the dissolution time of a very hydrophobic drug
meant that the formulation did not in fact need a polymer-releasing system. EP and tD calculations
simply showed that for a microsphere diameter size of 2 μm, it would take only 2.1 min for complete
dissolution. However, for a 600 μm diameter microsphere (300 times larger diameter) it would take
a much longer time, on the order of 6 months. The required specifications of the formulation was a
release (or now dissolution) time of ~6 months, and so this was achieved with just drug microparticles.
Such a formulation was superior to any PLGA encapsulation where the PLGA itself would be degraded
in few weeks to a month.
7. Summary and Conclusions
In this review paper then, we have presented a series of the micropipette techniques that we
have developed and used to make measurements of the surface and interfacial tensions for clean
air-water surfaces and oil-water interfaces. By using a tapered micropipette and introducing rapid
image monitoring of the position of meniscus in the micropipette and hence its radius of curvature
for a given applied micropipette pressure, we have presented a series of equilibrium tensions as
well as equilibrium and dynamic tensions due to the adsorption of water-soluble surfactants and
water-insoluble and lipids. Micropipette dimensions associated with the capillary tip are ~5–10 μm,
and the micropipette can taper out to 450 μm, thus, importantly all measurements are actually made at
the microscale. Following the Young–Laplace equation and geometry of the capillary, the surface or
interfacial tension value is simply obtained from the radius of the meniscus in the tapered pipette and
the applied pressure to keep it there.
As an interesting prelude to the comprehensive description of these experimental techniques
and their theoretical analysis we also provided a brief potted-historical perspective that included
Franklin’s early experiments that demonstrated molecularity and monolayer formation, fundamental
surfactancy driven by margarine, the first use of a micropipette to (circuitously) measure bilayer
membrane tensions and free energies of formation, and how this black lipid film concept formed basis
for study and applications of membrane ion-channels in Droplet Interface Bilayers and beyond, into
printed microdroplet “tissues.”
To address the goals of the special issue we selected five examples of where our measurements
have had an impact on applications in micro-surfaces and microfluidics, including gas microbubbles
for ultrasound contrast; interfacial tensions for micro-oil droplets in oil recovery; surface tensions
and tensions-in-the surface for natural and synthetic lung surfactants; interfacial tension in
nanoprecipitation; and micro-surface tensions in microfluidics. The micropipette technique that
was originally designed and built to study the properties of biological cells (red and white blood
cells and Giant Unilamellar-Lipid Vesicles) by Evans, Kwok and Needham, and Chien, Skalak,
Schmidt-Shoenbein and co-workers, has now found new and myriad utility in making as well as
characterising individual and pairs of micro colloids and surfaces, and is an essential tool for anyone
studying, designing or using Micromachines for science and technology of small structures, devices
and systems. We have tried to show how important and versatile this micropipette technology can be
especially as soft matter is miniaturised, surface areas become huge, and their surface energies become
major drivers of structural and material transformations in micro- and nano-systems. As we have
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also tried to show, equilibrium surface and interfacial tension data has also to be coupled to dynamic
processes, such as adsorption of simple surfactants or more complex insoluble materials like lipids
(and this would also include future studies on surface and interfacial polymers and proteins), and the
dissolution by diffusion (or convection) of the tiny microscale materials (often in the volumes of pico-
and femto-litres), characterised by diffusion in unique and perhaps not-already-known solvent systems.
Even though it is a very long document, we think that the whole structure and flow brings
a readable and educational/informative review of these important techniques. It takes us from a
historical perspective that includes a personalised approach to some aspects of surfactancy, through
the basic techniques we have developed and a series of five applications that we hope are of
interest to the Micromachines readership (and beyond). We therefore offer this unique capillary-
and single-particle-manipulating techniques to the Micromachines, and Microsurfaces community
to help enhance the development, design, and testing of various applications such as the stated:
“microfluidic and lab-on-chip devices, soft gripping and manipulation of particles, colloidal and
interfacial assemblies, fluidic/droplet mechatronics,” and the fundamentals or applications yet to
be explored.
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Abstract: Capillary gripping is a pick-and-place technique that is particularly well-suited for handling
sub-millimetric components. Nevertheless, integrating a fluid supply and release mechanism
becomes increasingly difficult to manufacture for these scales. In the present contribution, two
hybrid manufacturing procedures are introduced in which the creation of the smallest features is
decoupled from the macro-scale components. In the first procedure, small scale features are printed
directly (by two-photon polymerisation) on top of a 3D-printed device (through stereolithography).
In the second approach, directional ultraviolet (UV)-illumination and an adapted design allowed
for successful (polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS) moulding of the microscopic gripper head on top of a
metal substrate. Importantly, a fully functional microchannel is present in both cases through which
liquid to grip the components can be supplied and retracted. This capability of removing the liquid
combined with an asymmetric pillar design allows for a passive release mechanism with a placement
precision on the order of 3% of the component size.
Keywords: capillary gripper; pick and place; micromanufacturing; two-photon polymerization;
stereolithography; polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) replication
1. Introduction
Micromanipulation can be based on a wide variety of physical principles (dielectrophoresis,
magnetic, optical tweezers, mechanical tweezers, hydrodynamic flows ... [1]). However,
industrial picking-and-placing of sub-millimetric components such as SMD (surface mounted device)
components is dominated by vacuum gripping. Very efficient even for components as small as 200 μm,
this technique reaches its limits for smaller components because of scaling laws (adherence force scales
as the square of the size [2]). Another challenge for such grippers in handling micro-components
comes from the need to keep the collision force minimal. As discussed in literature [3], specialised
solutions such as air bearings for the gripper head are necessary to increase the picking frequency.
This added complexity is not without its cost.
An emerging alternative is the capillary picking paradigm [4], relying on capillary forces generated
by the liquid meniscus between the component and the picking tool. Here, the adhering force is linear
with the component size, which scales better than vacuum gripping for smaller components. This liquid
layer also acts as a cushion so the component remains scratch free and surface irregularities do not
impact the picking force substantially. The main design choices that need to be addressed for such a
gripper are the liquid handling strategy (through a channel, dipping or evaporation/condensation) and
the releasing mechanism (active/passive) [5–7]. By externalising these two mechanisms, the gripper
head can be made quite simple (e.g., a simple polysterene sphere glued to a golden rod [7]) at the
Micromachines 2019, 10, 224; doi:10.3390/mi10040224 www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines85
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expense of a more elaborate control of the exterior conditions (temperature control of the gripper and
the substrate [7]). In the present contribution, we will demonstrate a gripper design where most of the
complexity is integrated in the gripper head so as to minimise the demands on the ambient control.
As a result, the manufacturing of such a gripper presents some issues, mainly due to the multiplicity
of scales present: the gripper surface will be of a size similar to the component and this will need to
be connected to cm-sized components (mechanical stage and liquid supply) and finally, a releasing
mechanism or surface texturation might be present which will be an order of magnitude smaller than
the component.
One manufacturing technique capable of creating complicated 3D shapes with micro-meter
resolution is two-photon polymerisation [8], as was demonstrated by e.g., the manufacturing of a
vision-based force-sensor [9]. The challenge here is more in reaching the centimetric scale with this
kind of machine. Although ‘meso-scale’ printing with this technique has been improved with respect
to manufacturing time [10] and the removal of defects [11], it remains a point-wise polymerisation
technique with a micron-sized point. Therefore, polymerising a centimetric object will inherently
require an excessive amount of time.
To overcome this, two different hybrid two-scale manufacturing approaches are suggested. In this
way, the gripper itself is created with two-photon polymerisation and the larger scales are handled
by other manufacturing techniques. While this is somewhat similar to the work of [12], we will here
focus more on the assembling of different manufacturing techniques. In Section 3, we will combine
two different 3D printers and in Section 4 a replication strategy for fast serial production of grippers
is shown. After the description of the two manufacturing techniques, the correct functioning of the
gripper is shown and a novel passive releasing mechanism is explained. Note that the first assembly is
based on the work described in [13].
2. Design Overview
Before introducing the different hybrid manufacturing techniques that were used for the
construction of our capillary grippers, we will first present their global design and working principle.
In Figure 1a, a macroscopic sketch is given of the overall design. The part that is performing the
capillary gripping is the sub-millimetric component indicated by the letter A in the figure. This small
size is determined by the target that we want to pick up; in this case a 1005 SMD capacitor, which has a
1.0 × 0.5 (mm) surface. In Figure 1b, we can see a simplified version of the gripper in action. A liquid
bridge between the two flat surfaces provides the force to lift the component. Releasing of the target
should occur upon retraction of the liquid. However, when the target thus comes in contact with the
gripper surface, some remaining liquid in the gap will typically prevent the release. Therefore, the
unequal side-pillar design shown in Figure 1c is proposed as a passive release mechanism. As the
target has a rectangular shape of 1.0 × 0.5 (mm) and our gripping surface is only 0.5 × 0.5 (mm),
the target will have a large overhang in one of the directions. Now, upon withdrawing the liquid into
the channel, this overhanging part will be blocked at the location of the two unequal-sized pillars and
this leads to a slant of the component. A gentle downward movement of the gripper, will lead to a
detaching moment when the corner of the target touches the substrate. This results in the controlled
release of the component. More details on the functioning principle and a demonstration will be given
in Section 5.
Although the design would be simplified by the absence of the liquid supply line, it forms an
integral part of the operation here. As such, the gripper head needs to be connected to a (larger-scale)
liquid injection system. This part, which we will call the tip-holder, is denoted by B in Figure 1a.
Finally, part C is necessary to connect the gripper to a pick-and-place machine. As these last two parts
(B and C) do not present any microscopic features, they will be created with different manufacturing
methods than the microscopic part (A).
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Figure 1. (a) Global overview of design (b) Example of capillary gripping [13] (c) Sketch of releasing
mechanism based on unequal pillars design.
3. Two-Scale 3D Printing
3.1. Microscopic Manufacturing
As is apparent from Figure 1c, there are quite a few sub-millimetric slender features and intricate
3D shapes present in our design. As a result, a 3D printer capable of printing such features is deemed
to be the best candidate. One of the most adequate 3D printing techniques capable of creating such a
structure is two-photon polymerization, especially if we would want to shrink the components further
in the future. In the present contribution, a Nanoscribe Photonics Professional GT was used to this end.
The design shown in Figure 2 is printed in Nanoscribe IP-L 780 resist in dip-in configuration using a
25× objective.
Figure 2. (a) Isometric view and (b) technical drawing of gripper head printed with Nanoscribe [13]
(dimensions in mm).
3.2. Macroscopic Manufacturing
Now, as the microscopic gripper head is already printed in a photo-sensitive resist, it seems
advantageous to make the macroscopic parts in the same (or a similar) material by using a
stereolithographic 3D printer. In this way, we hope to achieve a perfect adhesion between both
parts and avoid (thermal and/or mechanical) property mismatch. In addition, such 3D printers are also
capable of intricate 3D designs with sub-millimetric features [14]. To this end, we have here used an
Autodesk Ember 3D printer. For this printer, the UV-polymerisation is initiated by a digital projector
resulting in a pixel-size of 50 μm. The resist used is Autodesk PR48 with a slicing distance of 25 μm.
The design of the tip-holder is shown in Figure 3a. Note how we can print the 1/4” screw-thread
directly into the component, allowing to connect the tubing. This tube is then connected to a CETONI
Nemesys injection pump for the supply of water. Also note how the central 0.8 mm opening will be
connected to the 0.7 mm opening in the microscopic component. In the microscopic part (Figure 2),
this liquid channel is then further reduced in a funnel-design to a final opening of 0.15 mm.
In Figure 3b the supporting structure allowing to connect the gripper to a movement stage is
shown. This piece will be clamped between the fitting and Figure 3a. On the other end, it will be
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similarly clamped between a screw and metal rod, which is itself connected to the movement stage.
The final composition of all three components is shown in Figure 1a.
Figure 3. (a) Macroscopic connection part to liquid supply [13] (b) Macroscopic connection to stage [13]
(dimensions in mm).
3.3. Bonding of Microscopic and Macroscopic Components
While the creation of the three pieces described above is quite trivial with the right equipment,
the difficulty is in how to place the microscopic component correctly on top of the macroscopic
component in Figure 3a and create a strong bonding. A bonding which should avoid blocking the
small liquid channel.
In the current manuscript, the chosen manufacturing procedure was to write the microscopic
component directly on top of the macroscopic component (i.e., the tip-holder shown in Figure 3a).
As two-photon polymerization is capable of freely selecting the points that need to be polymerized,
there is no difficulty in producing an open channel. Yet, in order to do this, we need to be able to
insert the printed component into our Nanoscribe Photonics Professional GT. However, it only accepts
standard-shaped glass slides or wafers as a target substrate on which to start writing. As such, we
have had to design an envelope structure around our tip-holder, so that it conforms to a substrate size
that the Nanoscribe sample holder can accept. Its design is shown in Figure 4. To summarize, we have
mimicked a 1 inch square glass plate (indicated by (2) in the figure) surrounding the tip-holder (1). The
tip-holder is held in place by a series of thin bars (4), which we can easily snap off after manufacturing.
Note also that we have had to add extra thickness (3) to component (2) as the thin sheet started to
deform after development.
Figure 4. Tip holder design to conform to the Nanoscribe sample holder (dimensions in mm). (1) is the
component shown in Figure 3a, (2) mimics the common glass substrates used in Dip-in configuration.
(3) adds some rigidity as the small thickness of part (2) otherwise leads to a curved interface. (4) are a
series of tiny bars connecting (1) to the holding structure [13].
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Now, the final procedure to manufacture the combined component is as follows. The component
in Figure 4 is printed with the Autodesk Ember. This component is then inserted into the sample
holder of the Nanoscribe Photonics Professional GT. A drop of IP-L is placed on top of component (1)
of Figure 4. The 25× objective is then allowed to dip into this drop to start writing the structure of
Figure 2. Yet, before we can launch the printing, two more steps need to be performed first.
The first step is to find the liquid-solid interface, so that we can have a z-reference for the print.
The in-build interface detection method by Nanoscribe is quite precise (±1 μm) but depends on the
presence of a sufficiently large contrast in refractive index between the resist and the solid. The
necessity of this is exemplified by the fact that even normal glass substrates need to be coated with
ITO (Indium Tin Oxyde) to increase this contrast. Therefore it is quite inevitable that the refractive
index contrast between the cured resist (Autodesk PR-48) and the liquid Nanoscribe IP-L 780 resist is
not large enough to allow for an accurate automatic interface detection, due to the large similarity of
the two materials. As adding an intermediate coating step could reduce the adhesion between both
components, we chose to perform the interface finding manually based on the optical images of small
residues on top of the printed part shown by Nanoscribe in direct imaging mode. As the obtained
accuracy in this way is very poor and to account for any remaining non-flatness of the macroscopic
component, we therefore added a 0.15 mm extension of the pyramid structure below the zero-height
reference. As re-illumination of already polymerised voxels has no detrimental effects, this allows us
to make sure that the pyramid is firmly attached to the tip-holder.
A second reference that is still needed is the position of the centre of the liquid channel. This
centering was also performed manually by noting the stage coordinates where the top, bottom, left and
right edges of the channel are centered in the camera’s field of view. From this, the center point can be
calculated. While the precision of this procedure could be as bad as a few tens of microns, this does not
impact the final performance of our capillary gripper as the connecting channel has a sufficiently large
diameter to be only mildly affected by such a misalignment of the two channels. The full workflow for
this manufacturing approach is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Flow chart for the manufacturing of the two-scale 3D printed capillary gripper.
3.4. Manufacturing Results and Discussion
In Figure 6, the micrometric gripper head was measured by a confocal microscope (Keyence
VK-X200, Keyence, Osaka, Japan). This clearly demonstrates that the chosen two-photon polymerisation
manufacturing method is capable of faithfully reproducing the micrometric features of our design.
Figure 6. Metrology of the final picking head [13].
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As will be shown in Section 5, the produced capillary grippers could pick and place the target
components correctly. Nevertheless, there were a few manufacturing issues that appeared from time
to time. First, we noticed that liquid leaks were sometimes present in the system. These could be
due to limits in the manual alignment described above or could be due to cracks growing in the tip
holder. Indeed, the resist employed by the Ember (PR-48) suffers of such cracking problems when
continuously exposed to day light. A second issue that appeared from time to time was the occurrence
of micro-explosions when polymerising with the Nanoscribe. Presumeably, a non-perfect cleaning
step of the printed tip-holder could result in some debris floating in the IP-L. Illumination of this
debris resulted in the appearance of explosions and bubbles, which resulted in a non-working gripper
head. Although no extensive study was performed into these two issues, we do not consider either of
them as an intrinsic problem of the proposed hybrid manufacturing method, but rather ‘solveable’
by optimisation studies (e.g., different resists for the Ember and lower illumination intensities for
the Nanoscribe).
With respect to the total manufacturing time, we can note that the production of the tip holder
(and its envelope) takes approximately 1.5 h to print with the Ember, whereas writing the gripper head
with the Nanoscribe takes close to 5 h (including manual preparation tasks and development steps).
As such, it is difficult to speed up the production process significantly in a cost-effective manner due
to the prohibitive cost of buying additional Nanoscribe Photonics Professional GT units. On the other
hand, the proposed two-scale 3D printing approach is optimally suited for complex 3D designs, both
in the macroscopic components as in the microscopic components.
4. Metal+Moulding Manufacturing
4.1. Macroscopic Manufacturing
When looking at the designs in Figure 3, it is clear that none of these macroscopic components
really requires the use of a 3D printer. Simple metal milling and drilling tools can create both
components, which is what we have done for the second manufacturing approach. Due to reasons
explained in the next subsection, a small modification of the tip-holder was necessary (an extra recess
surrounding the microchannel) and the updated design is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Updated design of the liquid connection device (dimensions in mm).
4.2. Microscopic Manufacturing and Bonding
The bottleneck in the previous hybrid manufacturing method was the production of the gripper
head directly on top of each macroscopic component. The process that we will investigate now is how
to use the technique of micromoulding to speed up the manufacturing. Clearly, a straightforward
moulding of the complete gripper is not easy due to the complicated 3D design of the gripper with an
internal channel. However, as the macroscopic components are easily manufactured using standard
metal tooling, we really only need to focus here on the replication of a microscopic gripper head onto
the metal tip holder.
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Figure 8. (a) Micromanufacturing design for Nanoscribe Manufacturing (dimensions in mm) (b) Zoom
on the moulding composition near the liquid channel. (c) Zoom on the final gripper geometry.
The first concern here is how to preserve the microscopic details of our gripper head in the mould.
Fortunately, this problem is already solved as replication with PDMS-moulds has already been shown
in literature to faithfully reproduce micron-sized features created using two-photon polymerisation [15].
As such, we can use the same microscopic manufacturing method for the creation of the original
gripper head, provided we simplify the design slightly so that moulding and demoulding can occur.
This implies, for instance, that the funnel design of the microchannel in Figure 2 is replaced by a straight
channel or an inverted funnel. The mould is obtained by casting a mixture of 10:1 PDMS/curing agent
over the IP-L gripper in a vacuum environment to remove any bubbles. It is then cured over night at
65 ◦C and demoulded. Note that it is vital that the gripper undergoes a silanisation (1 h in a vacuum
bell with an open reservoir of Hexamethyldisilazane) before the PDMS is poured, to allow for an
easy detachment.
Another concern is how to combine the replicated gripper head with the tip-holder and ensure
that there is a good adherence between the two components. To this end, replication and bonding
is combined into a single step by applying the UV-illumination when the liquid resin is in contact
both with the metal tip-holder as with the mould. Not only does this ensure a good bonding but it
simplifies the total process significantly. Note that IP-L and Fun-to-do unpigmented standard blend
were both tested successfully and never lead to liquid leakage, which qualitatively indicates that the
bonding was indeed sufficiently strong.
The remaining issue is how to avoid obtaining a blocked microchannel. This will be achieved by a
combination of design modifications and a special UV-illumination technique. The extra recess for the
macroscopic component was already described. For the gripper, note how the head is now placed on a
small platform in Figure 8a. The central hole for the microchannel goes through this platform and in
this case even up to the substrate (see Figure 8a). Upon moulding, the platform becomes a recess and
the hole becomes a pillar that sticks out above the level of the recess (Figure 8b). Now, when liquid
resist is present in the mould and the metal piece is put in position, the pillar easily fits into the hole of
the metal piece (see Figure 8b). However, if we would now polymerise all the resist, we would end up
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with a blocked channel as liquid resist will creep up into the micro-channel. This is avoided here by
using directional UV-lighting that only comes from the side, not from the top or bottom (in practice
we rotate the piece to illuminate it from all 4 sides). As the metal piece is non-transparent to UV-rays,
the liquid resist inside the microchannel is not polymerised (region indicated by the hatched lines in
Figure 8b). The final geometry of the gripper, upon retraction of the mould, is shown in Figure 8c.
Note that several other minor modifications were also applied to the design with respect to
Figure 6, such as the presence of the releasing pillars only in a single direction and a modification of
the releasing pillar shape in an attempt to optimise the performance of the gripper. The full workflow
for this manufacturing approach is shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9. Flow chart for the manufacturing of the moulded gripper head on top of a
macroscopic component.
4.3. Manufacturing Results and Discussion
In Figure 10, the result of the confocal measurement of the mould is shown. As anticipated from
literature [15], all of the sub-millimetric features are correctly preserved. More importantly, no sign
of blocked bubbles are seen in the mould, even though there were many ‘dead-ends’ in the design.
This is due to the casting in a vacuum chamber and the gas permeability of PDMS. In our limited
testing, we could also easily make up to 7 assembled grippers from a single PDMS mould. In 2 of these
cases, there was nevertheless a small membrane blocking the channel, presumeably due to spurious
reflections from the UV-light. This blockage was however easily overcome by applying some pressure
with the liquid syringe pump. After assembling 7 grippers, the mould was slightly damaged. It is
expected that one could increase this number significantly by a careful deposition of a silane layer
before each replication step or by the application of a more permanent chemical vapour deposited
layer of Parylene-C [16]. By a similar deposition of a Parylene-C coating on the master, the amount of
PDMS moulds that can be created per Nanoscribe master was shown to be arbitrarily large [17].
Figure 10. Metrology of the gripper head mould in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS).
Now, with respect to the manufacturing time required to reach this result, the micro-manufacturing
step takes more or less the same time than the previous design, i.e., 5 h. The moulding step in principle
should only add about 3 h. However, in our experiments, we have chosen to leave the PDMS to cure
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overnight at 65 ◦C. In short, the initial tooling step takes about a day. However, once this is completed,
creation of a replication head is just a matter of minutes and could easily be automated. As such, the
current hybrid manufacturing method could be used in an industrial context and allows for the low-cost
replication of microscopic gripper heads. To increase the productivity even further and parallellise the
manufacturing, one can always create more high-precision moulds from the same master, as this process
is non-destructive.
Another advantage of the present manufacturing approach is that we can easily use different
UV-sensitive resists having different mechanical or other properties. For instance, the use of flexible
UV-curable materials (such as UV-sensitive PDMS) could prove interesting.
Finally, we would like to mention that this moulding process could also be combined with 3D
printing of the tip-holder as in the previous approach, without the need for the envelope structure.
Indeed, resists are available that are opaque to UV-rays for the wall thicknesses considered here
(>1 mm) [14]. As such, the directional UV-illumination will not penetrate into the micro-channel and it
will remain unobstructed. This combination of manufacturing techniques (3D printing + moulding)
would allow for more complex 3D designs in the macroscopic parts than in the microscopic part, but at
a much faster total manufacturing speed.
5. Capillary Gripping
Figure 11 shows the manipulation sequence with the gripper from Section 3: first, positioning
(a) occurs: a droplet of 100 nL is sent to the picking surface and the gripper is aligned with the SMD
component. Then the tool is moved downwards (b) and the component is picked up. To release
the component, the working fluid is sucked back into the internal channel (c), the gripper is moved
downwards again (d) and the component is released (e). As almost no liquid is left on the SMD
component after the releasing operation, the re-picking performance is not influenced (Figure 11f–h).
A video showing this sequence is available in the supporting information.
Figure 11. (a–e)—Pick and place sequence with the gripper from Section 3. (e–h) correct repicking of
the component [13] (see video S1 in the Supplementary Materials).
With the gripper from Section 4, a preliminary study was performed in order to investigate
the positioning precision. In order to be independent of the precision of the used stage, no lateral
displacements were performed with the stage, only vertical ones. The substrate was mounted on top of
an inverted microscope (Leica microscope with a 2.5× objective). Using a glass substrate, this allowed
a measurement of the absolute displacement of the centre of the component and the angular rotation
from 13 subsequent pick and place actions. For the displacement, a systematic bias of 47 μm was found
combined with a random standard deviation of 29 μm. For the rotation, we obtained 0.12 ± 5.5◦.
On more than one occasion however, the releasing procedure failed as is shown in Figure 12a–f.
Although the component disconnected correctly from the droplet and the shorter pillar, the detachment
from the longest pillar was not successful (e). The adherence to this pillar could even be large enough
to lift the entire component. But eventually it disconnects and lands in an uncontrolled way (f). This
was observed with the flat pillars from Section 3 and with the new slanted pillar from Section 4. A
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possible solution that could be investigated in the future is to increase the redrawal acceleration to
overcome this residual adherence.
Figure 12. (a–f)—correct picking but faulty release sequence (e,f) with the gripper from Section 4 (see
video S2 in the Supplementary Materials). (g–l)—correct single-pillar pick and release sequence (pillars
on the right not in contact with the component) (see video S3 in the Supplementary Materials).
An interesting possibility to improve our gripper design, can be seen in Figure 12g–l. Here, only
the shortest pillar is used and the component is aligned with 3 edges of the gripper surface. This leads
to a larger inclination and detaching moment for the gripper upon touching the substrate. Due to
this, the component disconnects from the gripper surface at a larger height (j) and inertia allows it
to disconnect from the pillar as well, leading to a clean separation (k–l). The mechanism could be
understood better from the video in the Supplementary Materials.
Another advantage of only using a single pillar, is in the time scale needed to release the
component. Not yet mentioned, is the fact that not all liquid can be retracted in the tube. As can be
clearly seen in Figure 12c, a small liquid bridge remains on the left of the channel. For releasing the
component, this should be allowed to evaporate (≈40 s for water) (d). In comparison, the quantity of
liquid after retraction shown in Figure 12i is clearly much smaller, allowing for a faster placing.
6. Conclusions
In the present paper, we have experimentally validated a design for a capillary gripper for
submillimetric components. The gripper can be connected to tubing for liquid supply and withdrawal.
The release mechanism is completely passive and based on asymmetric pillars with a placement
precision of ±29 μm (for a 1 × 0.5 (mm) component).
A major focus of the paper was on the development of hybrid multi-scale manufacturing methods,
capable of integrating micron-sized 3D features into a centimetric component. A first development
focussed on ultimate 3D complexity of both the ‘macroscopic‘ component as the ‘microscopic’ parts by
using two 3D printers; an Autodesk Ember (Stereolithographic 3D printer) and a Nanoscribe Photonics
Professional GT (two-photon polymerisation) respectively. By printing the gripper head directly on
top of the macroscopic part, a good adherence was assured. However, this creates an inherently slow
manufacturing process with a maximum of 1 or two pieces produced per day.
The second manufacturing procedure introduced, consisted in replicating the microscopic gripper
head directly from a PDMS mould onto a metallic part. Assuming that the metal parts can be
produced straightforwardly, this method could produce tens of completed grippers in a day. This is of
course at the expense of a higher start-up cost in which an appropriate master and its PDMS-mould
needs to be manufactured (≈1 day). The production of a non-obstructed micro-channel without
additional post-processing steps needed an adapted design and use of directional UV-lighting to avoid
polymerisation inside the channel, which was successfully demonstrated.
Supplementary Materials: The following videos are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-666X/
10/4/224/s1. Video S1: PickPlace_EmberNanoscribe.mkv, Video S2: PickPlace_BadRelease.mkv, Video S3:
PickPlace_SinglePillar.mkv.
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Abstract: The widely used rigid gas permeable (RGP) contact lenses provide higher oxygen
permeability and tear exchange rate than do soft contact lenses. However, their wettability warrants
improvement to enhance the wearing comfort. This study used UV laser (wavelength = 355 nm)
to modify the surface properties of RGP contact lenses with materials of Boston XO® (Bausch &
Lomb Incorporated). Briefly, the mesh pattern was fabricated on the RGP contact lens surface by
using the laser and smoothed by using oxygen plasma; the enhanced hydrophilic efficiency was
analyzed using contact angle measurement. The experiment results indicated that the contact angle
of the lens material decreased by approximately 10◦–20◦ when the pitch of mesh pattern was <50 μm
under a 500-mm/s scanning speed. The oxygen plasma enhanced surface wettability with a decreased
contact angle (40◦). The hydrophilic characteristic of the UV laser and oxygen plasma–treated
surface was twice that of oxygen plasma–treated and untreated surfaces. In the future, RGP contact
lens edges could be treated with UV laser and oxygen plasma to enhance the tear wettability and
wearing comfort.
Keywords: rigid gas permeable contact lenses; wettability; hydrophilic; hydrophobic; 355 nm UV
laser; surface treatment; microstructure
1. Introduction
Contact lenses are divided into rigid gas permeable (RGP) and soft contact lenses according to the
hardness of the lens material. Silicone hydrogel and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) are commonly
used as main material for soft and hard contact lenses, respectively. Two critical characteristics
determine the quality of both soft and RGP contact lenses: Permeability [1,2] and wettability [3,4].
Soft contact lenses are typically manufactured using water-containing, gel-like plastic materials, which
are pliable and comfortable to wear. However, after several hours of wearing these lenses, the water
gradually evaporates, impeding oxygen permeation through the lens. Consequently, as the cornea
becomes hypoxic, the wearer’s eyes begin feeling dry. Compared with general soft contact lenses,
RGP contact lenses provide high oxygen permeability and tear exchange rate [5]. For improving their
permeability, high oxygen permeable materials such as silicone and fluorine are added to soft and RGP
contact lenses, respectively. These materials enable rapid permeation of oxygen toward the cornea.
This increases the lenses’ wettability to prevent microbial infections [6]. In addition, surface treatment
and material modification are commonly used in industries and laboratories to increase the wettability
of contact lenses.
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Wettability is one of the most crucial properties determining a material’s solid surface and material
applications [7]. In recent years, numerous studies have reported on surface hydrophilicity and
hydrophobicity [8]. Several methods, such as chemical treatment, mechanical and flame method,
ion-assisted reaction, and electron beam irradiation, can be used to transform normal material surfaces
into hydrophilic or hydrophobic status. A well-designed microstructure can also be used to control
surface roughness and alter its wettability [9,10]. The contact angle of the droplet on the surface can be
enhanced to >160◦. The most common example of this phenomenon is the lotus-leaf effect; in that,
the numerous microstructures present on a lotus leaf render it superhydrophobic, with self-cleaning
properties. Laser processing is another common method used in industries to change the surface
roughness and wettability of material. By manufacturing different types and depth patterns on material
surfaces, we can obtain different levels of material surface wettability. In a study, a femtosecond laser
was employed to fabricate the micro or nano pattern on the polytetrafluoroethylene substrate [11].
The process parameters, such as the scanning speed, fluence, and beam overlap were adjusted,
and uniaxial and biaxial patterns were produced to investigate the wettability of the patterns [11].
The results revealed that the biaxially scanned samples had superhydrophobicity properties and
exhibited high contact angles and low contact angle hysteresis. Cai et al. [12] suggested that the
dimensionless functional parameter Rhy and Is are the most sensitive to the water contact angle of
the specimen. Herein, the Rhy was the average ratio of the maximum height of the profile to the
mean width of the profile element, and Is was the average laser pulse energy per unit area of the
specimen. Moreover, the Rhy and Is of 0.41 and 536 J/mm2, respectively, can aid in ensuring the
superhydrophobicity of the specimen during laser ablation. In addition, laser treatment on the surface
of the substrate can be used to reduce the contact angle and produce a hydrophilic surface [13,14].
Lawrence et al. [15] used CO2, Nd:YAG, excimer, and high-power diode laser (HPDL) radiation to
treat the surface of the biomaterial PMMA, and their results revealed that the variation in wettability
of CO2-, Nd:YAG-, and HPDL-treated PMMA surfaces was small; by contrast, the wettability of the
excimer laser radiation–treated PMMA surface considerably improved.
In addition, the effect of functional terminal groups with regard to wettability is widely known [16].
For instance, the terminal trifluoromethyl group (CF3) leads to a high contact angle situation, which
represents the hydrophobic property of material surfaces. By contrast, some functional terminal
groups, such as the hydroxyl group (SiOH), result in low contact angle and hydrophilicity of a material
surface. Bodas et al. [17] used the conventional (oxygen plasma), unconventional plasma modification
(oxygen and C2F6), and the oxygen plasma polymerization of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA)
process to modify the surface properties of poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS). The results indicated that
the surface with two days of hydrophilic stability was modified by oxygen plasma, and the surface with
one week of good hydrophilic stability was modified by oxygen and C2F6. In addition, the chemical
modification using HEMA provided the most efficient hydrophilic stability over 10 days. Plasma surface
treatment is commonly used to form hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces [18]. Du et al. [19] coated
the polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) on high–aspect ratio nanostructures and obtained hydrophobic
surfaces. They employed the oxygen plasma etching and laser interference lithography to create
hierarchical nanostructures, which resulted in superhydrophobic surfaces. With the aforementioned
treatments, the droplet mobility on the surface of a slippery nanostructure was also enhanced by the
hierarchical nanostructures. Kim et al. [20] fabricated nanospikes on a polyimide surface through
plasma etching and fabricated hydrophilic microgrooves on the hydrophobic nanospike surface through
laser ablation. In addition, colloidal silver was dipped in and attached on hydrophilic microgrooves.
Thus, the zone affected by the laser heat should be reduced to reduce the line width of hydrophilic
patterns, and these hydrophilic patterns of the hydrophobic surface can be used for cell growth, protein
manipulation, and microfluidic collection.
For contact lenses, wettability also indicates how easily liquids spread over the lens surface; this
can be observed through the interaction between the lens surface and tears and be defined by the
contact angle [21]. The sessile drop, captive bubble, and Wilhelmy plate methods can be used to
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measure the contact angle and determine the wettability of a contact lens. Based on the aforementioned
methods, measuring the contact angle of a contact lens without the ISO standard is difficult. Therefore,
the standardized process of each technique should be built to reduce the measurement variations in
contact angles. Cheng et al. [22] used the captive-bubble technique to measure the advancing and
receding contact angles of two commercial silicone hydrogel lenses and reported that all the lenses
had a considerable contact angle hysteresis with an advancing angle of almost 90◦ in the isotonic
solution. In addition, when the lysozyme or mucin were added in the solution, the advancing and
receding contact angles decreased because of the molecular absorption of proteins on the lens and
indicated that the high water wettability of a lens can eliminate the protein absorption. Lin et al. [23]
used the pendant-drop technique to measure the air and aqueous surface tension as well as the contact
angle of soft contact lenses removed from the blister packs. The influence of the surface-active agents
(surfactants) was also analyzed. The results revealed that the surface tension of all blister pack solutions
was lower than that of pure water. Moreover, the wettability of most lenses was determined by the
surfactants; the corresponding value decreased with the depletion of surfactants. By contrast, the SiH
lenses exhibited a stable and self-sustained surface wettability.
No previous study has focused on enhancing the wettability of RGP contact lenses by fabricating
patterns using laser technology. Herein, laser technology offered advantages such as rapidity and
pattern flexibility for the Boston XO® (Bausch & Lomb Incorporated, Rochester, NY, USA) RGP contact
lens. On exposure to CO2 and Nd:YAG lasers, Boston XO® RGP contact lenses absorb energy and melt
because of the ablation mechanism which, at this wavelength, is mainly driven by a thermal effect
in the microstructure fabrication process. Therefore, we employed an ultraviolet (UV) laser system
to modify the surface properties of XO RGP contact lenses. The potential volume of the droplet was
selected through patterned and unpatterned RGP contact lens surfaces. In addition, the laser system’s
processing parameters, such as scanning speed and line pitch of the ablated pattern, were adjusted,
and its effect on the surface roughness of RGP contact lenses and contact angle of the droplet were
analyzed simultaneously. Therefore, the suitable parameters in the laser ablation process to fabricate a
hydrophilic surface can be determined. Based on the experimental results, the hydrophilic surface on
the material of RGP contact lenses can be fabricated through laser ablation. This process can aid in
enhancing tear exchange intervals and opportunities when the lenses are worn. This method provides
fast results, customized patterns, and wearing comfort.
2. Fundamental Theory
A tear has a high adhesive force and thus can cause droplets to spread on the surface of the eyes
and the surrounding tissue. Although soft contact lenses are made of high water content material,
the water content in RGP contact lenses is relatively low, and the hydrophilicity between the RGP
contact lens and eyeball surface needed to be improved to ensure that the eyes will not be dehydrated.
The contact angle (θ) represents the angle at the liquid–vapor and solid–liquid interfaces [24,25].
In general, a contact angle of <90◦ indicates that the solid material has a wettable surface and thus is
highly hydrophilic, whereas if the contact angle is >150◦, the solid material is highly hydrophobic.
In highly hydrophobic materials, liquids cannot enter the microstructure of the solid surface and thus
the interface between the solid material and the liquid becomes small. This phenomenon is called the
lotus-leaf effect.
Because the RGP contact lens surface is not perfect, contact angle hysteresis occurs from the
difference between the advancing and receding contact angles (θA and θR). In addition, the equilibrium
contact angle (θe) can be described as follows [26–29]:
θe = cos−1
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Rough surfaces increase hydrophilicity of the contact lens; these rough surface textures can be
divided into homogeneous and heterogeneous textures. The current study aims to reduce the contact
angle of a droplet on the RGP contact lens by modifying the surface of the RGP contact lens by using a
laser system and increase its hydrophilicity. The classic descriptive theories of the contact angle of a
droplet on microstructure surfaces include the Wenzel and Cassie–Baxter models [30–33]. The contact
angle hysteresis can be ignored because the contact lens is static, and the droplet would not flow
when worn. Therefore, the surface of the material treated with the laser system was maintained as a
homogeneous surface, and the phenomenon can be described by the Wenzel model, as illustrated in
Figure 1 and as written in Equation (4),
cos(θ∗) = r cos(θ) (4)
where θ* is the static contact angle and r is the roughness ratio of the material surface, which is the
ratio of the true area of the object to the apparent area. In addition, θ is the Young contact angle, which
represents the contact angle of the ideal surface.
Figure 1. Droplet on microstructures according to the Wenzel model.
When the surface of the material has microstructures, a higher hydrophilicity can be achieved
when the surface roughness is finer. The microstructures on the contact lenses provide spreading and
imbibition abilities, and the surface is defined as the highest hydrophilicity with a contact angle less
than π/2 [34]. If it is lower than the critical contact angle of the model, there will be a formation of
liquid film on the surface, which is called ultrahigh hydrophilicity.
3. Materials and Experimental Setup
3.1. Materials
PMMA is a stable material. Its mechanical or optical properties are not significantly affected
when it is exposed to a high-humidity environment or is infiltrated with water. Herein, the contact
angle of the flat PMMA was 77.5◦ when the volume is 3 μL. Here, the RGP contact lens material XO
was purchased from Bausch & Lomb Incorporated. In addition to the conventional PMMA material,
silicon and fluorine were added to the XO to allow more oxygen to pass through the lens and reach the
patient’s eye, and the material was defined as the hexafocon A. The Boston XO® RGP contact lenses
have an ultrasmooth surface and are nonstick; they thus resist dirt and debris. The customized design
of the lens provides a perfect fit and natural shape for the patient’s eyes. The wetting angle of XO is
49◦, and its oxygen permeability is 100 ((cm3 [O2]·cm)/(cm2·s·mmHg)) [35].
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3.2. Experimental Setup
3.2.1. Surface Treatment: UV Laser (355 nm) Processing and Oxygen Plasma Cleaning
The laser source was a diode-pumped solid-state UV laser (Coherent, Inc. AVIA 355-14TM, Santa
Clara, CA, USA) with a wavelength of 355 nm and a maximum average output power of 14 W,
operating a pulse repetition frequency range of 1–400 kHz. Its each pulse width is of 32 ns at 40-kHz
pulse repetition rate, transverse mode is TEM00 with an output beam diameter of 3.5 mm, and beam
quality factor (e.g., M2) is <1.3. Here, its beam diameter was magnified by a 2× beam expander. High
speed galvanometric scanning mirrors were used to transform the direction of the laser beam for laser
processing and improve processing efficiency (Figure 2). A telecentric focusing lens module with a
160-mm focal length was used; the theoretical and actual diameters of the focused laser spot on the
working plane were approximately 13.5 and approximately 30 μm, respectively.
Figure 2. Laser treatment system setup on Boston XO® rigid gas permeable (RGP) contact lens.
First, we used the UV laser to make patterns on the surface of the material of the RGP contact lens.
The scanning speed of the laser spot and spacing of the laser scanning were adjusted and designed to
make mesh patterns with various depths, line pitch, and roughness. The output power of the laser
system was set at 10 W, and the pulse repetition frequency was fixed at 100 kHz. Laser scanning speeds
of 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 mm/s were used. The line pitch of the mesh pattern ranged from 30 to
110 μm at 20-μm intervals. The mesh patterns with five line pitches are illustrated in Figure 3. After
the surface treatment with the UV laser, an oxygen plasma cleaner (HARRICK PLASMA, PLASMA
CLEANER PDC-32G, Ithaca, NY, USA) was employed to clean the splash on the surface material
caused by the laser processing and modify the surface properties of the material of the RGP contact
lens. For the oxygen plasma cleaning parameters, the input power was 100 W, the power applied to
the RF coil was 11 W, and the cleaning lasted for 10 min.
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Figure 3. Mesh patterns with pitch of (a) 30, (b) 50, (c) 70, (d) 90, and (e) 110 μm.
3.2.2. Contact Angle Measurement and Surface Morphology Observation
After the surface treatment of the lens with the laser, the treated lens’s surface morphology and
roughness were observed and measured using a three-dimensional confocal laser scanning microscope
(KEYENCE, VK-X200, Itasca, IL, USA) and its analysis software program (KEYENCE, VK-Analyzer
Plus™, Itasca, IL, USA). In addition, the contact angle of the droplet on the Boston XO® RGP contact
lens related to its wettability was measured through contact angle measurement (FTA 188, First Ten
Angstroms Inc, Portsmouth, VA, USA).
3.2.3. Experimental Process
Four primary steps were conducted to obtain the contact angle and determine the performance of
the treated pattern on the XO RGP contact lens surface; the adjusted and measured target of each step
are described in detail as follows:
Step (I): The AutoCAD package was used to design the ablation path of the laser spot.
The parameter of the pitch of two ablated lines was adjusted to range from 30 to
110 μm with intervals of 20 μm.
Step (II): The parameters, such as the power and pulse repetition frequency of the laser system,
were fixed, and the scanning speed of the laser spot was adjusted to generate various spot
overlaps, line widths, and surface roughness.
Step (III): A 3D confocal microscope was used to measure the morphology of the ablated mesh
pattern and analyze the relationship of the real line pitch, width, and surface roughness
with the scanning speed during laser treatment. Herein, the surface roughness was the
mean height (Ra).
Step (IV): The XO RGP contact lens was placed into an ultrasonic oscillator with DI (de-ionized)
water for 10 min to clean its surface, and nitrogen (N2) was used to blow dry its surface.
The lens was then processed for contact angle measurement, for which a 3-μL droplet of
physiological saline was added to the lens. The contact angle was measured. In addition,
the relationship between the contact angle and surface roughness of the XO RGP contact
lens was analyzed to obtain the best pattern to reduce the contact angle and enhance the
wettability of RGP contact lenses.
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4. Experimental Results and Discussion
To investigate the wettability of the XO RGP contact lens, affected by the volume of a droplet and
the surface properties, after the laser treatment, the contact angle and surface roughness of each lens
was analyzed. The measured contact angle was the average of the eight values measured from four
directions in a circle at the intervals of 90◦. The measurement was repeated twice. Surface roughness
was the average value in the full of view of the measured area, which was approximately 1.6 × 1.0 mm2
under the 10× objective lens.
4.1. Analysis of the Contact Angle Affected by the Droplet Volume
Different volumes of physiological saline droplets have different gravity; therefore, the selectivity
of the droplet volume was determined in the subsequent experiments. On the original surface of the
XO RGP contact lens, the contact angle of the droplet was only affected by the gravity, and the increase
in the droplet volume required a larger area and a higher base width to support the droplet. Therefore,
the support of the droplet edge on the material’s surface caused the contact angle of the droplet to
decrease simultaneously (Table 1). In addition, the mesh pattern with line pitches of 30 μm, treated
with a laser scanning speed of 1000 mm/s, was fabricated on the lens surface. With the microstructures,
the contact angle of the droplet is affected by the gravity, surface roughness, and pattern’s height. In this
situation, the droplet infiltrated into the valley of microstructures, and the base width of the droplet
increased only slightly with the increase in droplet volume, as summarized in Table 2. Therefore,
sufficient surface area was generated to support the droplet and caused a similar contact angle when the
droplet volume ranged from 3 to 5 μL (Table 1). Based on the aforementioned results, a droplet volume
of 2 μL was too small to be affected by the surface morphology and a volume of 4–5 μL was too large
and easily affected by the gravity and surface morphology. Moreover, a droplet volume of 3 μL started
to be affected by the microstructures, indicating that this volume of droplet was significantly affected
by the surface properties. Therefore, the droplet volume of 3 μL was determined in the following
experiments to investigate the contact angle affected by the surface morphology and roughness.
Table 1. Contact angle of the droplet on XO RGP contact lens with and without mesh patterns (Unit: ◦).
Pattern
Droplet Volume (μL)
2 3 4 5
Without mesh patterns 121 ± 6.1 118 ± 3.4 112 ± 3.5 104 ± 8.9
With patterns of line pitch
30 μm 118 ± 6.5 111 ± 8.7 114 ± 7.4 110 ± 6.2
Table 2. Base width of the droplet on XO RGP contact lens with and without mesh patterns (Unit: mm).
Pattern
Droplet Volume (μL)
2 3 4 5
Without mesh patterns 2.08 ± 0.14 2.35 ± 0.14 2.62 ± 0.10 2.98 ± 0.29
With patterns of line pitch
30 μm 2.14 ± 0.17 2.53 ± 0.13 2.55 ± 0.14 2.77 ± 0.15
4.2. Analysis of the Surface Morphology and Roughness
After the scanning speed of the laser spot was fixed and the scanning path of different line pitches
was imported, the surface morphology of the contact lens treated with the laser system could be
observed from the optical images (Figure 4). The size of the focused laser spot was approximately
30 μm, and the line pitches of 30 μm caused the laser spot on the XO RGP contact lens to close the
next strip. Therefore, the full view of the laser scanning area was treated by the laser spot and caused
melting and the rough surface and the largest surface roughness (Figure 4a).
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Figure 4. Optical images of the XO RGP contact lens treated with the laser system with a scanning
speed of 500 mm/s and line pitches of (a) 30, (b) 50, (c) 70, (d) 90, and (e) 110 μm.
In addition, in the region where only the laser focused spot was ablated and the checkerboard
microstructures were fabricated, the line pitches became wider, and the surface roughness would
gradually decrease simultaneously, as summarized in Table 3. When the line pitch of the laser spot
was fixed and the scanning speed was adjusted, the scanning speed affected the residence time of
the laser spot; the treated depth was also altered (Table 4). The treated depth of the laser spot and
the surface roughness decreased with the increase of the scanning speed (Figure 5), even without
the ablation trace on the surface of the XO RGP contact lens (Figure 5d). The surface roughness and
the root mean square of the height decreased from 13.002 to 2.230 μm and from 18.770 to 3.081 μm,
respectively, when the scanning speed increased from 500 to 2000 mm/s. Herein, the roughness and
root mean square height was defined by the average value and root mean square along the sampling
length, respectively; there was no overlap in the laser trace when the line pitches of the microstructures
were 90 and 110 μm. Thus, the variation of the surface roughness and root mean square height of mesh
patterns in the aforementioned pitches were small when the scanning speed was changed.
Table 3. Surface roughness (Ra) of mesh patterns on the XO RGP contact lens treated by different laser




30 50 70 90 110
500 13.002 9.912 5.503 2.593 3.266
1000 6.032 2.698 2.642 2.797 2.507
1500 2.747 2.678 2.767 2.276 2.478
2000 2.230 2.885 2.506 2.781 2.754
Table 4. Root mean square height (Rq) of mesh patterns on the XO RGP contact lens treated by different




30 50 70 90 110
500 18.770 13.215 8.300 3.569 4.222
1000 7.989 3.689 3.573 3.752 3.391
1500 3.894 3.631 3.727 3.089 3.352
2000 3.081 3.856 3.409 3.762 3.682
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Figure 5. Optical images of the XO RGP contact lens treated with the laser system with line pitches of
(a) 30 μm and a scanning speed of (a) 500, (b) 1000, (c) 1500, and (d) 2000 mm/s.
4.3. Analysis of the Contact Angle Affected by Line Pitch and Laser Scanning Speed
When the physiological saline droplet was dropped on the surface of the treated RGP contact lens,
the droplet infiltrated the melting surface and caused a lower contact angle (Figure 6a). The checkerboard
pattern became clearer with the increase in the line pitch. Subsequently, the droplet was supported
on the surface of the XO RGP contact lens, and the contact angle increased and reached 130◦ on the
pattern with a line pitch of 90 μm. When the line pitch was 110 μm, the surface roughness increased
again because of the more plate area and relatively higher position than the pattern with a line pitch of
90 μm in the same area. The droplet usually exists on the surface and infiltrates the valley of patterns
at the droplet edge to cause the lowering of the contact angle of the droplet (Figure 6d,e).
 
Figure 6. Three dimensional (3D) images of the XO RGP contact lens treated with the laser system with
a scanning speed of 500 mm/s and line pitches of (a) 30, (b) 50, (c) 70, (d) 90, and (e) 110 μm.
When the pattern was fabricated using different scanning speeds and line pitches, the contact
angle of the droplet on these patterns was measured; the results are presented in Figure 7. The results
indicated that the contact angle of the droplet usually increased with the increase of the line pitch of the
patterns treated by the same scanning speed, particularly in the range of 30–70 μm. It also represented
that the contact angle of the droplet was evidently affected by the pitch of microstructures. When the
line pitch of the pattern increased to 90 and 110 μm, there was sufficient platted region to support the
droplet, and the contact angle would be affected by various factors such as the droplet position on
the microstructures, surface roughness, and ablated depth of the pattern. Therein, the higher surface
roughness was obtained from the pattern with the line pitch of 110 μm than 90 μm while treated by the
laser system with a scanning speed of 500 mm/s, shown as Table 3 and Figure 6, and the droplet major
exists on the platted region and may infiltrate into the valley of patterns when the line pitch of pattern
increased. Thus, the contact angle of the droplet has a maximum value on the pattern with a line pitch
of 90 μm. (Figure 7a) Therefore, smaller line pitches were more suitable to be selected to fabricate the
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microstructures and reduce the contact angle of the droplet. In addition, there was no laser trace on the
XO RGP contact lens when the scanning speed was higher than 1500 mm/s. Therefore, the variation of
the contact angle of the physiological saline droplet on the XO RGP contact lens was small between the
scanning speed parameters of 1500 and 2000 mm/s, as illustrated in Figure 7c,d.
Figure 7. Contact angle of physiological saline droplet on the XO RGP contact lens with different line
pitches under the scanning speed of (a) 500, (b) 1000, (c) 1500, and (d) 2000 mm/s.
Based on the aforementioned results, the pattern with a line pitch of 30 μm was selected to analyze
the effect caused by the laser scanning speed. Compared with the 3D profile of the patterns and the
measured contact angle of the droplet (Figure 8), it revealed that the droplet infiltrated the melted
surface and had the lowest contact angle of approximately 97◦ with the largest surface roughness of
13.002 μm when the pattern was treated with a scanning speed of 500 mm/s. By contrast, the surface
was relatively smooth and exhibited almost no ablated trace when the scanning speed was >1500 mm/s;
it had the lowest surface roughness when the pattern was treated with a scanning speed of 2000 mm/s.
Therefore, the contact angle of the droplet was usually>120◦ on the aforementioned patterns. It remains
a hydrophobic surface under these treatment parameters, and the wettability was poor than the XO
RGP contact lens without laser treatment.
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Figure 8. 3D images of the XO RGP contact lens treated with the laser system with line pitches of (a) 30
μm and a scanning speed of (a) 500, (b) 1000, (c) 1500, and (d) 2000 mm/s.
From the surface roughness summarized in Table 3 and the contact angle of the droplet presented
in Figures 7, 9 and 10, the contact was usually >110◦ and even >120◦ when the surface roughness was
<5 μm. When the surface roughness ranged from 5 to 10 μm, the contact angle could be reduced to
100◦–122◦. In addition, the surface of the XO RGP contact lens will gradually become hydrophilic when
the surface roughness was enhanced to >10 μm, which was approximately in the range of 96◦–99◦
when the surface roughness was approximately 13 μm. Therefore, a lower scanning speed of the laser
system and a pattern with smaller line pitches should be employed to reduce the contact angle of the
droplet and enhance its wettability.
Figure 9. Contact angle of physiological saline droplet on the XO RGP contact lens with line pitch of
30 μm under four various laser scanning speeds.
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Figure 10. Contact angle of physiological saline droplet on the XO RGP contact lens with five surface
roughness under laser scanning speed of 500 mm/s.
4.4. Analysis of the Contact Angle Affected by Oxygen Plasma
Oxygen plasma cleaning is usually employed to remove surface impurities and contaminants by
exciting gas atoms with high energy states and ionization. The OH- group will be introduced by the
oxygen plasma and cause the decrease in the contact angle of the droplet on the surface. The lowest
contact angle of the droplet was measured from the surface of the RGP contact lens with a line pitch of
30 μm UV treated with a laser with a scanning speed of 500 mm/s, which was approximately 20◦ lower
than that on the smooth surface without UV laser treatment. To enhance the hydrophilic characteristics,
the oxygen plasma was applied to the surface of the XO RGP contact lens, and the measured value
of the contact angle was approximately 36◦ on both surfaces with and without UV laser treatment.
However, the hydrophilic characteristics gradually decreased because the particle was attached on the
surface and caused reduced hydrophilic properties when the XO RGP contact lens was used for several
hours or days. Therefore, the surface of the RGP contact lens recovered to the hydrophobic surface,
and the contact angle of the droplet increased to 101◦ after the 110 h of oxygen plasma treatment, as
summarized in Table 5. By contrast, the surface of the RGP contact lens conserved its hydrophilic
characteristics, and the contact angle of the droplet on the surface treated with UV laser treatment only
increased to 55◦ after 110 h. It indicated that the surface of the RGP contact lens that was treated by
UV laser and oxygen plasma had good hydrophilic characteristics even after four or five days, and its
maintenance was better than the surface only treated with oxygen plasma.




Without Line Pitch of 30 μm
Before 118.03 ± 2.59 97.58 ± 1.29
after 1 h 36.22 ± 4.41 36.82 ± 2.28
after 110 h 101.18 ± 1.50 55.82 ± 3.13
5. Conclusions
To enhance the wettability of RGP contact lenses, a laser treatment was applied in this study to
investigate the relationship between the contact angle and the line pitch of the pattern and its ablated
trace and depth affected by the laser scanning speed. The results revealed that a lower contact angle
and better wettability can be obtained when the surface roughness is increased by reducing the laser
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scanning speed or line pitches. The most hydrophilic surface was fabricated at a laser scanning speed
of 500 mm/s and a line pitch of 30 μm, whereas the most hydrophobic surface was obtained when the
surface roughness was <5 μm and fabricated from line pitches of >70 μm with all scanning speed and
line pitches of 30–50 μm with a scanning speed of 1500–2000 mm/s. In addition, the oxygen plasma
was employed to re-enhance the wettability after the laser treatment, and the contact angle decreased
to 40◦ compared with that before the oxygen plasma treatment. The contact angle of the droplet on the
surface treated with the UV laser and oxygen plasma treatment was half of that of the surface treated
with oxygen plasma. In the future, the edge of the RGP contact lens can be treated to enhance the
wettability of tears, and different patterns can be directly fabricated by the laser system. It has the
advantage of being fast, not requiring a mask, and offering various pattern selectivities. Moreover,
the pattern at the edge of the RGP contact lens would not affect the vision area.
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Abstract: The droplet response to vibrations has been well characterized on open substrates, but
microfluidic applications for droplets on open systems are limited by rapid evaporation rates and
prone to environmental contamination. However, the response of enclosed droplets to vibration is
less understood. Here, we investigate the effects of a dual-plate enclosure on droplet transport for
the anisotropic ratchet conveyor system. This system uses an asymmetric pattern of hydrophilic
rungs to transport droplets with an applied vibration. Through this work, we discovered that the
addition of a substrate on top of the droplet, held in place with a 3D printed fixture, extends the
functional frequency range for droplet transport and normalizes the device performance for droplets
of different volumes. Furthermore, we found that the edge movements are anti-phasic between top
and bottom substrates, providing a velocity profile that is correlated to vibration frequency, unlike
the resonance-dependent profiles observed on open systems. These results expand the capabilities
of this system, providing avenues for new applications and innovation, but also new insights for
droplet mechanics in response to applied vibration.
Keywords: droplet; vibrations; transport; microfluidics
1. Introduction
The response of liquid droplets to a vibration is typically studied with unconfined droplets on a
homogenous substrate. In this configuration, researchers have provided thorough characterizations of
resonance [1,2], contact angle hysteresis [3–5], and the movement of the contact line [6,7] in response
to vibrations. Similar studies have also demonstrated that droplet transport can be induced by
asymmetric vibrations [8,9], and sinusoidal vibrations can be converted to horizontal transport on
gradient surfaces [10–12], creating the basis for microfluidic systems using these principles [13,14].
More recent work has leveraged this ability to rectify vertical vibrations into horizontal transport by
creating patterned asymmetric surfaces that transport droplets over indefinite distances (e.g., transport
does not stop at the end of a gradient) [14–19]. These systems present much potential to meet a
variety of applications in microfluidics, but, for some applications (particularly those that require
heating or long incubation times), are limited by their high evaporation rates compared to enclosed
systems [20,21]. Therefore, this work demonstrates the implementation of an enclosed configuration
for droplet transport based on the anisotropic ratchet conveyor system.
Anisotropic ratchet conveyors (ARCs) transport droplets through a periodic pattern of curved
hydrophilic rungs, defined by a hydrophobic background. The curvature of these rungs divides the
footprint of these droplets into leading and trailing edges, that experience a difference in pinning
forces, as only the leading edge of the droplet conforms to the curved rungs (Figure 1) [14].
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Figure 1. Mechanisms of droplet transport on anisotropic ratchet conveyors (ARCs). Droplets are
transported by an ARC pattern (top view) that is composed of periodically spaced, curved rungs. The
shape of the rungs creates a difference in pinning forces between the leading and trailing edges of the
droplet, as only the front edge of the droplet can conform with the rung curvature. Vibration (vertical
movement of the substrate) causes the edges of the droplet to oscillate between wetting and de-wetting
phases. The increased pinning on the leading edge of the droplet creates an asymmetric force during
the de-wetting phase, which results in a net force in the direction of droplet transport over a complete
vibration cycle (side view). On the side view, the blue dashed line and arrows indicate the initial
position and movement of the leading edge, and the red dashed line and arrows indicate the initial
position and movement of the trailing edge, respectively. On the top view, blue and red dots indicate
regions of the leading and trailing edges, respectively, that are pinned to the hydrophilic ARC pattern.
Scale bars (black on side view and white on top view) indicate 1 mm.
A sinusoidal vibration, applied vertically, causes the edges of the droplet to oscillate between wetting
(edges of the droplet are advancing away from the centroid) and de-wetting (edges are contracting
toward the centroid) phases. This combination of edge oscillation and a difference in pinning forces
between leading and trailing edges results in a net force that drives droplet transport [14,18,19]. Previous
work demonstrated a first principles model that showed droplet transport was enabled by two
key anisotropies on ARCs: (1) pinning forces are greater on the leading edge of the droplet, and
(2) the droplet is less susceptible to the ARC pattern during wetting (i.e., the difference in contact
angle between the leading and trailing edges is larger during de-wetting than wetting) [22]. These
characteristics provide for droplet transport with a ratcheting effect, wherein the droplet takes a small
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step backward and a larger step forward through each vibration cycle. From this foundation, additional
functional capabilities of the ARC system have also been realized through the development of devices
that can selectively pause, switch, and merge transported droplets [23], demonstrating the potential
of ARC systems to automate sample handling protocols and processes. However, evaporation was
still a major concern for this system. Although it was known that transport of an enclosed droplet is
possible [24], the mechanics of vibrated droplets in an enclosed ARC system had yet to be investigated
and it remained to be demonstrated that an enclosed ARC system could perform practical microfluidic
tasks. In this work, a dual-plate ARC system was created to study how the addition of a top-plate
enclosing and contacting the droplet affected the resulting transport of droplets. This system used 3D
printed holders to align ARC substrates, allowing for the entire system to be vibrated. The results of
this work advance the possibilities of the ARC system, providing new opportunities for innovation,
and presenting new insights into droplet mechanics.
2. Materials and Methods
ARC fabrication begins by patterning a negative resist (NR9-1000PY) on an oxidized <100>
p-type silicon wafer. Following development, the wafers are vapor coated with a hydrophobic silane
(fluorooctyltrichlorosilane, FOTS, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) to create the hydrophobic
background (Figure 2). Wafers are then diced (Disco DAD321) into 25 × 75 mm plates. The photoresist
is stripped from the ARC plates with acetone, revealing a transparent pattern of hydrophilic silicon
dioxide (SiO2) rungs defined by the hydrophobic FOTS background [25]. Plate holders are fabricated
through fused deposition molding with a 3D printer (Aleph Objects Lulzbot TAZ-6, Aleph Objects,
Loveland, CO, USA) to provide a separation between the plates of 2.0 and 2.5 mm. Separation distances
were confirmed through image analysis (Figure S1). This work characterized enclosed droplet transport
with two configurations: (1) ARC-ARC, in which both top and bottom plates have the ARC pattern
(i.e., they are mirrored), and (2) ARC-FOTS, in which the bottom plate has the ARC pattern and the
top plate has a uniform hydrophobic FOTS coating.
 
Figure 2. Fabrication process and experimental set-up. Anisotropic ratchet conveyors (ARCs) are
fabricated by patterning resist on an oxidized silicon wafer, and coating exposed regions with a
hydrophobic silane. (A) Stripping the resist reveals the hydrophilic ARC pattern. Wafers are diced into
plates and secured in a 3D printed holder. (B) Droplet transport is examined by driving this system
with an electromagnetic motor and function generator. The acceleration of the driving vibration is
measured with a laser Doppler vibrometer and droplet motion is recorded with a high-speed camera.
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ARC devices are driven by an electromagnetic motor (Brüel & Kjær, Nærum, Denmark) controlled
by a function generator. The performance of the ARC devices is characterized by the minimum
acceleration amplitude of the substrate required to initiate droplet transport (defined as the ARC
threshold), which is measured with a laser Doppler vibrometer (Polytec OFV, Polytec Inc., Mooresville,
NC, USA). This measurement was performed by increasing the vibration by small increments until
transport occurs and recording the reading on the laser doppler vibrometer. The ARC threshold is
reported in acceleration rather than displacement because, with a sinusoidal motion, the acceleration of
the platform scales with the product of displacement and vibration frequency squared, and acceleration
is directly proportional to the energy input of the system, as previously established [18,19,22,25]. The
movement of droplets on the ARC devices is captured with a high-speed camera (Photron UX50,
Photron, Tokyo, Japan), and these frames are analyzed in MATLAB (Matrix Laboratory, MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA) with custom scripts to provide quantitative measurements of transport velocity and
edge movement. Error bars represent ± standard deviation in all quantitative data shown in this work.
3. Results
The configurations used in this work consisted of the ARC pattern on bottom and hydrophobic
coating on top (ARC-FOTS) and the ARC pattern on both top and bottom (ARC-ARC) substrates.
Separations of 2.0 and 2.5 mm were used for both configurations with 8, 13, and 18 μL droplets.
Measurements of 8 μL droplets were only recorded with the 2.0 mm plate separation because 8 μL
droplets did not contact the top plate when separated by 2.5 mm.
3.1. Effects of Top Plate Enclosure on Droplet Transport
Qualitatively, droplets transported in this dual-plate configuration appear pillarlike, with leading
and trailing edges on both plates and a liquid bulge (the center of mass of the droplet) oscillating back
and forth between the two plates (Figure 3A and Video S1). ARC threshold measurements demonstrate
that droplets transported in the dual-plate system require a larger vibration amplitude for transport
at low frequencies than the open configuration, but at the upper end of the functional frequency
range of the open plate system, a cross-over occurs, and the dual-plate system becomes more efficient
(Figure 3B). On open ARC systems, the ARC threshold profile is characterized by a frequency where
ARC threshold is a minimum (related to the physical properties of the droplet [22] and the pattern of
the ARC device [25]) and a sharp increase in ARC threshold at the high frequency end of the functional
frequency range. However, the ARC threshold profiles for the dual-plate configuration do not exhibit
such pronounced increases in ARC threshold at the high frequency end. The functional frequency
range for the dual-plate system is also much broader than that of the open system. As the separation
distance is reduced, a similar trend occurs—the ARC threshold is higher at low frequencies but crosses
over near the end of the functional frequency range of the dual-plate system with a larger separation.
While droplets appeared more stable with the ARC-ARC configuration (de-pinning from the top
plate was observed during some vibration cycles only with the ARC-FOTS system), no quantitative
difference in performance was observed. These observations are elaborated in the discussion section.
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Figure 3. Anisotropic ratchet conveyor (ARC) threshold is dependent on separation distance with a
dual-plate system. Droplets transported between two plates (A) exhibit a higher ARC threshold at low
frequencies, but lower ARC threshold at higher frequencies, as well as a larger functional frequency
range (B–D). This trend also repeats as the separation distance between plates is reduced. These
observations are consistent for both ARC-ARC and ARC-FOTS configurations and all droplet volumes.
Data are provided for measurements of ARC thresholds on three ARC devices and error bars represent
± standard deviation. Scale bars show 2 mm on droplet images.
3.2. Length Scale Normalization
Transport on the dual-plate system also appears to be independent of droplet volume. Plotting
these measurements on the same axes for each separation distance shows aligned ARC threshold
profiles for droplets of each volume interrogated (Figure 4). These data suggest that the dual-plate
configuration normalizes the vertical movement of the center of mass of the droplets. In other words,
for unconfined droplets in an open system, the vertical movement of the center of mass depends on the
droplet volume [22] and vibration frequency [25], but on this enclosed system, the vertical movement
of the center of mass is confined to a fixed range between the two plates.
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Figure 4. Anisotropic ratchet conveyor (ARC) threshold is independent of droplet volume in dual-plate
system. ARC threshold values are similar for droplets of different volume (A) transported in 2.0 mm
(B) and 2.5 mm (C) tracks. On open ARC systems, ARC threshold profiles are dependent on droplet
volume [22], thus these profiles demonstrate that the ARC threshold profiles scale with vertical
movement of the center of mass of the droplets. Error bars indicate ± standard deviation; scale bars on
droplet images represent 1 mm.
3.3. Transport Velocity of Enclosed Droplets
The velocity of droplets transported under these configurations was also determined (Figure 5).
Velocity was recorded at the ARC threshold, which therefore describes the minimum velocity that
a droplet can be transported at for each frequency. Previous work examining droplet velocities in
an open configuration showed that transport velocity profiles exhibited a large velocity at a specific
frequency dependent on droplet volume. This velocity dropped as frequency was increased even
though the acceleration (and therefore velocity) of the driving substrate was higher [25]. The peak in
this velocity profile provided the appearance of a resonance frequency, but this frequency was higher
than the predicted natural frequency of these droplets on a surface [6,22], and was influenced by the
pattern of the ARC device [25]. While these peaks appear to be related to resonance of the droplet,
additional theoretical modelling is required to more accurately describe these effects.
On the enclosed system, local maxima and minima were observed, but these peaks occurred
at higher frequencies than on the open system and, generally, the transport velocity increased with
increasing frequency. The velocity was also slightly higher on the ARC-FOTS configuration, which is
likely due to the reduced pinning forces acting on the top of the droplet. This result is likely due to
the tethering of the droplet to both top and bottom plates. In the dual-plate configuration, the droplet
edges are wetting on the top plate and de-wetting on the bottom plate as the droplet center of mass
moves upward and vice-versa as the center of mass moves downward. Thus, the movement of droplet
edges is anti-phasic (Figure 6), so the leading edge on one plate cannot advance too far ahead of the
other in any particular vibration cycle. Thus, unlike an open ARC system [25], the droplet consistently
advances by the same number of rungs on each plate throughout each vibration cycle. Therefore,
increasing frequency results in the droplets taking regular steps of the same distance more quickly
(Video S2).
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Figure 5. Transport velocity is correlated with vibration frequency on a two-plate system. Transport
velocity at the anisotropic ratchet conveyor (ARC) threshold trends upward with increasing frequency on
two-plate systems with (A) 2.0 mm and (B) 2.5 mm separations. Gray dashed lines indicate the velocity
profiles of (A) 8 μL and (B) 13 μL droplets on open ARC systems with the same pattern. The velocity
profiles on open systems are characterized by a peak velocity related to the droplet volume and a sharp
drop in velocity at higher frequencies, whereas velocity profiles on the enclosed system generally increase
with vibration frequency although volume dependent local maxima and minima are observed.
Figure 6. Droplet edges are anti-phasic between substrates. The wetting and de-wetting phases of
contact line oscillation alternate between top and bottom edges (A). The movement of the droplet
centroid also demonstrates that the ratcheting effect (i.e., small step backward and larger step forward)
is still present for droplet transport on the enclosed system. Edge movement and the corresponding
position of the driving substrate (B) is shown for a 13 μL droplet transported at 30 Hz in an enclosed
ARC-ARC system with a separation of 2.5 mm. The phase difference, defined as the time delay between
the highest position of the substrate and the furthest expansion of droplet edges, shows that top and
bottom edges are anti-phasic (with a phase difference of 186.8◦ ± 16.4 between leading edges and
178.4◦± 13.0 between trailing edges) throughout the entire functional frequency range for the system
(C). Error bars show ± standard deviation of the phase angle for each frequency.
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4. Discussion and Conclusion
In previous work, droplet transport profiles on an open system were non-dimensionalized with
respect to the radius of the droplet, as it was assumed that the displacement of the center of mass
during vibration scaled with the radius of the droplet (i.e., the vertical oscillation of the center of mass
gets larger as the droplets get larger) [22]. The alignment of ARC threshold profiles based on plate
separation observed in this work provides further evidence for this scaling argument, as the dual-plate
system effectively normalizes the displacement of the center of mass for each droplet. This effect also
contributes to the broadening of the functional frequency range observed when the top plate is added
and separation distance is reduced. The confined motion of the droplet center of mass emulates the
motion of smaller droplets. Future work will look into creating a comprehensive model of these effects,
as well as the effects of the droplet interaction with the top-plate. However, there are limits on this
normalization effect, and measuring a broader range of droplet volumes would likely show a bandpass
(or volume-pass) effect where droplets too small to contact the top-plate or too large to sufficiently
respond to the ARC track will not be transported, but all volumes in between will exhibit a similar
ARC threshold profile. This volume range is dependent on the plate separation distance and the
feature size of the ARC pattern, and therefore could be selected for specific applications. For example,
8 μL droplets behave as open droplets while 13 and 18 μL droplets behave as confined droplets with a
plate separation of 2.5 mm, meaning that 13 and 18 μL droplets could be transported at frequencies at
110 Hz and above on this configuration while 8 μL droplets would remain in place. Practically, this
attribute could be extremely beneficial for a user-friendly device, as it would allow a large tolerance
for the application of droplets by a user that does not have access to precision pipetting equipment.
Furthermore, the higher reproducibility of step size on the dual-plate systems could meet applications
requiring precise positioning of droplets.
The similarity in ARC threshold and velocity profiles between ARC-ARC and ARC-FOTS
configurations indicate that pinning forces acting on the top and bottom plates of the ARC-ARC
configuration do not sum. This effect is likely a result of the anti-phasic nature of this system, as these
pinning forces will be out of sync. However, if only one plate were moving (e.g., their separation
distance was increasing and decreasing), then these phases would be synchronized between the top
and bottom plates. This configuration may provide for a lower ARC threshold and could potentially
transport droplets vertically, but the changing plate separation would also complicate the formation of
a seal to prevent evaporation.
Compared to an open ARC system, a dual-plate configuration expands the functional frequency
range and normalizes device performance with regard to droplet volume. The dual-plate configuration
also provides a simple means of sealing this system to reduce evaporation rates and offers new
opportunities to improve the capabilities of the ARC system—particularly the ability to handle fluids
with lower surface tension than pure water, control droplets with smaller volumes, and perform new
functions (i.e., droplet fission) that have yet to be achieved on ARC systems, which will be the focus
of future work. Overall, these results demonstrate the increasing potential of ARC systems to meet a
wider variety of applications in microfluidics.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-666X/10/1/69/s1,
Figure S1: Dual-plate set up; Video S1: ARC transport of enclosed droplet; Video S2: Transport velocity depends
on vibration frequency.
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Abstract: In this study, we develop a facial one-step approach to prepare durable super-hydrophobic
coatings on glass surfaces. The hydrophobic characteristics, corrosive liquid resistance, and mechanical
durability of the super-hydrophobic surface are presented. The as-prepared super-hydrophobic
surface exhibits a water contact angle (WCA) of 157.2◦ and contact angle hysteresis of 2.3◦. Mico/nano
hierarchical structures and elements of silicon and fluorine is observed on super-hydrophobic surfaces.
The adhesion strength and hardness of the surface are determined to be 1st level and 4H, respectively.
The coating is, thus, capable of maintaining super-hydrophobic state after sand grinding with a
load of 200 g and wear distances of 700 mm. The rough surface retained after severe mechanical
abrasion observed by atomic force microscope (AFM) microscopically proves the durable origin of
the super-hydrophobic coating. Results demonstrate the feasibility of production of the durable
super-hydrophobic coating via enhancing its adhesion strength and surface hardness.
Keywords: super-hydrophobic; durable; adhesion; corrosive resistance
1. Introduction
Nowadays, with the development of nanotechnology, micro/nano devices have drawn
attention to many researchers, and are widely applied in medical, chemistry, biology, electronics,
and precise instrument fabricating fields [1–3]. However, most of the precise electronic devices are
moisture-sensitive, such that water and moisture greatly influences the longevity and the precision.
Also, the bioadhesion of the surface, involving different types of interactions between organisms and
the surface, make difficulties in further applications in medical and biology [4].
In recent decades, it was found that the surface of lotus leaves demonstrated strong
hydrophobicity, so-called super-hydrophobicity. The super-hydrophobic surface is defined as the
one with a water contact angle (WCA) greater than 150◦ and water sliding angle (WSA) less than
5◦, such that water droplets on it remain spherical and tend to slide off easily [5–7]. The reduced
area between the droplet and the super-hydrophobic surface leads to a variety of potential
applications in anti-fogging [8], humidity-proof [9], bio-surface [10], anti-icing [11], leakage current
suppression [12,13], self-cleaning [14], oil/water separation [15], and corrosion protection [16].
In general, the super-hydrophobic surfaces can be achieved by constructing micro/nano-structures
on surfaces with low surface energy. Many methods such as chemical etching [17,18], electrochemical
deposition [19,20], electrospinning [21,22], phase separation [23,24], plasma treating [25,26], and sol-gel
Micromachines 2018, 9, 677; doi:10.3390/mi9120677 www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines120
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processes [27,28] have been adopted to mimic the “lotus-effect” super-hydrophobic surfaces.
The super-hydrophobic surfaces allow a large amount of air entrapment and thus consequently
reduce skin friction drag between the surface itself and the droplet. Water droplets tend to roll or
slide off the surfaces by tilting or external vibration. The excellent hydrophobicity and self-cleaning
properties of super-hydrophobic surfaces are beneficial to reduce water droplets and contamination
accumulation, which, therefore, make super-hydrophobic material a prospective candidate to
improve anti-pollution performance of outdoor high-voltage insulators in power systems. However,
the super-hydrophobic surfaces fail to maintain the super-hydrophobicity because of the fragile
micro-structures on them [29–31]. Commonly applied inorganic super-hydrophobic coatings like
metal oxides [32–34] and rare-earth oxides [35] are chemically susceptible. Organic super-hydrophobic
coatings [4,36] are short of mechanical robustness, although they have good chemical resistance [37].
Most of the robust super-hydrophobic surfaces are prepared with intrinsically durable media,
such as metal meshes and fabrics [38]. The abrasion resistance of a super-hydrophobic surface based
on polyurethane elastomer and sacrificial aluminum oxide template was maintained after 10,000 cycles,
with a water contact angle (WCA) of above 150◦ [21]. Furthermore, Alan et al. used a mesh cloth as a
reusable template to fabricate a robust super-hydrophobic surface, which remained super-hydrophobic
after more than 5500 abrasion cycles at 32.00 kPa [39]. Zhou et al. reported a super-hydrophobic fabric
coating made of cross-linked polydimethylsiloxane elastomer, which is capable of withstanding more
than 20,000 cycles of abrasion at 12.00 kPa without losing super-hydrophobicity [40]. In addition,
Zimmermann et al. prepared durable super-hydrophobic fabrics by a one-step gas phase coating
method that maintains the super-hydrophobic property after 1450 cycles of abrasion with the load
pressure of 7.8 kPa [41]. Nevertheless, preparing a super-hydrophobic surface with high abrasion
resistance without introducing durable media is still challenging.
In this work, we prepared a durable super-hydrophobic coating on glass surfaces by a facial
one-step approach and analyzed the hydrophobic properties, mechanical durability, and corrosive
liquid resistance. The as-prepared super-hydrophobic surface exhibits a water contact angle
(WCA) of 157.2◦ and contact angle hysteresis of 2.3◦. The hierarchical structures on the surface
of super-hydrophobic coatings were observed through scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images.
The adhesion strength and the hardness of the super-hydrophobic surface were determined to be first
level and 4H, respectively. In addition, observed by the atomic force microscope (AFM), the rough
structure remains on the super-hydrophobic surface after wearing for 700 mm with a mechanical load
of 200 g, which shows that the as-prepared surface maintains the super-hydrophobic ability for long
periods. The results demonstrate the feasibility of production of durable super-hydrophobic coatings
via enhancing their surface hardness and adhesion strength between the coating and the substrates.
2. Materials and Methods
The super-hydrophobic coating in this study was fabricated by incorporation of SiO2 nanoparticles
with low surface energy into the methyl silicone resin. The SiO2 nanoparticles were obtained from
the gelation of the nano-silica sol, formed by the composites of the tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS)
and ammonium hydroxide. Firstly, 30 mL of TEOS dissolved in 350 mL of alcohol was stirred for 24
hours. Then, 18 mL of ammonium hydroxide (volume ratio of distilled water to ammonia was 2:7)
was added for the sol generation. Nano-silica aerogel was obtained by drying the nano-silica sol in
vacuum at 120 ◦C for 12 hours and purification with high-speed centrifugation. The chemical reaction
is shown below:
(C2H5O)4Si
NH4OH→ SiO2 + C2H5OH (1)
To reduce the surface energy of the SiO2 nanoparticles, 3 g of SiO2 nanoparticles synthesized
above was sequentially mixed with 25 mL of n-hexyl alcohol and 1 g of hydroxyl-terminated
polydimethylsiloxane (OH-PDMS) by mechanical stirring. After 24 hours of stirring, 0.08 g of
dibutyltindilaurate (DBTD) and 10 mL of n-hexyl alcohol were further added. The chemical graft of the
OH-PDMS onto the surface of SiO2 nanoparticles proceeded after a further 30 minutes of mechanical
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stirring. The hydrophobic SiO2 nanoparticles were obtained after drying for 2 h at 60 ◦C. The chemical
graft of OH-PDMS on the silica surface is shown below:
SiOH + HO[SiOSi]nOH
DBTD→ SiO[SiOSi]nOSi + H2O (2)
Two grams of methyl silicone resins and 10 g of hydrophobic SiO2 nanoparticles were mixed and
ultrasonically dispersed at room temperature for 10 min. The methyl silicone resins/SiO2 mixtures
were sprayed onto the surface of the slide glass by air spraying using an air spray gun with a nozzle
diameter of 0.5 mm and spraying pressure of 0.15 MPa. The spraying distance between the glass slide
surface and the nozzle tip was kept around 15 cm. The glass slide with methyl silicone resin/SiO2
composite coating was dried in an oven at 100 ◦C for 1 h and, finally, the super-hydrophobic methyl
silicone resin/SiO2 composite coating was obtained on the surface of the glass slides.
The hydrophobicity, such as the static water contact angle and the water contact angle hysteresis,
of the as-prepared super-hydrophobic coating was measured by a contact angle meter (Drop Meter A-20,
Maishi, Ningbo, China). The micro-topography of the as-prepared coating was scanned by scanning
electron microscopy (TESCAN VEGA, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) and atomic force microscopy
(PARK XE7, Park, Suwon, Korea). The root-mean-square roughness of the super-hydrophobic coating
after wearing was calculated from the surface topography. The corrosive liquid tolerance of the
super-hydrophobic surface was evaluated by hydrophobicity test after immersion in the acidic and
basic liquids. The mechanical durability of the super-hydrophobic coating was tested by measuring
the water contact angles and observing the microscopic surface topography after sandpaper abrasion
with certain mechanical loads and wear distances, similar to the procedure in the ISO 8251-81 [42]
standard. The surface adhesion of the super-hydrophobic coating was evaluated by the adhesion
test in ASTM D3359 [43], which classifies the adhesion level of the coating according to the integrity
of the coating after being scratched by a multi-blade cutter. In addition, the surface hardness of the
as-prepared super-hydrophobic coating was determined by scratch testing based on the ASTM D3363
standard [44], which evaluates the surface hardness of the coating by comparing it with that of the
given pencils with a certain hardness by scratching the surface of the coating with fixed pressure.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Surface Micro-Structure
Figure 1a,b show the scanning electron micrograph (SEM) images of the as-prepared
super-hydrophobic surface. In Figure 1a, the surface consists of an irregular three-dimensional
(3D) micropapilla with a diameter between 2 μm and 4 μm. Furthermore, in Figure 1b, 43 nm to 60 nm
nanoparticles are found on the micropapilla. The SEM images further prove that the super-hydrophobic
surface has a rough surface.
 
Figure 1. Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) images of the super-hydrophobic methyl silicone
resin/SiO2 composite surface.
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3.2. Surface Wettability
The inset picture in Figure 1 shows the profiles of water droplets on the surface of the methyl
silicone resin/SiO2 composite coatings. The bare glass substrate exhibited a WCA of 37.5 ± 2◦.
Compared with the hydrophilic bare glass plate, the water droplets on the surface of methyl silicone
resin/SiO2 composite coatings are approximately spherical. The static water contact angles on the
composite surface are between 154.9◦ and 160.3◦, with an average static water contact angle of 157.2◦.
Figure 2 shows the contact angle hysteresis of the methyl silicone resin/SiO2 composite coating
determined via one cycle of addition and depression of a water droplet of 10 μL. The contact angle
hysteresis curve in the shape of "Z" demonstrates the difference between the advancing and receding
water contact angles. As the volume of the water droplet increases, the average advancing water
contact angle is measured as 160.8◦. When the water droplets stop growing and start to shrink,
the receding water contact angle initially increases and then becomes steady, with values between
159.6◦ and 155.7◦, and the average receding water contact angle is 158.5◦. The difference between the
advancing water contact angle and the receding water contact angle is defined as the water contact
angle hysteresis of the methyl silicone resin/SiO2 composite coating, with an average value of 2.3◦.
The low value of the contact angle hysteresis and the great water contact angles of the methyl silicone
resin/SiO2 composite coating indicates the super-hydrophobic performance of the as-prepared methyl
silicone resin surface.
 
Figure 2. Water contact angle hysteresis of the super-hydrophobic methyl silicone resin/SiO2
composite surface.
The water droplet stays nearly spherical on the super-hydrophobic surface for the air gaps trapped
between the irregular serration of the rough surface and the water droplet. The Cassie Equation [45]
was used to quantify the contact area of the super-hydrophobic surface with the air:
cos θ = f1(1 + cos θe)− 1 (3)
where θ is the static water contact angle of the super-hydrophobic coating; f1 is the ratio of the
solid–liquid contact area of the super-hydrophobic surface; and θe is the intrinsic contact angle of
the methyl silicone resin surface. The static water contact angle of the super-hydrophobic coating
is measured as 157.2◦. The contact angle of the methyl silicone resin surface is found to be 112◦.
According to the Cassie Equation, the value of f1 can be calculated as 12.49%. Thus, the ratio of
the solid–liquid contact area of the super-hydrophobic coating with water droplets can be obtained.
Additionally, the proportion of the gas–liquid contact area of the super-hydrophobic coating f2 is
calculated as 87.51%. The results indicate that the actual contact area of the super-hydrophobic coating
with water droplets only accounts for 12.49% of the total composite contact surface area, and the
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composite contact surface area occupied by air is estimated to be 87.51%. The calculation results
indicate the excellent super-hydrophobic properties of the super-hydrophobic coating.
3.3. Chemical and Mechanical Durability
The chemical durability of the super-hydrophobic methyl silicone resin/SiO2 composite coating
was investigated. Figure 3 shows the static contact angle of the super-hydrophobic coating wetted
by aqueous solutions with different pH values after 24 h. From the test results, after being wetted
by corrosive liquids with pH values between 1 and 14, the static contact angle of super-hydrophobic
surface is always greater than 150◦. The minimum and maximum average static contact angle of the
corrosive liquid are 152.4◦ and 159.5◦, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the contact angle hysteresis of the super-hydrophobic coating wetted by corrosive
liquids with pH values ranging from 1 to 14 after 24 h. The contact angle hysteresis of the water
droplets stays low with a maximum average of 5.8◦ and a minimum average of 1.5◦. Apparently,
the corrosive liquids with different pH range have little influence on the static contact angle and contact
angle hysteresis of the super-hydrophobic methyl silicone resin/SiO2 composite coating.
 
Figure 3. Static contact angle of super-hydrophobic methyl silicone resin/SiO2 composite coating after
infiltrating with corrosive liquids with different pH values for 24 h.
 
Figure 4. Water contact angle hysteresis of the super-hydrophobic methyl silicone resin/SiO2 composite
coating after infiltrating with acidic and base liquids for 24 h.
The tests above show that the methyl silicone resin/SiO2 composite coating maintains
super-hydrophobic performance after the corrosion with acidic and alkaline solutions for 24 h,
and demonstrates excellent acid and base tolerance. When acidic or basic corrosive liquids are
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dropped on the surface of super-hydrophobic coating, the OH-PDMS molecules and the methyl
silicone molecules in the super-hydrophobic coatings come into direct contact with the corrosive
liquids. The chemically stable OH-PDMS and methyl silicone molecules cannot be corroded by acidic
or alkaline mediums. The great gas–liquid contact area of the super-hydrophobic coating reduces
the contact area between the corrosive liquids and the super-hydrophobic methyl silicone resin/SiO2
composite surface. Both the chemical stability of the low-energy molecules and the low contact area
with the corrosive liquids result in the corrosive durability of the super-hydrophobic methyl silicone
resin/SiO2 composite coating.
 
Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the wearing test of the super-hydrophobic surface.
The mechanical durability of the super-hydrophobic methyl silicone resin/SiO2 composite coating
was investigated by sandpaper abrasion. The test process of sandpaper abrasion is shown in Figure 5.
The super-hydrophobic coating was worn by a 1500 mesh sandpaper with different mechanical loads
on it. After sandpaper abrasion of the super-hydrophobic methyl silicone resin/SiO2 composite
coating at a speed of about 20 mm/s, the static contact angle and contact angle hysteresis of the worn
super-hydrophobic coating were measured. Figure 6a shows the static water contact angle of the
super-hydrophobic coatings under different mechanical loads (50 g, 100 g, and 200 g) and wearing
distances (350 mm and 700 mm). For super-hydrophobic coatings with a wear distance of 350 mm,
the static water contact angle decreases from 156.5◦ to 155.4◦ while the mechanical load increased from
50 g to 200 g. With the same wear distance, the static water contact angle of the super-hydrophobic
coating gradually decreases with the greater mechanical load. For a super-hydrophobic coating with a
mechanical load of 200 g, the static water contact angle decreases from 155.4◦ to 154.0◦ as the wear
distance increases from 350 mm to 700 mm. With the same mechanical load, the static contact angle of
the super-hydrophobic coating decreases as the wearing distance increases. Compared with the static
water contact angle of the fresh super-hydrophobic coating (dashed line in the Figure 6a), the static
water contact angle of the super-hydrophobic coating decreases slightly because of mechanical wearing,
but remains over 150.0◦.
 
Figure 6. (a) Static water contact angles and (b) water contact angle hysteresis of the worn
super-hydrophobic coatings.
Figure 6b shows the contact angle hysteresis of the super-hydrophobic coating under different
mechanical loads (50 g, 100 g, and 200 g) and wearing distances (350 mm and 700 mm). For the
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super-hydrophobic coating with the wear distance of 350 mm, the contact angle hysteresis increases
from 3.2◦ to 5.4◦ when the mechanical load increases from 50 g to 200 g. The contact angle hysteresis of
the super-hydrophobic coating gradually increases as the mechanical load increases in the case of the
same wear distance. For the super-hydrophobic coating with a mechanical load of 200 g, the contact
angle hysteresis increases from 5.4◦ to 7.9◦ when the wearing distance increases from 350 mm to
700 mm. The contact angle hysteresis of the super-hydrophobic coating also increases as the wearing
distance increases for the same mechanical load. The contact angle hysteresis of the super-hydrophobic
coating increases with mechanical wearing, but remains within 10◦ in the study, compared with the
contact angle hysteresis of 2.3◦ for the unworn super-hydrophobic coating. The test results above show
that the static water contact angle and the contact angle hysteresis of the super-hydrophobic coating
degrades with the enhanced mechanical stress and wear distance. However, after severe mechanical
tests, the methyl silicone resin/SiO2 composite coating stays super-hydrophobic.
Figure 7 demonstrates a representative side view of water droplets on a super-hydrophobic coating
after wearing for 100 mm with a 200 g mechanical load. The surface of the worn super-hydrophobic
coating remains flat and free of visible scratches. The water droplets remain spherical in the worn
area of the super-hydrophobic surface. In addition, water droplets easily slide off the slightly
inclined super-hydrophobic surface. The results above indicate the great mechanical durability of the
super-hydrophobic coating.
 
Figure 7. Hydrophobic performances of the super-hydrophobic coating after the sandpaper
wearing test.
As shown in Figure 8, compared with the root-mean-square roughness of 213 nm for the fresh
super-hydrophobic coating, the super-hydrophobic surface under the wear distance of 350 mm reduces
the surface roughness from 204.3 nm to 190.2 nm with the mechanical load between 50 g and 200 g.
For the super-hydrophobic coating with a mechanical load of 200 g, the surface root-mean-square
roughness decreases from 190.2 nm to 174.5 nm as the wearing distance increases from 350 mm to
700 mm.
 
Figure 8. Root-mean-square (RMS) roughness of the worn super-hydrophobic coatings.
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Figure 9 shows the surface topography of the super-hydrophobic coating before and after
mechanical abrasion for 700 mm with a mechanical load of 200 g. Micro-scaled scratches can be
observed as shown in blue arrows on the rugged rough surface of the super-hydrophobic coating.
Compared with the as-prepared super-hydrophobic surface, certain amounts of micro-protrusions
at a size of around 1.2 μm disappeared on the worn super-hydrophobic surface. However, irregular
micron-scale protrusions of around 0.4 μm with embedded nano-scale bumps are still visible on the
surface of the super-hydrophobic coating.
 
Figure 9. Atomic force microscope (AFM) images of the (a) as-prepared and (b) worn
super-hydrophobic coatings.
For the high activity of the methyl silicone resin, the strong adhesion ability of the methyl silicone
resin between the nano-SiO2 particles and the substrate renders the difficulty in the destruction of the
rough structures on surface of the super-hydrophobic coating. The maintained binary micro/nano
roughness enables the low contact ratio of the droplets with the rough surface, as well as the great
air gap between the droplets and the coating. Thus, the worn methyl silicone resin/SiO2 composite
surface demonstrates similar super-hydrophobic performances to the fresh one.
3.4. Surface Adhesion and Hardness
Figure 10 shows the adhesion of the super-hydrophobic methyl silicone resin/SiO2 composite
coating on the surface using the method of lattice grid cutting. The square edge has a few peeling
marks, and most of the squares are intact without large-area blanks. According to the evaluation
criteria of the adhesion of the coating [43], the adhesion of the methyl silicone resin/SiO2 composite
coating with the glass substrate is determined to be grade 1.
 
Figure 10. Surface adhesion of the super-hydrophobic surface by cross-cut tester.
Figure 11 shows the surface hardness of the super-hydrophobic composite surface by pencil
scratch with different hardness. After the pencil with a hardness of 4H crosses the surface of the
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super-hydrophobic coating, there is no damage caused on the coating surface. However, the surface
of the super-hydrophobic coating gets scratched by the pencil with a hardness of 5H. On the basis
of the standard of ASTM D3363 [44], the surface hardness of the super-hydrophobic methyl silicone
resin/SiO2 composite coating is measured as 4H.
 
Figure 11. Surface hardness of the super-hydrophobic coating after the pencil test.
4. Conclusions
A durable super-hydrophobic coating on the surface of a glass slide is fabricated by air spraying
of composites of methyl silicone resins and nano-sized silica (SiO2) particles. The as-prepared durable
super-hydrophobic surface exhibits a water contact angle (WCA) of 157.2◦ and water contact angle
hysteresis of 2.3◦. SEM images indicate the existence of micro/nano hierarchical structures on
super-hydrophobic surfaces. The adhesion strength and hardness of the surface is determined to be
grade 1 and 4H, respectively. In the mechanical durability test, the micro/nano hierarchical structures
remain on the surface of the super-hydrophobic coating after wearing for 700 mm with a mechanical
load of 200 g. The rough surface retained after severe mechanical abrasion microscopically proves the
durable origin of super-hydrophobic coating. The results demonstrate the feasibility of production of
durable super-hydrophobic coating via enhancing its surface hardness and adhesion strength between
the coating and the substrates.
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Abstract: Continuous-flow microreactors are an important development in chemical engineering
technology, since pharmaceutical production needs flexibility in reconfiguring the synthesis system
rather than large volumes of product yield. Microreactors of this type have a special vessel, in which
the convective vortices are organized to mix the reagents to increase the product output. We propose
a new type of micromixer based on the intensive relaxation oscillations induced by a fundamental
effect discovered recently. The mechanism of these oscillations was found to be a coupling of the
solutal Marangoni effect, buoyancy and diffusion. The phenomenon can be observed in the vicinity
of an air–liquid (or liquid–liquid) interface with inhomogeneous concentration of a surface-active
solute. Important features of the oscillations are demonstrated experimentally and numerically. The
periodicity of the oscillations is a result of the repeated regeneration of the Marangoni driving force.
This feature is used in our design of a micromixer with a single air bubble inside the reaction zone.
We show that the micromixer does not consume external energy and adapts to the medium state
due to feedback. It switches on automatically each time when a concentration inhomogeneity in the
reaction zone occurs, and stops mixing when the solution becomes sufficiently uniform.
Keywords: continuous-flow reactor; mixing; solutal Marangoni effect; relaxation oscillations
1. Introduction
In the last decades, the interaction between reaction–diffusion phenomena and hydrodynamics
has attracted increasing interests both from the fundamental point of view of nonlinear science and
from application-oriented aspects in chemical engineering [1–4]. This arises from the fact that the
chemically-induced changes of fluid properties such as density, viscosity, thermal conductivity or
surface tension may result in flow instabilities, which exhibit a large variety of convective patterns.
From the technological point of view, continuous-flow microreactors are at the center of recent
developments in chemical engineering [4]. Significant changes in this area were initiated in the early
2000s with the entrance of new technologies into organic synthesis [5]. Since the pharmaceutical
production needs flexibility in reconfiguring the synthesis system rather than high throughput,
increasingly miniature reactor design concepts are established [5,6]. This new reactor type provides
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several advantages with respect to the traditional batch-reactor. The latter in general is considered as
a closed chamber without mass exchange between the reactor and the external environment. Hence,
the different design and operation mode leads to following features:
• high productivity due to the absence of the loading-unloading stage, as well as cleaning of the
reactor after each batch
• uniformity and stability of the process ensuring easy control
• stable consumption of reagents and energy due to the small volume of the reactor zone
• increase in output by the replication of the production line
This list is not intended to be exhaustive but exemplarily shows prominent benefits of this
technology. Consequently, numerous studies have been published in recent years detailing the
outcome of continuous-flow chemistry applied to single or multi-step syntheses of target compounds
on various reaction schemes and spatial scales [7–12].
Two basic physical principles can be used to efficiently mix reagents in continuous-flow
microreactors: diffusion and convection. When using diffusion as the main mixing tool, it is required
to maintain high gradients of the diffusing components and to use channels with very small cross
sections. Initially, the development of microreactor technology was mainly on this path [5,6]. With the
miniaturization of the connecting capillaries, the flow remains laminar. These microreactors are
manufactured without a particular reaction zone, since mixing of the reactants occurs directly after the
junction of the feed capillaries. However, this approach has some drawbacks. For example, a significant
pressure has to be applied to pump liquid through narrow channels involving higher energy costs.
Simultaneously, the achievable reactor throughput is reduced. Further limitations arise due to the
compatibility for different reaction kinetics. As the mixing time of reagents decreases, only fast
reactions, i.e., small reaction times are possible. Other shortcomings, such as reactor fouling and high
investment costs for precise manufacturing are discussed in the literature [13].
In the last few years, different types of microreactors and -mixers have been proposed [14–17].
Their operation principle relies not only on diffusion, but also on convective mixing. Microreactors of
this type have a specifically designed reaction zone, where the flow forms vortex structures providing
an efficient mixing of the reagents. This leads to a considerable increase in the product output
and allows to run processes with lower reaction rates. Furthermore, various techniques have been
developed for mixing typically laminar flows in narrow channels. Among them are passive methods
where the mixing effect is introduced by geometry [18], e.g., using bas-relief structures on the bottom
of the channel [19], but also active methods using an external Braille pin actuator array [20]. Further
micromixer working principles are based on fluidic dielectrophoresis [21], or centrifugal action [22].
A recent theoretical study [23] investigates the collective behavior of hydrodynamically coupled
molecular motors.
In this work, a recently discovered hydrodynamic effect is employed to create a novel, adaptive
micromixer. For many years, the authors have been involved in the experimental and theoretical
studies of the fundamental properties of soluto-capillary phenomena in different immiscible systems
with [24–31] and without chemical reactions [32–36]. Among the various effects studied by the authors,
a prominent finding was that solutal Marangoni convection frequently is accompanied by intensive
relaxation oscillations. For example, this phenomenon can be observed in the vicinity of an air–liquid
interface with inhomogeneous concentration of the soluble surfactant (aqueous solution of acetic acid)
along the surface [33,35]. Similar oscillations were obtained in an immiscible liquid–liquid system,
consisting of paraffin oil and water, with isopropyl alcohol as surface-active solute [36]. The mechanism
of these oscillations was found to be a periodic coupling of the Marangoni effect, buoyancy convection
acting in the presence of gravity and the restoring effect of diffusion. This interaction leads to a
repeated consumption and regeneration of the Marangoni driving force. Because of that, a regular
periodicity of convection is obtained. We now bring this particularly advantageous feature to a
technological application.
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Therefore, we show both experimentally and theoretically that the proposed micromixer can
effectively work as a basic microreactor module. In this regard, the article is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents different experimental observations of the relaxation oscillations at the interface
of a single bubble and drop to underline the versatility of this effect with respect to various fluid
combinations and geometries. Furthermore, we explain the mechanism of the oscillations used later
as operation principle of the micromixer. The results of numerical simulations for a single droplet
system are given in Section 3. Various aspects of the micromixer design are discussed in Section 4.
A concrete implementation of our micromixer, based on a single bubble placed in the reaction zone,
is also demonstrated here. Section 5 summarizes the results and provides some discussion.
2. Experimental Observations of Relaxation Oscillations
2.1. Liquid–Liquid System
In this section, we describe the main features of the basic hydrodynamic effect of the relaxation
oscillations. The experimental system consists of two immiscible liquids placed in a Hele–Shaw cell
as described below. The oscillations can be excited either near drops which formed during the filling
procedure or near air bubbles produced via a capillary [36]. Here, we focus on the former case, while a
second system with air bubbles is analyzed in Section 2.2.
2.1.1. Experimental Setup
The liquid–liquid system consists of paraffin oil and water with 4.6 wt.% isopropyl alcohol being
dissolved in the organic phase. The material parameters of this system are listed in [36]. All chemical
substances are used as purchased. Water and isopropyl alcohol are of HPLC grade, and the paraffin
oil is of pharmaceutical quality (Ph.Eur., DAB). The system is placed in a rectangular narrow cuvette
of size L × H × W ≈ 20 mm × 70 mm × 1 mm by a special filling procedure described in [26,36]
to satisfy the condition for the quasi 2D Hele–Shaw geometry. Due to its higher density, water is
filled as the lower layer and paraffin oil with isopropyl alcohol forms the upper layer in the vertically
oriented Hele–Shaw cell. We use a short-chain alcohol as surface-active solute to ensure that complex
phenomena such as micelle formation or adsorption–desorption kinetics usually connected with strong
surfactants only play a minor role. This justifies our simplified model employed in our simulations.
Due to the hydrophilic nature of isopropyl alcohol, partition is largely in favour of the aqueous phase.
This leads to an intense mass transfer and, accordingly, to a fast depletion of the organic phase in
regions near the interface.
The diffusive concentration profile, which establishes at the interface of the two layer system
(material parameters according to [36]) after a time t = 600 s is shown in Figure 1a as a function of the
distance from the interface (y = 0). The profile is calculated by the well-known analytical formula [37]
assuming diffusion between two infinitely extended layers since the layer height (35 mm) is much
larger than the distance of the concentration front to the interface. The concentration axis is normalized
by the initial concentration in the donating paraffin oil phase. The graph clearly shows the depletion
of the organic phase and the concentration profile developing in the lower aqueous phase. Note that
the jump in the concentration profile at the interface is caused by the partition coefficient value 0.16 of
isopropyl alcohol between paraffin oil and water.
During the filling procedure, drops of paraffin oil can form which remain at the wall of the
Hele–Shaw cell in some distance of the interface. The vertical position of the drop, whose relaxation
oscillations are plotted in Figure 1d, is marked by a black circle in Figure 1a. The diameter of the
drops is typically 0.1–0.5 mm, corresponding to a volume of a few nanoliters. At these drops,
pronounced relaxation oscillations occur as described next. To visualize the flow structure at the
drops, a shadowgraph optics is employed (construction by TSO, Pulsnitz, Germany), operating
in transmission. This technique detects the second derivative of the refractive index field. Hence,
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it qualitatively captures the patterns arising from interfacial convection since the convective mass




Figure 1. (a) The two-layer system paraffin oil/water with normalized concentration profile of
isopropyl alcohol due to mass transfer out of the organic phase. The vertical position of a paraffin oil
drop in the aqueous phase is marked by a black circle. (b) Active stage of relaxation oscillations at
paraffin oil drop in the aqueous phase and (c) relaxation stage. (d) Time evolution of shadowgraph
image contrast in the surrounding of the drop. The inset details two periods of relaxation oscillations.
2.1.2. Experimental Results
Two characteristic stages of the relaxation oscillations are shown in Figure 1b,c. The corresponding
drop of paraffin oil is immersed in the lower aqueous phase at a distance of 2 mm from the interface and
sits at the wall of the Hele–Shaw cell. The droplet itself appears as a black circle in the shadowgraph
optics due to its high interfacial curvature. In the surrounding of the droplet, the convective structure
is visible as bright and dark regions differing from the quiescent fluid with intermediate gray value.
The periodicity of the oscillations can be described as follows. The cycle begins with the start-up
of Marangoni convection in the form of two vortices at either side of the drop (this stage is shown in
Figure 1b, orange frame). Due to the mass transfer of isopropyl alcohol across the overlying interface
of the two-layer system, the drop is placed in a vertical concentration gradient (cf. Figure 1a). Hence,
it is subjected to high solute concentration at the upper side, implying low interfacial tension since
isopropyl alcohol makes the surface tension lower, and low concentration at the bottom, i.e., high
interfacial tension. Therefore, the Marangoni convection at the drop surface is directed downwards,
entraining fluid rich in solute to lower regions. This also affects the density stratification around the
droplet. The initial density gradient is buoyantly stable because the solution density of the aqueous
phase decreases with increasing isopropyl alcohol concentration. Due to the Marangoni-driven
downflow, the stable density stratification locally is inverted. In the presence of gravity, this leads to a
buoyancy-driven convection supporting the rise of the fluid in the Marangoni vortex at some distance
from the interface. As a result, an intense mixing of the fluid, visible in Figure 1b, takes place which
exhausts the vertical concentration gradient in the vicinity of the drop and leads to the breakdown of
Marangoni convection.
Figure 1c (blue frame) displays the second characteristic stage, referred to as relaxation phase.
During this stage, buoyancy-driven convection carries the mixed fluid upwards, and diffusion further
redistributes the solute. After this, the conditions that existed before the active convective mass transfer
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around the drop are sufficiently restored. The vertical concentration gradient at the droplet again is
high enough so that the system is ready to repeat the described cycle.
As visible in the comparison of Figure 1b,c, the intensity of convection in the surrounding of the
drop influences the local contrast of the shadowgraph images. This is used in Figure 1d to illustrate the
dynamics of the relaxation oscillations. The inset details the characteristic time evolution. The steep rise
in image contrast (marked orange) corresponds to the short, impulsive stage of Marangoni convection.
The relaxation phase (marked blue) lasts longer due to the slower processes of diffusion and buoyant
convection being responsible for the restoration of the Marangoni driving force. The temporal overview
shows that the oscillations start when the solute front, which penetrates the aqueous phase during
mass transfer from the paraffin oil phase, reaches the droplet. The convection continues as long
as the drop is subjected to sufficiently large concentration gradients. The oscillation frequency is
highest at t ≈ 400 s due to the passing solute front. When the aqueous solution near the interface is
progressively equilibrated at later times, the concentration gradient diminishes and the oscillation
frequency drops. This demonstrates that the mixing by Marangoni convection around such a drop or
bubble automatically responds to the process state.
2.2. Air–Liquid System
In our second series of experiments, we examine the relaxation oscillations at a different
configuration where an air–liquid interface is introduced in a vertical concentration gradient by
a specifically designed setup. To further detail the fine structures in the velocity and concentration
field during the relaxation oscillations, we now use a Fizeau interferometer for flow visualization.
2.2.1. Experimental Setup
The cuvette for these experiments is again a vertically oriented Hele–Shaw cell with an adapted
geometry to produce an air–liquid interface. The gap for the fluids is formed by two closely spaced
parallel glass plates (Figure 2a). Inside the cuvette, a horizontal channel, which is 35 mm long, 2.4 mm
high and 1.2 mm thick, is created by inserts. One end of the channel is open into the working chamber
of the cell and the other is blocked off by the air bubble. Before the experiment, the cell is filled with
water from the bottom inlet 1 and air is injected into the channel via the inlet 2 to produce the air
bubble. The air bubble remains confined in the channel to prevent its buoyancy rise. Then, part of the
water is discharged through pipe 1 up to the upper part of the horizontal channel and the vacant space
above is filled with an aqueous solution of isopropyl alcohol of a given concentration. This results in
the formation of a stably stratified two-layer miscible system consisting of pure water (bottom) and
alcohol solution separated by a rather narrow initial diffusion zone. As a final step, a small amount of
water again is discharged until the alcohol solution penetrates into the channel.
To visualize the concentration field, a Fizeau interferometer is employed (Figure 2b). In the
resulting interferogram, the distribution of solute along a quasi-two-dimensional space (for example,
the Hele–Shaw cell) is visualized as a system of interference fringes representing isolines of equal
optical path length provided that the system is isothermal. If the concentration field can be assumed
as two dimensional, i.e., concentration changes across the gap width can be neglected, then each
interference fringe can be correlated to a certain concentration value. For our cell, a transition from
one interference fringe to another corresponds to a change of isopropyl alcohol concentration in water
by 0.27 wt.%. The interferometer can also be used to trace the evolution of flows in inhomogeneous
solutions. Because of a very slow mass diffusion (the Péclet number is of the order of 104), changes in
the concentration distribution can be directly attributed to the fluid flow.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2. (a) Scheme of cuvette: the inlet for water during the filling procedure 1; the inlet for air to
make the bubble 2. (b) Scheme of the Fizeau interferometer: helium-neon laser 1; microscope objective
2; semi-transparent mirror 3; objective-collimator 4; vertically oriented Hele–Shaw cell 5 with parallel
glasses providing the workspace for interferometry; working chamber 6 with bubble or drop in channel;
video cameras 7 and 8.
2.2.2. Experimental Results
Figure 3 displays a series of interferograms describing the evolution of the concentration field near
the air bubble with an initial concentration of the isopropyl alcohol solution C0. The interferograms
show a part of the channel in the Hele–Shaw cell sketched in Figure 2a. One can see that the aqueous
solution of alcohol gradually advances towards the bubble in the form of a tongue (see, for example,
Figure 3a), which finally touches the bubble surface in the upper part. Thereby, it creates a surface
tension difference, i.e., a Marangoni stress along the air–liquid surface, providing the conditions for
the onset of Marangoni convection.
The experiments revealed that a minimum concentration gradient is required for the onset of
pronounced interfacial convection. Hence, the flow only is amplified when the resulting concentration
difference at the interface is higher than a certain threshold value 	C∗. Figure 3 illustrates this by
comparing snapshots of the time evolution near this threshold. The left-hand column of interferograms
corresponds to an initial concentration of C0 = 5 wt.% resulting in a concentration difference 	C, which
is slightly lower than the threshold value 	C∗. A slightly higher concentration C0 = 6 wt.% is used
for the snapshots in the right-hand column which turned out to be enough to excite the convection.
The existence of a clear threshold for the onset of convection indicates the presence of adsorbed trace
impurities on the surface which cannot be fully excluded despite our rigorous cleaning procedure.
Such surface-active impurities can change the surface rheology or can induce counteracting Marangoni
stresses when redistributed by an arising interfacial flow. Thus, to initiate interfacial convection, it is
necessary that the Marangoni shear stress by the acting concentration gradient is high enough to
overcome these effects. This is the case for the experiment at C0 = 6 wt.% when the tongue of the
alcohol solution approaches the bubble surface (Figure 3e). An intensive Marangoni flow appears
immediately after the tongue touches the bubble surface at a time t = 15.28 s. In contrast to that, for C0
= 5 wt.%, the convection cannot develop even 105 s after the contact with the alcohol tongue (Figure 3d).
In the latter case, the downward propagation of the solute front mainly is caused by diffusion.
Generally, the development of the convection near the bubble for C0 = 6 wt.% is similar to the
scenario described in Section 2.1. At the first stage, the fluid flow is directed downward along the
bubble surface (the vortex rotates counterclockwise), propagating into the region of lower isopropyl
alcohol concentration (Figure 3f). Over time, the vortex entrains more and more solute-rich fluid to
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the lower region (Figure 3g), decreasing the density in comparison to the surrounding. As a result,
the lighter liquid begins to rise upward due to buoyancy pushing the alcohol tongue away from the





Figure 3. Evolution of the concentration field near the air bubble in the absence of pronounced
convective mass transfer (a–d) for C0 = 5 wt.% and at the onset of relaxation oscillations due to the
coupling of solutal Marangoni convection with buoyancy and diffusion (e–h) for C0 = 6 wt.%. The left
and right frames from up to down correspond to time t: 0 s (a); 13 s (b); 30 s (c); 105 s (d); 0 s (e); 15.3 s
(f); 17 s (g); and 22 s (h).
Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the oscillation period. Due to the intensive stirring of
the solution near the bubble, the regeneration time for the influx of fresh isopropyl alcohol solution
increases, thus longer oscillation periods can be observed in the later stage of the experiments.
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Figure 4. Time evolution of the oscillation period for an aqueous isopropyl alcohol solution at
C0 = 6 wt.%.
3. Numerical Simulations
3.1. Mathematical Model
Numerical simulations of the flow around drops or bubbles in a concentration gradient of a surface
active solute allow us to estimate the influence of specific material constants by a defined parameter
variation. We use a diffuse interface model, whereby the governing equations are formulated according
to the Hele–Shaw approximation [25,27,38,39]. The Hele–Shaw approximation assumes that the fluids
are enclosed in the gap between two parallel plates with a small distance d such that the fluid motion
becomes mainly two-dimensional. In line with this, the drop/bubble is modeled as a cylindrical fluid
domain between the plates.
In the surrounding aqueous phase, an initially constant vertical concentration gradient of
isopropyl alcohol is supposed. That means the non-steady state in the experiment with an evolving
concentration profile in the aqueous phase is approximated by a steady-state concentration field with a
constant concentration gradient. The solute concentration in the drop/bubble is neglected. According
to the diffuse interface model, a phase field φ is used to represent the phases, with φ = 0 in the
drop/bubble and φ = 1 in the surrounding fluid. We assume diffusion-limited adsorption where
local thermodynamic equilibrium exists between the excess concentration Γ at the interface and the
solute concentration C adjacent to the interface. A linear relation between both quantities given by the
Henry isotherm Γ = KC (K stands for the adsorption coefficient) is applied so that interfacial tension
σ as well depends linearly on C. The mass transport is modeled by an advection–diffusion equation
and the momentum transport by the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations coupled with the shear
stress balance at the interface. The resulting governing equations for velocity V, pressure p and solute
concentration C in the aqueous phase are based on [36,40]:
ρ(φ, C)∂tV −∇ · (η(φ)(∇V +∇VT)) + 3d2 η(φ)V +∇p + k∇φ ⊗∇φ · V =
gρ(φ, C) + σre f αC|∇φ|P∇C, (1)
∇ · V = 0, (2)
φ∂tC + φV · ∇C − D∇ · (φ∇C)− Dn∇ · ((n · ∇C)|∇φ|n) = 0, (3)
where g is the gravitational acceleration, σre f is the interfacial tension at zero solute concentration,
αC is the interfacial tension coefficient, D is the diffusion coefficient of isopropyl alcohol in the aqueous
phase, P = I − n ⊗ n is the operator of the surface projection, I is the identity matrix, n = ∇φ/|∇φ| is
the outer normal to the drop and k is a penalty constant enforcing zero normal velocity at the surface.
Dn stands for an interfacial normal diffusion ensuring the desired no flux boundary condition at the
drop surface. The third term on the left-hand side of Equation (1) depending on the gap width d is
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introduced due to the Hele–Shaw approximation. Assuming a parabolic velocity profile between the
plates, it accounts for the friction at the walls. Linear interpolations are used for the density ρ and
viscosity η in the phase field model:
ρ(φ, C) = φρ(1)re f (1 − β
(1)
C C) + (1 − φ)(ρ(2)re f (1 − β
(2)
C C)), (4)
η(φ) = φ(η(1)) + (1 − φ)η(2), (5)
where (i) denotes the fluid phase with i = 1 for water and i = 2 for paraffin oil/air, βc is the volume
expansion coefficient and ρre f is the density at zero solute concentration.
Simulations are performed for a set of material parameters corresponding to an aqueous solution
of isopropyl alcohol surrounding a paraffin oil drop, whereas simulations for an air bubble are shown
in [36]. The drop diameter is set to 0.3 mm which is a typical value according to the experimental
observations in Section 2.1. The domain size was chosen Lx × Ly = 8 mm× 8 mm which was verified
to be large enough to eliminate finite-size effects. The grid resolution is adapted to capture the fine
structures arising during Marangoni convection. The mesh size (longest side of triangles) amounted
to 3.906 × 10−5 m at the interface and 1.5625 × 10−4 m in the bulk phase. An initial concentration
gradient of dC/dy = 25 mmol/(l·mm) is estimated from the diffusive concentration profile (Figure 1a)
in the aqueous phase near the interface at a time of 600 s. For the velocity, the initial and boundary
condition is set to V = 0. This quiescent initial state is unstable, since the vertical concentration gradient
imposes interfacial tension gradients at the drop surface and Marangoni convection sets in as already
observed experimentally. Since the experiments indicate that the buoyancy-driven convection plays
an important role for the mechanism of the relaxation oscillations, the volume expansion coefficient
in the aqueous phase β(1)C is varied in relation to the reference value of isopropyl alcohol in steps of
0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 10. This corresponds to solutes which have a weaker or stronger influence on
the solution density in comparison to isopropyl alcohol. Note that the highest values of 4 and 10
rather are of theoretical interest since they strongly exceed the typical volume expansion coefficients
of aqueous solutions. Furthermore, we only consider systems with density-lowering solutes, i.e.,
negative volume expansion coefficients. Otherwise, the system dynamics would be governed by
Rayleigh–Taylor instability in the aqueous phase.
3.2. Numerical Results
Figure 5 shows snapshots of the concentration distribution around the drop for increasing
magnitudes of the volume expansion coefficient β(1)C from left to right. The stage of active Marangoni
convection is displayed in the upper row and the end of the relaxation stage is depicted in the lower
row. The observed structure of the concentration distribution agrees with the mechanism of the
relaxation oscillations discussed in Section 2. In the active stage, one can clearly see the strong inflow
of solute-rich fluid at the top of the drop and the mixing zone which encloses the drop and finally
extinguishes the driving concentration gradient. With a higher magnitude of the volume expansion
coefficient, the density stratification in the bulk fluid becomes increasingly stabilizing. This implies
that more work is necessary to shift a fluid element vertically by the Marangoni convection what
counteracts the mixing effect. As visible in Figure 5, the zone of the mixed fluid strongly shrinks from
left to right. This effect is quantified in Figure 6a by plotting the mixing area Amix directly after the
termination of the active stage over the relative volume expansion coefficient (again normalized by the
value for isopropyl alcohol as the reference case). We define Amix as the area where the concentration C
deviates more than 5 mmol/L from the initial linear concentration profile. The curve in Figure 6a shows
that Amix tends to zero for very high magnitudes of the volume expansion coefficient, but strongly
increases if this value is small.
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The buoyancy effects influence not only the structure of the convection, but also the oscillation






at the drop surface Ω is shown in Figure 6b for varied volume expansion coefficients. Since the initial
concentration gradient is constant throughout the whole domain, the first cycle usually is more intense,
while the subsequent periods start from a pre-mixed state. It can be seen that, for a low magnitude of
the volume expansion coefficient (almost buoyantly neutral solute), the curve oscillates around a higher
concentration value. Without hindrance by a stabilizing density stratification, a more effective inflow of
solute-rich fluid from the upper regions can take place. In the quiet relaxation phase, the concentration
at the interface only drops to a moderate value. Furthermore, it takes longer to redistribute the larger
mixing area so that the oscillation frequency decreases. When the relative volume expansion coefficient
is high, the stronger buoyancy quickly restores the vertical concentration gradient and the next short
oscillation begins.
The order of magnitude for the oscillation frequency in the simulations satisfactorily agrees with
the experiments considering the simplifications inherent in the theoretical model. Besides the applied
linearizations for the dependence of interfacial tension and solution density on isopropyl alcohol
concentration, and general uncertainties in the material properties, the 2D Hele–Shaw approximation
is the main source for the quantitative deviations observed. Since the size of the drop (0.3 mm) is
significantly smaller than the gap width of the Hele–Shaw cell (1 mm), only one side of the drop
touches the wall in the experiments, whereas the Hele–Shaw approximation assumes a cylindrical
form of the drop between the glass plates. Therefore, significant 3D effects have to be taken into
account, which certainly influence the temporal evolution. However, as shown above, our theoretical
approach allows us to study the influence of relevant material parameters and to obtain qualitative
trends with the advantage of a strongly reduced computational cost compared to full 3D simulations.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5. Concentration distribution from simulations of a paraffin oil drop placed in an aqueous
solution with a vertical gradient of surface active solute. The value of the volume expansion coefficient
is varied relative to that of isopropyl alcohol as: 0.1 (a,d); 1 (b,e); and 10 (c,f). Shown is a section
of 5.5 mm× 3 mm of the computational domain. The upper row (a–c) displays the active stage of
Marangoni convection, corresponding to a local maximum in the curves of Figure 6b, while the lower
row (d–f) shows the final part of the relaxation stage, corresponding to a local minimum in the curves
of Figure 6b.
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Figure 6. (a) Area of mixed fluid directly after the termination of the active stage of Marangoni
convection from numerical simulations as a function of the volume expansion coefficient. (b) Relaxation
oscillations of the mean solute concentration at the drop surface for different values of the volume
expansion coefficient.
4. Micromixer Using a Single Bubble Inside the Reactor
By taking into account the characteristic properties of the relaxation oscillations discussed in
the preceding sections, we propose a novel design of a continuous-flow microreactor based on the
mixing effect of the solutal Marangoni convection. The general view and the internal details of the
reactor are shown in Figure 7a,b. The working area of the reactor is a quasi-rectangular cell placed
between two parallel glasses. A PTFE liner between the glass plates sets the inner dimensions of
L × H ×W = 20 mm× 10 mm× 2 mm. The narrow gap between the glass plates again provides quasi
two-dimensionality of the fluid flow. The reactor was used in a vertical position so that the gravity
vector is parallel to the front and back glass plates (Figure 7b).
To switch on the Marangoni effect inside the reactor, a free surface is necessary. For this purpose,
we have placed a plastic ring with a diameter of 6 mm in the middle of the cavity. This ring bounds
the area in which the air bubble is created and holds the bubble in place during convective mixing of
the fluid. To ensure sufficient contact of the bubble with the reacting fluids, symmetrical cutouts are
inserted in the ring as shown in Figure 7b. By this, the bubble is fixed between solid walls from above
and below, but the lateral bubble surface is free. The depth of the notch in the plastic ring is 1 mm, i.e.,
half the gap width between the glass plates. Each of the lateral notches has an angular dimension of
150◦. In the middle of one of the glass plates, tube 1 is inserted, through which air can be supplied
to form a bubble inside the circular cell 2. The bubble can be retained in the cell up to a feed inflow
velocity of 1 mm/s. When this critical pumping rate is exceeded, the flow can detach the air bubble
from the holding ring. Since flow visualization inside the air bubble is not required, cell 2 is covered
by an opaque moisture-repellent film on both sides.
In the reactor, two vertical channels (3 and 4) are provided, through which the reagent solutions
are fed (Figure 7b). The two horizontal channels (5 and 6) serve to withdraw the reaction products
from the reactor zone. Such a reactor design can be used, for example, to implement a quite common
second-order scheme A + B → C, given that one of the substances is surface-active. To test the operation
of the mixer, a non-reacting system is used. The procedure to prepare the device for operation is as
follows. At the beginning, the cavity is completely filled with water through tube 3. Then, the air
bubble is injected in the cell 2 via tube 1. At the next stage, an aqueous solution of isopropyl alcohol,
which serves as a working surfactant, is continuously fed into the reactor cavity through tube 4
concurrently with the inflow of pure water from below.
Figure 8a–d shows four snapshots of the time evolution in the reactor at the onset of the relaxation
oscillations. At the very beginning, there is a stage without intense Marangoni convection along the
free surface of the bubble. Consequently, the liquid leaves the reactor via side channels 5 and 6 rather
unmixed: the vertical concentration stratification is clearly visible in Figure 8a. This induction period
probably is connected to the threshold of Marangoni convection as noted above. At t = 250 s the
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active phase is initiated and the fluid is mixed by the intense Marangoni convection (Figure 8b). The
first stage of vigorous convective motion lasts about 150 s. This prolongation of the active phase can
be explained by the fluid flow which is superposed by the external pumping. It continuously feeds
solute-rich fluid supporting the Marangoni vortex at the bubble.
(a) (b)
Figure 7. (a) Photograph as general view of the reaction zone of the continuous-flow microreactor
with an adaptive mixing effect due to an air bubble placed in the center. (b) Scheme of the cuvette:
inlet for air to produce the bubble 1; plastic insert to hold the bubble 2; inlets for the reagents 3 and




Figure 8. Evolution of the concentration field of isopropyl alcohol near the air bubble placed in the
center of the cavity for C0 = 15 wt.% and inflow velocities from both inlets V = 0.02 mm/s: t = 240 s (a);
t = 270 s (b); t = 420 s (c); and t = 450 s (d).
When the solution in the reactor zone becomes completely mixed so that the concentration
difference on the surface of the bubble strongly decreases, the relaxation phase occurs. Nevertheless,
according to the structure of the interferogram stripes, one can conclude that a weak convective
movement still continues, and the mixed liquid leaves the reactor via lateral channels (Figure 8c).
During the relaxation phase, fresh alcohol solution is supplied from the top channel again creating the
concentration difference on the bubble surface. The relaxation phase lasts for a relatively short time
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(approximately 20–30 s). Thereafter, the Marangoni convection is excited again, as shown in Figure 8d.
Interestingly, the mixing area is located in the lower part of the reactor. Most likely, this is caused by
the interaction of the Marangoni convection with the concentration stratification and the superposed
feed flow. This is an important observation for optimizing the reactor design in future work.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
In this work, we propose a new micromixer design based on the joint action of solutal Marangoni
instability, buoyancy convection and diffusion. For this function principle, the presence of a fluidic
interface and a surface-active solute is required. The operation of the micromixer does not consume
additional external energy, but works due to the repeated consumption and regeneration of the
driving concentration gradients. Thus, the micromixer automatically adapts to the conditions in the
reactor zone. If the concentration field becomes sufficiently uniform, the oscillations stop. When the
concentration inhomogeneities reappear, the system indicates that the reagents in the reactor zone are
still not completely mixed and the convection is excited again. For specific applications in chemical
engineering, this adaptability will be advantageous, e.g., for the degradation of pollutants, where
higher educt concentrations require an intensified process. For common continuous-flow microreactors,
where fresh reactants are permanently delivered into the mixing zone, the concentration gradient
will be constant in time, providing the necessary inhomogeneity around the bubble. Furthermore,
a continuously operating micromixer independent of the medium can be obtained by introducing an
inert surfactant (not participating in the reaction) in the feed flow.
Indeed, the application of such a microreactor requires an individual approach to the specific
reaction type and the used solutes. Our experiments however show that the relaxation oscillations
occur in different geometries and fluid combinations making it versatile for the implementation in
various microreactor systems. The formation of bubbles is an inexpensive method to introduce a
fluidic interface in a microreactor setup. On the other hand, the liquid–liquid system is relevant for
droplet microfluidics where the droplets themselves are used as a spatially bounded reaction zone.
Our tested micromixer also works in the presence of slight contaminations if the Marangoni driving
force is high enough, which is important under technological conditions.
However, further developments are necessary to approach technological applicability. Our
simulations support this by providing a thorough understanding of the basic mechanisms and
dependencies of the relaxation oscillations. They suggest that an even more effective mixing can
be obtained for solutes with lower volume expansion coefficient or under a reduced influence of
gravity, i.e., in a horizontal reactor position. The identification of such determining parameters gives
the directions for future experimental work.
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Abstract: Soft tissue sticking on electrosurgical scalpels in minimally invasive surgery can increase
the difficulty of operation and easily lead to medical malpractice. It is significant to develop new
methods for anti-sticking of soft tissue on electrosurgical scalpels. Based on the characteristics of
biomimetic ultra-slippery surface, a self-lubricating slippery surface with wettability gradients on
electrosurgical scalpel was designed and fabricated. Non-uniformly distributed cylindrical micro
pillars, which constitute the wettability gradients, were prepared by an electrolytic etching process
and the theoretic of the spontaneous liquid spreading process was analyzed. The silicophilic property
of wettability gradients surface was modified by octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) self-assembling coat
with biocompatible liquid lubricant dimethyl silicone oil. The contact angle of gradient’s surface
at different temperatures was measured. The transportation behaviors of both water and dimethyl
silicone oil on the wettability gradient’s surface were investigated; the results illustrate that the
wettability gradient’s slippery surface can successfully self-lubricate from regions with low pillar
density to regions with high pillar density, ascribed to the unbalanced Young’s force. The anti-sticking
capability of the electrosurgical scalpel with self-lubricating slippery surface was tested. Both the
adhesion force and adhesion mass under different cycles were calculated. The results suggest that
the as-prepared slippery surface has excellent anti-sticking ability associated with better durability.
Keywords: self-lubricating slippery surface; wettability gradient; electrosurgical scalpels;
anti-sticking; soft tissue
1. Introduction
Minimally invasive surgery is becoming increasingly popular as it produces less pain, less
trauma and rapid recovery for patients. However, soft tissue sticking always occurs on the surface of
electrosurgical instruments, such as electrosurgical scalpels, monopole electrode, electrocoagulation
and bipolar forceps [1–5]. Owing to the high operating temperature, soft tissue can easily char and
adhere to the instrument surface, which may trigger failure of hemostasis or carbonized eschar; leading
to unexpected surgical trauma and potential danger to patients [6–9]. Therefore, it is an urgent need
to handle the problems caused by soft tissue sticking during surgical treatment. Several attempts
have been made aiming to reduce sticking of soft tissue on electrosurgical scalpels. Based on the
current research results, there are two main ways to alleviate tissue sticking: chemical approaches
and physical methods. Chemical approaches include adopting low surface energy alloy coating
or polymer coating, such as copper-doped diamond-like carbon [10–13], CrN [14], TiO2 [6,15–17],
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poly(l-lactic acid)-polyethylene glycol [18], polygalacturonic acid-1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)
carbodiimide [19], polylactide–polyethylene glycol tri-block copolymer [20]. Physical methods mainly
refer to the design and fabrication of micro/nanostructures on the surface of scalpels [16,21]. However,
there are some deficiencies in both approaches such as the limited ability to resist tissue adhesion and
the low reliability of alloy coatings that may decompose and release noxious substances under high
temperatures. The strength of micro/nanostructures on the surface is insufficient and easily destroyed,
failing to work effectively. Hence, it is significant to explore novel methods that promote anti-sticking
of soft tissue on electrosurgical scalpels.
Liquid-infused surfaces have a wide range of applications, such as biosensors [22],
blood-contacting medical devices [23,24], microfluidic devices [25] and so on [26]. Previous studies
have demonstrated a marvelous anti-sticking capacity of the liquid-infused surface for biofouling,
ice, frost and varieties of other liquids [27–32]. Recently, novel slippery anti-adhesion liquid-infused
surfaces which are enhanced by the ultra-slippery property of the peristome of Nepenthes alata, have
been fabricated by constructing a liquid/solid composite surface. Liquid-infused surfaces require the
combination of a micro/nanostructure and the lubricant. The function of a micro/nanostructure is
to hold the lubricant firmly, aiming to maintain sufficient and stable lubrication and thus making a
liquid/object interface with an anti-sticking effect. Evidence suggests that an adequate and stable
lubricant has an important role on the anti-sticking durability of liquid-infused surfaces [33–36].
Nevertheless, the research above did not fully clarify how to resolve the short term resistance of
the lubricant.
Herein, a liquid-infused slippery surface with wettability gradients is proposed to enhance
its anti-sticking function. Non-uniformly distributed cylindrical micro pillars on the surface
of electrosurgical scalpels are designed to drive lubricant spreading spontaneously along the
microstructure as shown in Figure 1. These wettability gradient microstructures are fabricated via a
photolithography-assisted electrolytic etching process, and then a micro channel is generated by a laser
process. Silicon oil is chosen as the lubricant for its outstanding biocompatibility and high-temperature
resistance [17,37]. A thin layer of octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS, CH3(CH2)16CH2SiCl3), which has a
few nanometer thickness and strong siloxane bond, is grafted on the wettability gradient’s surface
to strongly maintain the lubricant. Behavior of liquid transportation on the as-prepared surface is
investigated, and finally the anti-sticking effects of the self-lubricating wettability gradient’s surface
are explored by adhesion force measurements and cycle tests.
Figure 1. Nepenthes-inspired self-lubricating anti-sticking surface with wettability gradients.
2. Materials and Methods
Electrosurgical scalpels which are made of 316L stainless steel were commercially obtained
from Beijing ENJOY Technologies Company Limited (Beijing, China) and were used as the typical
electrosurgical instruments in this paper. Positive photoresist (BP212-37S) and its developer were
purchased from Kempur Microelectronics Inc. (Beijing, China). Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS,
Dow Corning, Midland, MI, USA) was used as received. NaOH (Sodium hydroxide), Na2CO3
(Sodium carbonate), H3PO4 (Phosphoric acid), HCl (Hydrochloric acid), FeCl3 (Ferric chloride),
n-hexane, acetone, ethanol and toluene were supplied by Beijing Chemical Works (Beijing, China).
Octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) which was used as the silane coupling agent, was purchased from
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Chengdu Chemical Reagent (Chengdu, China). Dimethyl silicone oil with a viscosity of 100 ± 5 mm2/s,
provided by Sinopharm Chemical Reagent (Shanghai, China), was used as the infused lubricant. Fresh
resected pig liver was chosen as soft tissue materials to facilitate the measurement of adhesion force
and tissue adhesion mass, for its relatively homogeneous composition.
Photolithography-assisted electrolytic etching process was applied to fabricate non-uniformly
distributed cylindrical micro pillars on the surface of electrosurgical scalpels. Figure 2 shows the
schematic of the manufacturing process. The scalpel was entirely immersed into alkaline solutions
with a composition of NaOH 50 g/L and Na2CO3 40 g/L for 30 min to first eliminate the oil stain.
Then it was thoroughly cleaned by deionized water, n-hexane, acetone and ethanol for 10 minutes in
proper sequence, respectively. It was subsequently completely dried by vacuum drying at 150 ◦C for
approximately 30 min before spinning. The positive photoresist was spun onto the stainless steel at the
speed of 700 rpm for 9 s and 1500 rpm for 15 s to maintain a consistency of thickness, which is about
10 μm. The scalpel was then placed on the hotplate to prebake at the temperature of 120 ◦C for 3 min.
The photolithography process was followed by a contact aligner with ultraviolet (UV) light wavelength
of 254 nm and light intensity of 13 mW/cm2 for 25 s. In this process, it is necessary to ensure that the
central line of the mask and the symmetrical line of the scalpel coincides with each other, to make the
wettability gradient’s microstructure distribute perpendicularly to the symmetric line. Postbaking was
exerted at 120 ◦C for 2 min and afterward the scalpel was immersed with photoresist in the stripper for
10 minutes to develop. The electrolytic etching process was applied in an electrolytic cell with about
500 mL electrolyte with a composition of FeCl3 400 g/L, Phosphoric acid 20 g/L and Hydrochloric
acid 100 g/L for 30 s under a 0.5 A current. Following the electrolytic etching process the scalpel was
removed and rinsed with deionized water. Then the gradient’s microstructures were obtained after
removing the photoresist from the scalpel, via ultrasonic cleaning in acetone for approximately 5 min.
Figure 2. Schematic of non-uniformly distributed cylindrical micro pillars fabrication.
Silicon oil was selected as the lubricant for its outstanding biocompatibility and ability to
withstand high temperatures. In order to construct a stable slippery wettability gradient surface, silicon
oil should be firmly held in the surface. Thus, the property of the substrate must be functionalized
to match the silicon oil closely. The silicophilic functionalized property can be realized via grafting a
thin, self-assembling layer of OTS. It’s few nanometer thickness, strong bond (siloxane bond) with
the substrate [17,37] and the schematic of grafting process, is shown in Figure 3a. Oxygen plasma
treatment for 10 min with RF power 100 W, pressure 100 μbar and flow rate 20 sccm after the substrate
was thoroughly cleaned, was used to increase the hydroxyl content of the surface; in order to facilitate
the formation of OTS self-assembly in the next step. Next the substrate was dipped into anhydrous
toluene solution with an OTS concentration of 1 mM/L for 4 h. Then the substrate was taken out and
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the excess OTS was rinsed using anhydrous toluene. It was then dried under a nitrogen atmosphere.
Figure 3b shows the Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra of
the substrate before (red line) and after (dark line) the OTS graft. The position and broadening of the
Si–O and Si–Cl group vary depending on how the OTS binds at the surface. In the ATR-FTIR spectra
of both original substrate and OTS grafted substrate, defined peaks attributed to νSi–O = 1181 cm−1
and νSi–Cl = 687 cm−1 were presented. Compared with the spectrum of the original substrate, the
grafted surface-bound films suggested a binding mode due to peaks at νSi–O = 1181 cm−1 and
νC–H = 2923 cm−1 [38] which demonstrated that the self-assembled thin layer of OTS was successfully
grafted onto the substrate.
Figure 3. Surface modification of the substrate. (a) Schematic of self-assembly thin layer of
octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) grafting process; (b) ATR-FTIR spectra of the substrate before (red line)
and after (dark line) self-assembled thin layer of OTS grafts.
3. Results and Discussion
The wettability gradients can drive droplet transport direction due to the microstructures in
the surface [39,40]. The diameters of non-uniformly distributed cylindrical micro pillars range from
70 μm to 150 μm with about 10 μm height. The center-to-center space between pillars ranges from
195 μm in the region with low pillar density, to 125 μm in the region with high pillar density, over
a span of 1.5 mm and symmetrically distributed on both sides of the symmetric line. The lubricant
was delivered continuously along the microchannel in the center and spread spontaneously on the
wettability gradients. These gradients, associated with the functionalized surface, promote an expected
outstanding durability of the scalpel’s self-lubricating anti-sticking ability. To explore the mechanisms
of droplet spreading behaviors, we analyzed the law of droplet contact angle (CA) by adding a water
droplet of 0.5 μL on the dry functionalized gradient’s surface, at temperatures from 25 ◦C to 125 ◦C.
The gradient substrate was placed on a hotplate before it was placed horizontally. The measurements
of CA were taken with the help of a high-speed camera (I-speed LT, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan), which was
mounted by a support and adjusted horizontally to match the surface of substrate [41,42]. The morphology
of how the droplet initially contacted the surface was recorded. Figure 4 shows the static CA and
asymmetric CA profiles along the wettability gradient’s orientation under different temperature conditions.
The measured apparent contact angle of regions with high pillar density θHPD and low pillar density θLPD
were 70 ± 0.39◦ and 82 ± 0.88◦ at 25 ◦C, 81 ± 0.3◦ and 92 ± 0.69◦ at 50 ◦C, 81 ± 0.21◦ and 94 ± 0.71◦ at
75 ◦C, 88 ± 0.16◦ and 104 ± 0.28◦ at 100 ◦C, 83 ± 0.64◦ and 101 ± 0.7◦at 125 ◦C, respectively. According
to Figure 4, the water droplet spread exhibited an asymmetric shape and the liquid CA θHPD in the region
with high pillar density is obviously less than θLPD in the region with low pillar density.
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The underlying mechanism for droplet spreading was analyzed. Based on the CA, we determined
that the droplet was in Wenzel state [43,44]. Under this condition, we can have:
cos θ = R f cos θ0 (1)
where R f represents the surface roughness, θ and θ0 represent the apparent and intrinsic contact angle
of rough and smooth surfaces, respectively. The driving force generated by surface energy gradients




γ(cos θHPD − cos θLPD)dl (2)
where γ represents the surface tension of the droplet, θHPD and θLPD represent the advancing and
receding angles of the droplet along the wettability gradient’s direction respectively, dl represents the
integration variable from the region with low pillar density LLPD to the region with high pillar density
LHPD. As θHPD is more miner than θLPD, we can have the unbalanced Young’ force F which, derived
from the gradients, will exhibit the drifting trend of the droplet on the surface.
Figure 4. The static contact angle (CA) and asymmetric CA profiles along the wettability gradient’s
orientation on the dry surface, under different temperatures conditions.
The unidirectional liquid transport of the wettability gradient’s surface was further investigated.
For the silicophilic treated substrate of the scalpel, enough silicone oil was added to the gradient’s
surface and ensured that the volume of oil can almost cover the entire gradient’s microstructures.
In this procedure, the substrate should be maintained at a horizontal level in order to eliminate any
effect of gravity. According to Figure 5a, when oil was added to the region with low pillar density, it
could spread spontaneously and rapidly, moving to the region with high pillar density within 1.47 s.
While different from Figure 5a, oil stayed stationary when it was added to the region with high pillar
density, shown in Figure 5b. This different spreading behavior is consistent with the above theoretical
analysis indicating that the wettability gradient’s surface is effective for self-lubrication.
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Figure 5. Silicone oil spreading morphology when added to different gradient regions on the
functionalized surface: (a) Silicone oil spreading behavior when added to the region with low pillar
density; (b) silicone oil spreading behavior when added to the region with high pillar density.
For the functionality of the wettability gradient’s surface, the OTS self-assembled thin layer is
critical for the spreading of silicone oil. The grafted Si–O bonds make the surface chemical properties
match the silicone oil’s affinitive inducing silicophilic capability, to ensure the substrate is sufficiently
lubricated. To examine the effect of an OTS thin layer, we investigated the silicone oil’s spreading
behaviors on an unmodified wettability surface and a functionalized wettability surface, as shown
in Figure 6. Silicone oil with a volume of 2 μL and viscosity of 100 ± 5 mm2/s was added to the
unmodified surface via pipette and it stayed originally even in the lowest pillar density region as
seen in Figure 6a. Nevertheless, when the silicone oil was added on the OTS self-assembly wettability
gradient’s surface, it could stretch completely over the span of the gradient’s distributed micro pillars
along the microchannel; presented in Figure 6b. This indicates that the self-lubricating slippery
wettability gradient’s surface on the scalpel was successfully fabricated.
Figure 6. Spreading behavior of silicone oil on unmodified wettability surface and functionalized
wettability surface: (a) Silicone oil spreading on unmodified wettability surface; (b) silicone oil
spreading on functionalized wettability surface.
The amount of silicon oil stored on the surface may be consumed gradually during contact
between the soft tissue and the gradient substrate. Consequently, a continuous supply of lubricant
on the gradient’s surface is crucial to sustain the anti-sticking capacity of the as-prepared surface.
In order to vividly express continuous supply of lubricant on the gradient’s surface, and make a
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distinct observation distinguished from the residue silicone oil, a water droplet was chosen as the
alternative lubricant. Results show that when adding a water droplet to the oil-infused gradient’s
surface, it can easily slide; propelled by the unbalanced Young’s force. Figure 7a illustrates the motion
behavior of the droplet moving directionally on the slippery wettability gradient’s surface and its
optical photograph is shown in Figure 7b. For the slippery wettability gradient’s surface, the water
droplet gradually slid from the region with low pillar density to the region with high pillar density
and ultimately remained stationary. The red-dashed lines labeled in Figure 7c represent the deviation
distances center-to-center of the droplet. The deviation distance of the droplet was about 188 ± 5 μm
within 1.43 s at a temperature of 25 ◦C and 230 ± 2.45 μm within 3.93 s, 326 ± 4.88 μm within 1 s,
452 ± 2.86 μm within 3.49 s at temperature of 50 ◦C, 75 ◦C, and 100 ◦C, respectively. The deviation
values are shown in Table 1 and each came from three individual measurements.
Table 1. Deviation distance of droplet along the gradient’s orientation.
Temperature (◦C) 25 50 75 100
Deviation (μm) 188 ± 5 230 ± 2.45 326 ± 4.88 452 ± 2.86
Figure 7. Motion behavior of a droplet on the slippery wettability gradient’s surface: (a) Diagram of
initial and steady position of the added liquid; (b) optical photograph of liquid morphology on the
slippery wettability gradient’s surface; (c) water spreading tests at different temperatures.
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Experiments of tissue cutting cycle tests were carried out to evaluate the anti-sticking effects of the
as-prepared surface. In order to facilitate the operating process and precisely test the adhesion force
and adhesion mass, fresh resected pig liver was cut into blocks with size of 3 cm × 3 cm, approximately
1 cm thickness and fixed on a digital force gauge (HANDPI-50, AIDEBAO, China) which was mounted
on a mobile base controlled by a micromanipulator (MX7600R, SISKIYOU, Grants Pass, OR, USA).
The test samples were fixed on a temperature-controlled hotplate. Before the tissue cutting test, the test
sample was heated to 300 degrees [7] and held for five minutes to equalize the temperature. The weight
of the test samples was measured with a high resolution electric scale before and after the tests to
evaluate the adhesion mass. For the first test, the soft tissue was loaded on the test surface with 5 N
and then unloaded at a speed of 500 μm/s. The unloading pressures were recorded and seen as the
adhesion forces. Each adhesion force and adhesion mass came from three individual measurements.
Figure 8a shows the tissue sticking for the first time, during the 10th and 20th cycle test on the control
smooth surface, respectively. Figure 8b shows the tissue sticking for the first time, during the 10th and
20th cycle test on the dry gradient’s surface, respectively. Due to direct contact with the dry substrate,
soft tissue can easily stick for the first time and the sticking area will enlarge rapidly as experiments go
on. As seen in Figure 8a,b, at the 20th cycle test, both kinds of surfaces were seriously stuck and greatly
affected cutting functions. Tissue sticking on self-lubricating slippery wettability gradient’s surface is
shown in Figure 8c. Ascribed to the anti-sticking capability of the substrate, soft tissue rarely adhered
to the surface for the first test and slightly stuck in the 10th cycle test. The lubricant stuck on the
surface affected due to the anti-sticking durability of the surface. Microchannels on the self-lubricating
slippery wettability gradient’s surface can maintain the plenitudinous supply of lubricant and ensure
better durability. Compared to the dry surface, the soft tissue sticking on the self-lubricating wettability
surface was alleviated in the 20th cycle test, in accordance with Figure 8c.
Figure 8. Soft tissue cutting cycle tests: (a) Tissue sticking on smooth surface at the first, 10th, 20th
cycle tests; (b) tissue sticking on dry gradient surface at the first, 10th, and 20th cycle tests; (c) tissue
sticking on self-lubricating slippery wettability gradient’s surface at the first, 10th, and 20th cycle tests.
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The adhesion force and the adhesion mass were measured in the cycle tests. Based on Figure 9a,
the adhesion force of the self-lubricating slippery wettability gradient’s surface is about 0.51 ± 0.07 N
and significantly reduced by approximately 90% compared with the smooth and dry gradient surface.
As the cycles increases, adhesion force on the smooth and dry gradient surfaces drastically increase
and the smooth surface shows a larger adhesion force than the dry gradient surface, while the
self-lubricating surface possessed relatively low adhesion force for the stable lubricant supply capability.
Figure 9b shows the adhesion mass of the cycle tests. The self-lubricating surface exhibited minute
adhesion mass in contrast to smooth and dry gradient surfaces for the first cycle test, due to the
excellent anti-sticking properties. The adhesion mass on the self-lubricating surface at 20th cycle was
9.9 ± 0.26 mg, which was far less than that 40.7 ± 1.26 mg on the smooth surface and 29.6 ± 0.85 mg
on the dry gradient’s surface, which suggests a long durability for soft tissue sticking.
Figure 9. Contrast of anti-sticking stability between two kinds of surfaces: (a) Graph of adhesion force
variance on the smooth, dry gradient and self-lubricating surface in cycle tests; (b) graph of adhesion
mass accumulation of the smooth, dry gradient and self-lubricating surface in cycle tests.
4. Conclusions
In summary, we designed and fabricated surfaces with wettability gradients on the substrate of
electrosurgical scalpels with a photolithography-assisted electrolytic etching process, which consisted
of non-uniform cylindrical micro pillars distributed on both sides of a symmetric line. An OTS
self-assembling thin layer was successfully grafted on the substrate and played an important role
in silicone oil spreading on the functionalized surface. Experiments were conducted to explore the
motion behavior of the wettability gradient’s surface and we found that the liquid stretched from the
region with low pillar density to the region with high pillar density; indicating that the self-lubricating
surface was successfully prepared. The underlying mechanisms of water self-propulsion were further
analyzed. Experiments of fresh resected pig liver cutting were carried out to test the anti-sticking
ability of the as-prepared surface. Results revealed that the scalpel with a self-lubricating surface
expressed a marvelous anti-sticking performance, the adhesion force was significantly reduced and
the durability prolonged. We believe that this approach will provide new insight into constructing
anti-sticking surfaces including industry, microfluidic system, biochips or other practical applications.
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Abstract: A water drop can bounce upon impacting a superhydrophobic surface. However, on
certain superhydrophobic surfaces, a water drop will stick rather than bounce if it is sufficiently hot.
Here, we aim to better understand the mechanisms that can lead to this bouncing-sticking transition.
Specifically, we model two potential mechanisms in which a superhydrophobic surface could trap
a sufficiently hot drop within milliseconds: melting of microtextured wax and condensation of the
vapor within the superhydrophobic texture. We then test these mechanisms through systematic
drop impact experiments in which we independently vary the substrate and drop temperatures on
a waxy superhydrophobic Nasturtium leaf. We find that, whenever the surface or the drop is above
a microtexture-melting temperature, the drop sticks. Below this temperature, a critical temperature
threshold for bouncing can be predicted and controlled by considering the relative timescales between
condensation growth and drop residence time. We envision that these results can provide insight
into the design of a new class of superhydrophobic surfaces to act as a rapid thermal fuse to prevent
drops that exceed a critical temperature from bouncing onto a thermally sensitive target.
Keywords: Nasturtium leaf; smart superhydrophobic surface; hot drop; condensation; microtexture
melting
1. Introduction
For most surfaces, an impacting water drop will stick upon contact; however,
for a superhydrophobic surface, an impacting water drop can spread out and recoil to such
an extreme that it can completely bounce off of the surface [1–3]. The degree of superhydrophobicity
can be tuned by modulating the chemistry and structure of the surface, thus enabling external
control of whether a particular drop bounces or sticks [4–6]. For example, by modulating the
superhydrophobic properties of the surface, a microdevice could be designed to prevent drops above
a critical temperature from reaching a thermally sensitive region (Figure 1). A challenge with using
external stimulants to modulate such a device is that the control would likely involve separate
sensing, processing, and actuating steps. However, if a superhydrophobic surface can be designed to
passively adjust its functionality in response to a drop property, then it can be used as a sensor or
fuse. Here, we explore how one might design a smart superhydrophobic surface in which the surface
can sense the drop temperature and act within milliseconds to selectively trap a drop that exceeds
a critical threshold. In particular, we identify thermally-induced sticking mechanisms and predict the
conditions that would be needed for them to act faster than the time it takes for the drop to bounce
off the surface. A superhydrophobic surface combines chemical hydrophobicity with microscopic
texture so that, in the Cassie–Baxter state, a water drop resides on top of the air-filled microtexture
(Figure 1B) [7]. The air under the drop leads to a large effective contact angle and low contact friction,
a combination that can enable the drop to bounce. By contrast, if the drop enters a Wenzel state,
the water drop permeates the microtexture [8]. This attachment of water with surface roughness
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dampens the recoil following impact so that the drop sticks to the surface. Whether a drop adopts the
Cassie–Baxter state or the Wenzel state strongly depends on the microtexture geometry and surface
chemistry, as well as the surface tension of the liquid [9]. Indeed, attempts to create surfaces that
can repel scalding water have been frustrated in part by drop sticking, a result that has been largely
attributed to the lower surface tension associated with the hotter water [10].
Figure 1. A schematic illustrating how a thermally responsive superhydrophobic material could
act as a fuse to prevent water above a critical temperature from reaching a sensitive surface.
(A) If the superhydrophobic surface that is at Ts rapidly pinned drops above a critical temperature
T0, then a water drop with temperature Td below T0 (top) would bounce off of the surface onto the
target, whereas a water drop with temperature Td above T0 (bottom) would stick, protecting the
target; (B) surface microtexture with lengthscale L can trap air beneath the drop (Cassie–Baxter state),
enabling the drop to bounce; (C) If heat from the drop melts the microstructure, the drop could enter a
Wenzel state and stick; (D) Alternatively, if liquid from the drop evaporates and condenses within the
microstructure, the drop could also enter a Wenzel state and stick.
There is evidence that surface tension is not the only mechanism by which a sufficiently hot drop
could initiate a Cassie–Baxter to Wenzel state transition. Liu et al. [10] found that drops would stick to
lotus leaves when the drop temperature exceeded 55 ◦C and speculated that the waxy microtexture
could be melting at these temperatures [10] (Figure 1C). Alternatively, if the surface is below the
dew point, water vapor from the air can condense within the microtexture and drive the drop into
a Wenzel state [11,12]. Even if the surface is above the dewpoint of the ambient air, the slight
evaporation of the water drop residing on the microtexture can locally saturate the air, which can then
condense on a slightly cooler microtexture (Figure 1D). In fact, experiments of static drops resting
on superhydrophobic surfaces have shown that, when the surface temperature is lower than the
drop temperature, then this evaporation–condensation process can transition the drop into a Wenzel
state [13].
Past studies that have identified microtexture melting or evaporatation–condensation as processes
that could initiate a Cassie–Baxter to Wenzel state transition have generally considered applications in
which this transition is undesirable. In contrast, we focus on exploiting the transition, appreciating that
these mechanisms must sufficiently modify the surface in a short enough time to trap the drop before it
bounces. The time that a drop is in contact with a superhydrophobic surface is predominantly dictated
by the inertia and surface tension of the drop with some additional tuning possible by exploiting the
texture or geometry of the surface [14–19]. For a millimeter-sized water drop, this contact time is on the
order of 10 ms, which can be short enough to limit certain transport properties such as conductive heat
exchange. Indeed, for these sized drops, it is expected that, if a drop were to bounce rather than stick,
only around 1% of the heat would be transferred [20]. However, it is unclear under what conditions
this heat or any evaporation and condensation would modify the surface significantly enough to trap
the drop. To address this question, we combine experiments and modeling. We carry out drop impact
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experiments on Nasturtium leaves at different temperatures and compare the results to models in
which we estimate the time it would take to change the surface conditions relative to the time the drop
takes to bounce.
2. Materials and Methods
To explore the physics underlying the bouncing-sticking transition of a drop to a
superhydrophobic surface, we carry out a series of experiments in which both drop and surface
temperature are varied systematically. For each experiment, a single drop of water is released from
a suspended needle, falls, and impacts a superhydrophobic Nasturtium leaf. The drop temperature
Td is controlled with a water bath, and temperature of the leaf surface Ts is controlled using a hot
plate. To ensure the impact dynamics between experiments are similar, the height and gauge of the
suspended needle are fixed to maintain a radius of R ≈ 1 mm and impact velocity of V ≈ 0.75 ms−1.
The subsequent impact dynamics are recorded simultaneously with high speed and thermal cameras.
High speed images are captured with a Photron Fastcame SA-X2 (made in Japan) at a frame rate
of 8000 frames per second and a 200 mm Nikon lens (made in Japan). Thermographic images are
simultaneously recorded from an inclined perspective using an FLIR A655sc thermal camera (made in
Sweden) at frame rate of 200 frames per second with a close-up infrared (IR) camera lens (Figure 2A).
These thermographic images are used to calculate Td and Ts.
Figure 2. (A) a schematic of the experimental set. Cameras film a water drop at temperature Td as it
falls from a suspended needle and impacts a Nasturtium leaf heated to temperature Ts; (B) images of a
Nasturtium leaf taken at different magnifications illustrate the hierarchical microstructure.
Nasturtium leaves are ideal for these experiments for three reasons. First, these leaves are
naturally superhydrophobic due to a waxy microstructure that can melt at temperatures below the
boiling-point of water. Second, we find that condensation can form within the microstructure when
the surface is cooled below the dew point. Finally, these plants are relatively simple to grow within
in the lab, providing a reliable source of waxy superhydrophobic material. Prior to an experiment,
a leaf is cut from the Nasturtium plant, secured to a glass slide, and placed on the hot plate. Images of
one of our leaves reveal the shape and hierarchical surface structure responsible for the Nasturtium
superhydrophobicity (Figure 2B).
3. Results
The interaction dynamics between a drop and Nasturtium leaf during an impact is demonstrated
experimentally in Figure 3. In the first set of images (Figure 3A), a chilled water drop with radius
R = 1 mm and temperature Td = 298 K (25 ◦C) falls and impacts a surface that is at room-temperature
and measured to be Td = 301 K. The impact dynamics are captured simultaneously with both
a high-speed from the side and thermal camera from an inclined perspective. The high speed images
shows that, when the chilled drop contacts the superhydrophobic surface, it bounces. The time that
the drop is in contact with surface, defined as the contact or residence time tr, is approximately
10 ms. Thermal images of this bounce highlight that the drop is at a lower temperature than the leaf.
In the second set of images (Figure 3B), a hot water drop with temperature Td = 323 K falls onto
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a Nasturtium leaf under nearly identical impact conditions. High speed images reveal that the hot
drop is trapped by the leaf and sticks to it. Thermal images of the impact confirm that the drop is
hotter than the ambient-temperature leaf.
Figure 3. A superhydrophobic Nasturtium leaf that lets a cold drop bounce off of its surface traps a hot
drop. (A) A cold water drop at temperatures 298 K impacts a Nasturtium leaf that is initially at ambient
temperature 301 K. High-speed images show that the cold water drop spreads, retracts and leaves
the surface at a finite time 10 ms. Simultaneously, thermal images show that the drop is at the lower
temperature than the leaf in this experiment; (B) a hot drop at temperature 323 K at the same impact
condition sticks to a Nasturtium leaf that is initially at ambient temperature 301 K. Simultaneous
thermographic images show a temperature map of the drop and substrate during impact. The dotted
line shows the contact line between drop and leaf.
To evaluate the role of temperature in the trapping process, we extend the experiments highlighted
in Figure 3 to a variety of drop temperatures that range from Td = 295 K to 332 K. Water drops
that are colder than a threshold temperature of approximately 307 K bounce off of the surface
(Figure 4, open circles), whereas water drops hotter than that threshold temperature stick to the
surface (Figure 4, filled circles). The surface tension of many liquids, including water, decreases
with increasing temperature [21]. This relationship can be approximated as γ(Td) = 75.7 − 0.14Td,
where γ(Td) is the surface tension in units of mN/m for a water drop with temperature Td specified
in ◦C [22]. Thus the surface tension of water drops at the threshold temperature is calculated to be
γ ≈ 70 mN/m, although it is likely that this surface tension is slightly lower due to natural surfactants
that can accumulate on the water interface.
To assess whether this critical temperature can be explained solely as a consequence of a critical
surface tension, we compare the threshold surface tension for varying drop temperatures with the
threshold surface tension for varying drop compositions (Figure 4). Specifically, we repeat the drop
impact experiments at ambient conditions using drops that contain varying concentrations of ethanol
and water. Due to the low surface tension of pure ethanol (γ = 22 mN/m), adding a small amount of
ethanol to water can dramatically lower the surface tension. Given that these experiments were carried
out at room temperature, we approximate the drop temperatures as remaining constant at T = 301 K
(Figure 4), and estimate the surface tension based on the concentration of ethanol in the drop following
the empirical analysis by Khattab et al. [23]. At low ethanol concentrations, the drop bounces off of the
Nasturtium leaf (Figure 4, open stars), whereas, at sufficiently high ethanol concentrations, the drop
will stick on the surface (Figure 4, filled stars). The surface tension that corresponds to this transition
is γ ≈ 43 mN/m, a value that is far less than the surface tension of the water, even at the hottest
temperatures. Therefore, it appears that the critical temperature for a water drop cannot be explained
solely as a consequence of a critical surface tension, and instead relies on a mechanism in which the
temperature modifies the surface during contact.
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Figure 4. Effect of surface tension γ and drop temperature Td on the bouncing-sticking transition for
a Nasterium leaf at ambient conditions. For water drops, the transition between bouncing (open circles)
and sticking (filled circles) occurs when the drop temperature Td ≈ 307 K, which corresponds to
a surface tension γ ≈ 70 mN/m. For drops of varying ethanol-water concentrations at ambient
conditions, the transition between bouncing (open stars) and sticking (filled stars) occurs when the
surface tension is at γ ≈ 43 mN/m. This difference in surface tension suggests that surface tension
alone cannot account for the transition. Note that the larger circles correspond to the specific drop
illustrated in Figure 3.
Given the importance of surface temperature in both the microtexture melting mechanism and
the evaporation–condensation sticking mechanism, experiments with the water at varying drop
temperatures are repeated at higher surface temperatures by placing the leaf on a hotplate. The drop
release height and drop size continue to be fixed to maintain nearly identical impact conditions.
Figure 5 illustrates the results for ambient (circles), warm (squares), hot (diamonds), and scalding
(triangles) surface temperatures. Here, we categorize the surface temperature as warm when it is
between Ts = 313 K and 321 K, hot when it is between 322 K and 333 K, and scalding when it is above
336 K. When the surface is heated above Ts ≈ 335 K, the leaf begins to visibly deform and the drops
stick for all drop temperatures Td (gray region). These results suggest that the surface geometry or
chemistry could be changing, and we specify this transition as a microtexture melting temperature Tm.
At lower temperatures, the results show that, when a water drop is cooler than the surface (purple area),
the drop always bounces off of the surface. However, when the drop is hotter than surface, it may
either bounce off (yellow region) or stick to the surface (white region). The drop temperature Td
associated with the bouncing-sticking transition (denoted by a dashed guideline in Figure 5) increases
with the surface temperature Ts before appearing to level-off as the drop temperature approaches Tm.
Figure 5. Effect of drop temperature Td and surface temperature Ts on the bouncing-sticking transition
on the leaf. Surface temperatures are separated into four groups for comparison: ambient (circles),
warm (squares), hot (diamonds), and scalding (triangles). The transition between drop bouncing (open
symbol) and sticking (closed symbol) is identified by a dashed line as a guide for the eye. The shaded
gray region indicates temperatures above a surface melting temperature Tm. Below these temperatures,
the purple region denotes where drops are colder than the surface, and the lighter yellow region
highlights where drops bounce despite being warmer than the surface.
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4. Discussion
The results demonstrate that a Nasturtium leaf, and presumably any similar superhydrophobic
surface, can selectively trap water drops that exceed a critical temperature while permitting colder
drops to bounce. Furthermore, the experiments indicate that this phenomenon cannot be accounted
for by a reduction surface tension alone. Specifically, the results show that a hot drop would stick on
the superhydrophobic surface when, at the same surface tension, an ambient-temperature drop would
bounce (Figure 4). Additionally, a heated drop that would stick on an ambient-temperature surface
might bounce had the surface been heated (for example Td = 320 K in Figure 5). Thus, the temperature
of the drop and the surface both appear to be important parameters for the bouncing-sticking transition,
independent of the surface tension. This result is noteworthy because it suggests that the temperature
of the drop can significantly affect the properties of the superhydrophobic surface. Because the drop
and surface only interact during the bounce, the mechanism required to stop a bounce must sufficiently
modify the surface in the short time before the bounce is complete.
Drawing from past studies, we focus on two alternative mechanisms: melting of surface
microtexture and evaporation–condensation within the superhydrophobic texture. The results in
Figure 5 might appear inconsistent with both mechanisms. Specifically, if a drop at Td = 310 K were
able to melt the microtexture, then it would seem improbable that drops of any temperature would
bounce if the surface were above this temperature Ts = 310 K, yet the results illustrate that they do
(thus we estimate Tm ≈ 335 K). Similarly, the existence of the yellow region in Figure 5 is in contrast
with previous works for static drops, which predicts sticking for a drop whenever its temperature is
larger than that of the surface [13]. However, if the dynamics are considered, it might be possible that,
depending on the conditions, there could be regimes in which these effects are present but insufficient
to inhibit bouncing.
4.1. Melting of the Surface Microtexture
The height of surface microtexture is one of the physical conditions that can noticeably influence
transition from the Cassie–Baxter state (necessary for drop bouncing) to the Wenzel state [9]. When the
drop temperature is larger than the melting point of microtexture material, melting may shorten and
smooth the microtexture surface and thus create conditions that promote the Wenzel state (Figure 1C).
To model this melting process, we approximate the superhydrophobic surface as a semi-infinite body
that undergoes phase change. We assume a uniform solid surface temperature Ts that is cooler the
material melting point Tm. Subsequently, at t = 0, the drop contacts the superhydrophobic surface and
resides on the surface over the period of the residence time tr. If the drop temperature is cooler the
substrate melting point (Td < Tm), then the substrate remains intact and the drop bounces. However,
if the drop temperature exceeds the substrate melting point (Td > Tm), the energy transfer can induce
a phase change. The amount of material that can melt will grow with the amount of time that that
heat can transfer from the hot drop. The extent of this melting can be estimated by the position of the
self-similar melting front xm, which we refer to as the melted length. Thus, this moving boundary
problem can be solved by using Neumann’s solution for the melting of a semi-infinite body [24].
Based on Neumann’s problem, when a solid–liquid interface forms as a result of melting,
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Here, the subscripts  and S denote the properties of the liquid and solid phase, respectively, κ is
the thermal conductivity, c is the thermal capacity, α is the thermal diffusivity, ρ is the density and L is
the latent heat of fusion. This equation provides a value of λ that can subsequently be used to calculate
the melted length, noting xm ∼ λ√αtr. Therefore, if melting occurs over the entire time that the drop
resides on the surface (tr), the length of surface microtexture would be L − xm, which—depending on
conditions—could transition the drop from the Cassie–Baxter to the Wenzel state.
According to the solution of Equation (1), the melting mechanism predicts that a drop would more
readily melt the surface if the surface were warmer. Specifically, if melting of the surface microtexture
were responsible for the observed bouncing-sticking transition, then the threshold drop temperature
would be expected to decrease with increasing surface temperature Ts. This prediction is in stark
contrast to what is observed; the threshold temperature increases with surface temperature, at least
up to a point. Thus, it seems unlikely that melting of the microstucure would be responsible for the
transition for Td < Tm ≈ 335 K in these experiments (Figure 5).
4.2. Condensation of the Vapor within the Superhydrophobic Texture
Condensation is another mechanism that has been attributed to the transition from the
Cassie–Baxter to the Wenzel state (Figure 1D). Through this mechanism, liquid evaporates from
the drop to saturate the air within the microtexture and then condenses. If air pockets within the
microtexture fill with water, then the drop transitions to the Wenzel state. Here, we estimate the
timescale associated with this evaporation–condensation process. Specifically, we model the air within
the microtexture between the surface and the drop, neglecting any fluxes to regions that are not covered
by the drop. Noting that condensation occurs only when the relative humidity is maintained at 100%,
we first calculate the timescale for evaporation to fully saturate the air, and then we calculate the
timescale for sufficient liquid to condense to fill up the air gap within the microstructure.
To estimate the time needed to saturate the microtexture air, we note that the mass flux across
the liquid interface can be modeled as: J = −D ∂C
∂x




(1 − RH). Here, J is the
evaporation rate, D = 2 × 10−5 m2/s is the diffusion coefficient of water [25], Cs is the concentration
of the saturated vapor, C∞ = CsRH is the concentration far from the evaporating liquid, RH is relative
humidity and L is a characteristic lengthscale on order of the surface microtexture. By integrating
the equation with respect to time, the relative humidity can be computed as a function of time:
RH(t) = 1 − (1 − RH0)e−t/τe , where RH0 is the humidity of the ambient air and τe is the characteristic
evaporation timescale. The value of τe ∼ LVDA =
L2
D
where V is the total volume of gap between
microstructure and A is its projected area. Thus, the time for the air within the microtexture to become
saturated relative to the drop residence time is te/tr ≈ L
2γ
D(ρR3)1/2
. In the experiments, the evaporation
time is estimated to be on the order of a microsecond. Because this timescale is more than a thousand
times faster than the residence time, the air within the microstructure can be estimated as being
fully saturated.
We next estimate the condensation time tc, which we define as the characteristic time needed for
condensate to grow and fill the superhydrophobic microtexture. If saturated air contacts a surface
that is at slightly lower temperature, the saturated air will locally cool and condensation will occur.
Condensation will continue as long as warmer saturated air is cooled on the surface. To estimate
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the vapor properties [27]. Additionally, we estimate the time to fill a microtexture with characteristic





, so that this time is modeled in terms of the temperatures as:












Here, σ̂ is the condensation accommodation coefficient [28], R̄ is the universal gas constant, M̄ is
the the molecular weight, ρ is the liquid density, ρv is the vapor density, and Tsat is temperature of
the saturated vapor within the microstructure, which is modeled to be halfway between the drop
temperature Td and surface temperature Ts.
Figure 6 shows plots of the condensation time, predicted from Equation (2), as a function of the
temperature difference between the water drop and surface. Here, the characteristic microtexture
length is L = 10 μm, and the different curves represent three different surface temperatures. The results
show that this condensation filling timescale tc is significantly larger than the evaporation timescale
te, and therefore it is reasonable to assume that the drop evaporation keeps the microtexture air fully
saturated as the condensate forms. Additionally, the results illustrate the importance of the temperature
difference Td − Ts, rather than the temperatures themselves, in determining the condensation filling
timescale tc.
Figure 6. The time tc required for condensate to fill superhydrophobic microtexture is estimated and
plotted as a function of temperature difference Td − Ts for three representative surface temperatures
(curves). These values are calculated using Equation (2) assuming the properties of a water drop on
a microtexture with a characteristic lengthscale of L = 10 μm.
For the evaporation–condensation mechanism to trap a drop, the condensate must sufficiently
fill the microtexture air before the drop bounces off of the surface. Therefore, it is natural to expect
this process to depend on the relative scales of the condensation time tc and the drop residence time
tr ∼
√














Here, we have dropped all dimensionless prefactors, as the focus is on the scaling relationship
and the grouping of the dimensional parameters. Note that a condensation time tc requires Tsat > Ts;
however, our definition for β is valid regardless of the values of Ts and Tsat, which we have defined as
Tsat ≡ (Td + Ts)/2.
The relevance of the parameter β in the drop trapping is illustrated in Figure 7. Here, a value of
β is calculated for each experimental data point in Figure 5 and plotted in terms of the ratio Td/Ts
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(symbols in Figure 7). Small values of β are associated with drop bouncing and large values of β are
associated with drop sticking. Furthermore, the mechanics motivating the parameters suggest the
data fall in one of three regimes. When Td/Ts < 1, the surface is hotter than the drop, and therefore
even when the gap air is completely saturated, it will be below saturation directly on the texture
surface so that no condensation will form, the surface will remain dry, and drops will bounce
(purple region). When Ts/Td > 1, condensation would be expected to form and, if β is above a
critical value, it would sufficiently fill the microtexture and trap the drop (white region). From the
data, it appears that the critical value is around unity, although caution should be taken interpreting
this value too closely, as estimates of certain parameters, such as the characteristic microtexture
lengthscale of the Nasterium leaf, are less precise than others. Finally, our results indicate that if β < 1,
bouncing on the Nasterium leaf occur even when Ts/Td > 1 (yellow region). In our model, this region
represents drops that bounce on superhydrophobic surfaces that are filled with insufficient condensate
to transition the drop into a Wenzel state.
Figure 7. A phase plot illustrating the three condensate regimes. The experimental data from
Figure 5 is replotted in terms of the temperature ratio Td/Ts and the proposed dimensionless group β
(Equation (3)). Here, only data below the melting temperature Tm is considered. When no condensate
is expected to form within the microtexture (purple region), the drop is expected to bounce, whereas,
when significant condensation is expected within the microtexture, it is expected to stick (white region).
The finite timescale of the bounce introduces a third regime (yellow region) in which condensate
develops but can be insufficient to trap the drop.
5. Conclusions
We model two potential mechanisms in which a superhydrophobic surface could trap a sufficiently
hot drop within milliseconds. The first is a mechanism by which the superhydrophobic texture can be
melted by the heat exchanged from the droplet during contact. The second is a mechanism by which
liquid evaporates from the drop and condenses within the microtexture during contact. Because both
of these mechanisms require sufficient time to develop to a scale where they adequately influence the
microtexture, we highlight the importance of the residence, or contact, time of the drop to propose
regimes in which these mechanisms—while present—are insufficient to prevent bouncing.
Of particular interest is the evaporation–condensation mechanism, as condensate can form under
the drop whenever a drop is hotter than the superhydrophobic surface and this condensate can
compromise the air pocket within the microtexture [11–13]. However, the experimental results in this
study demonstrate that drops can bounce off of a superhydrophobic surface even when condensate
is expected to form. Motivated by a balance of condensation and bouncing timescales, we propose
a dimensionless group β, (Equation (3)), whose value indicates the importance of condensation as
a trapping mechanism. When β is positive, condensate would be expected to nucleate; however,
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only for β greater than approximately 1 would trapping be expected. We anticipate that this criteria
would extend to a wide range of superhydrophobic surfaces and could be relevant to a variety of
applications, including the design of smart superhydrophobic surfaces that immediately trap drops
that exceed a critical temperature.
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Abstract: Conventional approaches to microscale actuation, such as electrostatic, have difficulty in
achieving large motion at moderate voltages. Recently, actuators relying on the active control of
capillary pressure have been demonstrated, with the pressure change caused by electrowetting on a
pair of opposing surfaces. In this work, experimental results are presented from five prototype devices
in which only a single active surface is used. The results demonstrate that pressure changes induced
in a liquid bridge in this manner can produce large deflections (15 μm) of a flexible membrane.
Voltages employed in the tests were moderate (≤25 V). The influence of several design variables,
such as membrane diameter and thickness, on the membrane deflection are examined. Theoretical
predictions are also presented and generally follow the experimental values. Potential sources
for the discrepancies between theory and experimental results are discussed. While deflections
obtained using a single active surface are not as large as those obtained with two active surfaces,
single-active-surface configurations offer a simple route to achieving adequate deflections for
lab-on-a-chip microsystems.
Keywords: electrowetting; actuation; capillary pressure; lab-on-a-chip
1. Introduction
For the past decade there has been strong and growing interest in the development of portable
lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices containing tens or even hundreds of independently controlled valves [1].
Actuation of these membrane valves is typically achieved pneumatically, requiring an external pump
and a large number of pneumatic tube connections. To relieve the undesirable manufacturing, size,
weight, and power characteristics of this approach, researchers have turned to alternative actuation
technologies that permit on-chip, electronic control of LOC valves. By and large, the alternative
technologies have fallen short, either requiring large voltage/power or yielding inadequate valve
deflection (<5 μm) [2–5]. The authors have recently presented results showing that large deflections of
a flexible membrane, like that appearing in LOC devices, can be achieved via a new actuation technique
based upon actively controlling capillary pressure [6]. In this paper we offer new experimental results
demonstrating that a simpler actuator design can also achieve substantial membrane deflections,
although not as large as those previously reported (>50 μm) [6]. The membranes tested herein have
similar thicknesses and diameters as those reported in the literature. However, significantly larger
membrane deflections are achieved at much lower voltages.
In both our previous work and that reported on here, membrane actuation is achieved by lowering
the capillary pressure of a liquid droplet that is in contact with the membrane. This reduction
in pressure is accomplished via electrowetting. In electrowetting, a droplet in contact with a
dielectric-covered electrode undergoes a reduction in its contact angle when a voltage is applied
between the droplet and the electrode. The change in contact angle alters the curvature of the droplet’s
Micromachines 2018, 9, 545; doi:10.3390/mi9110545 www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines169
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free (i.e., liquid/air) interface and results in a decrease in capillary pressure. In our previous design,
electrowetting occurred on two opposing electrodes (see Figure 1a), which we refer to as active surfaces.
In this paper, we introduce an alternative membrane actuator containing only a single active surface
(see Figure 1b). Such a configuration may offer easier integration into LOC systems since electrical
connections only need to be supplied to a single substrate.
Figure 1. Capillary pressure actuation of a membrane: (a) previously investigated dual-active-surface
device, before and after application of voltage; (b) single-active-surface device examined in this paper,
before and after application of voltage. Electrowetting only occurs on the lower surface, not on the
upper electrode. This bare electrode can alternatively be placed on the lower surface without changing
actuator function.
2. Background
The change in contact angle with applied voltage during electrowetting is governed by the
Lippmann-Young equation [7]




where εd is the permittivity of the dielectric film, td is the thickness of the dielectric film, θA is the
contact angle when a voltage Vd is applied across the dielectric film, θA,0 is the contact angle without
an electric field, and σgl is the surface tension of the gas/liquid interface. As Equation (1) indicates,
greater changes in contact angle will occur during electrowetting when the permittivity is large and
the film thickness is small.
Beyond a certain voltage Vs, known as the saturation voltage, the contact angle ceases to decrease
during electrowetting [7,8] and Equation (1) is no longer accurate. The minimum contact angle seen,
θs, will be referred to as the saturation angle. The saturation phenomenon is not fully understood at
this time and several causes have been proposed [8]. The thin dielectric films used are exposed to
very high electric fields during electrowetting and there may be significant charge injection at larger
voltages, even those below the saturation voltage [8,9].
In the membrane actuator considered (Figure 1b), the droplet spans between two surfaces, one of
which carries the elastic membrane. The contact angles on the two surfaces will, in general, be different
and will vary during actuator operation. These contact angles will be denoted θA (active) and θP
(passive). Electrowetting occurs only on the active surface and the contact angle changes with voltage
as described above. On the passive surface, the contact angle is determined by surface and liquid
properties. Ideally, the angle on this surface, θP, does not change (θP = θP,0) when electrowetting
occurs on the active surface. In practice, θP will vary within a range as determined by the passive
surface’s contact angle hysteresis.
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The liquid bridge that spans between the surfaces will take on an axisymmetric shape that is
among the Plateau sequence of shapes [10,11]; this shape is determined by the volume of the bridge,
the distance between the surfaces (bridge height, h), and the contact angles [10]. If the radius R1
at the bridge’s waist is significantly greater than the bridge height, the profile of the axisymmetric
bridge may be accurately approximated by a circular arc [10], whose radius of curvature is denoted R2,





(A negative radius of curvature corresponds to a bridge profile that is concave.)
The Laplace equation describes the relationship between the bridge’s radii of curvature and the










Before voltage is applied, the contact angles of the active and passive surfaces are θA,0 and θP,0,









After application of voltage to the device and the onset of electrowetting the bridge’s capillary









Figure 2. Capillary bridge between surfaces indicating radii of curvature and contact angles.
(Note that the radius of the bridge’s waist, R1, remains almost constant during electrowetting as
it is much larger than the bridge’s height. For this reason, Equations (4) and (5) use the same value




{(cos(θA,0)− cos(θA)) + (cos(θP,0)− cos(θP))} (6)
When the contact angle on the active surface is lowered via electrowetting, the capillary pressure
of the liquid is reduced (ΔPc < 0). This change in the liquid’s pressure results in an inward deflection
of the flexible membrane due to its contact with the liquid. The reader will note that Equation (6)
predicts that larger changes in capillary pressure will occur for a given change in θA if the bridge
height is made smaller.
The contact angle on the passive surface may change within the range dictated by the surface’s
contact angle hysteresis. Due to volume conservation for the bridge, if the passive surface contact line
does not advance sufficiently when electrowetting occurs on the active surface, the passive surface
contact angle will increase. This result is due to the requirement that the free interface of the liquid
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bridge must belong to the Plateau sequence of shapes. Therefore, the term (cos(θP,0)− cos(θP)) is
typically positive and tends to counteract the decrease in pressure caused by the change in contact
angle on the active surface. If there was no contact angle hysteresis on the passive surface, equilibrium
of the forces acting upon the passive surface’s contact line would only occur at a single angle, θP,0,






and the maximum possible membrane displacement would occur.
For the devices tested in this paper, the layout of components is as shown in Figure 1b. The flexible
membrane is attached to the passive surface substrate. This substrate also carries a bare gold electrode
that is in contact with the liquid bridge and is needed for completing the electrowetting circuit.
The active surface lies opposite the passive surface. When electrowetting occurs, the pressure in
the drop is reduced and the membrane is pulled toward the active surface. The reader should
note that many configurations of the components are possible. For example, in microfabricated
devices, it is desirable to avoid electrodes on both the substrates shown in Figure 1b because of the
difficulties associated with electrical interconnects. Since the location of the bare electrode has no
impact upon device performance, this can be achieved by having the substrate that contains the
active surface also carry the bare electrode. This was not done in this effort since it was simpler
to modify an existing fabrication process than to develop one to permit both electrodes on one
substrate. Another configuration of the device could have the active surface substrate carry the flexible
membrane. The bare electrode could also be on this substrate or on the accompanying passive surface.
Such configurations should have essentially the same performance as that seen in this paper.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Fabrication of Electrowetting Surfaces
E-beam evaporation (CHA Industries, Fremont, CA, USA) was used to deposit a 100 nanometer
(nm) thick aluminum (Al) film onto borosilicate glass slides (top plate, 120 μm thick) or soda-lime
glass slides (bottom plate, 1.59 mm thick). A 30.6 nm aluminum oxide (Al2O3) film was grown by
anodization (18 V) [12]. An ultrathin (50.8 nm) film of the hydrophobic fluoropolymer CYTOP-809
(Bellex International Corporation, Wilmington, DE, USA) was deposited on the oxide film via spin
coating and the slides were then baked at 160◦ for 1 h [13]. To complete the fabrication of the
active surface, a silicon oil mixture (Dow Corning OS-10, OS-20, and OS-30, Krayden, Inc., Denver,
CO, USA, 1:8:1 by weight), was applied to the CYTOP and then allowed to evaporate from the
surface. This treatment was found to reduce contact angle hysteresis and yield more repeatable
electrowetting [13,14]. (Contact angle hysteresis was typically 10◦ after treatment).
3.2. Device Components
Proof-of-concept devices were fabricated using facile, low cost techniques that permitted ease
in assembly, disassembly, retesting, and visual observation of the liquid bridge during operation.
Each device was composed of a passive top plate with a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membrane,
a bottom plate with active surface, and a liquid bridge extending between them—see Figure 1b. While
dimensions vary among the devices tested, the working components occupy a region of dimensions
approximately 2 mm × 2 mm × 0.5 mm. Devices with smaller dimensions should be equally effective
according to theory [13] but were not examined in this initial investigation due to the design constraints
imposed by simple fabrication procedures and liquid bridge observation.
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3.3. Fabrication of Membranes
The elastomeric membrane in each device was fabricated using a Sylgard 184 PDMS kit
(Dow Corning, Midland, MI, USA). The base polymer and curing agent were mixed 10:1 by weight
and allowed to degas in air for 90 min. The PDMS solution was then deposited onto a poly(methyl
methacrylate (PMMA) surface and spun for 60 s at 1100–2200 RPM to achieve the desired final thickness,
typically 40 or 50 μm. The coated PMMA was then baked in an oven for 1 h at 70 ◦C. The cured PDMS
was then cut into ~5 mm squares. A Dektak Profilometer system (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) was
used to measure the thickness of PDMS membrane—see Table 1 for measured values. A titanium flake
(~100 nm thick) was transferred to the center of each PDMS square to provide a reflective surface for
laser interferometric measurement of membrane displacement during testing.
Table 1. Dimensions and descriptions for the single-active-surface tests conducted.
Test
Bridge Membrane
Max Voltage (V) Description
Height (μm) Radius (mm) Thickness (μm) Radius (μm)
1 93 1.36 39 510 25 1 V step staircase
2 94 1.80 39 439 24 1 V step staircase
3 96 1.33 50 510 25 1 V step staircase
4 108 0.97 39 438 14 14 V square wave
5 111 1.23 40 441 14 14 V square wave
3.4. Fabrication of Device Bottom Plate
The bottom plate was a glass slide with an electrowetting surface fabricated as described above
(see Fabrication of Electrowetting Surfaces section).
3.5. Fabrication of Device Top Plate
The top plate (passive surface) was composed of a borosilicate glass slide with a gold electrode to
act as the cathode for electrowetting. Fabrication was achieved using the following procedure. Holes
were cut into each slide via VersaLASER VLS3.50, 50 W CO2 laser cutter (Universal Laser Systems,
Scottsdale, AZ, USA). The hole defines the perimeter of the free-standing elastomeric membrane. After
cutting and cleaning, a 10 nm thick layer of Au was deposited via e-beam evaporation, utilizing a
2.5 nm Ti adhesion layer. An ultrathin film of CYTOP was spin coated onto the Au layer, to allow the
eased motion of the conducting drop on the passive surface. The CYTOP film was applied with one
spin coat application (30 s, 2000 RPM) of either 0.5% wt. or 1% wt. CYTOP and then baked for 1 h
at 160 ◦C. It was found in earlier testing that such ultrathin films of CYTOP by themselves provided
essentially no resistance to the conduction of current, undergoing electrical breakdown as soon as
any voltage was applied. Thus, the presence of the CYTOP does not affect the prototype’s electrical
performance and electrode prepared in this fashion can be considered ‘bare’ in spite of the CYTOP film.
The CYTOP layer was then treated with silicon oil as described above. A PDMS piece was then applied
to the top of the slide covering the hole with the reflective flake centered within the hole. The PDMS
square adhered to the glass with suitable strength and did not require any additional treatment (e.g.,
oxygen plasma bonding).
Plastic microbeads (Polyscience, Warrington, PA, USA) were deposited from solution onto the
lower surface of the top plate to act as spacers and thus establish the distance between the top and
bottom plates (i.e., bridge height) in the final assembled device. The beads deposited were (nominally)
100 μm in diameter (±10 μm).
3.6. Device Assembly
A “flip chip” assembly process was used to form the test articles. A 0.1M Cs2SO4 aqueous solution
was prepared with deionized (DI) water and 10 μMol/L Fluorescein salt was added (chemicals from
Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). A 1.2–1.5 μL droplet of the solution was deposited within the
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hole in the top plate (beneath the PDMS membrane) by micropipette (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany).
Variations in droplet volume will have very little effect on device performance as the capillary pressure
is not strongly dependent on R1 when R1  h. The top plate was then placed on the bottom plate
with tweezers. The assembled components were held in place by the attraction between a permanent
magnet placed below the bottom plate and ferromagnetic foil pieces secured around the PDMS square
on the upper surface of the top plate via tape. Due to variations in the size of beads used for spacers
(±10 μm) and bow in the glass slides, the bridge height achieved after assembly could not be tightly
controlled. Therefore, the height was measured via the side view camera to determine an accurate
value for use in theoretical predictions. The side-view camera was also used to detect misalignments
between plates. Since the variation in bead diameters was much less than the distance between bead
locations, the alignment between the top and bottom plates was very good. When misalignment was
detected, the device was reassembled to eliminate it.
3.7. Device Testing
A fiber optic extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometer (Fiber Pro2, Luna Innovations, Roanoke, VA,
USA) was employed to measure membrane displacement during testing. The fiber was centered
over the reflective flake on the PDMS membrane, brought into range, and the interferometer settings
were adjusted to maximize signal quality. The received signal typically temporarily lost quality when
displacements were large, and changes were sudden. As a result, spurious spikes sometimes would
appear in the displacement data.
The profile of the liquid bridge was imaged via a side view camera (Prosilica GC2450, Allied Vision
Technologies, Stadtroda, Germany) paired with a long-distance microscope (K2/SC, Infinity-USA,
Centennial, CO, USA) to achieve an effective magnification of ~0.7 μm/px. The inclusion of a
fluorescent dye in the liquid allowed imaging of the bridge profile in spite of the close spacing between
top and bottom plates of the device. The bridge’s fluorescence was excited using a 405 nm wavelength
laser pointer and a bandpass optical filter was placed in front of the aperture of the side view camera
to attenuate light at the excitation wavelength.
Only direct current (DC) voltages were used in testing. As discussed below, the anodic oxide
dielectric films employed in our devices fail under reversed polarity [12] and preclude alternating
current (AC) operation.
4. Results
4.1. Description of Tests
We highlight the results of five tests here; for further results see [13]. For all the prototypes
discussed, bridge heights were set via the microbeads to be close to 100 μm. Membranes were
constructed in two sizes, small diameter (~440 μm) and large diameter (~510 μm), and two ranges of
thickness, thin (~40 μm) and thick (~50 μm). The relevant dimensions for each prototype device and
the testing conditions are described in Table 1. The measured data from these tests as well as calculated
values based upon this data are provided in Table 2. The contact angles of the liquid bridge on the
passive and active surfaces are given for the time before application of voltage (‘initial’) and for that
when the voltage first reaches its peak value (‘final’). Measurements of membrane displacements are
also provided for these times. (The values reported are calculated from an average of 10 measurements
taken after the transient has settled). The model relating capillary pressure to membrane deflection
that was used in this research is contained in the Appendix of our previous work [6]. Theoretical
values of membrane displacement were calculated using Equation (6) and are presented in Table 2.
Note that these calculations are based upon the measured values of contact angle, not angles derived
from the Lippmann-Young equation. Calculated values of the change in capillary pressure between
the ‘initial’ state and the ‘final’ state are also displayed in the table. Two values are calculated: (1) a
predicted pressure change based on the measured values of contact angle using Equation (6); and (2) a
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‘no hysteresis’ case where the pressure change is based on the measured initial and final contact angles
on the active surface and the specification that the contact angle on the passive surface does not vary
from its initial value (see Equation (7)).
Good agreement between theory and experiment occurred for most tests that were conducted.
The expected trends were also apparent in the experimental results. Thin membranes, large diameter
membranes, and higher voltages yielded larger membrane deflections. Each test is discussed in
detail below.
Table 2. Results from single-active-surface tests—contact angles on active and passive surfaces as
measured by side view camera; measured membrane deflection and theoretical value calculated from
measured angles; values of change in capillary pressure as determined from measured angles (Equation
(6)) and with a no hysteresis model (Equation (7)).
Test
Contact Angles (◦)
Maximum Membrane Deflection (μm) Calculated Capillary Pressure Change, ΔPc (Pa)
Initial Final *
θA,0 θP,0 θA θP Measured Theory Error (%) Equation (6) Equation (7)
1 107 58 89 64 15.2 13.8 10.1 160 227
2 101 89 83 96 7.3 9.0 18.9 138 226
3 104 86 80 94 9.2 12.3 25.2 196 294
4 91 101 81 104 6.2 4.7 31.9 77 110
5 103 94 80 98 13.4 12.2 9.8 202 244
* Final indicates at the time when maximum voltage is first reached.
4.2. Staircase Voltage Signal Tests
In Test 1, the prototype was a device with a thin, large diameter membrane. In the test, the
voltage was increased in 1 V increments each second, stepping from 0 V up to 25 V (a ‘staircase’ signal).
Figure 3 shows the measured membrane displacement and voltage during the test. The membrane
reaches its maximum displacement, 15.2 μm, when 20 V is applied. For voltage increases beyond
this value, the deflection remains essentially constant due to the onset of contact angle saturation.
The reader will note that 13 μm (85% of the final deflection) was achieved when only 14 V was applied.
The measured deflection is quite close to that predicted from the measured contact angles, exceeding
the theoretical prediction by just 10%.
Figure 3. Test 1—Response of prototype with a thin (39 μm), large diameter (510 μm) membrane to
staircase voltage signal.
In Test 1, the contact angle on the active surface decreased by 18◦ between initial and final states.
The contact angle on the passive surface, however, increased by 6◦. This increase results in less
curvature of the interface profile than would occur if the passive surface contact angle remained
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unchanged. As a result, 40% less change in the capillary pressure occurred in this test than would
have taken place in the ‘no hysteresis’ case. This example shows the importance of the passive surface
characteristics to achieving good performance.
Figure 4 shows the results from Test 2 where a thin membrane with a small diameter was used.
The voltage applied was a staircase signal with 1 V steps occurring every 3 s. The maximum voltage
applied was 24 V. The changes in the contact angles on the active and passive surfaces are quite similar
to those seen in Test 1. As a result, the changes in capillary pressure are also comparable. The reduced
deflection seen in Test 2 is therefore primarily due to the smaller diameter membrane employed
in this test. Membrane deflection is quite sensitive to this variable: a 14% reduction in membrane
diameter results in more than a 50% decrease in displacement.
Figure 4. Test 2–Response of prototype with a thin (39 μm), small diameter (439 μm) membrane to
staircase voltage signal.
In Test 3, the prototype examined contains a membrane with the same large diameter as used in
Test 1, but with 25% greater thickness than that test. The voltage applied was a staircase signal with a
maximum voltage of 25 V. The deflection observed in this test is 40% lower (see Figure 5) than that
seen in Test 1, primarily due to the thicker membrane used. However, the measured deflection also
significantly underperforms the theoretical value. It is likely that this is the result of contact angles
that are not as favorable as those that were measured. This circumstance can occur if the bridge is not
axisymmetric. The contact angles can vary along the contact line; the angles measured may not be
representative of the actual surface curvatures and the capillary pressure that arise from them.
The reader will note that in all three tests the displacement for the most part reaches its maximum
by 18 V. This is due to contact angle saturation.
4.3. Square Wave Voltage Signal Tests
The prototypes examined in Test 4 and Test 5 are essentially the same as that studied in Test 2;
they have a thin, small diameter membrane. The voltage applied in both tests was a square wave with
a minimum of 0 V and a maximum of 14 V. The period of the voltage signal is 6 s. Figures 6 and 7 show
the measured displacements for Tests 4 and 5, respectively. In spite of the nearly identical dimensions,
the deflection seen in Test 4 is significantly less than that in Test 5. The cause of this marked difference
can be found in the data in Table 2: the initial contact angle on the active surface was much lower in
Test 4 (91◦) than in Test 5 (103◦). Since the final (electrowetted) contact angle for both tests is essentially
the same (~80◦), the angle change in Test 4 is much less than in Test 5. Thus, the change in capillary
pressure in Test 4 is less than half that seen in Test 5. Since the active surface is coated with CYTOP and
treated with silicon oil, we would not expect the sessile angle of the bridge to be as low as 91◦. It is
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likely that there was some contamination in the manufacture of this surface. The result shows that this
approach to actuation is quite sensitive to variations in these surfaces. For successful application of
this actuator technology, careful attention must be paid to manufacturing processes to ensure quality
and consistency.
Figure 5. Test 3—Response of prototype with a thick (50 μm), large diameter (510 μm) membrane to
staircase voltage signal.
Note that in both Test 4 and Test 5, the contact angle on the passive surface changed very little
from its initial value during electrowetting. As a result, the capillary pressure change achieved is
not far from that which would occur in the ideal ‘no hysteresis’ case. Equation (6) shows that the
value of the passive surface’s sessile contact angle has very little effect on actuator performance [10].
The important factor for performance is whether this angle remains unchanged when electrowetting
occurs on the active surface, or whether this angle increases.
As seen in Figures 6 and 7, the response time when changing membrane deflection is quite quick,
with almost all of the deflection taking place in less than 0.2 s.
Figure 6. Test 4—Response of prototype with a thin (39 μm), small diameter (438 μm) membrane to
14 V square wave voltage signal.
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Figure 7. Test 5—Response of prototype with a thin (40 μm), small diameter (441 μm) membrane to
14 V square wave voltage signal.
5. Discussion
As the results demonstrate, capillary pressure changes due to electrowetting are an effective means
for the generation of membrane movement in microdevices, even when electrowetting occurs on only
one surface and not that containing the membrane. The displacements obtained (5–15 μm), like those
found in a previous investigation of dual-active-surface devices [6], were significantly larger than
those earlier achieved by electrostatic actuation using much higher voltage and power [4]. This paper’s
single-active-surface results opens up a range of possible variations in actuator design. Membranes
can be attached to surfaces, either active or passive, in a variety of ways and can adjoin the droplet(s)
in many arrangements [15].
The membrane displacements obtained for single-active-surface devices are about half of those
obtained by their dual active surface counterparts [6], as predicted by theory [10]. Just as experiments
with those actuators demonstrated, significant improvements in the deflection performance of
single-active-surface devices can be achieved by decreasing bridge height. With a height of 40 μm,
it should be possible to achieve 15 μm of membrane displacement using only 10 V. Thus, the range
of motion desirable for LOC applications can be achieved with membranes of typical LOC diameter
and thickness.
Experimental results show that contact angle hysteresis on the passive surface is an important
factor in affecting actuation performance for single-active-surface devices. If the angle on the passive
surface increases significantly as electrowetting occurs, the change in capillary pressure will be
substantially reduced. It is therefore desirable to engineer the passive surface to have as little contact
angle hysteresis as possible. This would be a fruitful area for further research.
Although a systematic investigation of long-term actuation behavior was not carried out, several
comments on this aspect of performance during the square wave tests are warranted. There was some
decrease in motion within the first few cycles. If the voltage was less than 14 V, the displacement
behavior settled into a steady pattern with an increasing number of cycles and further degradation
was not noted. In this case, the magnitude of the displacement motion was between 60% and 80% of
the initial displacement, depending upon the test. Charge injection was detected in tests where the
voltage exceeded 16 V.
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Abstract: Droplet manipulation by light-induced isomerization was numerically demonstrated and
investigated regarding the driving mechanism. Such a non-invasive manipulation of a droplet in
a microchannel can be realized, for example, by the use of watery solution of photoresponsive
surfactant that exhibits the isomerization. Due to variable fluid properties between the cis and
trans isomers, one-side light irradiation on a liquid column in a tube would lead to some kind of
imbalance between the two ends of the liquid column and then drive droplet migration. The present
numerical simulations of air–liquid two-phase flow and its scalar transport of the isomer, considering
the variable static contact angle, agreed quantitatively with the experimental results in terms of the
migration speed. This fact supports the contention that the droplet migration is more likely to be
driven by an imbalance in the wettability, or the contact angle. The migration speed was found to be
less dependent on the liquid-column length, but proportional to the tube diameter.
Keywords: computational fluid dynamics; droplet manipulation; lab-on-a-chip; microfluidics;
non-invasive control; photochemical reaction; photoresponsible surfactant; surface tension; two-phase
flow; wettability
1. Introduction
Droplet manipulation techniques for microfluidic devices and lab-on-a-chip have attracted much
attention in various fields such as medicine, chemistry, and biology [1–5]. This is because such
an analytic operation on a micro scale increases the surface-to-volume ratio, thus obtaining many
advantages, for instance, minituarization of samples, high-speed reaction, and downsizing of devices.
Hence, several researches have devised a method of fluid driving in a micro-scale channel by changing
the surface tension and wettability, e.g., a plasma-etched polymer nanostructure that enhances the
droplet mobility [6], dielectrophoresis that employs an electric dipole moment by immersing an
electrocode in a channel [7], and EWOD (Electrowetting on Dielectric) that generates the wettability
gradient due to static electricity [8]. However, the challenges related to those methods include not
only the fabrication of the channel but also the contamination by contact and the difficultly of flexible
and selective manipulation. An alternative method using light as an external stimulus has several
advantages such as not requiring the fabrication of a channel, simple adjustment of the stimulus,
flexible and selective manipulation, and less contamination due to the non-contact [9]. In addition,
it can be utilized on a living body due to its non-invasiveness.
There exist various ways of driving liquid by light irradiation: optical tweezers [10,11],
photothermal Marangoni flow [12–15], and photoisomerization [16–23]. Optical tweezers is a method
that uses the radiation pressure of light, but its corresponding force is very small, in the order of
Micromachines 2018, 9, 533; doi:10.3390/mi9100533 www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines180
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pico-newtons. The use of photothermal Marangoni flows should be accompanied by heat, together
with the light irradiation. This method is flexible and selectively operable, and the resulting force is
sufficient for manipulation; however, it cannot be applied to a substance that is denatured by heat.
On the other hand, the fluid manipulation by utilizing cis-trans photoisomerization can avoid the use
of heat, although it is necessary to change the fluid properties in response to light.
As shown in Figure 1, the cis-trans photoisomerization is a property in which the cis and trans
isomers are reversibly changed by light of a specific wavelength such as ultraviolet (UV) light [24].
The isomers are represented by the same molecular formula but different molecular structures.
As the molecular structure changes, fluid properties such as the contact angle and surface tension are
varied. Here, the reaction rate constant k represents a rate at which the reactants increase or decrease in a
chemical reaction. In the photoisomerization, k represents the degree of photo-induced change between
the cis isomer and the trans isomer. Azobenzene is a representative example [25–28]. In previous studies,
droplets on a substrate were manipulated by performing photoisomerization on the substrate and
changing wettability [16–20], or on photoresponsive surfactant [20–23]. Recently, Muto et al. [23]
demonstrated the manipulation of a liquid column in a millimeter-scale glass tube. Its droplet
manipulation was done by UV-light irradiation on a one-side surface of the liquid column generating
differences in the contact angle and surface tension between both sides of the finite liquid column.
The mobility of the migrated liquid column was reported to depend on the liquid column length.
However, such an experimental demonstration might often suffer from a pinning effect that cannot be
avoided, and its flow dynamics and developments of each isomer distribution are not fully understood,
thus increasing the difficulty of experimental measurement. To the authors’ knowledge, no numerical
simulation of such a liquid driving has been performed.
Visible light
( = 440 nm)
Ultraviolet light









Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the photochemical isomerization, reproduced on the basis of Ref. [23].
The cis isomer irradiated with visible light should change into the trans isomer, while the trans isomer
irradiated with ultraviolet (UV) light would change into the cis isomer. These two isomers may
exhibit different fluid properties. The rate at which the number of isomers increases or decreases by
photo-induced isomerization is expressed as a reaction rate constant k.
In order to reveal the light-induced droplet-migration phenomenon due to cis-trans isomerization
in a watery solution of photoresponsive surfactant, we carried out a numerical study of in-tube
liquid columns, considering the variable contact angle and surface tension. We used a framework of
OpenFOAM R© (version 2.3.1) [29], which is an open source software and has been verified by
benchmark tests for multiphase flows [30–34]. The Volume-of-Fluid (VoF) method [35] is used
as an interface-capturing method, and the Continuum-Surface-Force (CSF) model [36] is applied
to calculate the surface tension on liquid–air interfaces. In addition, we have implemented the
Continuous-Species-Transfer (CST) method [37] to express the cis/trans-isomer transports more
accurately. We discuss a validation with the experiment [23], and numerically investigate the isomer
distribution and the effects of the liquid column length and radius on the liquid-column migration.
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2. Problem Setting: A Photoisomerizable Liquid Column in a Tube
We focus on an experimental demonstration performed by Muto et al. [23] and employ a similar
problem setting for our numerical analysis. Figure 2 shows the present analysis object, which is a
liquid column given in an infinite straight tube with a constant radius R. The liquid column was
initially placed at the center of the computational domain. A UV light is assumed to be irradiated
on the right half of the domain: see Figure 2. The irradiation is started from the state of all trans
isomers in the liquid of interest; that is, the initial Ccis was 0 in the entire domain. Since the tube is on
the millimeter-scale, as tested by Muto et al. [23], the UV light is assumed not to decay throughout
the liquid [38]. In the simulation, we used a wedge mesh which consisted of a single grid cell in the
circumferential direction by assuming an axisymmetric flow with respect to the z axis. This allows us to
reduce the computational cost by keeping fine meshes in the other directions. While Muto et al. [23]
used a sufficiently-long open tube for their measurement, it is practically difficult to simulate such
a system rigorously. Two different boundary conditions in the z direction were tested in this study:
the periodic boundary condition (PBC) and the inlet/outlet boundary condition. On the tube surface,
the no-slip boundary condition was applied. The initial length of the gas phase on both sides of the














Figure 2. Coordinate system and configuration of an in-tube photoisomerizable liquid column to be
irradiated partially with UV light. (a) Bird’s eye view; (b) cross-sectional view. The liquid column
is initially located at the center of the tube domain and in the form of a simple column shape,
being surrounded by air. The length of the liquid column is denoted as Lc, while that of the gas
phase is Lg.
Table 1 shows the fluid properties of our present targets. Since we simulated both the air and
liquid phases simultaneously, the air properties at room temperature were given. Essentially important
properties in the present problem are the contact angle ϑ and the surface tension σ, as explained in
Section 1. Those values vary depending on the isomer, and the liquid of our interest reveals rather
hydrophilic features with the cis-isomer: the contact angle of purely cis-isomer liquid, ϑcis, is slightly
lower than that for the trans-isomer, ϑtrans. We referred to the values of ϑcis and ϑtrans measured
experimentally by the extension/contraction method, and σcis and σtrans measured by the pendant
drop method [39]. The reaction rate constant k for the photoisomerization was identified by 1H-NMR
measurement. The concentration diffusivity D for the isomer diffusion in each fluid was chosen as a
typical value: cf., Ref. [28].
Table 1. Fluid properties: ρ, density; μ, viscosity; D, mass concentration diffusivity; ϑ, static contact
angle on the solid wall; σ, surface tension; and k, reaction rate constant.
ρ (kg/m3) μ (mPa·s) D (m2/s) ϑ (◦) σ (mN/m) k (s−1)
Liquid Air Liquid Air Liquid Air Cis Trans Cis Trans
992.3 1.247 0.890 0.018 10−9 10−5 31.4 36.6 41.0 40.0 0.0225
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3. Numerical Procedure
3.1. Governing Equations for Fluid Motions
Although the actual system of our interest consists of incompressible liquid and compressible air
contained in a tube, we considered the air phase as incompressible for simulating the fluid behavior.
This assumption allows us to use the governing equations of incompressible and immiscible gas–liquid
two-phase flows: the equation of continuity
∇ · u = 0 (1)
and the Navier–Stokes equation
ρ {∂tu + (u · ∇) u} = −∇p + μ∇2u + fσ, (2)
which includes a surface tension force fσ that works on the liquid–air interfaces based on the
Continuum-Surface-Force (CSF) model [36]. In the present study, all simulations were under the
zero-gravity condition. We used the Volume-of-Fluid (VoF) method [35], which is a well-known way
to capture an interface between two different fluids. In this method, the advection equation of the VoF
function α can be written as
∂tα + (u · ∇) α = 0. (3)
The VoF function α describes the liquid fraction in each computational grid cell to determine the




1 : Liquid phase
0 : Air phase
(0, 1) : Interface
(4)
Instead of using simply Equation (3), one may compute the following equation with an artificial
term with the aim of sharpening the liquid–air interface.
∂tα + (u · ∇) α +∇ · (α (1 − α) ur) = 0. (5)
The third term on the left hand side of Equation (5) represents the artificial interface compression
term, in which the compression velocity ur is calculated, as follows:










Here, n f is the normal vector of the interface in a grid-cell control volume, φ is the mass flux,
S f is the area of the interface in the control volume, and Cα is an adjustable coefficient. While Cα can be
changed arbitrary, we decided to set Cα = 0 in this study to make unavoidable spurious currents less
pronounced, as discussed in Appendix A.1.
The local density ρ and viscosity μ at each grid cell depend on α:
ρ = ρlα + ρg (1 − α) , (7)
μ = μlα + μg (1 − α) . (8)
The surface tension term in Equation (2) is expressed as
fσ = σκ∇α (9)
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in the CSF model [36]. The unit normal vector n and the curvature κ of a local interface can be
expressed by the VoF function α, respectively, as
n =
∇α
|∇α| , κ = −∇ · n. (10)
Note here that Equation (9) includes only the normal force on the liquid–air interface, neglecting
the tangential force. The normal force induces the Laplace pressure, while the Marangoni convection
may be triggered by tangential force on the interface. Compared to the normal force, the expected
tangential force would be much smaller in this study, because the difference between σcis and σtrans is
almost negligible relative to its absolute value, as given in Table 1.
3.2. Representation of Cis-/Trans-Isomer Liquid
Since the driving force exerted on a liquid column by the cis-trans photoisomerization is induced
by the imbalance of the surface tension and contact angle (or Laplace pressure), it is necessary to
express numerically the two different states of either the cis or trans isomer and to model the exchange
between them due to the photoisomerization. Then, let us introduce Ccis, which is defined in each




1 : All cis isomer
0 : All trans isomer
(0, 1) : Mix of cis & trans isomers
(11)
Both the contact angle and surface tension were determined as a function of Ccis:
ϑ = ϑcisCcis + ϑtrans (1 − Ccis) , (12)
σ = σcisCcis + σtrans (1 − Ccis) . (13)
A validation test was performed on a simple droplet on the flat wall with a variable contact angle
that depends on Ccis, and we confirmed a reasonable Ccis-dependence of the contact angle as well as a
response of the droplet wetting to UV-light irradiation, as presented in Appendix A.2.
3.3. Transport of the Cis/Trans Isomer with the CST Method
The transport equation of the isomer ratio Ccis can be written as follows:
∂tCcis + (u · ∇)Ccis = D∇2Ccis + R, (14)
where R is the source term due to the photochemical reaction and D is the arithmetic mean diffusivity:
D = Dlα + Dg (1 − α) (15)
In the actual phenomenon, no transport of the isomer across the liquid–air interface should occur.
However, unavoidable spurious currents, i.e., numerically-artificial flows, in simulation may lead
to scalar transport across the interface. To suppress such a leakage of scalar (or Ccis in this study)
across the liquid–air interface, we implemented the Continuous-Species-Transfer (CST) method [37].
Then, Equation (14) is reformulated into
∂tCcis + (u · ∇)Ccis = ∇ · (D∇Ccis + Φ) + R, (16)
where Φ is the discontinuity term and it works at the interface, as follows:
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Φ =− (Dl − Dg) α
(
1

















The degree of suppression can be calibrated by the Henry coefficient H. We set H = 100: see also
Appendix A.1.
It should be noted that, in the present simulation, only the change from the trans to cis
photoisomerization by UV-light irradiation was expressed by
R = α {k (1 − Ccis)} δUV, (18)
but the opposite change from the cis to trans photoisomerization (by visible light) was not considered.
Because the latter photoisomerization would not provide any contribution to the liquid-droplet
migration under the present condition. Here, k in Equation (18) is the reaction rate constant of change
from trans to cis, and δUV is
δUV =
{
1 : UV-light irradiation part
0 : Others
(19)
Equation (18) expresses that the UV-photoisomerization occurs only in a liquid portion that is
irradiated with UV light, by multiplying α and δUV. Basically, Ccis = 0 should be kept in the air and/or
non-irradiated part.
4. Results
4.1. Grid Resolution: Comparative Validation with Experimental Results
Figure 3 shows our obtained migration distance zm, normalized by the liquid column length Lc,
from the initial position as a function of the irradiation time T. The instance of T = 0 corresponds to the
beginning of the simulation as well as that of the UV-light irradiation. The migration distance zm from
the initial position z0 was calculated from the axial shift of the center of gravity of the liquid column.
zm =
∫
V α · zdV∫
V αdV
− z0 (20)
According to the experimental results shown also in Figure 3, the liquid column would be
transported at a constant speed toward the UV light side (i.e., to the positive z direction). As zm/Lc
approaches 0.5, the migration speed appears to decelerate and finally the liquid column stops moving.
Note here that zm/Lc = 0.5 corresponds to the situation that the entire liquid column has just entered
the UV area. To demonstrate such phenomena in our simulation, we first examined the required grid
resolution, or the number of grids in the axial- (Nz) and radial- (Nr) directions. Our parametric study
for Nz = 500–2000 and Nr = 25–300 revealed that a combination of (Nz, Nr) = (512, 256) was required
for the case of Lc = 20 mm, as shown in Figure 3a. The linear motion in the initial stage could be
reproduced even with lower resolutions, but the migration speed was overestimated remarkably.
Furthermore, regarding the z-direction boundary condition, the periodic boundary condition (PBC)
was found to provide a better result, compared to the inlet/outlet condition.
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Muto et al. (2017)
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 (Nz, Nr) = (512, 200) PBC
 (Nz, Nr) = (512, 256) PBC
 (Nz, Nr) = (512, 300) PBC
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  (Nz, Nr) = (600, 250) PBC
Muto et al. (2017)
  Exp.
(b)
Figure 3. Temporal variations of the migration distance zm of the liquid column normalized by
the liquid column length Lc, calculated by Equation (20), and comparison with the experimental
results [23]. In the legend, ‘PBC’ represents a case with the periodic boundary condition in the
z direction. (a) Lc = 20 mm, (b) Lc = 30 mm. The tube radius is R = 1.25 mm.
As for a longer liquid column of Lc = 30 mm, we achieved good quantitative agreement with
the experimental results, as shown in Figure 3b. Similar to the shorter case mentioned above, the
liquid column exhibited an acceleration period until T < 20 s, and it attained a constant migration
speed at T ≈ 20 s. Whereas the linear motion obviously terminated before reaching zm/Lc = 0.5
in the experiment, the present simulation shows a continuous linear motion until zm/Lc reaches 0.5.
Such a deviation in this late stage of the droplet migration must be attributed to the pinning effect
that cannot be simulated with the present code. At least, in the initial stage including the linear
motion, the photoisomerization-induced droplet migration has been reasonably demonstrated by
our simulation.
Figure 4 shows the developing distribution of Ccis in the z-r section of the domain including both
the air and liquid phases. The top panel in the figure represents the initial condition. At T = 0.01 s,
the liquid–air interface is already concave due to the wettability with ϑ < 90◦ and surface tension.
This implies that the timescale of surface deformation is much faster than the reaction rate of the
photoisomerization of interest. From T = 20 s, one can recognize that the isomers in the UV-light
irradiation side changed gradually from trans to cis with time, but it can also be recognized that
an axial shift of the liquid column already occurred. Figure 5 shows the temporal variation of the
distribution of Ccis on the z-axis inside the liquid column, which is marked with a white dashed line
in Figure 4. The horizontal axis represents the z subtracted by the moving distance zm of the liquid
column: z − zm = 0 corresponds to the center of the liquid column and the air–liquid interfaces locate
at about z − zm = ±10 mm because Lc = 20 mm. As seen in the figure, Ccis increases firstly on
the UV-light irradiation side because of the photoisomerization. As time progresses, the plateau of
the Ccis profile becomes high and narrow (z − zm = 2–8 → 6–7 as T = 20 → 80), while the values
gradually start to increase also in the column that is half on the non-irradiated side. This is the result of
competition between the photoisomerization reaction and the incoming trans-isomer liquid from the
non-irradiated side. At T = 80 s, the non-zero Ccis region reaches the interface on the non-irradiated
side. This is to be expected due to the fact that the liquid column starts to decelerate its migration at
about T = 80 s. From this, we may draw the conclusion that the liquid column would stop when the
cis isomer concentrations at both sides of the liquid column are comparable.
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Figure 4. Cross-sectional views of the liquid column with a length of Lc = 20 mm and the
developing distribution of the ratio of the cis isomer, Ccis, during the droplet migration driven by
photoisomerization by a partial UV-light irradiation, at time instances of 0, 0.01, 20, 40, and 80 s
(from top to bottom). The tube radius is R = 1.25 mm. Contour shows the ratio of the cis isomer:
Ccis = 1, all cis isomers; Ccis = 0, all trans isomers. Cyan solid lines indicate the liquid–air interface
positions; purple-colored backgrounds (on the right half of the domain) represent the UV-light
irradiated parts.













      T = 0 s
 T = 20 s
 T = 40 s
 T = 60 s
 T = 80 s
 Interface
Figure 5. Temporal variation of Ccis along the white dashed line in Figure 4 for Lc = 20 mm.
The horizontal axis represents the relative position with respect to the center of the liquid column.
The interface on the UV-light irradiation side is located at z − zm ≈ 10 mm, and the opposite one is at
z − zm ≈ −10 mm.
4.2. Influence of the Liquid Column Length and Tube Radius
Furthermore, the dependence of the migration motion on the column length Lc was investigated.
Four column lengths of 5, 10, 20, and 30 mm were examined under the same system with a
fixed tube radius R = 1.25 mm, and the initial exposed column length was set to Lc/2 for all
cases. Figure 6 compares the four cases, where the profiles are plotted in a dimensional form of
millimeter versus second. From the gradient of each profile, the migration speed can be determined.
The present numerical results obviously reveal the independence of the migration speed on the
column length, at least in the initial stage of the migration. This aspect contradicts the experimental
observation [23], but this mismatch might be due to a pinning effect on an actual tube in the experiment.
With the increasing Lc, the migration distance is elongated further. The constant linear motion
is found to be at a speed of ≈ 0.15 mm/s, irrespective of Lc. This speed could be varied by changing the
fluid properties as well as the tube geometry. Further investigation on the fluid-property dependence of
the migration speed is potentially interesting for a practical application of the photoisomerization in a
droplet manipulation.
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Figure 6. Time series of the migration distance of the liquid column for different liquid column lengths,
without normalization. With R = 1.25 mm, Nz = 350–600, and Nr = 256.
The dependence on the tube radius was not investigated experimentally [23], so we numerically
examined it under the same fluid conditions but with various R. Figure 7 shows results for
R = 0.25–2.5 mm. The temporal evolution of the migration distance did not change qualitatively
with a different R, but the migration speed was found to vary significantly. Normalized by each
tube radius, the profiles are scaled well, as given in Figure 7b. According to the present numerical
result, we conjecture that the migration speed is roughly proportional to the tube radius. This aspect
is consistent with Muto et al. [23] with respect to their discussion on the net driving force F that was
exerted on the liquid column. They suggested a form of
F = 2πR (σcis cos ϑa-cis − σtrans cos ϑr-trans) , (21)
where ϑa-cis and ϑr-trans denote the advancing contact angle of the cis isomer and the receding one of the
trans isomer, respectively. Actually, Equation (21) does not relate to the column length Lc, but includes
the tube radius R, supporting also the Lc-independency observed in Figure 6.
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 R = 2.5 mm
 R = 1.25 mm
 R = 0.625 mm
 R = 0.250 mm
(a) (b)
Figure 7. Time series of the migration distance of the liquid column for different tube radii in units
of millimeter (a). In (b), the migration distance is normalized by the tube radius. With Lc = 20 mm,
Nz = 512, and Nr = 256.
Last, but not least, we would argue that the main driving force of the liquid-column migration
by photoisomerization is attributed to the difference between the static contact angles ϑcis and ϑtrans.
In the context of Equation (21), the given condition of ϑcis < ϑtrans reasonably results in F > 0.
In terms of the surface tension, σcis that is slightly larger than σtrans might also contribute to the
onset of a positive F, but a comparison such as cos ϑcis/ cos ϑtrans > σcis/σtrans (cf. Table 1) implies
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that the contact-angle variation would account for the imbalance between the two ends of the liquid
column. On the other hand, Muto et al. [23] declared that the migration was induced by a difference in
the surface tension rather than the contact angle, because they observed ϑa-cis  ϑr-trans; that is,
cos ϑa-cis < cos ϑr-trans and this fact should demand σcis  σtrans to derive the positive F from
Equation (21). However, they still suffered from difficulties in measuring the dynamics contact
angle and surface tension and did not perform quantitative evaluation. Although our conclusion
opposes their hypothesis, the quantitative agreement in the migration speed with the experimental
result supports the present conclusion that the wettability, or the contact angle, is key to the driving
force for the present droplet manipulation.
5. Conclusions
We performed numerical simulations to investigate the liquid-column migration driven by the
cis-trans photoisomerization phenomenon that was experimentally demonstrated by Muto et al. [23].
The liquid-column migration should be induced by an imbalance in the wettability, or the contact
angle and surface tension, between the two ends of the liquid column. To track the liquid–air interface,
we employed the VoF method in conjunction with the CST model and the CSF model. In order to
express the developing distribution of the cis/trans isomer, we also defined a volume–fraction ratio of
the cis isomer, on which both the contact angle and surface tension were dependent. Neglecting
the gravity, evaporation, thermocapillary, and dynamic contact angle, our simulation successfully
demonstrated the photoisomerization-induced droplet migration and achieved good agreement
with the experimental results. Our conclusion regarding the mechanism of the present droplet
manipulation is that the driving force is caused mainly by the imbalance in the wettability, or the
contact angle, between the two ends of liquid column rather than the surface tension. Through a
numerical investigation of the cis isomer distribution, which is difficult to measure experimentally,
we confirmed that the liquid-column migration terminated when the cis isomer distribution reached the
non-irradiated region. We also found that the migration speed was less dependent on the liquid-column
length and was proportional to the tube diameter.
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Appendix A. Preliminary Tests
The present simulations were executed in a framework of a customized opensourse solver in
OpenFOAM R© [29]. By tuning the solver code, we combined several schemes of the CST model
and the CSF model to obtain sharp liquid–air interfaces and to suppress scalar mass flux across the
interfaces. For those models, we should determine the optimal values of the relevant numerical
parameters. In particular, the Henry coefficient H in Equation (17) and Cα in Equation (6) are crucial
parameters. As a preliminary test to examine H and Cα, which provide a reasonable result for the
presently-given combination of fluids and scales, numerical simulations were carried out on a square
droplet. In addition, the solver code was extended to simulate the photoisomerization in a part
irradiated with UV light. To validate our code in terms of the modelling of the photoisomerization,
we simulated a droplet on a flat plate, where the relationship between the wetting width and the
contact angle is known theoretically. Figure A1 schematically illustrates the configurations of two
preliminary simulations, the results of which will be reported in the following subsections.
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Figure A1. (a) Square liquid droplet surrounded by gas without gravity. Initially, the cis isomer
(Ccis = 1) dominates in the entire droplet. (b) Semisphere droplet on a flat wall to be partially irradiated
with UV light that induces cis-trans photoisomerization. Initially, the trans isomer (Ccis = 0) dominates
in the entire domain. In this preliminary test, the trans-isomer liquid is assumed to have a contact
angle of ϑtrans = 90◦, and a UV-light irradiation area is limited only in the vicinity of the wall.
Appendix A.1. Scalar Transport Near the Interface
A square droplet with a length of D = 2.5 mm was given in the center of a computational domain:
see also Figure A1a. The computational domain size and the number of grids were Lx = Ly = 5 mm
and Nx = Ny = 100, respectively. The surface tension was fixed at σtrans = 40 mN/m, since no UV-light
irradiation was considered here. Other physical properties were the same as the liquid column driven
by the photoisomerization, as given in Table 1. By systematically changing the Henry coefficient to
H = 0.01, 1, and 100, and the interface compression value to Cα = 0, 0.5, and 1, we investigated
the degree of leakage of Ccis through the liquid–air interface and the influence of spurious currents
occurring near the interface.
Figure A2 shows the cross-sectional views of the droplet, where the interface has been deformed
into the circle shape by the surface tension. In the simulation without the CST model, we detected a
severe leakage of the cis isomer from the droplet, as shown in (b). Figure A2c also shows a significant
decrease in Ccis inside the droplet. By applying the CST model with a large Henry coefficient H = 100,
we successfully avoid an increase in Ccis outside the droplet, as visualized in (d)–(f). Non-zero Cα values
may provide more suppression of variations in Ccis outside of the droplet, but the Ccis conservation
inside the droplet would obviously suffer from the spurious currents that exist near the liquid–air
interface, as shown in (e) and (f).
In order to confirm the suppression of leakage from the droplet by employing the CST model
with Cα = 0 and H = 100, we define an index representing the conservation of Ccis in the liquid.




A Ccis · αdA
]
t=T[∫




Here, A represents the area of the computational domain, since the present simulation was
performed in two-dimensional space. This ratio Ccr would be time-dependent in simulations,
once a leakage of Ccis from the liquid to air phase occurs. In the ideal situation, Ccr should be
1 at any time. As shown in Figure A3, the case visualized also in Figure A2d indeed exhibits less
deviation from the unity value. According to this result, we have chosen the CST model with Cα = 0
and H = 100 for the main liquid-column simulation.
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Figure A2. Contour of Ccis distribution obtained at 0.2 s (except for a) after the release of a free square
droplet, for different values of H and Cα and with/without the CST model. (a) Initial state of all cases
at 0 s. (b) Cα = 0, H = 1, without the CST method. (c) Cα = 0, H = 0.01. (d) Cα = 0, H = 100.
(e) Cα = 0.5, H = 100. (f) Cα = 1, H = 100. Solid cyan line outlines the droplet shape.





















 w/o CST (C
α
 = 0, H = 1)
 w/ CST (C
α
 = 0, H = 100)
 w/ CST (C
α
 = 1, H = 100)
Figure A3. Comparison of the temporal variation of conservation of Ccis in the liquid.
Appendix A.2. Changed Static Contact Angle by Photoisomerization
An initially-hemispherical droplet with a radius of R0 = 0.5 mm was placed on the wall,
as shown in Figure A1b. The computational domain size and the number of grids were
Lx × Ly = 3 × 1 mm2 and Nx × Ny = 150 × 50, respectively. The surface tension was fixed at
σtrans = 40 mN/m without any change due to photoisomerization, but the static contract angle ranged
from ϑtrans = 90◦ to ϑcis = 30◦. The reaction rate constant in this droplet simulation was set at a
rather large value of k = 1 s−1. Other physical properties were the same as the main liquid-column
simulation, as shown in Table 1.
Figure A4 shows the cross-sectional views of the droplet, where the contact angle between the
liquid–air interface and the bottom solid wall can be observed to change gradually from the given
ϑtrans to ϑcis. Such a decrease in the contact angle can be interpreted as an increase in the wettability of
the liquid.
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Figure A4. Temporal evolution of a droplet due to the photoisomerization-induced contact-angle
change. Contour shows Ccis. The contact angles for Ccis = 0 and 1 are 30◦ and 90◦, respectively.
Solid cyan line outlines the droplet shape, and the purple-colored regions represent the UV-light
irradiation area.
The droplet wet length L can be derived theoretically from the initial droplet size R0 and the
contact angle ϑ. By assuming that the inertia should be negligible compared to the surface tension and
viscosity, the expression of
L = 2R0 sin ϑ
√
π
2 (ϑ − sin ϑ cos ϑ) (A2)
would be valid. In the present (preliminary) system, ϑ should be changed monotonically from that
for the trans isomer to that for the cis isomer as a function of Ccis, which is also time dependent in the
UV-irradiated area and can be estimated mathematically on the basis of Equation (18). In Figure A5,
the predicted evolution of the wet length is plotted with a dashed line. At T = 1 s, Ccis in the
light-irradiated liquid has attained Ccis = 1; that is, a state of all cis isomers in the vicinity of the
wall. After that, no expansion of the wet length occurs and the droplet maintains the contact angle of
ϑ = ϑcis. Also shown in Figure A5 is the result obtained by the present simulation. It can be confirmed
that the present simulation reasonably demonstrates the temporal variation of the wet length, implying
the validity of our simulation code with respect to the photoisomerization and its accompanying
variation of the wettability.
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Figure A5. Temporal variation of the wet length of the droplet with the cis-trans photoisomerization
by UV-light irradiation. The red line is a numerical result, while the black dashed line is a theoretical
solution expressed by Equation (A2).
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Abstract: While capillary forces are negligible relative to gravity at the macroscale, they provide
adequate force to effectively manipulate millimeter to micro meter objects. The fluidic actuation can
be accomplished using droplets that also act as bearings. While rotary droplet bearings have been
previously demonstrated, this paper addresses the positioning accuracy of a droplet-based bearing
consisting of a droplet between a moving plate and a stationary substrate with constrained wetting
region under a normal load. Key wetting cases are analyzed using both closed form analytical
approximations and numerical simulations. The vertical force and stiffness characteristics are
analyzed in relation to the wetting boundaries of the supporting surface. Case studies of different
wetting boundaries are presented and summarized. Design strategies are presented for maximizing
load carrying capability and stiffness. These results show that controlled wetting and opposing
droplet configurations can create much higher stiffness fluidic bearings than simple droplets.
Keywords: surface tension; capillary; bearing; wetting
1. Introduction
Due to scaling relations, capillary force becomes dominant as the length scale decreases below
the millimeter scale and can dominate from micrometer to millimeter scales [1]. The relatively large
magnitude of the capillary force has been exploited to perform mechanical operations such as grasp and
release [2,3], out-of-plane self-assembly [4], and vertical actuation via electrowetting [5]. A common
gripper configuration utilizes the tensile force exerted by a capillary bridge between two wetting
surfaces. When the surfaces are non-wetting (contact angle is greater than 90◦), a repelling force is
generated when the two surfaces are close together [6,7] as illustrated in Figure 1. Electrowetting,
an apparent change in surface energy or contact angle due to electrostatic forces acting on a surface,
can be used to modulate these forces [8,9].
A new class of bearing based on the capillary bridge was proposed by several groups and rotating
micromachines were demonstrated in references [10–14]. The bearing surfaces were patterned by either
surface coating and/or surface texture to control the location and shape of the droplet/surface contact.
Single droplets, multiple drops, and fluid rings have been used to support vertical loads by surface
tension. The advantages of this type of bearing are low friction, wear resistance and self-centering [10].
In addition, external force/torque can be applied either by external field to the rotating rotor [13] or
through the droplet [12,14] which could further reduce device size.
The same principle could be further extended to use droplets to support vertical loads in linear
translational motion. With electrowetting actuation, the droplets can serve as both bearing and actuator.
Moon and Kim demonstrated this concept by using electrowetting to move droplets which carried
a solid platform for biochemical analysis [15]. In their demonstration, a voltage was applied to
the electrodes on the actuation substrate which induced a shape change within the droplets. This
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propelled droplet translation and the droplets transferred the force to the solid platform. The force is
transferred to the moving element through the surface tension. The droplet interface on the actuated
object is constrained, by a defined wetting pattern created by a local coating and/or surface texture.
For an aqueous actuation droplet, the surface inside the wetting region is hydrophilic and outside it is
hydrophobic. Motion accuracy depends on maintaining a constant spatial relationship between the
droplet/solid surfaces of the droplet. For integrated EW-actuated linear motion, the electrowetting
effect actuates the droplet which is supporting the plate, so the bottom surface must be hydrophobic.
 
Figure 1. Tensile and compressive forces from a capillary bridge formed by two parallel surfaces.
For linear bearings, the stiffness and load carrying capacity are critical parameters. The vertical
stiffness determines the precision of the bearing in the transverse direction under varying loads.
For rotational bearings, it was noted in reference [10] that the maximum speed of the rotor was highly
dependent on the thickness of the droplet due to the viscosity of the fluid. It is important to optimize
the load and the fluid volume which have large influence on the resulting gap height. While valuable
prior work has been done on the force of capillary bridges [5,16] and their dynamics [17], these do not
consider their use as linear bearings. This paper develops static force and stiffness relations for circular
droplets supporting normal loads between two parallel plates. These provide critical information
about the load carrying capability of droplet-based bearings and the positioning accuracy at slow
speeds. Analytical approximations are compared to numerical simulation of surface forces under
varying surface constraints (wetting boundary and/or geometrical boundary). Depending on the
wetting properties of the surfaces, different stiffness and load capability can be utilized for droplet
based bearings. Based on these results, design strategies for droplet linear bearings are proposed. This
work can serve as a design guideline to implement droplet based linear bearings in electrowetting
driven application, as well as in designing droplet-based rotating machines.
2. Materials and Methods
In its simplest form, a droplet-based bearing consists of a capillary bridge formed between two
parallel surfaces. The interfacial tensions act at the triple point where the liquid, solid, and ambient
fluid meet. The angle between the liquid and solid is the contact angle. Lambert and co-workers have
shown that both the Laplace approach and interfacial energy approach are equivalent [18]. In here,
we will take the Laplace approach. Given the condition that the characteristic dimension is much less
than the capillary length
√
γ
ρg ) (where γ is the surface tension, ρ the density difference between the
droplet and the ambient, and g the acceleration due to gravity), the effect of gravity on the fluid can be
neglected. For water in an air ambient, the capillary length is approximately 2.7 mm.
As shown in Figure 2, the bottom surface is fixed and the separation distance (h) is known.
The forces acting on the top plate are the surface tension force and the pressure force. The vertical
component of the surface tension (FT) acting on the top plate is found by integrating around the
interface. For the case of a circular droplet with constant wetting angle:
FT = 2πRtop × γsin(θ) (1)
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where γ is the interfacial tension of the liquid-ambient, Rtop is the radius of the contact area and θ is
the contact angle of the liquid and top plate. The pressure force, which originates from the pressure
jump across the liquid/ambient interface can be calculated using the Laplace pressure equation:







where, R1 and R2 are the principle radii of the curved interface. Giving the separation distance (h)
between the plates, one principle radius can be found by geometry:
h = −R1 × (cos(θ) + cos(φ)) (3)
where the contact angle with the moving and stationary plates are θ and φ, respectively. The pressure
can be either positive or negative depending on the contact angles. When both angles are larger than
90◦, the pressure is positive, which acts to push the plates apart. When both angles are less than 90◦,
the resulting negative pressure force will pull the plates together. If the radius of the capillary bridge is
much larger than the separation distance (R2 >> h), the second principle radius can be approximated by
the radius of the plate contact (R2 = Rtop). The top radius is used as it will be assumed to be prescribed
while the other may vary with load. Then the normal force (FN) on the top plate is as follows:






− 2πRtop × γsin(θ)
= πRtopγ ×
[
− Rtoph (cos(θ) + cos(φ)) + 1 − 2sin(θ)
] (4)
The equation is nondimensionalized by normalizing the height (h = h/2Rtop) with the diameter





4 × h + 0.5 − sin(θ) (5)
For droplet-based bearings, the contact radius/diameter of the top surface can be controlled by
either surface coating or roughness so that inside of the wetting region, the surface is hydrophilic.
Outside of the region, the surface is hydrophobic with a contact angle greater than 90◦. The key
quantities of interest are the normal load capability and stiffness of droplets with known bottom
contact angle, plate spacing, and droplet volume. In practice, the actual contact angles may not be
known a priori at the boundary. If the contact line is at the boundary between two regions with
different effective contact angles, the contact angle can assume any value between the interior and
exterior wetting angles without moving the contact line. These relationships will be used to develop
estimates of the forces, but are not suitable for calculating actual fluid reactions in many cases of
practical interest.
The reaction forces in more general cases are calculated numerically using software such as
Surface Evolver [19]. Surface Evolver calculates the total system energy by discretizing the surface
and summing a series of surface and line integrals. The equilibrium shape is found by gradient-based
energy minimization. In the simulation, a droplet with defined volume and contact angle condition on
the top and bottom plate was constrained between two planes that represented the substrate (bottom)
and moving plate (top). An example of the simulation boundaries is presented in Figure 3. The effect of
gravity was not included since the desired operating range of the droplet based bearing is substantially
less than the capillary length.
Once the equilibrium shape of the surface was found, a small displacement in the z direction
(50 μm) was applied and the energy change was calculated. The normal force was found using the
principle of virtual work (Fz = dE/dz) [20,21]. Results of surface evolver calculations are compared
to the limiting closed form approximations (Equation (5)) for relevant wetting boundary conditions
below. These numerical predictions of normal forces for a range of wetting conditions and droplet/gap
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ratios will be compared to simplified assumptions based on the analytical solutions. These results will
be used to identify promising configurations for high stiffness fluidic bearings.
 
Figure 2. Capillary bridge between two parallel surfaces. When the top and bottom contact angles
(θ and φ) are greater than 90◦, the pressure force (Fp) pushes the top plate upwards and the surface
tension force (FT) acts downwards to pull the plates together. The two principle radii of curvature
(R1 and R2) can be are used to calculate the pressure difference across the interface and RTop is the
contact radius of the droplet to the top plate.
 
Figure 3. An example of the simulation boundaries. Inside the red lines, the surface energy is defined
by low contact angle (10◦). Outside the red lines, high surface energy is defined by large contact angle
(110◦–165◦).
3. Results
An effective fluid bearing must be able to support the normal loads applied and should also
have a high stiffness to minimize the displacement caused by changes in applied forces. While the
force and stiffness are linearly dependent on surface tension, the droplet diameter, the substrate/plate
gap, and contact line constraints will nonlinearly impact the performance of the fluid bearing. This
paper considers the impact of the droplet aspect ratio (gap height/diameter) for three different wetting
arrangements in a simple fluid bearing for different contact line constraint conditions.
3.1. Type 1—Uniform Wetting
For axisymmetric wetting, without wetting boundaries, the contact angles of the top and bottom





2 × h + 0.5 − sin(θ) (6)
This case is used as a bench mark for the Surface Evolver simulation. The surface tension for all
types was fixed at 0.072 N/m. The variables used are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Simulation parameters used.
Droplet volume 5–50 μL (5 μL increments)
Contact angle (both top and bottom) 165◦, 120◦, 110◦
Gap height 0.5–3.0 mm
The normal force at each condition was extracted and the resulting forces and the top contact
diameter were extracted from the models and the normalized values are summarized in Figure 4.
When normalized, the force for a given contact angle collapses to a single curve for all droplet volumes.
The simulation data (markers) agrees well with Equation (6) predictions (solid lines) for small values of
aspect ratio for all contact angles. Good agreement is seen at larger aspect ratios and for contact angles
closer to 90◦ where the assumptions in Equation (6) are most accurate. For large contact angles (165◦),
Equation (6) over predicts compared to the simulation, especially at larger aspect ratios. The error
arises from using the contact radius as a principle radius of curvature and assuming cylindrical droplet
shape for calculating the diameter. However, Equation (6) gives a good approximation of forces over
the design region of greatest interest (small aspect ratios) for all contact angles evaluated.
At large aspect ratios, the droplet force is relatively insensitive to the aspect ratio, but this equates
to a low stiffness. However, when the aspect ratio is less than 0.1 the slope is much higher—creating a
stiffer bearing in which position is less sensitive to applied loads. Alternatively, the higher normal
force could allow the bearing diameter to be reduced for the same force/stiffness capacity.
Figure 4. Normalized force vs. normalized height, Type 1. For a symmetric capillary bridge on a non-
wetting surface, the contact angles are the same top and bottom, circular, triangle and square marks are
the simulation results for contact angles of 165◦, 120◦ and 100◦, respectively. Each data set includes
simulation results for 10 droplet volumes used (5–50 μL). The solid lines are the calculated values from
Equation (6).
For hydrophobic surfaces, the surface tension forces pull the moving plate toward the substrate—
opposite the pressure force. As the contact angle increases, the surface tension has a smaller normal
components and acts to increase the pressure increases resulting in much larger normal forces. Figure 5
shows the calculated force per unit contact area on the top plate with a 50 μL droplet at various contact
angles from Equation (6). As the contact angles increase from 100◦ to 165◦, the force increases by a
factor of 5 or more (see Figure 5). Higher contact angles and/or smaller aspect ratios should be used to
support larger vertical loads.
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Figure 5. Force per unit area calculated from Equation (6). Each line indicates the different contact
angles used for the top and bottom surfaces. The droplet’s volume was fixed at 50 μL.
3.2. Type 2—Defined Wetting Region
In a practical bearing, the droplet contact line must be constrained relative to one of the plates
while sliding across the other. This could be done by defining a specific wetting region on one plate
while the other plate remains hydrophobic—breaking the symmetry of the droplet wetting. This
non-symmetric wetting was simulated in Surface Evolver using a hydrophilic circular region on
the top (moving) plate (contact angle = 10◦) with different wetting radius (Rtop = 2, 3, and 4 mm).
The remainder of the top surface and the entire bottom were non-wetting (contact angle = 165◦).
Droplet volume was fixed at 50 μL. The vertical forces were extracted and then normalized by the
top contact diameter and compared to Type 1 performance for various droplet heights. The result is
presented in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Normalized force vs. Normalized height with Type 2 wetting. The force were normalized by
the product of the surface tension, π and the top contact diameter. The circles are the simulation result
from Type 1 (symmetric non-wetting, contact angle: 165◦), the line is the prediction from Equation (6).
The cross, square, and triangle marks are the simulation results for different wetting radius (4, 3, 2 mm)
when the droplet’s volume was fixed at 50 μL. The inset shows the wetting region on the top plate.
As the gap height betweent the plate decrease, the droplet sperad out to the non-wetting region.
At small heights, the force follows the Type 1 curve until the wetting region on the top plate
reaches the edge of the wetting region. As aspect ratio continues to increase (height grows), the force
drops dramatically relative to the Type 1 case as the bottom plate contact area decreases while the
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top contact line remains stationary. While the lower normal force in this region is undesirable, the
increased stiffness in the transition region is favorable for reducing variation in plate positioning with
applied normal forces. For a given wetting area, this also allows the bearing to operate at a higher
gap height with favorable stiffness. Larger gaps and smaller aspect ratios should reduce the drag
introduced by the fluids in a linear actuator.
3.3. Type 3—Constrained Top Wetting
Physical constraints can also be added to the edge of the wetting region to reliably constrain
the wetting boundary even beyond 180◦ (measured relative to the horizontal surface). This could
be accomplished using a protruding surface as illustrated in Figure 7. This effect was modeled in
Surface Evolver model by constraining the interface so that it could not move beyond the wetting
region. The resulting force increases at a much faster rate than Type 1 and 2 as seen in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Normalized force vs. normalized height with Type 3 wetting. Results are compared to
predictions from Equation (6), the simulation result from Type 1 (symmetric non-wetting, contact angle:
165◦, droplet volume 50 μL). The inset shows the wetting region and geometrical constrain on the top plate.
The Type 3 design can increase the working range of the bearing from 0.1 aspect ratio (h/D) to at
least 0.25. This would be the most favorable design for droplet based bearings. High stiffness and large
force could be achieved with larger gap height when the contact line is constrained by both geometry
and wetting. As discussed earlier, the viscous drag introduced by the droplet could impose a speed
limit on the bearing. By operating at larger height, the drag would be reduced and the maximum
speed of the bearing could be increased.
4. Discussion
This analysis provides insight into droplet and wetting arrangements that will provide the most
accurate fluidic bearing in electrowetting and other applications. To achieve precise translational
motion in the x-y plane, the relative motion between the top plate and droplet interface on the substrate
needs to be minimized. Type 2 and 3 limit the relative motion by constraining the contact line on the
moving plate. For a given contact area, smaller droplet volumes would require less gap height to
resist the same normal force. Stiffness increases significantly when the top edge is better constrained
(Type 3).
For a typical application the size and weight of the plate being carried is fixed. Equation (6) indicates
droplet-based bearings favor a large diameter or small gap height. Since the pressure force scales with
the diameter squared, larger contact areas can support larger loads. However, a single droplet bearing
does not provide much stiffness in rotation about the x and y axis [22] and would add additional
uncertainty in plate placement [23]. When multiple droplets support the plate, rotations about the x and
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y-axes are resisted by the z-stiffness of the droplets. Since two droplets define a line and three droplets
define a plane, three droplets would be an appropriate minimum. However, variation in the droplet
volume could cause orientation errors which would be reduced by using additional droplets to average
out random variation. Additionally, the x and y displacement stiffness is proportional to the droplet
circumference which increases when more droplets are used.
Some case studies are used to demonstrate the tradeoffs when designing such bearing. All the
calculations are based on Equation (6) (Although the equation is only applicable to Type 1 wetting
described above, the calculated force should match closely to Type 2 and 3 at the design point where
they intersect the unconstrained droplet force line. While Equation (6) does not predict the stiffness of
Type 2 & 3 droplets, it does provide a lower bound for stiffness in these cases.
4.1. Design Case 1—Fixed Gap Height
In this first case study (Figure 8), the normal force and the gap height are held constant.
The number of droplets and the droplet volume are the variables. The calculated force should be
applicable for all types of wetting, but the calculated stiffness is for Type 1 only. From earlier analysis,
the stiffness for Type 2 and 3 wetting should be higher than the idealized condition presented here.
 
Figure 8. Case study 1: fixed gap height (1 mm) and fixed load (1078 μN). The wetting areas (hydrophilic)
are the shaded region. This case compares single vs. multiple droplets for bearing application.
For a square glass plate (density 2200 kg/m3) with dimension of 10 × 10 × 0.5 mm, the minimal
force needed to support the weight of the plate is 1078 μN. Assuming an air ambient and water
droplets with surface tension 0.072 N/m, and 110◦ contact angle on a Cytop coating. At 1 mm gap
height, a single 6.8 mm diameter droplet would provide sufficient force to support the plate. However,
due to stability issues mentioned above, multiple droplets are preferred. Table 2 shows the impact on
the aspect ratio, total droplet area, and the projected length (proportional to the magnitude of an EW
actuation force) when using multiple droplets. The supporting force is calculated using Equation (6).
This is most accurate for small values of aspect ratio and contact angles near 90◦ and should be a good
approximation for these cases (h/D < 0.3, CA = 110◦). As the droplets are parallel springs, the total
stiffness is the number of droplets multiplied by the stiffness of a single droplet.
Table 2. Case study of droplet(s) supporting a fixed load at constant gap height, the contact angle is















1 36.3 0.147 6.8 1.8067 36.3 6.8
3 16.6 0.217 4.6 2.48031 49.9 13.8
5 12.6 0.25 4 3.12578 62.8 20
7 10.8 0.27 3.7 3.7443 75.3 25.9
The table above shows the same load could be supported by a number of possible configurations,
depending on the design goal. If the normal force per unit area were the main concern, the larger
droplet should be used. If the stiffness is the driving parameter, multiple small droplets could achieve
higher stiffness. If the actuation force from electrowetting is to be maximized, maximum allowable
number of droplet should be used due to the larger project length from multiple droplets.
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4.2. Design Case 2–Fixed Stiffness and Droplet Diameter
External disturbances such as gravity, shock and vibration will introduce positioning error. When
the gap height is small, minor displacement in the vertical direction could cause a large droplet diameter
change. This could cause the spacing between the droplets to decrease until they merge. To account for
the external disturbance, the stiffness needs to be considered. This case study (Figure 9) uses the same
loading (1078 μN) and plate area (100 mm2) as above. Instead of fixing the gap height, the bearings
are designed for a maximum displacement of the top plate of ±10 μm at 150% overloading. This can




m ). Other parameters such
as the surface tension and contact angle remain the same (0.072 N/m, 110◦, respectively). The same
droplet diameters were used. The gap height is adjusted by varying the volume of the droplet. The
same calculation were performed using Equation (6). As seen in Table 3, the aspect ratio needs to
be much smaller than the previous case in order to meet the high stiffness requirement. All other
outcomes such as the total area required and the actuation force are unaffected due to the fixed wetting
diameter. The force approximation is suitable for all wetting conditions. However, due to the higher
stiffness of Type 2/3 wetting, the gap height could be much larger for the same stiffness when Type 2/3
wetting is employed.
 
Figure 9. Case study 2: fixed stiffness (162 N/m) and fixed droplet diameter. The wetting areas (hydrophilic)
are the shaded region. This case evaluates the impact on droplet volume and gap height when designing
for stiffness.
Table 3. Case study of droplet(s) with constant stiffness (162 N/m), the contact angle is 110◦ top and















1 3.8 0.015452 6.8 0.105 36.3 6.8
3 2.1 0.026764 4.6 0.123 49.9 13.8
5 1.7 0.034553 4 0.138 62.8 20
7 1.6 0.040883 3.7 0.151 75.3 25.9
Another effect of the tradeoffs between design for force and stiffness can be seen in the rapid
decrease in the volume of droplets. About one order of magnitude of reduction in volume is required
for the increased stiffness. These small volumes could accentuate another error source—droplet volume
variation could impact the alignment precision in the x-y plane. This could be offset by increasing the
number of droplets to average out random variations which has the benefit of increased gap height for
the same force/stiffness values.
4.3. Opposing Droplets
For linear bearing application, the normal force and the stiffness under loading are the primary
interests. Higher force enables a larger loading capability and high stiffness would improve the rigidity
of the joint. For optimal stiffness and force in the vertical direction, the plate should have both wetting
and geometrical constraints. In addition, a preload on the droplet would force the bearing to operate
at a higher stiffness range (case 3). In the prior cases, the preload is applied by gravity which makes
the plate position sensitive to orientation. Alternatively, we propose a symmetrical droplet bearing
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which uses opposing droplets to apply a preload to the plate, the resulting force/stiffness could be
symmetrical around the middle point which could further increase the reliability of the device—either
orientation around the x—y plane is possible. The simplified case with no wetting contrast (Type 1) is
analyzed below (Figure 10).
To illustrate the force-displacement relation, calculations based on Equation (6) were performed.
The force is then normalized by the equilibrium diameter (D’) times πγ and the change in height
with respect to the middle point (dz) was divided by the equilibrium diameter (D’). The results are
presented in Figure 11. The main assumption is that the weight of the plate is counteracted by the
buoyancy force (plate density ≈ ambient fluid density) and all the fluid contacts are non-wetting
(Type 1). Implementation of Type 2/3 wetting would significantly increase system stiffness but the
trends would be similar. The contact angle values used in the calculation were 165◦ for both top and
bottom. The maximum allowable gap height is fixed at 1, 0.5 and 0.25 mm for both top and bottom
gap (without the thickness of the middle plate, hTop = hBottom). The droplet volume was 50 μL each.
 
Figure 10. Opposing droplet configuration. Two identical droplets are used to provide support on
either side of the center plate. Both the top and bottom plates are fixed. The resulting force and stiffness
is symmetrical around the midpoint (Z = 0). The left and right illustrations shows the droplet shape
when the center plate is displaced around the balance point.
(A)                                            (B) 
Figure 11. Opposing droplet configuration for optimal stiffness and precise z-location. (A) the normalized
force from both the top and the bottom droplets are plotted against the normalized height (change in
height divided by the nominal droplet diameter, dh/D’), the equilibrium height is 1 mm for both top and
bottom gap. (B) Fixed gap heights with changing diameters. The contact angle used in calculation was
165◦ and the surface tension value used was 0.072 N/m.
As seen in Figure 11A, the top and the bottom droplets exert the same force but in opposite
directions around the center (dotted lines), the total force follows a non-linear but symmetrical curve
(solid line). When designing the bearing, the droplet contact area could be specified and the height
can be tailored to target stiffness. Due to the symmetric force, the location of the plate and/or the
stiffness in the z-direction could be fine-tuned by using either the volume of the droplet, the wetting
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pattern or the gap height, to change the preload on the bearing and further improve stiffness as seen in
Figure 11B. As the total gap height decreases the droplets are preloaded and the effective stiffness of
the droplet bearing increases.
5. Conclusions
The normal force of a capillary bridge between two parallel surfaces was analyzed using both
Laplace-based calculation and simulation. The force-deflection response of three wetting conditions—
uniform wetting, defined wetting region and constrained top-wetting were analyzed using numerical
simulation and compared to a simplified closed form approximation. This approximation is shown
to provide useful reference information for predicting key aspects of each wetting type. For all cases,
smaller gaps create higher stiffness and larger forces. The peak force and stiffness are achieved with
geometrical constraints on the top plate that enable effective contact angles above 180◦ at the edge of
the wetting boundary.
For ultimate precision, an opposing droplet configuration was proposed. Simplified force analysis
showed a symmetrical stiffness response due to the preloading effect. The stiffness could be further
fine-tuned by changing the total gap height. For linear droplet bearing actuated by electrowetting,
a series of design cases were presented to demonstrate the advantage of using multiple droplets to
support the same load. The larger actuation force capability of multiple droplets could improve the
speed of the actuator. When designing such actuators, the total area and the gap height should be the
driving parameters to meet required load and stiffness performance levels.
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Abstract: Anisotropic ratchet conveyors (ARCs) are a recently developed microfluidic platform that
transports liquid droplets through a passive, microfabricated surface pattern and applied orthogonal
vibrations. In this work, three new functionalities are presented for controlling droplet transport on
the ARC system. These devices can pause droplet transport (ARC gate), decide between two pathways
of droplet transport (ARC switch), and pass droplets between transport tracks (ARC delivery junction).
All devices function solely through the modification of pinning forces acting on the transported
droplet and are the first reported devices that can selectively control droplet timing and directionality
without active (e.g., thermal, electrical, or magnetic) surface components.
Keywords: droplet transport; microfluidics; vibrations; contact line oscillation; asymmetric surfaces;
anisotropic ratchet conveyor
1. Introduction
Anisotropic ratchet conveyors (ARCs) are a type of digital microfluidic (DMF) system that can
transport an individual liquid droplet or many droplets in parallel through a passive micropatterned
surface and applied orthogonal vibrations. The functionality of ARC devices comes from two primary
features: (1) an anisotropic surface pattern of periodically occurring curved structures or “rungs,”
and (2) oscillation of the contact line or “footprint” of the droplet on the substrate, induced by the
applied orthogonal vibrations [1]. The asymmetry of the surface pattern creates a difference in pinning
forces between leading and trailing edges of the droplet. The applied vibrations cycle the contact line
between wetting, de-wetting, and equilibrium phases. This combination produces a net force in the
direction of the leading edge, which essentially causes the droplet to take a step through each vibration
cycle (Figure 1) [1–3].
While ARCs do not offer the robust programmability available to electrowetting-on-dielectric
(EWOD) or dielectrophoresis (DEP)-based DMF systems [4–6], this platform provides the ability to
handle liquid droplets with a passive surface pattern and a globally applied sinusoidal vibration
(e.g., a speaker). This configuration allows for droplets to be driven with a single signal source,
which substantially simplifies the circuitry and programming required to operate an ARC system.
Like EWOD and DEP systems, the ability of ARCs to handle liquid in the form of discrete droplets
can reduce required sample volumes and reagent quantities compared to continuous flow devices.
Droplets also provide a form of ‘compartmentalization’, wherein the contents of each droplet are
individually isolated, preventing undesirable interactions between samples or reagents [4].
The simple microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)-based fabrication process allows for
high-throughput manufacturing of ARC devices, which could provide for inexpensive ARC chips with
integrated MEMS components or electronic sensors. Such a system could fill the niche for diagnostic
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or analytic applications that require more process control or measurement accuracy than paper-based
or passive microfluidic systems [7,8]. The simplicity of this system makes it a good candidate for
field-ready or point-of-contact (where the sample is first encountered in the field) tests, potentially
enabling a point-of-contact platform with improved clinical utility [9–11], or for molecular (nucleic
acid) assays that are less expensive and more easily deployable [12–14]. Furthermore, ARCs could
also provide a useful research tool, such as in applications for automating protein [15] or nucleic
acid [16] purification.
 
Figure 1. Principles of anisotropic ratchet conveyor (ARC) functionality. ARC systems transport
droplets through an anisotropic surface pattern composed of periodically occurring curved rungs
(black) defined by a hydrophobic background (white). This asymmetric geometry creates a difference
in pinning between leading and trailing edges of the contact line or “footprint” of the droplet (A).
Applied orthogonal vibrations induce the contact line to oscillate between wetting, de-wetting and
equilibrium states (B–D). This combination results in a net force through each vibration cycle that
transports droplets.
However, before any applications for an automated ARC platform can be realized, the functional
toolbox available to ARC systems must be expanded. Thus, we have developed three new modules for
the ARC system: (1) ARC gates that can selectively pause droplet transport, (2) ARC switches that
can select the direction of droplet transport between two paths, and (3) ARC delivery junctions that
can controllably deliver droplets on a convergent path. In electrowetting systems, these functions are
innately enabled by the position of electrodes, with respect to the droplets, being activated [4,17,18].
On ARC systems, functionality is dictated by the design of the passive surface pattern. Therefore, each
droplet function on ARC systems must be enabled with a specific design strategically placed on chip.
The following sections will demonstrate how the design of the surface pattern on these ARC modules
pairs with the applied vibrations to enable essential functions for automated liquid handling processes
on ARC systems.
2. Materials and Methods
All ARC devices used in this work are fabricated by patterning an oxidized silicon wafer with
photoresist. Exposed regions of the wafer are coated with fluorooctyltrichlorosilane (FOTS). The resist
is then stripped with acetone, revealing hydrophilic (contact angle < 5◦ [19]) silicon dioxide (SiO2)
rungs defined by the hydrophobic (contact angle of approximately 105◦ [19]) FOTS background
(Figure A1). At rest, both leading and trailing edges exhibit a contact angle near a native FOTS surface,
but the contact angles at the two edges differ during forced vibration as a result of the asymmetric
ARC pattern [20]. Images of ARC designs are captured prior to resist stripping and superimposed for
clarity, as the final ARC devices in this work are invisible to the naked eye.
For all experiments in this work, 10 μL droplets of deionized water (diH2O) were driven on ARC
substrates with sinusoidal vibrations produced by a function generator and an electromagnetic motor.
Target frequencies were applied through the programming of the function generator. The acceleration
amplitude of applied vibrations was measured with a laser-Doppler vibrometer, and images of moving
droplets were captured with a high-speed camera. Measurements of droplet edge displacement were
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performed in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) using custom scripts. All numeric data is
presented as mean ± standard deviation.
3. Results and Discussion
ARC tracks are characterized by the minimum acceleration amplitude at which the substrate must
be vibrated to initiate droplet transport (ARC threshold). This threshold is known to be dependent
on volume and material properties of the droplet (e.g., surface tension) and the interaction of the
droplet footprint with the ARC surface pattern [19,20]. Similarly, devices presented in this work are
characterized for droplets 10 μL in volume and different behaviors are to be expected if the size or
liquid of the droplet are sufficiently altered. However, the scaling of droplet behavior on ARC devices
is predictable [20], and it is expected that scaling of the feature size for these devices could in turn
accommodate a wider range of sizes and liquid properties.
3.1. Effects of Duty Cycle
On ARC patterns used in this work, we define rung duty cycle as the width of the hydrophilic
rung divided by the hydrophobic period (center to center distance) between rungs (Figure A1).
ARC designs used here consisted of 10 μm wide rungs with a radius of 1000 μm and a period of
60 μm or 120 μm, providing for a duty cycle of 16.6% or 8.3%, respectively (Figure 2). The ARC
threshold of the SiO2-FOTS tracks was first determined over a range from 60 to 100 Hz (Figure 2E).
We observed that the ARC threshold profiles, although not identical, were relatively similar on tracks
with both 8.3% and 16.6% duty cycles. Additionally, the transition from 8.3% to 16.6% duty cycle
also demonstrated an overlapping ARC threshold profile. However, the ARC threshold for the
transition from 16.6% to 8.3% duty cycle exhibited a unique profile with significantly higher vibration
thresholds above 60 Hz. The observed increase in ARC threshold is due to the combination of increased
pinning on the higher duty cycle region (trailing edge—facing the direction opposite of transport)
and increased slip (de-wetting) on the lower duty cycle region (leading edge—facing the direction of
transport—Figure A2). Essentially, the high duty cycle region creates more drag on the trailing edge,
requiring a larger vibration amplitude to initiate transport.
 
Figure 2. Rung duty cycle modulates ARC threshold. The ARC threshold for droplet transport (10 μL
diH2O) was measured on ARC tracks with 8.3% (A) and 16.6% (B) duty cycles, and transitions from
8.3% to 16.6% (C) and 16.6% to 8.3% (D). Only the transition from 16.6% to 8.3% required a significantly
higher ARC threshold at frequencies above 60 Hz (E). The dotted green line indicates 70 Hz response
used in subsequent experiments with ARC gates. Scale bar = 200 μm.
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3.2. Anisotropic Ratchet Conveyor (ARC) Gates
The effects of duty cycle transitions were then employed to enable “ARC gates”, which can
selectively pause droplet transport based on the signal of the applied vibrations. Droplet gates were
developed by nesting a region with a higher (16.6%) duty cycle within a track composed of a lower
(8.3%) duty cycle. Droplets driven by vibrations below the ARC threshold for the gate will pass
through the transition from low to high duty cycle, but will pause on the transition from 16.6% to
8.3% duty cycle. When the vibration signal is increased above the ARC threshold for the gate, droplet
transport will resume. Additionally, if a droplet is driven with a vibration above the ARC threshold
for the gate before entering the gate, then it will pass through without stopping (Figure A3).
Stopping droplets on an ARC chip was previously achievable by turning off the vibration signal.
However, this would stop all droplets being transported on a chip. ARC gates provide the ability to
pause a single droplet without affecting the transport of other droplets on chip. For example, Figure 3
(also shown in Video S1) demonstrates how droplets with unique transport paths can be synchronized
with ARC gates. On this chip, three droplets, each on a distinct ARC path, are transported by vibrations
below the ARC threshold for the gate. The transport of each droplet will be paused once it reaches
the gate. This allows for droplets on longer paths, such as the droplet on the left, or droplets that are
performing processes elsewhere on chip to continue their transport. Once all three droplets have lined
up on the gates, the vibration amplitude is increased, resuming the transport of all droplets in a tight
distribution. In addition to synchronization, these gates can also be applied on an ARC system to
hold droplets over a detection region or sensor, controllably mix droplets in the same transport path
(Figure A4 and Video S2), and control the timing or sequencing of a droplet on chip.
 
Figure 3. Droplet synchronization with ARC gates. Droplets transported on unique ARC paths
with vibrations below the threshold of the ARC gate will pause at the transition from 16.6% to 8.3%
duty cycle (indicated by the white arrow). Droplets will remain indefinitely at this position in the
ARC gate, which allows droplets on all transport paths to line up (ARC patterns are superimposed
in grey). Increasing the vibration signal above the gate threshold continues droplet transport in
a tight distribution.
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3.3. Anisotropic Ratchet Conveyor (ARC) Switches
A transition in duty cycle changes the balance of pinning forces along one dimension of the
droplet (between the leading and trailing edges). To understand how this balance of forces responds
to changes in two dimensions, we added a second track perpendicular to the main track. In this case,
pinning forces act on the leading and trailing edges of the droplet like a normal ARC track, but when
the droplet reaches the perpendicular track, pinning forces also act on one side of the droplet. We found
this simple combination provides an intersection, or switch, that can dictate the direction of droplet
transport based on the applied vibration signal (Figure 4). Previously, switches on ARC systems
had been realized through pairing with electrowetting [21], but the switches presented here are the
first to provide the capability of controlling droplet directionality with no active surface components.
The threshold profile for ARC switches was determined as previously discussed. However, switches
have two thresholds—(1) the vibration required for a droplet to be transported through the intersection
on the main track (straight—Video S3) and (2) the vibration required for the droplet to turn onto the
perpendicular track (turn—Video S4). Expectedly, turning is more efficient when the duty cycle of the
perpendicular track is higher than that of the main track (Figure A5).
 
Figure 4. ARC switches can select direction of droplet transport. Image sequence shows droplets
transported on an ARC switch having a main track of an 8.3% duty cycle with a perpendicular track of
a 16.6% duty cycle. Droplets transported at 50 Hz and 3.6 g (A) contact the perpendicular track but
move straight through the intersection. Vibrations of 60 Hz and 3.9 g (B) provide sufficient wetting
and aspect ratio to turn the droplets at the intersection.
Data gathered from videos of droplets on the switches (shown in supplementary information)
also indicate that two conditions must be met for turning to occur. The first condition is that the
droplet edges must expand enough to contact the perpendicular track (Figure A6A). Although this
condition is somewhat trivial, it suggests that these switches could innately sort droplets based on
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volume, as small droplets would be unable to sufficiently expand to contact the perpendicular track.
The second condition is that the aspect ratio (length of the droplet in the direction of the main track
divided by the width of the droplet perpendicular to the track) during wetting must be low enough
(i.e., the droplet must be wide enough) for the pinning forces of the perpendicular track to dominate
and change the direction of the droplet (Figure A6B). Furthermore, the shape of the droplets was
always circular or elliptical and the formation of additional nodes was not observed. This indicates
that a change in vibration mode [22,23] is not responsible for these observations.
3.4. Anisotropic Ratchet Conveyor (ARC) Delivery Junctions
Passing droplets from one track to another is an important capability that is necessary for mixing
droplets processed on alternate paths or derived from different sources. However, this function is
non-trivial with ARC systems because simply merging two paths can create a local concentration of
pinning forces (hydrophilic regions) that can impede transport through these regions (i.e., droplets get
stuck). In order to provide this functionality to our ARC system, droplet junctions were developed
that can deliver a droplet to an adjacent track without compromising transport of droplets on either
track. This was accomplished by connecting the two tracks with hydrophilic guides. The spacing of
these guides was adjusted to provide for delivery of a droplet from the terminating track without
compromising the transport of droplets along the main track (i.e., if the guides are too close together
droplets will get stuck at the junction, but if they are too far apart the droplet on the terminating track
cannot be delivered to the main track). We hypothesize that the hydrophilic guides promote delivery
from the terminated track by wicking or pulling the droplet edge towards the main track. When paired
with the correct vibration signal, pinning forces on the main trail will overtake the droplet from the
terminating track. Due to these interactions of droplets from different directions, two thresholds also
exist for the delivery junctions: (1) Pass—the vibration amplitude required for the droplet to travel on
the main track and pass the hydrophilic guides without getting stuck, and (2) Deliver—the vibration
amplitude required to transfer a droplet from the terminating track onto the main track (Figure A7).
Interestingly, the relationship of the pass and deliver thresholds appears quite similar to that for
ARC gates.
Additionally, we discovered that these thresholds also provide distinct droplet behaviors when
two droplets meet at this junction. Under vibration parameters that meet the conditions for passing
the junction but not delivery, a droplet will be held at the junction while the droplet on the main track
passes by. The droplets will remain separate, even though they appear to nearly touch (supplementary
videos), and the droplet at the junction can be later delivered with appropriate vibration signal
(Figure 5A and Video S5). However, if vibration parameters for delivery are applied, the droplets
will merge at the junction, and the merged droplet will be subsequently delivered to the main track
(Figure 5B and Video S6). Thus, this seemingly simple configuration presents a large variety of possible
functions that can be performed through strategic selection of vibration parameters.
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Figure 5. Delivery junctions can transfer and mix droplets. Droplets on a terminated track can be
delivered to a main track with a delivery junction. At this intersection droplets can (A) pass by each
other or (B) merge depending on the applied vibration signal. Most importantly, delivery junctions
accomplish this functionality without impeding transport of droplets on the main track.
4. Conclusions
ARCs are a recently developed microfluidic platform that transports liquid droplets through
a passive surface pattern and orthogonal vibrations. The facile fabrication and operation of ARC
devices shows much potential to meet applications in low-cost diagnostic and analytic applications.
In this work, we demonstrate new expansions to the ARC functional toolbox with the development of
ARC gates, switches, and delivery junctions. All three modules derive their utility by changing the
balance of pinning forces between edges of a transported droplet, either in one or two dimensions.
ARC gates can controllably pause droplet transport through an increase in pinning forces at the trailing
edge of a droplet, ARC switches provide control over droplet direction at an intersection by applying
pinning forces at a side edge of the droplet, and ARC delivery junctions use hydrophilic guides to
transfer droplets between tracks without impeding transport. In short, this system combines a simple
hardware platform with a sequence of sine wave signals. Expanding on this work, future ARC devices
could perform complex protocols that require conditional processing steps, or sequential regimens.
5. Patents
This work resulted in US Provisional Patent Applications No. 62/281,879 and No. 62/302,948
that have been converted into an International Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) Patent
(PCT/US2017/014529) entitled “Contact-Line-Driven Microfluidic Devices and Methods”.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2072-666X/8/12/363/s1,
Video S1. Droplet synchronization on ARC gates; Video S2. Merging droplets on ARC gates; Video S3. ARC switch
straight direction; Video S4. ARC switch turn direction; Video S5. Passing droplets on ARC delivery junctions;
Video S6. Merging droplets on ARC delivery junctions.
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Appendix A
 
Figure A1. ARC fabrication and duty cycle. SiO2-FOTS ARCs are fabricated on a silicon wafer with
an SiO2 surface layer (A-i). The ARC design is patterned with photoresist (A-ii) and the wafer is coated
with FOTS (A-iii). Stripping the resist reveals the hydrophilic SiO2 pattern (A-iv). Rung duty cycle is
defined as the width of the rungs (10 μm) divided by the period between rungs. For example, a 120 μm
period (B) provides a duty cycle of 8.3%.
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Figure A2. Increased trailing edge mobility reduces slip at leading edge. De-wetting sequence
(A—figure overlay) demonstrates the difference in droplet response when vibrated on a 16.6% to
8.3% duty cycle transition at 4 g and 8.5 g. Measurements of droplet edges (A—table) indicate slip
(de-wetting) and spread (wetting) is the same for both edges at 4 g. Raising the vibration amplitude
to 8.5 g increased the spread of the trailing edge, but actually reduced the spread of the leading edge.
However, this resulted in a lower slip at the leading edge and higher slip at the trailing edge (compared
to spread), which provided for droplet transport. Real-time positions of droplet edges (with respect
to the droplet center at 0) at 4 g (B) and 8.5 g (C) demonstrate how these observed differences in slip
and spread translate to net transport at 8.5 g. Note that at the leading edge, spread is in the positive
direction (direction of net transport) and slip is in the negative direction, conversely, at the trailing edge,
spread is in the negative direction while slip is in the positive direction. Additionally, slip is defined as
the distance from maximum to minimum wetting, while spread is the distance from minimum wetting
to maximum wetting in the next half of the cycle.
 
Figure A3. Droplet gate selectively passes droplets. Droplets (10 μL) driven with a 70 Hz vibration of
4 g stopped at the gate (design—bottom right) until a vibration of 8.5 g was applied (top sequence).
Droplets driven with a vibration of 8.5 g moved through the gate without stopping (bottom sequence).
Center panels and gray dotted lines depict the track and gate with respect to the droplets. Red and
blue dotted lines depict the leading and trailing edges of the droplets, respectively.
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Figure A4. Droplet gates can mix droplets of the same volume. Two droplets (10 μL) are transported
on an ARC track with a droplet gate. Both droplets are transported, maintaining their initial separation,
until the first droplet comes to the droplet gate. The gate holds this droplet in place until the second
droplet comes in contact. The droplets spontaneously merge, forming a larger droplet. The larger
droplet is then held in place by the droplet gate until sufficient vibration amplitude is applied (5 g).
Note that the larger droplet has a lower natural frequency, which requires a lower vibration frequency
for transport (40 Hz). The track design is depicted by the overlay (gray) and the white arrows indicate
where the transition from the 16.6% to 8.3% duty cycle occurs.
 
Figure A5. Perpendicular intersection enables ARC switch. The ARC thresholds for transporting
droplets straight through or turning at the intersection were measured for switches having main and
perpendicular tracks with 8.3% duty cycle (A) and a main track of 8.3% with a perpendicular track
of 16.6% duty cycle (B). The increased pinning of the higher duty cycle perpendicular track enabled
droplets to turn at much lower vibration amplitudes. Blue regions correspond to vibration parameters
that drive the droplet straight through the intersection, while red regions correspond to parameters
that turn the droplet at the intersection.
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Figure A6. Turning droplets depends on droplet width and aspect ratio. The length and width
(insert) of droplets during maximum wetting were measured for switches with a 16.6% duty cycle
perpendicular track (8.3% main track). These data indicate that two conditions must be met for a droplet
to turn: the width of the droplet during wetting must be large enough to contact the perpendicular
track (this distance is indicated by the dotted grey line—(A), and the aspect ratio (B) must be sufficient
for pinning forces on the right edge of the droplet to dominate.
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Figure A7. Delivery junctions can transfer droplets between tracks without impeding transport.
Pass and delivery thresholds for delivery junctions with (A) 1115 μm and (B) 1015 μm separation
between the terminating track and the main track were investigated. Thin hydrophilic guides (Ai,Bi)
provide connectivity between the terminating track and main track without impeding transport of
droplets on the main track. ARC thresholds (Aii,Bii) to pass a droplet on the main track by this junction
and deliver a droplet across this junction were characterized for 10 μL droplets.
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Abstract: This paper reports a method combining laser die transfer and mist capillary self-alignment.
The laser die transfer technique is employed to feed selected microchips from a thermal release tape
onto a receiving substrate and mist capillary self-alignment is applied to align the microchips to
the predefined receptor sites on the substrate in high-accuracy. The parameters for a low-power
laser die transfer process have been investigated and experimentally optimized. The acting forces
during the mist-induced capillary self-alignment process have been analyzed and the critical volume
enabling capillary self-alignment has been estimated theoretically and experimentally. We have
demonstrated that microchips can be transferred onto receptor sites in 300–400 ms using a low-power
laser (100 mW), and chips can self-align to the corresponding receptor sites in parallel with alignment
accuracy of 1.4 ± 0.8 μm. The proposed technique has great potential in high-throughput and
high-accuracy assembly of micro devices. This paper is extended from an early conference paper
(MARSS 2017).
Keywords: mist capillary self-alignment; laser die transfer; hydrophilic/superhydrophobic patterned
surfaces; microasssembly
1. Introduction
High-throughput and high-accuracy microassembly is still a challenging task due to the undesired
adhesion forces between micro parts and handling tools at the microscale. To tackle the challenge,
microassembly driven by capillary forces [1–5], electrostatic forces [6], and magnetic forces [7] have
been reported for various applications, such as assembly of radio frequency identification (RFID) [8],
electrical networks [9], lighting emitting diodes [10], and solar cells [11]. Especially, capillary forces
have been extensively exploited in fluidic self-assembly [1,11,12], droplet self-assembly [1,13,14],
and capillary self-folding [15,16]. In microassembly, micro parts need to be transported to the
desired assembly sites. Hybrid microassembly techniques combining robotic pick-and-place and
capillary self-alignment techniques have been reported to achieve fast transportation and accurate
self-alignment [17]. Assembly methods, such as transfer printing and the laser die transfer technique,
have also been reported for high-performance transportation of micro components onto the desired
assembly sites. Transfer printing is a technique that transfers micro parts using a flexible stamp onto
the target substrate [18]. Similar to the transfer printing technique, the laser die transfer technique uses
a laser device to release microchips from their carrier and transfer towards a receiving substrate [19].
Both the transfer printing and laser die transfer techniques provide effective solutions for feeding
microchips onto receiving receptor sites. However, the transfer printing technique requires a special
stamp, and is mainly used for constructing thin structures and stretchable electronics [20,21]. On the
other hand, the placement accuracy of laser die transfer is often very low and on the scale of tens of
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micrometers [19,22]. Moreover, laser die transfer often utilizes a high-power laser source, which may
increase the cost of the assembly equipment.
In this paper, we propose a new hybrid microassembly technique to achieve high-throughput
and high-accuracy microassembly. The proposed method combines non-contact laser die transfer and
parallel mist capillary self-alignment. The laser die transfer technique is used for fast transportation
of microchips onto receptor sites and the mist capillary self-assembly technique is applied to achieve
parallel and high-accuracy alignment. To transport chips, a low-power and low-cost laser device was
employed. Hydrophilic/superhydrophobic patterned surfaces were fabricated and served as receptor
sites. Microscopic droplets in the form of water mist were introduced as the media for mist capillary
self-alignment. Initial results of this work have been reported in a conference (MARSS 2017) [23].
In addition to the concept and experimental study, this paper reports detailed fabrication methods
for the substrate, methods for estimating effective laser burning areas, analysis of the mist-alignment
process, related critical volume and forces, and in-depth analysis of the experimental results.
2. Methods and Materials
2.1. Materials
In this work, microchips were fabricated by dicing 5-inch silicon wafers using a dicing saw
(Micro Ace 3, Micro Precision Engineering, Wisconsin, WI, USA) and the size of the diced chips
is 500 μm × 500 μm × 300 μm. The diced silicon chips are shown in Figure 1a. The chips were
attached to a thermal release tape (Graphene Supermarket, graphene transfer tape) which has similar
adhesion as normal adhesive tape at room temperature and loses its adhesive property by heating up to
100 ◦C. To achieve mist capillary self-alignment, water droplets should be confined inside the receptor
sites and a large wetting contrast between the receptor sites and its surrounding is preferred [3].
A similar method [24] was used to fabricate hydrophilic receptor sites and superhydrophobic black
silicon substrate, with a different final step where the fluoropolymer coating was removed from the
receptor sites using lift-off in buffered hydrofluoric acid. The fabricated patterned surface consists
of 500 μm × 500 μm Si pads and black silicon background as shown in Figure 1b. The surface of the
black silicon substrate has micro and nano structures. The measured water contact angles are 50◦ and
170◦ on Si receptor sites and the superhydrophobic black silicon substrate, respectively.
 
Figure 1. Silicon chips and fabricated receptor sites: (a) 500 μm × 500 μm × 300 μm diced silicon chips;
and (b) 500 μm × 500 μm hydrophilic Si receptor sites with superhydrophobic black silicon substrate.
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2.2. Method
We propose a laser-assisted mist capillary self-alignment method, which combines laser die
transfer technique and mist capillary self-alignment. The proposed method is illustrated in Figure 2,
the microchips were firstly attached to a thermal release tape (Figure 2a); next the laser beam was
pointed at the target chips and the laser fired; then the chips were released from the tape and landed
on the corresponding receptor sites with an initial placement error when the curing temperature of the
thermal tape was reached, as shown in Figure 2b. Next, water mist was introduced to the assembly
sites. Finally, all the chips were self-aligned with the corresponding receptor sites.
 
Figure 2. Procedure of laser-assisted mist capillary self-alignment: (a) chips were attached to a thermal
release tape and a laser beam was pointed at the target chip; (b) the laser was fired and the target chips
were released from the thermal tape and landed on the receiving receptor sites with an initial placement
error; and (c) mist-induced micro droplets were delivered to the assembly sites and microchips were
aligned to the corresponding receptor sites.
2.3. Experimental Setup
A robotic system has been set up for carrying out the laser die transfer experiments. The system
consists of a laser device (Wicked Lasers, EVO, Euro Intlchoice Tech. Ltd), a sample carrier mounting
on three motorized stages (Physik Instrumente M-122.2DD, M-404.8PD, and M-111.1DG, PI GmbH
& Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany) and two microscopes (InfiniTube and VZM 1000i, Edmund Optics,
Barrington, NJ, USA) connected to two identical charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras, respectively
(IGV-B1621, Imprex, Milwaukee, WI, USA). In our tests, we have selected a low-cost and low-power
laser device with a wavelength of 532 nm and a power of 100 mW. The laser operates in continuous
mode. A focal lens was attached to the laser device to release the microchips from the thermal release
tape. The motorized stages were used to move the test samples along three axis. The CCD cameras were
used to calibrate the coordinates of each microchip relative to the laser beam coordinates and record
the releasing process of microchips. Due to the high brightness of the laser beam, a protective glass was
placed in front of the side view microscope to protect the reflected laser light damaging the side view
CCD camera. Mist capillary self-alignment was carried out using an ultrasonic humidifier (model:
Bionaire Ultrasonic Compact BU1300W-I, Bionaire Inc., Montreal, QC, Canada), which can generate
a massive amount of microscopic droplets. To spread the mist evenly on the sample, two silicon
tubes were connected to the exit of the humidifier and placed near to the sample carrier from two
opposite directions.
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3. Results
3.1. Laser Beam Diameter Estimation
A stable release of a microchip from a thermal tape requires a powerful enough laser device,
a large enough laser beam diameter, and a uniform laser beam intensity distribution [25]. Ideally,
the laser beam should cover the whole surface area of the wafer die at the laser beam focal point.
An estimation of the laser beam diameter was performed as shown in Figure 3. To further increase
the burning power, a focal lens was attached to the laser device and the focal length is roughly 5 cm,
as indicated in Figure 3a. A piece of thermal release tape was attached to the sample holder and one
reference mark was marked on the thermal release tape. The sample holder was mounted on the
sample carrier and moved roughly 5 cm from the focal lens. The test was repeated three times, where
the reference mark was burned with the focused laser beam for 2 s. After the reference mark was
burned with laser, the burn mark was inspected and calibrated with a microscope (SZ-STU2, Olympus,
Tokyo, Japan) as shown in Figure 4b.
 
Figure 3. Laser beam diameter estimation: (a) the tape is mounted roughly 5 cm away from the focal
lens and a reference mark is used to estimate the laser beam diameter at its maximum intensity; and
(b) zoomed image of a laser beam burn with the inner and outer diameter in pixels.
The inner and outer diameters of the laser beam burn marks are presented in micrometers,
as shown in Table 1. The inner diameter represents presumably the diameter of the laser beam when
its intensity is at its maximum. This estimation was done to obtain an idea of the scale of the laser
beam diameters and it was used to narrow down the size of microchips used in die release tests.
Table 1. Inner and outer diameters of the laser beam.
Test Inner Diameter (μm) Outer Diameter (μm)
# 1 240.54 316.22
# 2 253.15 330.63
# 3 263.06 315.32
Average 252.58 320.72
3.2. Mist Capillary Self-Alignment Process
Mist capillary self-alignment is based on the principle of surface energy minimization, where the
gradient of potential drives the chip to align with the receptor site. In our case, the alignment process
involves drops merging and liquid meniscus formation. The schematic and force configuration of the
mist capillary self-alignment process is shown in Figure 4, in which G, N, Fmax, FAdhesion, Ffriction, Fγ and
Eγ represents the gravity of the chip, normal force, static friction force, adhesion force, friction force,
surface tension force, and surface energy, respectively.
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Figure 4. Schematic and force configuration of mist capillary self-alignment process: (a) a chip is placed
on the top of a receptor site and dry contact forms in between; (b) mist induced droplets are delivered
onto the assembly site and partially wet the gap between the chip and receptor site; (c) droplets wet the
whole gap and overcome the static friction force while driving the chip to self-align with the receptor
site; and (d) the surface energy of the meniscus in the gap is minimized and the chip is aligned with
the receptor site.
Firstly, a chip is transferred onto a receptor site using the laser die transfer technique and the chip
is in dry contact with the receptor site, the normal force N equals the sum of the gravity G and adhesion
force FAdhesion, and the magnitude of the static friction force depends on the normal force (Figure 4a).
Then water mist is delivered to the assembly site and droplets start to accumulate and merge with
each other on both the chip and the receptor site; gradually, a water meniscus is formed in the gap
between the chip and the receptor site and partially wets the gap (Figure 4b). The surface tension of
the meniscus Fγ overcomes the dry friction force Fmax and pulls the chip towards the receptor site
when the volume of the meniscus in the gap increases to a critical volume Vc (Figure 4c). Finally,
the chip is aligned to the receptor site where the surface energy of the meniscus Eγ is minimized
(Figure 4d). The droplet accumulation process is a linear process [14], where the volume of droplets
increase linearly with the accumulation time; therefore, the critical volume Vc to enable self-alignment
can be estimated based on the droplet accumulation rate and time on the receptor site. We recorded
the droplet accumulation process with a video camera and the volume of the droplets was calculated
frame by frame. Figure 5 shows the volume of drops accumulated on a 0.2 mm2 receptor site as
the function of accumulation time and the relationship can be represented with a linear equation
V = 0.13t − 0.031, where V is the volume of the droplets accumulated on the 0.2 mm2 receptor site and
t is the accumulation time. We recorded the size of the gap between the chip and the receptor site and
the accumulation time for self-alignment from the captured video (Supplementary Video S1). Based
on the accumulation time and the size of the gap, the critical volume for capillary self-alignment can







Figure 5. Linear water accumulation process.
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We simulated the mist capillary self-alignment process for 500 μm × 500 μm × 300 μm chips
on the same sized receptor sites using Surface Evolver [26] which finds the static equilibrium for a
liquid meniscus by evolving the surface using the gradient descent method. Surface Evolver breaks
the surface of the liquid meniscus into smaller elements and minimizes the surface energy of each
element by optimizing the location of each vertex. In the simulation, the contact angles of the chip,
receptor site, and background were 80◦, 50◦, 170◦, respectively. The volume of the liquid used is the
estimated critical volume of 0.7 nL. Figure 6 shows the surface energy and the restoring force versus
the misalignment bias. The x bias is defined as the placement error between the chip and receptor
site along the x-axis and the restoring force is the driven force for the chip to align with the receptor
site. The results show that the surface energy of the water meniscus is minimized as the x bias reaches
zero, which is where the chip is aligned with the receptor site. The restoring force is in the range of
15–25 μN which should be in the same scale as the static friction force.
(a) (b)
Figure 6. Surface energy (a) and restoring force (b) as a function of x bias.
3.3. Laser Die Releasing Procedure
We have developed a procedure to carry out laser die releasing tests. The procedure is illustrated
in Figure 7: firstly, a black dot was marked as a reference mark on the tape with attached microchips;
then, the reference mark was moved under the laser beam and the laser beam was focused at the
reference mark to make a burn (Figure 7a,d); meanwhile, the coordinates of the laser beam focal point
were stored; after this, the reference mark was moved under the top view microscope and the center of
the reference mark burn was stored and highlighted with a crosshair (Figure 7b,e); next, the center
of the chip was moved under the top view microscope and their coordinates were stored separately.
By subtracting the relative distances between the center of the reference mark burn and the centers
of the chips from the previously-stored coordinates of the laser beam focal point, the control script
could calculate the correct position of the microchips so that the laser beam focal point is aligned with
the center of each chip (Figure 7c,f). These coordinates were stored by the control script and the tape
with microchips could be moved to the coordinates by pushing a button on the gamepad. Each of the
chips was moved under the laser beam focal point sequentially and the laser beam was fired to release
the chip from the thermal release tape. The releasing process was observed and recorded by the side
view microscope.
We have carried out the die releasing tests using 500 μm × 500 μm × 300 μm silicon chips.
The chips were placed manually on a thermal tape and the target receptor sites were mounted between
the sample holder and the sample carrier, with the distance between the chips and the receptor sites
being about 0.5 mm. Examples of releasing tests are shown in Figure 8, as captured images from
Supplementary Video S2. Immediately after the laser was fired, the target area was deformed and the
chip was detached from the tape, as shown in Figure 8b,c. The release time was measured to be 340
and 389 ms respectively. The release time of the chip was calculated from the moment the laser was
triggered to the moment the chip was fully released from the thermal release tape. The releasing tests
were repeated five times, where in each test, the tape with five chips was heated with a continuous laser
with power of 100 mW. In total, 25 experiments were performed. Table 2 summarizes the success rate
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of releasing and the average releasing time from each test, which shows the chips can be released with
the releasing time in the range of 300–400 ms. The difference in releasing time may be caused by the
following factors: (1) certain randomness due to the material composition and the quality of the initial
contact between each chip and the tape; and (2) randomness in the time required to reduce the adhesion
force to the threshold of releasing. In a few cases, the chips were partially released where one corner
or one edge of the chip was adhered to the thermal tape. This is mainly caused by the misalignment
between the laser focal point and the center of the chip. Another cause could be the non-uniform
intensity distribution of the laser beam. The reliability of releasing could be improved using a more
powerful or larger laser beam with a more uniform spatial laser beam intensity distribution or using a
thermal tape with a lower curing temperature. In addition, we also tested 300 μm × 300 μm microchips,
which were difficult to release. We attribute the phenomena to two factors: (1) the laser beam causes
topographical changes to the thermal tape which leads to similar effective contact area for both 300 μm
and 500 μm chips; and (2) the gravity of 500 μm chip is greater, therefore, 500 μm chips are easier
to detach.
 
Figure 7. Laser die releasing procedure: (a,d) a reference mark was moved under the laser beam and
the laser was fired at the mark to make a burn; (b,e) the reference burn mark was moved under a top
view microscope and the center of the burn was stored and highlighted with a cross hair; (c,f) the laser
beam focal point was aligned with the center of the chip and the laser was ready to fire to release the
chip from the thermal release tape.
 
Figure 8. Releasing of chips from a thermal tape by firing a laser beam. (a,d) 500 μm × 500 μm × 300 μm
chips were attached to a thermal release tape; (b,e) the chips were moved under the laser beam and
the laser beam was fired at the chips; (c,f) the tape was heated to its curing temperature by the laser
beam and the chips were released from the thermal release tape (Supplementary Video S2). Scale bar:
500 μm.
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Table 2. Releasing time and success rate.
Test Average Releasing Time Success Rate
# 1 390.3 ms 4/5
# 2 380.4 ms 5/5
# 3 398.1 ms 3/5
# 4 300.2 ms 5/5
# 5 357.3 ms 4/5
3.4. Mist Capillary Self-Alignment
Immediately after the chips were released from the thermal tape and landed on the corresponding
receptor sites, we applied the mist capillary self-alignment method to correct the initial placement
error between the chip and the receptor site. Figure 9 shows the typical process of the mist capillary
self-alignment. Firstly, a chip landed on the top of a receptor site with an initial placement error,
and then water mist was delivered to the assembly site using a commercial ultrasonic humidifier;
meanwhile, microscopic droplets accumulated at the assembly site; and, finally, the chip was
self-aligned with the receptor site when the volume of the droplets between the gap of the chip and
the receptor site increases to the critical volume. Detailed description about the droplets’ accumulation
process is described in Section 3.2. We have reported earlier that the alignment accuracy of capillary
self-alignment is significantly better than the manufacturing precision of the chips and receptor sites,
and the accuracy can be better than 1 μm when the edges of the chips and the receptor sites are well
defined [17]. In this work, 10 out of 10 microchips were successfully self-aligned with the corresponding
receptor sites, and the alignment accuracy was inspected using an optical microscope. The results
show that the alignment accuracy is 1.4 ± 0.8 μm, which is consistent with our earlier results [17].
Mist capillary self-alignment is an entirely parallel process and, in principle, it could be introduced to
thousands to millions of assembly sites and realize massive self-alignments simultaneously.
 
Figure 9. Mist capillary self-alignment: (a) a 500 μm × 500 μm × 300 μm chip landed on a receptor site
with an initial placement error; (b) water mist was delivered to the assembly site; (c,d) microscopic
droplets accumulated at the assembly site; and (e) the chip was self-aligned with the corresponding
receptor site (Supplementary Video S1). Scale bar: 200 μm.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we reported a laser-assisted mist capillary self-alignment method for the assembly
of microchips on hydrophilic/superhydrophobic receptor sites. We have demonstrated that laser die
transfer can transport microchips from a thermal release tape onto the receptor sites within an accuracy
that the mist capillary self-alignment technique can successively apply to achieve high assembly
accuracy. Microchips can be released in a non-contact manner from a thermally-curable adhesive tape
with a low-cost and low-power commercial laser device. The releasing tests suggest that the release
time below 400 ms is achievable using a laser device (100 mW power) for 500 μm × 500 μm × 300 μm
silicon chips. In comparison with the hybrid method combining robotic pick-and-place and capillary
self-alignment proposed by us earlier, this method is especially suitable for fragile micro components,
where non-contact handling is preferred. Furthermore, the method can be potentially applied
to ultra-thin chips by employing the laser ablation die transfer technique. The mist capillary
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self-alignment has been studied through theoretical analysis and experiments. The acting forces for
capillary self-alignment have been analyzed and the critical volume enabling capillary self-alignment
has been estimated. We have demonstrated that microchips self-align to the corresponding receptor
site in parallel with an alignment accuracy of 1.4 ± 0.8 μm. The proposed technique has great potential
for high-throughput and high-accuracy assembly of micro devices. Furthermore, since water droplets
will eventually evaporate and disappear shortly after the capillary self-alignment, it is possible to
integrate the proposed technology with bonding techniques, such as thermal bonding, as reported in
our earlier work [27]. The proposed technique can also be applied to microchips containing asymmetric
patterns and micro bumps [8]. In future work, more powerful lasers will be investigated to improve
the reliability and efficiency of the chips releasing.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2072-666X/8/12/361/s1,
Video S1: Water mist-induced capillary self-alignment, Video S2: Laser die transfer.
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